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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to present a test case for diachronic and
synchronic approaches in the book of Joshua, especially Josh 3-4 which is one of the
most complex texts in the Old Testament. The thesis pays attention to how Polzin's
approach, which is regarded one of the best sympathetic readings of Joshua, is
applied to the text of Josh 3-4, and the relevance of the theories of Auld.

After preliminaries in Chapter One, Chapter Two introduces the synchronic
readings of Polzin, Hawk, Mitchell, and Winther-Nielsen, attempts to uncover the
problems in applying their methods to this complicated text, and offers a critique of
these sympathetic readings. Through this examination, the writer concludes that
Polzin's methodology does explain a number of difficult problems in this text, but
also that his reading has limitations. One important question is the relevance of these
several approaches to the two different descriptions concerning the twelve stones set
up in the middle of the Jordan and on the other side of the river.

Chapter Three investigates the differences between the MT and the LXX of
Joshua 3-4 through text critical analysis, reconstructs the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX-
Joshua 3-4 considering divergences between major Greek editions (Margolis, Rahlfs,
and Auld), and examines the limitations of Polzin's synchronic study in reading only
from the final text ofMT. The large number of text critical issues in this text (Josh 3-
4) makes it difficult to work only from the final form of the MT. A further difficulty
is deciding which text we should follow among the MT, LXX, and Vorlage behind
the Greek text. The impossibility of simple answers drives us to sympathize with a
diachronic approach.

For the purpose of reading the literary history of Josh 3-4 in a diachronic
way, the writer considers what position this text holds in the setting of the wider
context of the ark narratives and water-crossing stories in the Old Testament. Thus,
Chapter Four compares the ark story in this text with those in the Pentateuch and
other Former Prophets. Chapter Five compares Joshua 3-4 with the crossing of the
Reed Sea in Exodus 13:17-14:31 and with Elijah and Elisha crossing the river in 2
Kings 2. In these two chapters, the writer considers recent trends in literary criticism
which reject the existence of a Yahwist (J) and prefer to call material which does not
belong to P simply 'non-Priestly', and suggests new directions for literary criticism.
One of these specific features is to read the Pentateuch and the Former Prophets in
reverse order. In this part, the writer examines the relevance of Auld's theory, in
which the shared material by Samuel-Kings and Chronicles is the root work of the
story of Israel before the monarchy.

With the help of the investigations already mentioned, Chapter Six attempts
to read the literary history of Joshua 3-4 based on the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX and
on MT of Josh 3-4. This chapter retraces the complex literary history of Josh 3-4 and
discusses the limitations of Polzin's synchronic study in reading Josh 3-4 only from
the final text ofMT.
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Chapter One
Introduction

This thesis seeks to present a test case for diachronic and synchronic

approaches in the book of Joshua, especially in Josh 3-4. This complicated text, Josh

3-4, could be a good example for readers who are interested in the synchronic-

diachronic question.

Since Polzin's epoch-making synchronic study of the book of Joshua,1 a

number of sympathetic readings have appeared.2 Their studies showed a new

direction for those who want to make sense out of the final form of the text. However,

how can their methodologies be applied to Josh 3-4, one of the most complex texts in

Joshua? This research attempts to probe the methodology of those synchronic readers

who have dealt with this complicated text. One important test is the relevance of their

approach to the two different descriptions concerning the twelve stones set up in the

middle of the Jordan and on the other side of the river.

1
R.M. Polzin, Moses and the Deuteronomist: A Literary Study of the Deuteronomistic History (New

York: Seabury Press, 1980). For more of his study, see Samuel and the Deuteronomist: A Literary
Study of the Deuteronomistic History (San Francisco: Harper & Row Publishers, 1989); idem, David
and the Deuteronomist: A Literary Study of the Deuteronomistic History (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1993); idem, 'Curses and Kings : A Reading of 2 Samuel 15-16', The New Literary
Criticism and the Hebrew Bible (1993), 201-26; For reviews of his study, see J. Keating, 'Book
Review, Polzin's Samuel and the Deuteronomisf, Faith and Mission 7 (1989), 89-90; D. Jobling,
'Book Review on Polzin's Samuel and the Deuteronomisf, Interpretation 44 (1990), 416; M.T. Davis,
'Book Review on Polzin's Samuel and the Deuteronomisf, Theology Today 46 (1990), 458-460; B.L.
Johnson, 'Book Review, Polzin's Samuel and the Deuteronomisf, Westminster Theological Journal
54 (1992), 368-70; D. Edelman, 'Book Review. Polzin's Samuel and the Deuteronomisf, Journal of
Near Eastern Studies 52 (1993), 306-308.
2 For synchronic research on Joshua, see P.P. Saydon, 'The Crossing of the Jordan, Josue 3 and 4,'
CBQ 12 (1950), 194-207; R.M. Polzin, Moses and the Deuteronomisf B. Peckham, 'The Composition
of Joshua 3-4,'CBQ 46 (1984), 413-31; L.D. Hawk, Every Promise Fulfdled. Contesting Plots in
Joshua (Literary Currents in Biblical Interpretation; Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox Press,
1991); G. Mitchell, Together in the Land. A Reading of the Book of Joshua (JSOTS 134; Sheffield:
JSOT Press, 1993); J. Svensson, Towns and Toponyms in the Old Testament, with Special Emphasis on
Joshua 14-21 (CB [OT] 38; Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1994); N. Winther-Nielsen, A
Functional Discourse Grammar ofJoshua: A Computer-assisted Rhetorical Structure Analysis (OTS
40; Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1995); R.D. Nelson, Joshua (Old Testament Library; Louisville:
Westminster John Knox, 1997).
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The large number of text critical issues in this text (3-4) also makes it

difficult to read only from the final form of the MT.3 A further difficulty is which

text we should follow among the MT, LXX, and Vorlage behind the Greek text. The

impossibility of simple answers drives us to sympathize with a diachronic approach.

According to Winther-Nielsen, since Wellhausen proposed the theory that

the Gilgal stone narrative was copied from the Jordan stone narrative, diachronic

research has dominated the study of these chapters.4 This has been mainly focused

on the MT.

Driver and Cooke held that this narrative was composed of three layers, P,

JE, and a Deuteronomic editor.5 In contrast, Eissfeldt rejected as editors P and D and

substituted them with J, E, and L.6
Unlike previous scholars' attempts to find older Pentateuchal sources in

3 For the text critical issues of this text, see especially S. Holmes, Joshua, the Hebrew and Greek
Texts (Cambridge University Press, 1914); R.G. Boling and G.E. Wright, Joshua (Anchor Bible; NY:
Doubleday, 1982); J.A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, (London: SCM,19822); T.C. Butler, Joshua
(WBC;Waco,TX: Word, 1983); L.J. Greenspoon, Textual Studies in the Book of Joshua (HSM 28;
Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1983); J. Gray, Joshua, Judges and Ruth (NCBC, 1967; 19862; London:
Marshal Morgan and Scott); K. Bieberstein, Joshua-Jordan-Jericho. Archaologie, Geschichte und
Theologie der Landnahmeerzahlungen Josua 1-6. (OBO 143) Freiburg/Gottingen 1995; J. Moatti-Fine,
Jesus (Josue). Traduction du texte grec de la Septante, Introduction et notes. (La Bible d' Alexandrie
6), Paris, 1996; S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' in C.E. Cox, VII Congress of the
International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies. Leuven 1989. (Society of Biblical
Literature Septuagint and Cognate Studies Series 31) Atlanta 1991; idem., Between Literalness and
Freedom. Translation technique in the Septuagint of Joshua and Judges regarding the clause
connections introduced by ? and ts. (Publications of the Finnish Exegetical Society 75) Gottingen
1999; E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX
Translation,' in The Greek and Hebrew Bible. Collected Essays on the Septuagint. (SVT 72)
Leiden/Boston/Koln 1999; idem., 'Midrash-Type Exegesis in the Septuagint of Joshua,' in The Greek
and Hebrew Bible. Collected Essays on the Septuagint. (SVT 72) Leiden/Boston/Koln 1999; M.N. van
der Meer, Formation & Reformulation: The Redaction ofthe Book ofJoshua in the Light of the Oldest
Textual Witnesses (SVT 102) Brill, Boston: Leiden, 2004; A.G. Auld, Joshua, Moses and the land:
Tetrateuch-Pentateuch-Hexateuch in a generation ofstudy since 1938 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1980);
idem, Joshua Retold: Synoptic Perspectives (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1998); idem, Joshua: Jesus Son
ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus (Septuagint Commentary Series), Brill/Leiden/Boston, 2005.
4 N. Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar ofJoshua: A Computer-assisted Rhetorical
Structure Analysis (OTS 40; Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1995), 169.
5 S.R. Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 9th ed.,
1913), 105; G.A. Cooke, The Book of Joshua (The Cambridge Bible,1918), 17; P.P. Saydon, 'The
Crossing of the Jordan, Josue 3 and 4,' CBQ 12 (1950), 194.
6 O. Eissfeldt, Hexateuch-Synopse (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1922), 206-9.
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Joshua, Rudolph suggested a new direction in studying first Genesis, then Exodus to

Joshua. Denying the existence of E, he divided Josh 3-4 into the following: a basic J

narrative of the Crossing of the Jordan (3:1, 5-6, 14-17; 4:9, 10b, 11a, 12-13, 15-18,

lib, 19b); its first expansion of Joshua's magnification by an editor of J (3:7-11, 13;

4:14); a secondary account (3:12; 4:lb-5, 3b, 8abb, 10a, 20); Deuteronomic additions,

explaining and emphasising the role of the ark and the lesson from the crossing (3:2-

4, 10; 4:6-8aa, 21-24); and later glosses (3:4aba; 4:1a, 19a).7
Some scholars argue that Noth was influenced by Rudolph's viewpoint and

accepted his literary theory. Noth came to believe that the failure of the literary

critical research in Joshua was caused by the assumption that the contents of this

book are simply a continuation of those in the Pentateuch. For him. such a thing as

the 'Hexateuch' never existed in any form. He rejected the existing literary critical

method in this narrative as well, because 'das Verschwinden des Jordanwassers

deutlich genug nur einmal berichtet wird'.8 According to his 1938 edition of Das

Buck Josaa, this narrative is divided into 'den urspriinglichen Bericht and die

deuteronomistische und spatere Redaktion'.9 In the 1953 edition, he breaks down

this narrative even further. The purpose of this narrative was to explain 'die Steine im

Jordanbett und die Steine in Gilgal'. These two stories 'vielleicht durch

Umordnungen im Text vereinigt wurden [von dem Sammler]'. Then the Dtr (3:2-4,

6-10; 4:6, 7, 10ap, 12, 14, 21, 22, 24) and post-Dtr (4:15-18a) Zuwachs followed.10
Noth replaced Rudolph's documentary hypothesis with his own theory, and made a

large contribution in developing the conception of a so-called Dtr history and its

theology in the study of this narrative.

Keller rejected Noth's historical and literary theories, arguing that only the

Gilgal stone version is original and that all other accounts of Joshua, the ark, the

7 W. Rudolph, Der "Elohist" von Exodus bis Josua (BZAW 68; Berlin: Topelmann, 1938), 169-78.
8 M. Noth, Das Buck Josua (HAT 1.7, 1938; Tubingen: J.C.B.Mohr), 11, 19532(ed), 31.
9 M. Noth, Das Buck Josua (HAT 1.7, 1938; Tubingen: J.C.B.Mohr),VII-XV, 10-13.
10 M. Noth, Das Buch Josua (HAT 1.7, 19532; Tubingen: J.C.B.Mohr), 7-17, 25-37.
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priests, and the command and its execution are secondary.11
Dus, thoroughly indebted to Noth, changed his view into five successive

layers: first, a fragmentary aetiology of the twelve stones in the Jordan; second, 'die

um die Atiologie der Gilgalsteine und der zwolf ctotn'; third, ein Sammler, who

incorporated them into an account of the Landnahmeerzahlung; fourth, a

deuteronomistic interpolator, who was particularly concerned with the ark; and

finally, ein priesterlicher Bearbeiter, who transposed the aetiology of the stones in

the Jordan from its original connection with the crossing to its present association
• 19

with the Gilgal aetiology.

According to Vogt, the text is composed of two narratives, one historical and

the other liturgical and ritual. In this analysis, he implied two editions of the Dtr

history.13 Although Vogt followed Noth in making Dtr an editor rather than the

author of the history, he seemed to try to avoid the excessive application of

convergent theories.

Langlamet divided the materials in Josh 3-4 into nine sub-divisions:14 (1)

the aetiology of the stones of Gilgal without the figure of Joshua (4:2, 3, 8); (2) a

Shittim-Gilgal story (3:1, 5, 14a, 16; 4:19); (3) an 'ark' narrative (3:9-11, 13, 15a; 4:7,

10b); (4) an aetiology of the stones in the Jordan (4:9); (5) a 'Joshua' version of the

aetiology of the Gilgal stones (4:4-5, 20); (6) two Gilgal catechisms (4:6-7, 21-24);

(7) a first Deuteronomistic redaction (3:6, 8, 12, 13, 14b, 15b, 17; 4:1, 2, 9, 10, 11,

15-18, 21); (8) the texts of the Deuteronomistic historian or his school (3:2-3, 7, 17;

4:11 b-12, 14); (9) brief later additions (3:3, 4, 4:13). Langlamet supplied most

detailed divisions on this narrative and paid close attention to its literary and

tradition-historical problems without having recourse to the kind of source-criticism

11 C.A. Keller, 'Uber einige alttestamentliche Heiligtumslegenden, II,' ZAW68 (1956), 85-97.
12

J. Dus, 'Die Analyse zweier Ladeerzahlungen des Josuabuches (Jos 3-4 und 6),' ZAW 72 (1960),
106-34.
13 E. Vogt, 'Die Erzahlung vom Jordanubergang, Josue 3-4,' Bib 46 (1965), 125-48.
14 F. Langlamet, Gilgal et les recits de la traversee du Jourdain (Cahiers de la Revue Biblique; Paris:
J. Gabalda, 1969).
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which Noth rejected.15

Repudiating previous literary theory and historical aetiology, Soggin

maintained that the ritual reference is derived from the Exodus account of the

Passover and the crossing of the Reed Sea. For him, the narrative is divided into two

parts, pre-Dtr material and easily recognizable Dtr additions.16
Boling tried to reduce the complexity of this narrative by applying the so-

called Deuteronomistic double redaction theory. He argues that to the story of the

'crossing from Shittim to Gilgal' (3:1-16; 4:10-14) was inserted the ancient aetiology

(3:17-4:8), then 4:9 and 4:15-18 were added by Dtr2.17
Van Seters holds that J and P were secondarily added into the original Dtr,

which was influenced by Assyrian reports ofmilitary campaigns.18 According to him,

the Dtr Historian interpreted the tradition of the entrance into the land as a great

military conquest. Furthermore, he maintains that the Dtr narrative has a basic

similarity to the accounts of such military campaigns in the Assyrian annals and to

the 'letters to the god'. These pay special attention to a few major battles or

conquests of important cities while summarizing the overthrow of many others in a

stereotyped series. They sometimes highlight the overcoming of a special barrier,

such as a river in flood or a mountain range. The king receives an oracle of salvation

before an important battle from a deity who promises victory from the enemy.

Sometimes envoys come from afar to sue for peace and submit to terms of servitude

in order to avoid destruction. General descriptions of sieges or military strategies;

lists of participants of coalitions, kings defeated, or cities; enumerations of casualities

and the amount of booty; dedications of victory and of spoils to the god - all these

occur with great regularity.19 From the complex narrative Van Seters first separates

15 A.G. Auld, Joshua, Moses and the land: Tetrateuch PentateuchHcxateuch in a generation ofstudy
since 1938 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1980), 43.
16 J. A. Soggin, Joshua, 43-67.
17 R.G. Boling and G.E. Wright, Joshua,\19-\81.
18 J. Van Seters, In Search ofHistory (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983), 325-30.
19

J. Van Seters, In Search ofHistory, 330-31.
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the basic Dtr account of the conquest, which, according to him, has been made to

correspond with the literary pattern of military campaigns in the Assyrian royal

inscriptions; 3:2-3, 6-7, 9-11, 13-16; 4:10b, 11a, 12-14. Then, the Gilgal stone story

(J) was added; 3:8, 12, 17; 4:1-5, 8, 20-24. Finally, the priestly writer's concern for

the ark and memorial stones in the middle of the Jordan (P) was inserted; 3:1, 4-5;
70

4:6-7, 9-10a, lib, 15-19. However, Van Seters dates the sources differently to most

scholars. The date of D is ca. 625 B.C.E., while that of J is likely exilic (ca. 540

B.C.E.), and P postexilic (ca. 400 B.C.E.).21 His attempt to compare Josh 3-4 with

Neo-Assyrian accounts appears to form a new category of literary studies and to

broaden the way to approach this complex literary composite.

Peckham suggests that Dtr2 mainly interprets the event as a skillful author

and only vv 5, 10b, 16b in ch.3 belong to Dtri.22 He follows the double redaction

theory, but only Dtr2 plays an important role in his idea. Thus, his theory seems to be

close to that of the so-called single deuteronomistic authorship.

According to Fritz, the final form of this narrative 'ist das Ergebnis eines

langen Wachstumsprozesses, bei dem mehrere Stufen der Redaktion unterschieden

werden konnen'. For him, '[d]ie urspriingliche Fassung' is 3:1, 14a, 15a, 16; 4:11a,

18, 19, in the middle of which 'steht der Durchzug des Volkes'. Then, this narrative

form 'wurde durch eine redaktionelle Uberarbeitung erganzt, in der die Rolle der

Lade starker betont wird, 3: 10, 11, 13, 14b, 17; 4: 9, 10'. This emphasis of the ark in

the wonder of the Jordan belongs to the deuteronomistic redactor (RedD). Third, in

the narrative of passing over the Jordan was 'eine Erzahlung von der Mitnahme der

zwolf Steine' from the riverbed and their 'Aufstellung am Ort des Lagers

eingearbeitet 4:1-8, die durch 4:20-23 neu interpretiert worden ist'. Here 'der

nachpriesterschriftliche Einschub (4:15-17)' and 'die weiteren redaktionellen

20
J. Van Seters, In Search ofHistory, 325-27.

21 J. Van Seters, 'The Pentateuch' in S.L.McKenzie and W.P.Graham(eds), The Hebrew Bible
(Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox, 1998), 3-49.
22 B. Peckham, 'The Composition of Joshua 3-4,'CBQ 46 (1984), 418-31.
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Zusatze' (3:2-4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 15b; 4: lib, 12, 13, 14, 24) followed.23 Fritz tends

to follow the traditional historical-critical approach and seems to be especially

influenced by Noth. However, since he starts the literary history with the first

Deuteronomist, Fritz shows a different position from Noth, for whom there was a

substantial contribution from an earlier Sammler.

Nelson mainly tries to find a pattern which emphasises the unity of this

narrative in synchronic perspective,24 but he recognises the existence of different

materials beneath this complex text. According to him, this part is composed of pre-

deuteronomistic material, deuteronomistic redaction, and P-like expression (3:4a;
9 S 96

4:16, 19), but there is no evidence of the second deuteronomist in this narrative.

First, the main narrative line, which embodies the original story is 3:1, 5, 11, 13-17.

He holds that the ark is certainly part of this pre-deuteronomistic material.27 Second,

he indicates the contribution of DH to this narrative with some confidence. The

designation 'carriers of the ark' (3:15a) has been supplemented from a

deuteronomistic perspective by 'the levitical priests' (3:3) and then simply by 'the

priests' (3:13, 14, 15, 17; 4:9, 10, 18). Other deuteronomistic contributions are the

appearance of the priests in 3:6, 8,28 the concern for the two and half tribes in 4:

12,29 the title 'the ark of the covenant' (3:3, 6, 8, 11, 14, 17), 30 and the expanded

terminology for the ark in 4:7, 9, 18.31 The three-day chronology and 'the officers'

23 V. Fritz, Das Buch Josua (HAT 1/7, Tubingen, 1994), 1-9,41-56.
24 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, OTL (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1997), 1-24, 53-75. In synchronic
perspective, Nelson finds a pattern of narrative action interwoven with associated speech (command,
prediction, and explanation): command (3:3, 5a, 6, 8; 4:2, 3, 5, 15-17), prediction (3:5b, 13),
explanation (3:4, 11; 4:6-7, 14, 21-24). That is 'an inner circle of speeches focus on the story at hand.
Similary, an outer circle of (deuteronomistic) sentences splice the narrative into the larger story of
Joshua: 3:2, 7, 9-10; 4:12-14. Yet another set of phrases connects what happens at the Jordan back to
the exodus experience'(3:16; 4:19, 22-23).
25 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 1-24, 53-75.
26 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 6.
27 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 56.
28 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 56.
29 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 66.
30

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 56.
31 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 66.
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of 3:2 could be connected back to 1:10-11 and Joshua's correlation to Moses in 3:7

and 4:14 to 1:5 and 7, which are the concerns of DH. Another characteristic

deuteronomistic interest is the education of future generations (4:6-7, 21-24).32
Third, priestly redactional interests (3:4a; 4:16, 19) played a role in the creation of

the final form of this narrative, but to link this P-like redactional activity with the

Priestly writing in the Pentateuch is to go beyond the evidence.33 However, he

maintains that further attempts to reconstruct the literary history of this narrative,

beyond this recognition of deuteronomistic redaction and the conspicuous P-like

redaction, are doomed to failure.34

On the other hand, there have been some scholars, who noted a great

number of differences between MT and LXX-Josh 3-4, and tried to consider the

challenges from LXX more seriously.

In his 1914 study Joshua, Holmes pointed out that the differences between

the Hebrew and Greek texts are not the result of textual errors in the Hebrew text

underlying the Greek translation, but those of a systematic revision on the MT side.35

According to him, since the MT is longer in many places, it is the result of a

deliberate and later revision.36 Having established the priority of LXX over MT in

Josh 3-4, Holmes raised the possibility that the Greek text represented the original

Hebrew text, while the MT was the result of subsequent additions.

Auld supports Holmes' position on the priority of LXX, but unfolds his

theory on a much bigger scale. He pays attention to the literary-critical problems in

the book of Joshua, and suggests new literary relations between Joshua and the

Pentateuch on the one hand, and the book of Chronicles on the other.37 However,

32 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 66.
33

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 9.
34

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 57.
35 S. Holmes, Joshua, the Hebrew and Greek Texts.
36 S. Holmes, Joshua, the Hebrew and Greek Texts, 3.
",7 A.G. Auld, Joshua, Moses and the land.
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these literary-critical problems should be taken into account with the large number of

text-critical issues represented by LXX-Joshua. For him, the generally shorter Greek

text is better witness than the MT to that common original from which have both

diverged.38 Auld noticed that among Langlamet's nine layers in Josh 3-4, the last

three redactional layers are MT pluses.39 According to him, the much longer MT-

Josh 3-4 is the result of 'progressive supplementation'40 or 'expansion'.41
Tov also pays close attention to the differences between the LXX and MT of

Joshua in the broader context of the Hebrew Bible.42 He holds that the numerous

divergencies between MT and LXX-Joshua should be understood as the result of a

re-editing of the book.43 His study on Josh 3-4 also focuses on the pluses in the MT

which are much more frequent than its minuses. He classifies those large number of

pluses in MT under the headings of 'additions of MT whose secondary nature is

evident from the context', 'additions in MT whose secondary nature is evident from

their formulation', 'small elucidations', 'harmonizing additions', 'contextual

additions', 'emphasis', 'substantial additions', 'theological corrections', and the

'influence of Deuteronomy'.44 According to him, the pluses in MT-Josh 3-4 are

contextually secondary and exegetical additions. 5 The LXX-Josh 3-4 also contains

some pluses, which may have been omitted from MT. The minuses and pluses of the

Vorlage of the LXX-Josh 3-4 make the MT and LXX into two parallel editions.46
This explains his leading principle of literary growth in the book of Joshua. Unlike

preceding scholars such as Holmes and Auld, Tov also pays attention to the internal

38 A.G. Auld, Joshua Retold: Synoptic Perspectives, 19.
39 A.G. Auld, Joshua, Moses and the land, 91.
40 A.G. Auld, Joshua Retold, 24.
41 A.G. Auld, Studies in Joshua: Text and Literary Relations. (Thesis presented for the Degree of Ph.D.
to the University of Edinburgh) Edinburgh 1976, 119.
42 See E. Tov, Textual Criticism ofthe Hebrew Bible (Minneapolis/Assen/Maastricht, 1992), 313-349;
idem, The Text-Critical Use ofthe Septuagint in Biblical Research. JBS 8( Jerusalem 19972), 237-263.
43 E. Tov, E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX
Translation,' 385-396.
44 E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua,' 389-394.
45 E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua,' 394.
46 E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua,' 395.
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evidence of the book of LXX-Joshua. For this purpose, he examines the translator's

word choice as well as the word order and consistency in the translation. Thus, the

translation technique of LXX-Joshua is important for the evaluation of the LXX.

According to Tov, even though the translation technique of LXX ranged from

'relatively free' to 'relatively literal,' it remained sufficiently close to the Hebrew to

establish the translator's faithfulness to his source. This could be supported by the

fact that the pluses of the LXX are Hebraistic in diction and can be retroverted easily

into Hebrew.47

Even though Sipila pays attention to the translation technique of LXX-

Joshua in his recent book Between Literalness and Freedom48 and skillfully evaded

the burden of answering the question of whether the Greek translator worked from a

different Hebrew Vorlage by excluding those passages where MT and LXX differ

from his study,49 in his earlier study on Josh 3-4 he discussed textual variants

between MT and LXX-Josh 3-4 closely.50 In all, he deals with 120 cases within Josh

3 and 4, where the LXX and MT differ from each other.51 Above all, he first pays

attention to the translation technique of the LXX. As Hebrew differs a lot from Greek,

the translation differs in many cases from the Vorlage. The translator sometimes

changed or modified the Hebrew wording and structure. However, most of the cases

where his/her translation does not follow the wording of the Vorlage are connected

with purely linguistic problems. Even though the translator did not always produce

fluent Greek, he/she was capable of handling most of the difficulties.52 Here he

points out Noth's mistakes in arguing that the LXX-Vorlage was actually the same as

the Masoretic text and that all the deviations from the Masoretic text had been caused

47 E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua,' 388.
48 S. Sipila, Between Literalness and Freedom.
49 S. Sipila, Between Literalness and Freedom, 17.
50 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 63-74.
51 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 64.
52 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 65.
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by the LXX-Translator,53 since we now know that the Vorlage really differed from

the Masoretic text.54 Second, he considers corruptions in the Masoretic text.55 In

these cases the MT has 11 additions, 4 corrections and 4 mistakes within Josh 3-4,

which attests to the Vorlage being more original than the MT. The corruptions

include the MT copyist's attempts to clarify the texts, which were in some way

strange or vague, and theological corrections.56 Third, he also maintains that there

were corruptions in the LXX-Vorlage.51 According to him, there are 16 corruptions

in the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX-Josh 3-4, which can be divided into 10 corrections, 3

additions and 3 mistakes. The reasons for the correction in the Vorlage are mainly for

the clarification of the context; and they are sometimes connected with a formula or

58actualisation of the text. Anyway the MT is more original in this case." Therefore,

for Sipila, both the opinions that the MT is the only relevant text (e.g. Noth's

viewpoint) and that the LXX is the better and more original text (e.g. Holmes'

viewpoint) are criticized. Rather, according to him, the Vorlage is as good or as

original as the MT.59
Another contribution to the debate is provided by Van der Meer, who

critiques Holmes, Auld, and Tov in his book Formation and Reformulation.60 He

tries to prove the priority of the proto-MT over the Vorlage of the LXX. According to

him, the evidence from the biblical scrolls from the Dead Sea and also the Septuagint

is not sufficient to support the priority of the LXX Vorlage.61 Even though there is

some possibility of reconstructing an editorially different Hebrew version behind

LXX-Joshua 20, in all other cases one cannot claim an editorial priority of the LXX

53 M. Noth, Das Buch Josua (HAT 1.7, 1938; Tubingen: J.C.B.Mohr), 7.
54 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 66.
55 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 68.
56 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 68-9.
57 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 69.
58 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 71.
59 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 72.
60 M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation: The Redaction of the Book ofJoshua in the Light
ofthe Oldest Textual Witnesses (SVT 102) Brill, Boston: Brill, 2004.
61

M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 115.
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over the MT.62 He holds that not the LXX but the MT attests to the final stage of the

literary formation of Joshua.63 Thus, his conclusion is that the study of the literary

formation of the Hebrew text should be in its own right and that of the ancient

versions in their own context.64 Following established so-called deuteronomistic

theory, he divides the redactional history of the book of Joshua into three stages: 1) a

Deuteronomistic reformulation of older pre-Deuteronomistic narratives, 2) a nomistic

redaction of the Deuteronomistic sections; and 3) a Priestly redaction. 5 He reaches

this position by dealing with Josh 1, Josh 5:2-12, Josh 8:1-29, and Josh 8:30-35 in his

four major chapters. But he does not study Josh 3-4 closely, which contains a number

of textual and literary critical issues, and which seems not to accord with his position.

He simply mentions that 4:21-5:8 is the Deuteronomistic version of the Joshua

narratives and that 4:19 is part of a Priestly redaction of the Book of Joshua.66

As we saw above, the diachronic research on Josh 3-4 so far has been

proceeding in two directions. On the one hand, there have been some attempts to find

various layers of material behind the text giving priority to and based solely on the

MT. On the other hand, there have been attempts to reconstruct the textual and

literary history of this narrative, considering a number of differences between the MT

and LXX, and accepting those challenges raised by the LXX. However, the former

shows the limitation of not paying attention to the differences between the MT and

LXX, but tracing the literary history of this complicated narrative only from the final

form of the MT. In addition, almost all of their studies are indebted to the existing so-

called deuteronomistic theory raised by Noth. While the latter have merits in the

point that they note the divergences between MT and LXX, and adequately consider

62
M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 115-116.

63
M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 523.

64 M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 156-59.
65

M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 115-153.
66 M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 536.
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those challenges raised by LXX, even such investigations do not supply detailed

explanation on the literary history of Josh 3-4. In particular, they have not explained

clearly a good number of repetitions, discontinuities, and inconsistencies in the text.

Furthermore, they do not offer any detailed and distinct analysis of the literary

history and of the various strata of materials existing behind this text. Even though

this kind of study succeeds in highlighting the importance of the Septuagint and in

showing the priority of LXX at some points, it has not attempted to produce a

retroversion of the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX-Josh 3-4, nor has it tried to reconstruct

the literary history of this narrative from the OG Vorlage or find layers of materials

in this text.

Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to reconstruct the literary history of

Josh 3-4, and find out the various layers of materials behind this text, while

thoroughly considering those challenges provided by OG Vorlage.

In this thesis, we will also discuss one of the recent trends in the diachronic

way of reading the text. P. Volz and W. Rudolph attempted to show the non-existence

of E,67 and in a recently published book, Abschied vom Jahwisten, A.G. Auld, J.

Blenkinsopp, E. Blum, J.C. Gertz, W. Johnstone, R.G. .Kratz, T.C. Romer, K. Schmid,

and M.Witte reject the existence of a Yahwist (J). They prefer to call material which

does not belong to P simply 'non-Priestly', and suggest new directions for literary
• • • •

criticism. One of these specific features is to read the Pentateuch and the Former

Prophets in reverse order. According to Blum and Van Seters, the non-Priestly

portions of Genesis-Numbers were written on the basis of Deuteronomy and the

Former Prophets. Van Seters keeps the name 'Yahwist' but his Yahwist is also post-

67 P. Volz and W. Rudolph, Der Elohist als Erzdhler: Ein Irrweg der Pentateuchkritik? (Giessen:
Alfred Toppelman, 1933) W. Rudolph, Der "Elohist" von Exodus bis Josua (BZAW 68; Berlin:
Topelmann, 1938).
68 J.C. Gertz, K. Schmid & M. Witte (eds), Abschied vom Jahwisten, (Berlin;NY: Walter de Gruyter,
2002).
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Deuteronomistic.69 For Auld, 'The Book of Two Houses' (the story of the house of

David in Jerusalem and of the house that Solomon built for Yahweh there) is 'the

root work of the whole tree ofGenesis - Kings'.70
For the purpose of investigating these recent challenges and reading the

literary history of Josh 3-4 in a diachronic way, the writer proceeds to the next two

studies.

First, what position does this text hold in the setting of the wider Old

Testament? Especially how do we compare the ark story in this text with that in the
71 79

Pentateuch and other Former Prophets and Chronicles?

Second, how do we compare this text with the crossing of the Reed sea in

Exodus 13:17-14:31 and with Elijah and Elisha crossing the river in 2 Kings 2?

There are a number of issues which need to be resolved before we read this

literary composite.

Chapter Two introduces the synchronic reading of the text by Polzin, Hawk,

Mitchell, and Winther-Nielsen, and attempts to uncover the problems in applying

their methods to this complicated text, while offering some critique for sympathetic

readings.

Chapter Three investigates the differences between the MT and the LXX of

Joshua 3-4 through text critical analysis, reconstructs the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX-

Joshua 3-4.

As a preliminary study to read the literary history of Josh 3-4 in a diachronic

way, the writer considers what position this text holds in the setting of the wider

69 J. Van Seters, 'The Pentatuech' in S.L.McKenzie and W.P.Graham (eds), The Hebrew Bible
(Louisville KY: Westminster/John Knox,1998), 3-49.
70 A.G. Auld , 'The Former Prophets' in S.L. McKenzie and W.P. Graham(eds), The Hebrew Bible
(Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1998), 53-68; idem. Kings without Privilege (Edinburgh: T&T
Clark, 1994); idem. 'The Deuteronomist between History and Theology' (Congress Volume: Oslo,
1998/s), 353-36.7
71 Exod 25:10-22; 33:1-6; 37:1-9; Num 10:33-36; Deut 10:1-9.
72 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2; 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16; 1 Kgs 8:1-11//2 Chron 5.
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context of the ark narrative and water-crossing stories in the Old Testament.

Chapter Four compares the ark story in this text with that in the Pentateuch

and other Former Prophets and Chronicles.

Chapter Five compares this text with the crossing of the Reed sea in Exodus

13:17-14:31 and with Elijah and Elisha crossing the river in 2 Kings 2.

With the help of the above investigations, Chapter Six attempts to read the

literary history of Joshua 3-4 based on the Flebrew Vorlage and the MT of Josh 3-4.

One other major purpose of this chapter is to find materials which exist behind the

text of MT and LXX, through a diachronic way, revealing a literary history. This

study aims to find in this complex narrative various layers of materials in much the

same way as archaeologists or geologists explore the strata they study. In this chapter,

the writer discusses the limitations of Polzin's synchronic study, which is regarded

one of the best sympathetic readings in this text, in reading only from the final text of

MT.
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Chapter Two

Synchronic Readings of Joshua 3-4

Since Polzin opened new horizons in biblical research, there have been

many synchronic studies attempting to prove the consistency and unity of theme in

the book of Joshua. In this chapter, we will examine the methodologies of some

notable holistic readers, Polzin, Hawk, Mitchell, and Winther-Nielsen, the

differences and similarities between them, and whether the other three go through the

door which Polzin opened. Furthermore, we will investigate how their methodologies

are applied to 3-4, one of the most complex texts in the book of Joshua, and how they

explain the two different descriptions of the stones in the middle of the Jordan and on

the other side of Jordan. Finally, we will examine to what extent these holistic

readers recognise the differences between the MT and the LXX in this text.

2.1. Polzin: Moses and the Deuteronomisf1

In his book Moses and the Deuteronomist, Polzin presents a literary analysis

of Deuteronomy, Joshua, and Judges. His book contains the description of a debate

between traditional historical and contemporary literary criticism. In this volume,

Polzin holds that while a diachronic historical-critical analysis of biblical texts is

necessary for an adequate understanding (p. 3), a preliminary literary analysis of

biblical material is necessary for a scholarly understanding of what this ancient text

means (p. 5).

According to Polzin,

' R.M. Polzin, Moses and the Deuteronomist: A Literary Study of the Deuteronomistic History.
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[t]he priority of synchrony (in the dynamic sense emphasized especially by the

Russian structuralists) over diachrony is not in rank but only in operation (p. 6).

Citing Krystyna Pomorska, he asserts that

if we move in the opposite direction, basing synchronic analyses on historical

studies, we always run a risk of applying ready-made theories to them [Polzin's

italics] (p. 6).

According to Polzin, we have to make a literary analysis the starting point

of our efforts to gain an intimate knowledge of the literary work (p. 6). He writes that

his assumption is not based upon previous historical critical analysis. However, from

the beginning he assumes that the Deuteronomistic History (DH) is a unified literary

work (p. 18). For him, the so-called 'Deuteronomist' means a person or persons

fulfilling an authorial or editorial role, who is/are responsible for the final form of the

DH (p. 18). He goes so far as to argue that a 'prophet like Moses' is the so-called

Deuteronomist himself (p. 61).

Following Voloshinov's linguistic analytical method, Polzin applies the

distinction of direct and indirect discourse to the so-called DH. He contends that

almost all of the book of Deuteronomy is composed of reported speech, mostly in

direct discourse and mostly of Moses. On the other hand, Joshua - 2 Kings

predominantly consist of reporting speech, that of the narrator, with a significantly

smaller amount of reported speech (p. 19). In reported speech what God has

prophesied concerning Israel is emphasised, while in reporting speech how God's

word has been exactly fulfilled in Israel's history is underscored by the narrator (p.

19).
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Polzin suggests that the reader should distinguish voices, for example,

Yahweh's, Moses', a prophet's, and the narrator's (who delivers their voices).

According to Polzin,

... on the basic plane of a work's ideology, a proposed framework ought to be able
to describe which of the text's utterances or words express its dominant ideological
voice(s), which its subordinated or dependent ideological voice or voices, and
which utterances express both kinds of voices (p. 24).

Based on the Russian Bakhtin's formalist theory, Polzin appears to maintain

that when a narrator's and hero's voice overlap each other, a distinct ideological

perspective is claimed. Polzin argues that it is possible to find an 'ultimate semantic

authority' which could either be a single voice or two or more voices, by analysing

the composition of the text (p. 20).

According to Polzin, in the book of Deuteronomy, Moses is both God's

mouthpiece and the hero of the book. Here, the narrator, who delivers Moses' word

to the people of Israel plays the important role of the author of the so-called

Deuteronomic history. He holds that there can be a tension between the voice of

Moses and that of the narrator, with the result that the narrator's words weaken

Moses' authority (p. 35). By inserting editorial expressions such as 'to this day'

(Deut. 2:22) when he conveys Moses' word, the narrator intercepts the flow of the

passage and makes the readers bend an ear to his evaluation. Polzin asserts that the

voice, in support of Moses' authority, has an ideological tendency that emphasises

God's mercy. Nevertheless, the voice that weakens Moses' authority involves an

ideological tendency highlighting Yahweh's justice (p. 39). Polzin insists that the

book ofDeuteronomy, in its ideological and surface composition, provides the reader

with a bird's-eye view of the so-called DH (p. 72).

Polzin observes that the book of Joshua is composed by the formation of
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direct discourse between Yahweh and Joshua delivered indirectly through the agency

of the narrator. He insists that the purpose of the book of Joshua is to show how

Moses' law is applied. That is to say, in the course of Joshua's conquest of the land

the narrator states the estrangement of the people from Yahweh's word (p. 144).

Using the Russian formalist Uspensky's perspective, Polzin analyses the narratives in

the book of Joshua in the dimension of phraseological, spatio-temporal,

psychological, and ideological aspects (pp. 73-145). Polzin states that the ultimate

and semantic authority of the book of Joshua can be established by finding a

dominant ideological trend in the complex composition of various voices. Polzin

contends that Israel's identity as both citizen and alien supplies the interpretive clue

to the dominant ideological perspective of the book of Joshua. The constant concern

of the text with 'exceptional outsiders,' (Rahab, the exempted animals of Ai, the

trickster Gibeonites, the women, dependants, Levites, or especially the transjordanian

tribes of Israel,) shows their functional role throughout the story as types ofIsrael (p.

145). According to Polzin, God's mercy and justice function together. He claims that

the relationship between God's mercy and justice can be understood by Israel's self-

understanding as both citizen and alien within the community of the Lord. As the

narrative describes Israel settling within the land, it emphasises how much of the

'outside,' both communally and territorially is 'inside' Israel. Doubtless the

Deuteronomic narrator's audience, which appears from the text to be situated outside

Israel-the-land, could take comfort in the realization that they had always been

outsiders, even when inside the land. At the same time, the experience of the

Transjordanian tribes could offer a model for an Israelite community, even though

they lived outside the land that God had given to their fathers. Thus, in spite of all

their deficiencies, the fact that the community of Israel was still alive is the gist of all

of the ideological aspects of the story. This confusing fact was something that

authoritarian dogmatism could not explain easily (p. 145).
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In the postscript, which is the fifth part of the book, Polzin traces the

hermeneutical implications of his study. According to him, the so-called

Deuteronomist, who does not always support Moses' authority, does not allow

immediacy, transparency, and univalency for the text: subsequent revisionary

interpretation not only does not recover the original word of God, but makes clear

that that is impossible (p. 206). Polzin holds that modern historical criticism has a

Hirschian perspective, which is to say, that a text has a single meaning that is the

intent of the original author (p. 211). On the contrary, Gadamer, like Deuteronomy,

allows for freedom, multivalence, and contradictory meanings. By applying

Gadamer's theory, he appears to argue that the text is open to any possible meaning.

However, it seems to be that each text has its own distinct meaning within its special

situation. Furthermore, there may be layers of both long tradition and redaction lying

under a text. The research on Josh 3-4, one of the most complex texts in the book of

Joshua, reveals more about these questions.

Polzin devotes ' ... an inordinate amount of space to an analysis of Joshua

3:1-5:1' (p. 92) and pays 'special attention to this narrative to illustrate how

powerfully it can affect and effect the ideological perspectives of the book' (p. 94).

He contends that 'the ritual nature' of 3:1-5:1 allows the Deuteronomist to construct

a highly intricate and amazingly precise compositional structure. According to him,

the programmed and stylized aspects of a cultic procession offer the narrator a vast

array of literary devices that interconnect the various surface points of view of the

story to a degree that approaches geometric precision (p. 94).3 Maintaining that the

chronological discrepancy between 3:2 and 4:19 is not a 'crucial problem', and does

not play a 'key role', he insists that it is not so meaningful to invest hermeneutic

energy in this question (pp. 91-2). He regards the event of crossing the Jordan as a

cultic procession based on the chronological contents in this narrative and 4:19.

2 Polzin attaches Josh 5:1 to the 'Jordan crossing story'. For this, see next chapter.
3 •

Here Polzin does not consider textual issues raised by scholars. For this, see Chapter Six.
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Following the Russian formalist Uspensky's view, he analyses the temporal,

spatial, psychological, and phraseological aspects of this narrative and pays attention

to '...the highly complex nature of the literary interconnections that [seem to] make

up its unity (p. 94)'.

First, he tries to explain the complexity of this text by 'a frequent and often

puzzling shift in temporal point of view (p. 94).' The narrative of 3:1-5:1 shifts back

and forth in its temporal perspective. According to Polzin, the narrative in these two

chapters is composed of a 'chain of eleven representative events':

1. Journey from Shittim to the Jordan;

2. Procession to the river bank;

3. The priests carrying the Ark enter the river;

4. The waters pile up;

5. The people enter the river;

6. The priests stop in the middle of the river;

7. The people cross over;

8. Joshua has twelve stones set up at Gilgal;

9. Joshua has twelve more stones set up in the middle of the Jordan;

10. The priests carrying the Ark come up out of the Jordan;

11. The waters of the Jordan return to their place.

And these events are divided into five episodes:
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The first seven events in chapter 3 (from the story that 'all Israelites set out

from Shittim and came to the Jordan'[3:l] to the report that 'all Israel passed over on

dry ground until the whole nation had crossed the river'[3:17]) constitute the first

episode. Event 8 (4:1-8) is the second episode, related to God's command to choose

twelve men (4:2) and the setting down of the twelve stones in the Israelite camp.

Here he argues that 3:11-12 prefigures episode 2 and thus creates a literary

connection between the two episodes (p. 95). The material in 4:9-14 comprises the

third episode. He says that '[t]he temporal limits of this third episode extend both

before and beyond those of the second episode.' Furthermore, this episode retraces

certain events that had occurred within the first two episodes. Here again, he

contends that 4:11 is also '...a literary foreshadowing of the central event of the

fourth episode (4:15-18), that is, the priests carrying the ark coming out of the Jordan

(p. 96)'. Finally, the fifth episode (4:19-5:1) comprises the same eighth event as the

second event. Polzin argues that this is a temporal shift backwards to replay 4:1-8

from different spatial and psychological points of view (p. 97). According to him,

3:12 and 4:11 are also 'literary signals' that shift in time to highlight the setting up of

the twelve stones (4:1-8) and the coming up of the priests (4:15-18) (p. 97).

Further to the above point, Polzin notices two examples of temporal shift in

point of view that are directly reflected on the phraseological level of the text (p. 97).

Noticing the shift of verbal form from the perfective to an imperfective of -qjj in 3:17

and 4:10, Polzin insists that in Joshua 3, mobility, change, and transition are

emphasised while Joshua 4 is focused on the stationary status of the ark and the

priests (98-9).

Second, the shift of the narrator's spatial point of view can also explain the

incongruities of this story (Josh 3:1-5:1). According to Polzin, in 3:1-4:14 the

narrator takes his perspective from the point of view of the Israelites entering the

4
There are some major textual differences between MT and LXX - Josh 3:12, 4:2, 4:11. We will

discuss this in Chapters Three and Six.
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land, but then in 4:15-5:1 he takes his narrating position from the point of view of a

non-Israelite watching the progress of this miraculous procession (p. 101). For this

purpose, he especially focuses on the second episode of 4:1-8. Noticing the threefold

indication, 'from here,' 'from the middle of the Jordan,' and 'where the priests' feet

stand firm,' Polzin asserts that, although it is not clear where Yahweh is while

speaking to Joshua in 4:3, Joshua and the twelve men must be together with the

priests, where he should command the men to carry the twelve stones to the camp (p.

99-100).5 Additionally, holding that in 3:1-4:14 the narrator looks at the Israelites

from inside the promised land and in 4:15-5:1 from outside (p. 101), he tries to

explain the discontinuity between those two parts.

His attempt to explain the text from a spatial point of view is closely related

to his third attempt to understand it from a psychological point of view. According to

Polzin, 3:1-4:14 is narrated from the perspective of the Israelites, who take part in the

procession of crossing the Jordan and 4:15-5:1 from the invaded non-Israelites, who

are observing this miraculous event.

Fourth, according to Polzin, the phraseological composition of this narrative,

that is, the pattern of prediction/fulfilment, command/fulfilment, and

prefiguration/fulfilment can also help to explain the intricacy of this text. Putting it

another way, he argues that all three variations are repetitive structures of the type

'anticipation/confirmation.' He also says that the antiphonal pattern of the story

mirrors the ritual nature of this narrative (p. 105).

Fifth, the ambiguities of this narrative cannot be resolved by only one of

these elements. Polzin contends that the interrelationships between the various

compositional planes (temporal, spatial, psychological, and phraseological analyses)

offer important instances where the various surface planes of the story concur (p.

107). According to him, in this narrative there is no theme of God's justice and mercy.

5 Polzin again oversees some differences between the MT and the LXX in this verse. For this, see
next Chapter Three and Six.
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The issues are limited to the hermeneutic problems involved in the fulfilment of

God's word (p. 110). Here, finally, he tries to explain the difficulty of the twelve

stones set up in the middle of the Jordan in 4:9. He holds that even though it is

forbidden to add, or take away from, what God commanded in Deut 13:1, the voice

of 'critical traditionalism' neutralises the dogmatic voice of 13:1 and 'every

interpretation of God's word is an adding to it or a taking away from it'. Thus, the

stones Joshua set up in the Jordan without God's command are 'a testament to the

necessity of change and mobility in the understanding, interpretation, and application

ofGod's word' (p. 109).6

As we examined above, by using Russian literary theory, especially

Uspensky's theory, Polzin adequately explains many of the complicated problems in

the narrative of Josh 3-4. His attempt to read one of the most difficult and complex

texts in the book of Joshua from the perspective of temporal, spatial, phraseological,

and psychological aspects demonstrates the merit of synchronic methodology. His

literary theory explains a lot of problems in this narrative comparatively well and

defends the text plausibly.

However, his literary reading reveals some problems in understanding this

text. In his study of this narrative, the temporal aspect is quite important. In addition,

he regards the event of crossing the Jordan as a cultic procession based on the

chronological contents in this narrative and 4:19 as we have seen in the previous

section. Yet he fails to pay proper attention to the chronological discrepancy between

3:2 and 4:19, and by investing no hermeneutic energy into finding a solution, he

stands at variance with his own understanding of this narrative. Problematically, he

seeks to read the final form of this narrative as a literary unity without noticing the

problems behind the text. Furthermore, Polzin claims that the shift from perfective to

6 Here again, Polzin does not pay attention to the difference between MT and LXX-Josh 4:9. We will
discuss this further in Chapters Three and Six.
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imperfective use of -o» in 3:17 and 4:10 signifies mobility, change and transition in

Joshua 3 and the stationary status of the ark and the priests in Joshua 4. However, we

leam that in 3:17 the ark and the priests are stationary and in 4:15-18 the priests

come up from the water, which contradicts Polzin's argument. In fact, in his previous

explanation of the shift of temporal point of view, he held that 4:11 anticipates 4:15-

18 and emphasised the coming up of the priests and the ark. Therefore, even though

his attempt to identify the temporal shift in verbal form is new, it is an oversimplified

understanding of these two chapters.

Furthermore, his attempt to explain the incongruities of this story from the

shift of the narrator's spatial and psychological point of view also has some weak

points. Focusing on 4:1-8, Polzin holds that in 3:1-4:14 the narrator takes his position

from the point of view of the Israelites entering the land, but in 4:15-5:1 from the

point of view of a non-Israelite watching the miraculous procession. For this purpose,

he especially focuses on the second episode of 4:1-8; however, the LXX does not

support Polzin's theory.7 In addition to this critical issue, a careful reading of 4:10b-

11 reveals that until all that Moses commanded was completed, the priests stood firm

and the people crossed in a hurry. Although in 4:1-8 it seems that the people are

already on the western side of the river, in 4:10b-lla they are in the middle of the

Jordan with the priests while the commands are completed. There is a distinct

discrepancy in a spatial point of view between these two sections.

Moreover, Polzin's position that 3:1-4:14 is narrated from the Israelites'

perspective and 4:15-5:1 from that of the invaded non-Israelites, also reveals some

problems. If we read 4:15-18 again, focusing on the dialogue between Yahweh and

Joshua, the narrator describes the coming up of the priests from the perspective of

Israel. In 4:19-24 also, noticing the communication between Joshua and the Israelite

(You), the narrator explains the miraculous event of crossing the Jordan from the

7 We will discuss these text critical issues further in Chapter Three and Six.
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Israelite perspective. The expression 'all people on earth', which Polzin argues

shows a non-Israelite perspective, is that of the third person, which is referred to

from an Israelite perspective. It is also difficult to hold that 5:1 is written from a non-

Israelite perspective. In this part foreign kings are expressed in the third person form

as 'all the kings of the Amorites that were beyond the Jordan to the west, and all the

kings of the Canaanites that were by the sea'. In 5:1, the Israelite narrator tries to

highlight God's power by the event of crossing the Jordan which would ultimately

make Israel respect and fear Yahweh. The above points show that Polzin's attempt to

explain this text from a psychological perspective based on Uspensky's literary

theory is also problematic.

Thus, one must insist that his attempt to read 3:1-4:14 and 4:15-5:1 as a

consistent and coherent text from temporal, spatial, and psychological points of view

is quite implausible. The relationship between 3:1-4:14 and 4:15-5:1, especially that

between 4:1-8 and 4:20-24 will be examined in Chapters Five and Six on literary

history, in relationship with Exod 13:17-14:31. In addition, Polzin's explanation of

the twelve stones in the middle of the Jordan and on the bank of the Jordan is

insufficient. Holding that the stones Joshua set up in the Jordan without God's

command show the necessity of flexibility in understanding, interpretation, and

application of God's word, he makes a good attempt to explain the twelve stones in

the middle of the Jordan figuratively. However, his explanation cannot cover all the

problems of the two different stone stories. He seems to evade the difficulties of

these two parts in an allegorical way. The similar Hebrew expression to

□•onx rnto oTitfi in 4:9 appears in 4:20 (nban rntm crra nto). The stories of

twelve stones at Gilgal and in the Jordan are remarkably different and 4:9 appears to

have been added to this part by a redactor.8 Above all, one of the biggest problems in

Polzin's study is that he overlooks the text critical issues in this text. By not

8 This will also be discussed further in Chapters Three and Six.
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considering the differences between the MT and the LXX in Josh 3-4 at all and by

trying to apply a literary reading only from the final shape of the MT text instead, he

fails to read properly this complex narrative.

In conclusion, Polzin seems to suggest an epoch-making direction to biblical

research in order to understand and interpret the text as it is through literary reading.

He applies his intricate methodology to Josh 3-4 and explains rather well a number

of problems in this Jordan crossing story. However, he reveals some problems in

attempting to explain the inconsistencies and discrepancies in Josh 3-4 only by

synchronic literary reading and fails to understand the literary history behind the

ancient document, especially by not considering the differences between the MT and

the LXX. Therefore, one can concur that his study provides, as he says, a

'preliminary' basis for the understanding of a complex biblical text quite well.

However, his study is limited in that he does not suggest any 'adequate' and

'diachronic' reading to be followed.

2.2. Hawk: Every Promise Fulfilled

In his book Every Promise Fulfilled, Hawk also adopts a literary approach.

He rejects using the traditional historical-critical methodology with its understanding

of the book of Joshua's 'incoherence as a consequence of a complex history of

composition (pp. 15-6)'. By confining his reading to the plot, he tries to see more

clearly the relationship between the configuration of the story and its tensions in

order to develop a strategy for understanding them (p. 17). In tracing the plot(s) of

Joshua, he tries to keep three levels of plot in mind: the framework, the arrangement

of incidents and patterns, and the underlying structure which is to be understood in

9
L.D. Hawk, Every Promise Fulfilled. Contesting Plots in Joshua.
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terms of the mind that does the organizing (p. 19).

According to Hawk, the dynamic quality of a plot is not limited to the text.

The interpretive processes take place between text and reader, and the efforts to make

concord between events appear on the reader's side. (pp. 26-7). He uses Paul

Ricoeur's theory, which describes the operation of plot in terms of a three-fold

mimesis: mimesisi-prefiguration, mimesis2 - emplotment, mimesis3 - refiguration (p.

27). Hawk holds that by these three aspects, one can better understand the way a plot

operates. The first reason is that plot offers a design, which shows the significance of

each event and its relationship to the whole, (p. 28). Plot also supplies causality,

which is the primary means of connection. Second, plots give time the impression of

an ordered sequence of events and thus satisfy the human demand for coherence, (p.

32). Finally, a plot gives a clear sense of an ending - it leads events toward an end or

resolution (p. 28). Utilizing Kermode's view of plot endings to enhance his

examination, Hawk argues that the end supplies a destination for the configuration of

events, a goal toward which the plot is directed. This movement toward the end

provides the plot with its dynamism (p. 35).

Now, having described these three aspects of the plot, Hawk goes on to deal

with some other elements. He says that all narratives contain some element of

obscurity (p. 36) for pragmatic reasons: tension and suspense are important elements

for capturing and holding a reader's interest. The feints and detours, the obstacles

and indeterminacies are also parts of a plot that mirror our experience of the world in

which answers and meanings are rarely explicit (36). Furthermore, Hawk introduces

the notion of desire as 'a primary metaphor for understanding the operation of plot in

Joshua' (p. 40). In reading Joshua, he is concerned with two fundamental questions:

'[W]hat form does desire assume? ... [H]ow does desire shape the contours of its

plots?' (p. 40). In order to answer these questions, he pays attention to the issues of

explicit commentary on the story, to repetition of motifs and key terms, to the
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presentation and resolution of the disruptive aspects of the story, and to the way the

story is brought to a close (p. 40).

In chapters 3 to 6, Hawk gives his specific analysis of the plot of the book of

Joshua. By paying attention to 'the conquest story of the land' (chapters 1-12), he

starts to apply his theory to the book of Joshua (p. 43). Hawk argues that the two

summary texts on victories in Northern Canaan (11:12-5) and conquests west of the

Jordan (11:16-23) present 'the configurational agenda which characterizes the entire

book (p. 43)'. The tension here is between a desire to depict Israel's complete

success on the one hand, and disruptive information which reports significant failures

on the other (p. 51). By this, Hawk identifies two different kinds of plots: ostensive

plots and opposing plots (p. 53). Ostensive plots orient the story 'in the direction of

fulfilment'. The ostensive plot is that of obedience and integrity. Unlike the former,

opposing plots are composed of 'dissonant patterns which oppose the movement

toward fulfilment'. The type of opposing plot is that of disobedience and of

fragmentation (p. 53). Overall, Hawk contends that the dynamic created by ostensive

and opposing plots is a struggle to gain mastery over textual dissonances so that

concordance may be established and the desired end achieved (p. 53).

The story of Rahab is a good example of the distinctiveness of his idea.

While modern scholars have viewed Rahab in a positive light (p. 60), Hawk

maintains that Rahab, a woman of Canaan and a prostitute, plays a threatening role

towards Israel in this book (p.61). Hawk sees the story of Rahab as evidence of

disobedience to Yahweh's command that all the inhabitants of Canaan be destroyed

by Israel. At the same time, according to Hawk, the story of crossing the Jordan

shows the plot of obedient Israel as it enters the land to obtain Yahweh's promise (p.

71). The episodes of Achan and the Gibeonites also show the two conflicting lines,

which 'compete and move the text along, mirroring the contest between Israel and

Canaan' (p. 92). These stories oscillate between obedience and disobedience, and in
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the process create a sense of ambiguity and tension about the fulfilment of the

promise (p. 93).

Hawk also discusses the plot in terms of integrity and fragmentation.

According to him, the plot of integrity points to the desired end of fulfilment and rest

in the land. A fragmenting plot, however, leads to a different end - an end in which

Israel fails to possess all the promised land. This plot is apparent by disruptive notes

about the presence of non-Israelite peoples within the borders of Israel. The

disruptions of this fragmenting counter-plot are distinct throughout Joshua 13-21 (p.

100).

Furthermore, Hawk discusses the endings and ambiguity in the Book of

Joshua. He asserts that in a story's ending, conventionally, patterns are completed,

connections between events clarified, and tensions resolved. However, as Joshua

moves toward a conclusion, tensions are actually intensified, not diminished. In the

final part of the book (Joshua 22-24), these discords are finally given explicit

expression, and the contest of plots moves into the foreground (p. 117). Here, Hawk

introduces the structuralist analyses of Polzin and Jobling on the report of the eastern

tribes' return and their erection of an altar. They show that a concern with the

integrity of Israel is operative at a deeper level (p. 120). In Polzin's view, the central

problem of the narrative is the question of who belongs to Israel. Jobling also notes

that the episode is really concerned with the integrity of Israel and that building the

altar is therefore disobedient as well as divisive (p. 121). According to Hawk, the

altar is an ambiguous symbol. The book of Joshua concludes with a short appendix, a

series of burial reports (24:29-33) (p. 138). The closure of the book of Joshua comes

with the death of Joshua and ostensibly affirms the fulfilment of desire; an obedient

Israel is now settled in the land (p. 139). However, the end of the ostensive plots is

not entirely successful in bringing about the sense of an ending. The many examples

of transgression, division, and apathy, as well as the predictions of Joshua and Moses,
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point out that the ending yet resides in the future (pp. 139-40). The gap between

fulfilment and unfulfilment challenges the reader and exposes the desire for

coherence and satisfaction (p. 140).

In his concluding chapter, Hawk concentrates on the nature of the book of

Joshua, especially from the perspective of desire. He maintains that within the

context of the story, Israel's clear desire is for the land (p. 141). However, as soon as

she enters the land, she begins to succumb to its temptations (p. 143). Yahweh's

desire is for Israel, especially for her loyalty. This desire appears throughout the

narrative and is apparent in Yahweh's endurance; even though Israel breaks some

prohibitions, Yahweh nevertheless continues to aid Israel. The narrator's desire

appears to be an ending that affirms an obedient Israel dwelling without rivals in the

promised land. Yet the narrator also supplies instances of Israel's disobedience and

fragmentation, often immediately after affirmations of success or obedience. These

metaphors become increasingly difficult as the story develops, (pp. 143-44).

According to Hawk, such operation of plots in the book of Joshua mirrors

one's own investment in coherent representations of reality. An ostensible framework

is provided, incoherences are repeatedly countered, and an affirmative ending is

offered. Hawk insists that the operation of plot in Joshua, in a sense, reflects the

difficulty of applying dogma to the experience of life (p. 145).

Hawk pays some attention to Josh 3-4 and tries to apply his theory to this

narrative. Explaining the elements of plot and the plot as design, Hawk contends that

Josh 3-4 is an allusion (and the account of Israel's crossing the Jordan contains many

allusions, implicit and explicit) to the Exodus and events on Mount Sinai. In

connection with the crossing of the Reed Sea, the narrator expands the meaning of

the present Jordan crossing in its current context. The experiences of the present

generation of Israelites, for example, are connected with those of their parents and
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their ancestors. The narrator makes these linkages by thematic allusions to Sinai (the

erection of twelve stones, the three days' wait, the call to consecration), by speeches

(Joshua's connection of the crossing of the Reed Sea and the Jordan) (pp. 29-30).

Next, Hawk observes the portrait of the obedient Israel in this narrative.

According to him, '... Israel crosses the Jordan in strict obedience to the words of

Moses...' (p. 71): This story counters the portrait of the disobedient Israel in Josh 2

by the most powerful image of strict obedience to the words of Moses. This episode

is structured by a detailed command/execution framework which reinforces and

advances the plot of obedient Israel. At various points in this narrative, Joshua gives

commands and instructions (or Yahweh gives commands through Joshua), and the

narrator describes the execution of these commands. The obedience of Israel is also

stressed by the ark of the covenant, which is given central place in the narrative. As

Israel follows the ark, the symbol of Yahweh's leadership, into the Jordan, its

obedience is likewise symbolized and affirmed. The drying up of the Jordan and the

return of the waters by the entrance and departure of the ark confirm again the

connection between Israel's obedience and the successful appropriation of the

promise of the land; a connection which Joshua explicitly confirms in 3:10-13 (pp.

71-2). Here, like Polzin, Hawk also pays attention to the Hebrew verb, -ay, but in

different ways. The root -ay, which means 'to cross over or through', occurs 20 times

in Joshua 3 and 4. Of course, given the context, its general meaning is not surprising.

However, the word can also mean a darker crossing - the transgression of the

covenant with Yahweh (Josh 7:11, 13; 23:16; Judg 2:20, 2 Kgs 18:12). Its repetition,

therefore, is a reminder that the disobedience of Israel concerning Rahab still causes

tension between God and Israel and is still to be resolved (p. 72).

Furthermore, the narrative of crossing the Jordan symbolizes the desire for

integrity. Hawk maintains that in the account of the Jordan crossing (3:1-4:24) the

struggle between integrity and fragmentation is apparent. The crossing is undertaken
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by 'all Israel' (3:1, 7, 17; 4:14), 'the entire nation' (3:17; 4:1, 11). Israel must enter

the land as one unit, even if it should be divided later so that some may return to the

Transjordan (p. 94). The event of crossing the Jordan also symbolizes Israel's

transformation into a nation of ordered people. Hawk argues that by crossing the

Jordan, Israel moves from the place of chaos to the place of order (p. 95). However,

the sense of integrity is muddled by the way in which the narrative describes this

event, which is apparent in the erection of the twelve stones.10 He asks:

[h]ow many events does the narrative refer to, one or many? And where is the
memorial? At Gilgal? In the middle of the Jordan? (p. 96).

He continues to say that, textually speaking, the fact that the Jordan is

crossed not once but many times is more significant. Instead of describing the

crossing in a straightforward way, the narrator appears to take the reader back and

forth across the Jordan (p. 96). The many textual crossings of the Jordan introduce

ambiguity. This move is accomplished by the shift of perspective, by emphasizing

'the other side'. The movement back and forth across the Jordan blurs its function as

a boundary (p. 97).

In the Jordan crossing, the reader encounters an apparently climactic event

in which Israel shows complete accord with Yahweh. However, incoherence and

incongruity continue in this narrative, creating a sense of ambiguity and

disorientation. The episode reaches its conclusion, not by a straightforward and

purposeful advance, but in an intermingled way filled with intricacies and repetitions.

Beneath the surface of the text the contesting plots of integrity and fragmentation

push the narrative towards disparate conclusions (p. 98).

10 Hawk admits that '[n]owhere is the confusion more apparent than in the erection of the twelve
stones' (p. 96).
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Like Polzin's synchronic perspective, examined above, Hawk also suggests

new directions for research on the book of Joshua. Hawk explains the difficulties and

complexities of the book by applying literary theory and paying attention to the

conflicting plots: conquest and compromise, obedience and disobedience, integrity

and fragmentation, endings and ambiguity. Here, his research is quite practical in

comparison with the old historical reading. He does not try to harmonise and resolve

those inconsistencies, but just holds that the plot tensions show the difficulty of

applying dogma to the experience of life. His study is quite plausible, but does not

appear to satisfy readers who want a clear literary closure of the book of Joshua.

Hawk does not provide a detailed analysis of every unit in the book of

Joshua. He only focuses his study on the units closely related with his main concern

of contesting plot. He also supplies a rather unique interpretation of a particular unit,

with which others would sometimes not agree.

His reading also shows some similarities with Polzin's and in some parts

seems to be based on his work. Both of them make use of literary theory when

interpreting a biblical text. Though Polzin borrows the methodologies from the

Russian structuralist and formalist literary interpretation theories, Hawk mainly

focuses his study on the way the plot functions, in explaining the endings and

ambiguity in the book of Joshua, Hawk introduces the structuralist theory of Polzin.

Therefore, Hawk's approach seems to have had some contact point with Polzin's

structuralist theory. As well as that, they both use a specific hermeneutic method:

Polzin uses Gadamer's theory and Hawk employs Paul Ricoeur's theory. However,

more than anything else, they are very much similar in that both of them focus on

how Moses' law, especially mn, is applied in the book of Joshua. Of course, there is

some partial difference in how Polzin understands the success and failure in the

application of Din from the perspective of God's justice and mercy, whereas Hawk

looks upon them as the difference between obedience and disobedience, and
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fulfilment and lack of fulfilment. Polzin expresses the relationship between

fulfilment and lack of fulfilment of Moses' law as the difference between

authoritative dogmatism and traditional criticism. Hawk understands it from the

perspective that applying dogma to one's life is difficult. These two opinions are the

converse of each other, in that authoritative dogmatism demands the perfect

application of dogma in life, whereas traditional criticism recognises a gulf between

dogma and life.

Hawk applies his general plot-focused approach in the book of Joshua to the

complex narrative of crossing the Jordan and has some merit in understanding this

text in the context of contesting plot. However, he shows some limitations in

reading this narrative: first, he seems to be greatly indebted to Polzin. Hawk pays

attention to a detailed command/execution framework. Polzin also applied the

framework of prediction/fulfilment, command/fulfilment, prefiguration/fulfilment to

understand Josh 3-4. Hawk shows some interest in the Hebrew verb, -ay, as does

Polzin. But his explanation is quite extraordinary. It remains to be seen whether other

scholars will agree with his argument that -ay can also mean a darker crossing - the

transgression of the covenant with Yahweh and reminds us of the disobedient Israel

in the previous episode of Rahab. He also pays attention to the repetition of crossing

the Jordan by the shift of perspective, which appears to be influenced by Polzin's

temporal, spatial, phraseological, and psychological shift in perspective. Second, he

does not suggest any clear explanation of this complex narrative, especially

regarding the two different stories of the twelve stones in the middle and at the brink

of the Jordan. He explains this complex story as a symbol of integrity. The sense of

integrity is, however, confused by the conflicting reports of the whereabouts of the

twelve stones. Hawk asks some important questions regarding where the memorial is

and how many events the narrative refers to, but he does not provide any solution to
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them. Third, he does not consider the differences between the MT and the LXX at all,

but applies his literary method only to the final form of the MT. Like Polzin, this is

another limitation of Hawk's plot based approach. We will discuss this further in

Chapters Three and Six.

2.3. Mitchell: Together in the Land: A Reading of the Book of Joshua11

Mitchell begins his study on the book of Joshua by highlighting a puzzling

contradiction. According to him, in the book of Joshua there are, on the one hand,

commands to slaughter all of the inhabitants of the land, descriptions of complete

destruction and statements recording the success of the conquest; on the other hand,

Rahab's family, the Gibeonites and others continue to live in the land (p. 13).

Presenting a brief recent research history on the book of Joshua, Mitchell holds that

his methodology could relate the mutually contradictory references concerning

foreigners to each other in the context of the whole book, while, at the same time,

accounting for the history behind the text (p. 17). Unlike most other scholars, his

study concentrates on the manner in which the narrative is developed within the

compositional framework (p. 18). Mitchell divides his study according to the

contradiction of the text: in chapters 1 to 5 he first deals with the statement'[t]hey

occupy the land and all of them are to be killed', then in the second part (from

chapter 6 to 8), with 'Some survive' (p. 19).

Mitchell argues that in the first five chapters of Joshua (1:1-5:15) there is a

gradual introduction of warlike themes, even though little attention is paid to the

nations occupying the land which Israel is to conquer (p. 22). He goes on to say that

these themes express Israel's attitude to the aliens in their midst: the nations are to be

" G. Mitchell, Together in the Land. A Reading ofthe Book ofJoshua.
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engaged in battle and eliminated from the land (p. 22). Mitchell examines words

relating to battles, especially the meanings of Din. In the Assyrian annals, complete

annihilation is usually related to punishment for rebellion whereas sometimes the

victors show mercy on the defeated enemy (p. 54). However, even though there are

parallels between Din and the language of destruction in the annals, the meaning of

□in in the narrative of Joshua is quite different (p. 54). Quoting H.W.F. Saggs',

Mitchell holds that the battle reports in the Hebrew Bible, especially when cm is

used, express brutality quite differently from the literature of the surrounding nations

(pp. 54-55).

In chs. 6 and 7 of Joshua also, Din is the key concept and is first used to

describe the complete destruction of Jericho and its inhabitants. However, if it is

considered in the context of ch. 7, it denotes a test of obedience (p. 81). According to

Mitchell, the survival of Rahab and her family is in contrast with the destruction of

Achan as well as with the destruction of Jericho (p. 81).12
Mitchell looks at the compositional structures connecting the battle reports

in Josh 8:30-12:24. According to Mitchell, the repetitive form 'and he did to city B

and its king as he had done to city A and its king' signifies the connection of the

stories of total destruction (p. 83). However, the pace of conquest suddenly slows

down in the stories of Mount Ebal and results in the trickery of the Gibeonites and

the covenant (p. 98). The story of the Gibeonites is similar to that of Rahab, in which

the word Din is first mentioned (p. 86). Mitchell notices that although attention has

been paid to destroying the enemy, there is a discernible shift of focus in chs. 11-12

to the occupation of the land itself, and the language of ch. 1 returns (p. 98). In this

part, the main theme is taking the land in the sense of it becoming Israel's inheritance

(p. 94).

12 Mitchell argues that [in] the stories of the defeat of the Israelites at Ai and the thorough
destruction of Achan, Israel is treated no differently from the occupants of the land. ... This
conclusion is unavoidable because of the symmetry between the narratives concerning Rahab the
Canaanite and Achan the Israelite' (p. 82).
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Then, Mitchell pays attention to two somewhat contradictory statements in

chs. 13-21: '(1) the period of warfare is over; and (2) there has been a partial failure

to conquer and settle' (p. 99). These statements constitute the major theological

reflection in chs. 13:1-23:1. Mitchell contends that while the contradiction between

statements of complete conquest and incomplete conquest is accounted for as the

result of a variety in the source or redactional contribution, this problem cannot be

easily solved until it is possible to relate it to the contradictions in the compositional

structure of the book of Joshua as a whole (p. 109).

Moreover, Mitchell examines the destruction and loss of the land: one

important aspect of the conclusion of the book of Joshua, which presents the

possibility that Israel could experience the same fate as the nations who lived in

Canaan before the Israelites (p. 110). The concluding three chapters warn that illicit

worship will result in the failure of the conquest, and Israel will share the fate of the

nations (p. 119).

In the second half of his book Mitchell explores expressions related to the

enemy nations in the land. In chs. 1-12 the nations are mentioned as those who are to

be exterminated. In order to stress the conflict and thoroughness of destruction, the

nations are described in comprehensive categories, 'all the inhabitants of the land',

'Canaanites' or 'Amorites'. Lists of nations or kings also appear. The expression

•pxn "atf'-bs is unique to the book of Joshua for denoting the totality of nations.

According to Mitchell, in the DtrH, they are used as a particular category of nations -

the pre-Israelite occupants of the land. They serve as the opponents of YHWH and

are symbols of all that Israel must avoid (pp. 140-41). However, in chs. 13-22, the

nations are listed as individuals shattered in the course of settlement (p. 137). Their

loss of power and glory is made obvious by the fact that they are no longer

mentioned in association with their kings (p. 141). Subsequently, in the last two
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chapters of Joshua, the language returns to comprehensive titles such as 'all the

enemies'(D^Nrrbs), 'all the nations' (nmrrbn), and 'all the peoples' (o,ni?rr'»).

Therefore, the expressions relating to the nations are carefully provided in the overall

narrative. Each major shift is constituted by a complementary change in the formulas

denoting the nations (p. 141).

Mitchell also examines some important verbs, to which other prominent

scholars pay little attention (p. 144). According to Mitchell, hearing (ram) plays an

important role in the compositional and theological structures of Joshua. Usually in

the book of Joshua, the nations hear (mam) and fear (xt), but Israel sees (nxi) and

knows (in1) (pp. 144-48). However, the reverse case also happens: sometimes the

nations know, and Israel hears and fears.

Then, Mitchell closely examines the contrast between the nations' dwelling

in Israel's midst and their complete destruction. Here, he surveys all the notes to

designate the role of the nations that remain in the midst of Israel: Rahab, the

Gibeonites, the Geshurites and Maacathites (13:13), the Jebusites (15:63), the

Canaanites of Gezer (16:10), Bethshean, Ibleam, Dor, Endor, Taanach, Megiddo and

all their villages (17:12-13). The contrast between the pre-Israelite nations in Israel's

midst and their complete destruction is a feature of all the references to the nations

which remain (p. 184). The two contrasting elements are closely related.

In his conclusion, Mitchell reveals that his reading of Joshua focuses on the

role of the nations. In the book of Joshua they are prominent, both in the

compositional structures and in the stories themselves. The survival of some of the

nations is in tension with God's command to destroy all the inhabitants of the land,

and further serves to focus attention on the nations (p. 185). Furthermore, he argues

that the juxtaposition of these ideas is a feature of the compositional arrangement in

Joshua (p. 188). Moreover, cnn can also be understood in the light of the ambiguity.

The ambiguities in the Rahab and Gibeonite stories become a feature of the conquest
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in general when the stories are considered in the context of the overall narrative (p.

189). The Rahab and Gibeonite stories clearly present both the command to destroy

the nations, as well as the fact of their partial survival (p. 190). In the last part,

Mitchell tries to solve these ambiguities by introducing the concept of 'dream' and

'reality'. There is a dream of a land that is occupied by only one, holy nation.

However, the inescapable reality is that foreigners remain. The narrative moves

between 'dream' and 'reality'. The narrative is an attempt to reconcile the desire for a

land free from foreigners and from the challenge of living together with others in the
• 1 ^

promised land.

Mitchell refers to the crossing of the Jordan briefly as part of the gradual

introduction of warlike themes into the narrative (p. 22). He argues that the lengthy

and slow-moving account of the river crossing dominates the early chapters. While,

in Joshua 1, the conquest is symbolized by the prefigured river crossing, here the

emphasis is on the crossing itself (p. 40). Even though he is not interested in source

critical approaches, he presents Otto's two source account of this literary puzzle,

which argues that one group of the 12 representatives come from the east bank and

the stones are set in the Jordan, while the other group of the 12 representatives who

were already on the west bank remove the stones from the river and set them up on

the west bank. This is an example of the symmetrical relationship between Cisjordan

and Transjordan that occurs throughout the book of Joshua (pp. 40-1). However, by

simply mentioning that by means of repetition the river crossing itself is stressed (p.

41), he evades examining the history of this literary composite and moves on quickly

to another topic. Comparing this narrative to many other passages in the Hebrew

Bible such as Pss 24; 33:7; 65; 74; 89; 104:8-9; 114; Gen 1:9; Isa 51:10; etc., which

13 Mitchell contends that '[f]or a people living under colonial rule, tales set in a distant age before
they have been alienated from their land, and which describe the death of the kings, offer a vision of
the future which makes the present bearable. A powerless people is able to find consolation' (p. 190).
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deal with crossing and with primaeval waters, he maintains that the crossing means a

shift, an entrance into an ordered world while leaving behind the wasteland of chaos

(p. 41). He also pays attention to the miraculous character of the crossing. According

to him, the Lord alone is the cause of events. This is supported by the parallel drawn

with the Reed Sea crossing in Josh 4:21-24 (p. 42). Thus, the connection with the

Reed Sea crossing serves to emphasize the miraculous character of the Jordan

crossing in which miracle is understood in its liturgical and mythological dimensions

(p. 43). Then, his concern is focused on the relationship between the cultic and the

military in the river crossing. He holds that 3:10, in which the enemy is briefly

mentioned, links the successful river crossing with the Lord's forthcoming successful

defeat of the occupants of the land (p. 44). Verse 5:1, in which fear on the part of the

occupants of the land is referred to, further serves to introduce a military mood to the

narrative. The sense of battle is also suggested in 3:5, in which, prior to the crossing,

the Israelites are told to sanctify themselves. Mitchell holds that this is a preliminary

feature of the holy war. According to him,

...the amount of attention devoted to the crossing itself suggests that it cannot simply be

likened to the first of the battles or understood as the first stage of conquest, but is a

description of the conquest as a whole (p. 45).

As we saw above, Mitchell's research is unique in that his study is focused

on the compositional framework of the book of Joshua. Mitchell's study is also

different from that of Polzin and Hawk in that he pays attention to the holy war,

whose form is similar to the Assyrian annals while its use in the Hebrew text is

different. He also provides at points analyses of some important Hebrew vocabulary

related to war.

However, his study seems to oversimplify the book of Joshua by just
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focusing on the contradictory statement 'they occupy the land and all of them are to

be killed, but some survive'. He also reads the book of Joshua from the perspective

of the application of cnn as Polzin and Hawk do. Even although his position does

differ from that of Polzin and Hawk in the sense that Mitchell understands the gap

between the full application of mn and its failure as the difference between 'dream

and reality', it seems to be indebted to that of Polzin, who understands it as the

difference between authoritative dogmatism and traditional criticism, and that of

Hawk, who understands it as the difficulty of applying dogma to the daily lives of

people. Authoritative dogmatism dreams of the perfect application of dogma to the

real life, but traditional criticism stresses the impossibility of it. Furthermore, even

though he assumes a DtrH, he does not explain who Dtr is and what the relationship

is between Joshua and the other former prophets.

Mitchell also notes the problems of repeated and different reports of the

river crossing in the text of Josh 3-4. However, he does not appear to succeed in

applying his general theory to this narrative because his interest is limited to the

question of whether this narrative is cultic or military, and evades other issues. By

just quoting Otto's opinion on the two different references to the stones in the middle

of the Jordan and at the bank of the Jordan, which seem to be from two different

materials, he fails to provide his own explanation of them. Moreover, Mitchell shows

his limitations by reading the narrative only from the final form of the MT.

2. 4. Winther-Nielsen : A Functional Discourse Grammar of Joshua™

Winther-Nielsen tries to demonstrate a textual and thematic unity in the

book of Joshua from a unique direction. He applies modern linguistic theory and

14
N. Winther-Nielsen, A Functional Discourse Grammar ofJoshua: A Computer-assisted Rhetorical

Structure Analysis.
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methodology to the analysis of ancient Hebrew grammar and text. Winther-Nielsen's

book A Functional Discourse Grammar ofJoshua has brought significant progress in

the application of linguistics to the description of Biblical Hebrew grammar and

narrative structure.

According to him, diachronic and synchronic readings before him share a

common trait of linguistic inadequacy (p. 10). Therefore, there is an urgent need for a

new textual analysis of Joshua based on solid linguistic norms (p. 10). His study

proposes a functional grammar for Hebrew, which explains linguistic rules and

principles in terms of their functionality (p. 1). This functional grammar begins with

a structural syntax emptied of meaning, as well as with generative semantics loaded

with interpretation (p. 14). It has a discourse-pragmatic orientation in the sense that

it is interested in the sequencing and placing of atomic propositions within a wider

communicative context. These grammatical elements are brought together within a

theory of discourse grammar (p.l). In order to deal with clause connections within a

whole book, Winther-Nielsen uses a computer-assisted description of relations

between clauses and an analysis of rhetorical structure among the related regions of

text (p. 1). Although he pays attention to some scholars' argument of the variations

between the MT and the LXX, he suggests that the MT should be used for

grammatical analysis, and only obvious scribal errors should be corrected prior to

that analysis (pp. 21-2).

Winther-Nielsen offers a model for discourse-pragmatic analysis within a

functional grammar. He maps the territory by developing his linguistic theory.

Functionalism and discourse-pragmatics have been increasingly placed at the heart

of linguistic study because of the growing awareness of the communicative aspects

of language by scholars (p. 29).15 Functional grammar posits some major levels of

15 Winther-Nielsen says that ' [f|unctional grammar is a pragmatic theory which assumes that the
mutual knowledge shared by senders (S) and addressees (A) shapes their communicative interplay ...'.
This communicative use of language also affects its view of discourse as 'the record (text) of a
dynamic process in which language was used as an instrument of communication in a context by a
speaker / writer to express meanings and achieve intentions (discourse)' (p. 29).
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grammatical organization: intraclausal, interclausal, and discourse levels (p. 32).

First, at the intraclausal level, a functional grammar must account for how semantics

and pragmatics influence the syntactic structure of the clause (p. 33). This can be

explained by semantic relations between types of verbs and nouns: the internal

clause-syntax is decided by to what extent certain types of predicates (mainly verbs)

dominate the semantic functions of their co-occurring arguments (mainly nouns) (p.

33). Then, the theory of the layered structure of the clause explains the internal

structure of the Hebrew predicate (p.44) and the function of the Hebrew verb at the

intraclausal level (p.52).

Second, at the interclausal level, functional grammar recognises three main

domains of cross-clausal grammar: clause combining, participant reference and

temporal sequencing of predicates (p. 53). No clause is totally independent on its

immediate clausal context and the strands of discourse coherence always entail some

grammatical concomitants in clause-combining syntax (p. 53). Other interclausal

links depend on pragmatic or rhetorical relations within the sentences (p. 62).

Referential coherence also ties connected chains of clauses together by references to

participants or themes (p. 62). The key issues are how referents are made active in

memory and context, at which level they occur, and how prominent they are in

subsequent discourse (p. 63). Another major strand of interclausal information is

made up by sequential coherence, or action-event sequencing of predicates, (p. 70).

In Hebrew, the system of sequential coherence is fundamentally formed by

wayyiqtol-clause chaining, and its corollary in chain initial, medial and final

constructions (pp. 73-4).

Third, the final level to be considered in the discourse-pragmatic grammar

is discourse organization (p. 79). The grammatical analysis of discourse organization

is mainly a matter of the segmentation of larger stretches of discourse into chunks or

spans of connected text and '...the relations of such parts to the whole and of the
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parts to each other' (p. 79).16 Pragmatic rhetorical analysis contributes to discourse

analysis. The Rhetorical Structure Theory describes how texts are organised beyond

grammatical mechanisms of interclausal linkage and coherence. It presents an

independent, user-oriented and descriptive basis for the analysis of clause combining

and textual coherence (pp. 87-8). It offers an independent pragmatic procedure for

the discovery of grammatically or lexically unmarked relationships. It can be used to

check which regions of a text present the topics of the discourse (p. 96). A computer-

assisted syntactic analysis can carry out the pragmatic analyses of Rhetorical

Structure Theory in order to check the structural description of interclausal relations

(p. 96). It analyses related pieces of information successively upwards in the

grammatical hierarchy from morpheme to text. The analyses are composed of five

stages: morphological analysis, semantic analysis, phrase structure analysis, clause

division and clause relations (p. 97). In this research, a grammar of Joshua can

benefit from a carefully checked phrase structure database with clause demarcation

added. Clause combining computer programs can then work out the syntactic

hierarchical relations (p. 101).

After employing the illustration of the linguistic theories and the analytical

strategy, Winther-Nielsen closely examines the narrative of Joshua 2 in order to

demonstrate the coherence of rhetorical relations, interclausal syntax and thematic

unity. One noticeable point in his argument regarding Joshua 2 is that this story is an

exception to the policy of the extermination of foreigners in Moses' law (p. 162).

Winther-Nielsen applies the same techniques to investigate a larger section

of the text, Joshua 3-8, with special attention to the episode structure, the internal

grammatical coherence and the thematic role of dialogue. According to him, the

discourse markers of 5:1 (-oba-ba yam th) and 9:1 (n^aba-ba yam tti) separate the

16
According to Winther-Nielsen, '...discourse organization can be explained in the terms of the

grammar ofmacrostructure, constituent structure, superstructure, peak structure and dialogue structure.
Discourse grammar assumes that semantic discourse structure is syntactically varied for pragmatic
purposes' (p. 87).
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story of the crossing of the Jordan (Josh. 3:1-4:24) from the stories of the

circumcision and Passover celebration at Gilgal (5:2-12) and the stories of Jericho

(5:13-6:26) and the story taking place at Ai (6:27-8:29) (p. 165). According to

Winther-Nielsen, the thematic statement in the story of Jericho is that everything

should be dedicated to Yahweh (17b) (p. 210). Like the other holistic readers, he pays

attention to the application of Din. He argues that the case of Rahab and her family

(17b-c) is an exception from mn: their lives were spared as the spies swore (p. 210).

The above mentioned stories have quite similar features. Long instructions in

dialogue (3:2-5, 6-13; 6:2-5, 6-10; 7:3, 6-15, 8:1-9) follow their initiating stages (3:1;

5:13; 6:27-7:1). Each of them has double peaks describing the marvellous crossing of

the Jordan, the miraculous conquest and cunning battle tactics (3:14-17; 4:18; 6:16-

20b, 20c-21; 8:13b-16, 17-24). All of them end in distinct time closures (4:19-24;

6:26; 8:28-30) (p. 235). However, the stories also differ in their plots and thematic

macrostructures. The Jordan story has an elaborate flashback (3:1, 2-5) and an inter-

peak episode of stone picking (4:1-10). The divine commander story (Josh 5:13-15)

heralded the Jericho incident (Josh 6). The introductory stage of the Ai story is a

thematic preview that leads to the embedding of the stories of the defeat (7:2-5) and

of the execution ofAchan (7:6-25) (p. 235).

Winther-Nielsen tries to apply the procedures and the validity of his

findings in Joshua 2-8 to the structure of the whole Book of Joshua (p. 241). Through

his constituent analysis, he highlights the significance of the main boundary markers

placed by the aging of Joshua (13:1; 23:1). Accordingly, the book of Joshua is

divided into three episodes: the conquest (1:9-12:24), the distribution (13:1-22:34)

and the covenant (23:1-24:28), framed by stage and closure (p. 264). The constituent

structure of the total work can also account for the role of several minor parts (p.

264). Winther-Nielsen contends that the coherence of the book of Joshua can be
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17
supported by its constituent structure.

He pays special attention to the grammatical functions of the Hebrew verb,

especially in relation to the aspects. There are two aspectual features in Hebrew

verbal morphology: perfectivity and sequentiality (pp. 277-278). The combination of

these aspectual features produces four finite forms: qatal, yiqtol, wayyiqtol, and

weqatal. Hebrew has four sub-systems of syntactic chaining through the clustering of

wayyiqtol (N18), weqatal (D19), weqatal (lists) and weyiqtol (D) in descending order of

priority (p. 283). Grammatical results of discourse organization and interclausal

coherence are useful in tracing the thematic aspects of the book of Joshua and its

superstructure (p. 293). The opening paragraph in Josh 1:1-9 and the closing story in

Josh 24:29-33 influence the whole ideological perspective of the discourse in Joshua

(p. 293). Winther-Nielsen holds that the theme of Joshua's servanthood of Moses,

God and obedience sets the framework for the themes of conquest, distribution and

lifelong success. The promise and fulfilment is the driving power for Joshua's service

in a Mosaic fashion (p. 296). According to Winther-Nielsen, the linguistic key

expressions show the central themes in the book of Joshua : -n» 'cross' (1:2b), rnna 'I

have given' (3a), nabn: 'your border' (4b) and yn 'rr bs -pa1? crx 'nobody

shall hold stand against you all the days of your life' (5a) (p. 316).

In conclusion, Winther-Nielsen maintains that most previous diachronic

readings of the book of Joshua are irrelevant for grammatical analysis - inconclusive

at best and invalid at worst. However, the linguistic reading of Joshua presents more

17 He says that '[t]he closure of the conquest discourse in Joshua 12 has a mirror-image in the East
Jordanian tribal allotment in the stage of the distribution (13:7b—14:5). Together they form a tail-head
linkage between the two major episodes of Joshua. The latter unit previews the dismissal of the
eastern tribes and the return to their lot in the closure of the distribution (22:1-34). The closure in
Joshua 22 with convocation of tribes and a speech on obedience by Joshua is also strikingly similar to
the stage of the covenant episode in Joshua 23. The distribution-address (22:1-8) and the covenant-
address (23:1-15) thus form a second discourse-level tail-head linkage. Finally, the covenant episode
of Joshua 23-24 can be viewed as a unity pervaded by didactic dialogue discourse. As a final episode
on loyalty, it brings central themes of the completed conquest and distribution to a forceful
conclusion' (p. 264).
18 N: Narrative.
19 D: Discourse.
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important challenges for us to face in our extant data and to push genetic matters

aside for quite some time. The synchronic investigations often supply close-readings

that are relevant from a linguistic point of view. Modern readings should look for the

linguistic structure of the text by writers in specific situations (p. 326). Finally,

Winther-Nielsen says that

the most interesting aspects of a functional discourse grammar is that it enables the linguist

to establish the textual integrity and thematic unity of individual stories, groups of

connected stories and complete works (p. 326).

Unlike his explanation of Joshua 2, Winther-Nielsen does not seem to

involve himself greatly in the explanation of Joshua 3-4. But he does try here to

apply functional discourse grammar to read this complex story. According to him,

5:1, which refers to the terror-stricken Canaanites, is an introduction to the following

story, also a tail-head linkage in line with 2:24, and does not belong to the story of

the crossing of the Jordan (p. 165). First, he examines the boundary markers in order

to analyse the structure of this narrative. According to him, "ipm stfirr nstzn (3:1a)

clearly marks the opening of a new discourse (p. 172). He argues

that bmtrr Kin2" in 3:1 broadens the agent reference to include all the

Israelites following the restricted focus of Joshua 2, and the shift of verb form to

plural, and the syntax are not awkward (p. 173). A time reference th in 3:2a opens

the first episode. Moreover, -iojn is used as a boundary marker in 3:6a (Ep 2), in

4:15a (Ep 6). 3:14a (Ep 3), 4:1a (Ep 4)21, and in 4:11a (Ep 5) are also markers of

episode boundaries opened by tpi. Thus, the grammatical evidence for episode

boundaries divides Joshua 3-4 as follows: The March to Jordan (3:1, stage),

Preparatory orders (3:2-5, Epl), Crossing Orders (3:6-13, Ep 2), Descent (3:14-17,

20
However, LXX does not represent this phrase.

21
Only MT-Josh 4:1 a represents this word.
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Ep 3), Orders regarding the stones (4:1-10, Ep 4), Crossing lead (4:11-14, Ep 5),

Emerging on the other side of water (4:15-18, Ep 6), Arrival at Gilgal (4:19-24,

closure) (p. 175).

Furthermore, Winther-Nielsen pays attention to the problem of the internal

consistency of this narrative. According to him, following Polzin's way of tracing a

temporal thread, or a 'chain of representative events' is one way to argue for the

coherence of the story (p. 175). Then he applies discourse grammar to explore the

continuity of this story (p. 176). His analysis is especially focused on 3:14-17. He

argues that this section anticipates miracle by commenting that the Jordan overflows

during the time of harvest (p. 177). Verse 4:18 has structural similarities with this

section. In the episode of the return of the waters, the heightened grammar twists the

action into descriptive mode (p. 178). Both 3:14-17 and 4:18 describe miraculous

situations with dramatic pauses that occur at the climaxes (179). Winther-Nielsen

contends that the coherence of Joshua 3-4 is shaped stylistically by miraculous high

points in 3:14 and 4:18, and by grammatical repetition in 4:9-10 and 4:11-15 (p. 182).

Additionally, he spends some time explaining the two stories of the stones in the

middle of the Jordan and on the other side of the Jordan. According to him, these two

stories are not dissimilar. In 4:9a, no new information is added.22 It just stresses that

Joshua was ultimately responsible for erecting the stones in Gilgal (p. 181).

After his efforts to plot the episodes and their internal coherence, Winther-

Nielsen tries to trace the themes elaborated in the dialogue structure (p. 182). Here,

noting Polzin's observation on the 'anticipation/confirmation' structure, he applies

discourse-pragmatics by paying attention to the use of highly marked dialogue

introducers (p. 183). In conclusion, he argues that a functional discourse grammar

discloses a unified structure, a clear sequence of events and a strong conquest theme

in Joshua 3-4. According to him, a discourse grammar can support the readings of

22
Here, Winther-Nielsen does not pay attention to the differences between MT and LXX-Josh 4:9.
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this narrative in its original or final shape (p. 190).

As with other synchronic readers, Winther-Nielsen's application of

functional discourse appears to make good attempts to establish the textual integrity

and thematic unity of the book of Joshua. By closely analyzing the grammar, syntax,

and rhetorical issues of the Hebrew text, and by applying solid linguistic norms and

modern linguistic theory, Winther-Nielsen makes a significant contribution to the

literary study on the book of Joshua.

However, in his linguistic analysis, it is sometimes unclear whether his

claims are based on general linguistic theory or on specific Hebrew syntax. He also

does not provide enough grammatical examples, other than those of Joshua. If he had

offered more Hebrew evidence in chapter 2, his theory might have been more

persuasive. Moreover, it is not certain whether he succeeded in establishing the

textual integrity and thematic unity of the book of Joshua, because even to

understand his theory is difficult, let alone to examine whether it is applied properly.

In addition, like other holistic readers (Polzin, Hawk, Mitchell), Winther-Nielsen also

notices the extermination policy of foreigners in Moses' law in the book of Joshua

and pays attention to the application of cnn.

Winther-Nielsen's general approach seems to be applied to the literary

composite of Josh 3-4 properly at some points. By paying attention to whether a

functional grammar can explain some of the complexity and support the unity of the

story by an analysis of constituents, coherence and content, he examines the story of

crossing the Jordan in Josh 3-4 and proposes a unified and sequential structure as a

whole plausibly.

However, he does not suggest a plausible explanation of the two different

descriptions of the twelve stones in the middle of the Jordan and on the other side of

the Jordan. He just ambiguously contends that the Jordan stone story highlights that
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Joshua was ultimately responsible for erecting the stones in Gilgal and that these two

stories are not dissimilar. Yet, if we read 4:9 and 4:20-24 closely, there are stones set

in the middle of the Jordan and also stones at the bank of the Jordan.

His study also has some similarities to that of Polzin, and sometimes he

seems to be indebted to him. Like Polzin, he analyses the story of crossing the Jordan

by dividing the narrative into episodes. He also pays attention to a temporal thread,

or chain of representative events to argue for the unity of this story in the same way

as Polzin does.23 By paying attention to dialogue introducers, another dimension of

discourse-pragmatics, Winther-Nielsen tries to trace the themes elaborated in the

dialogue structure, and seems to get some insight from Polzin. To explain dialogue

and theme structure in this narrative, Winther-Nielsen quotes Polzin's

'command/fulfilment' (Polzin 1980:104) and "anticipation/confirmation" structures

"as the working out of an antiphonal pattern" (Polzin 1980:105) (pp. 182-183).

In addition, Winther-Nielsen also reveals some limitations in that he does

not note the differences between the MT and the LXX in this narrative and only tries

to read in a linguistic and literary way only in the final form of the MT.

2.5. Conclusion

Synchronic studies by Polzin, Hawk, Mitchell, and Winther-Nielsen have

suggested a new and interesting direction in the research of the book of Joshua. In

their view, while diachronic scholars divide the text, classify layers of material, and

reconstruct the text rather impetuously, they value and respect the text. Initially, they

do their best to understand what this ancient text means, even when the meaning is

difficult to determine. This seems to be the merit of their methodology .

23 Winther-Nielsen quotes Polzin's view (Polzin 1980:95-97) closely in his explanation of the
coherence and style structure of Josh. 3:1-4:24 (1995: 175-176).
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However, no less than the diachronic critics, their approaches also seem to

be quite divergent. Although Polzin, Hawk, Mitchell, and some ofWinther-Nielsen's

works have similarities, mainly in that the others are indebted to Polzin, their

methodologies and the results of their studies are quite different from one another.

Since each uses a rather different technical terminology, it is not clear to what extent

they can speak to each other. They seem to speak past each other, so they would need

an interpreter before they can come into dialogue. The divergency and the intricacy

of their investigations are not so different from those of diachronic studies. They also

show difference in chapter division: Polzin and Mitchell attach 5:1 to the Jordan

crossing story, but Hawk and Winther-Nielsen to the stories of circumcision and

Passover celebration at Gilgal.24 Furthermore, even though Polzin explained the

complex narrative of Joshua 3-4 from various aspects and dimensions quite well,

others' approaches are quite trivial, being focused on just some narrow point, while

failing to cover every problem in this literary composite. Besides, even Polzin, to

whom others are indebted and whose study on this narrative is better than that of the

others, does not supply a clear explanation of the two different descriptions of the

twelve stones in the middle of the Jordan and at the bank of the Jordan. In addition,

his research is limited insofar as he does not pay attention to the differences between

the MT and the LXX, but reads only from the final form of the MT. Although Polzin

does not disparage diachronic research and says that synchronic study must come

first, he does not offer any diachronic attempt on Joshua 3-4. If so, what sort of

diachronic work on Josh 3-4 should follow Polzin's synchronic efforts? In the next

chapter, we will investigate some text critical issues in this complex narrative.

24
For this, see next chapter.
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Chapter Three
Polzin and Text Critical Analysis on Joshua 3-41

3.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter, we examined some notable synchronic readings by

Polzin, Hawk, Mitchell, and Winther-Nielsen, and looked at the strengths and

weaknesses of their methodologies regarding the complex narrative of Joshua 3-4.

Through the examination above, we have come to know that Polzin uses one of the

best methodologies to explain a number of complicated problems in this text.

Nevertheless, his study has limitations in that he applies his literary method to this

narrative only from the final shape of the MT text. How could the result be different

if he read from the final form of the LXX text?

In this chapter, we will investigate the differences between MT and LXX of

Joshua 3-4 through text critical analysis and examine the limitations of Polzin's

synchronic study in reading only from the final text ofMT. First, we will try to note

differences between the major Greek editions (Margolis, Rahlfs, and Auld) and

retrovert Hebrew Vorlage of LXX. Second, through text criticism, we will analyse

the differences between MT and LXX, and investigate the cause(s) of these

differences. Furthermore, we will study the limitations caused by Polzin's lack of

attention to the text of LXX.

1 The later division attached Josh 5:1 to the previous chapter. The noun 'dry ground' (no:r) in 4:22 is
related to the verb 'dried up' (tfain) in 4:23; 5:1; and some could hold that this shows 5:1 is linked
with 4:22-24. However, the older marginal division of B starts a new section here (see A.G. Auld,
Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 121). Furthermore, this kind of unity by the Canaanite
kings introduces a new narrative in Joshua 9. Thus, 5:1 seems to belong to the circumcision and the
keeping of the passover (5:2-12).
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3.2.Text Critical Analysis of Joshua 3-4

3.2.1. LXX,b Retroversion of LXX Vorlage, and MT of Josh 3-4

LXXB-Josh3-4
(ed. Auld)

Retroversion of LXX

Vorlage Josh 3-4
MT-Josh 3-4

31 koc! wpOpioev 'Ir|ooOg to

TTpCOL Kal aTTf|p€V1) €K
2atteiv2) Kal f|A.0oaay eax;
tou IopSauou Kal
KaxeA-uaav gkgI upo tou
5iapf|vai

npaa ytiirr aatin
ixan aasrana yon

p-pmy

0 majr ma am aha

npaa yam-' aatin
ixan o'btina to

hxnPr aa-ha- xin
may; ana aci aha

32 Kai eyeveto peta xpeig
fppipac; 5if|A.9oy ol
ypappatetc Sia Tfjg
TTapepPoA.f|(;

□'a-' ntfhc nspa an
anpa antstin nasn

:nonan

□pa; ny'ha nxpa ,nr
anp\a anosfn inayr

;™nan

33 Kal 6V6T6ilauxo xc5 Aato

Aiyoyxet; oxay i8r|Te Trpy
kiPcotov Tr|c; 5ia0r|kr|£;
Kupiou tou Geou fipwv
Kal tou<; lepeic; fipcov^
Kal tou; AGueixac;2)
aipoyxat; auxipy aiTapGiTe
and tcov tottcov upwv Kal
TTopeu6o0e3) ottlogo auxf|<;

ion1? aymnx nxa

oarnxna

mrrrmn ynx nx
irnhx

□nhm uanai

mx a'xfca

□aaipaa iron
rnnx anahm

;naxh ayrrnx 'van
□anixna

mn^nn? yinx nx
ca-nhx

aahn aansni

□fix; inx apxm
□aaipaa hypn
:mnx onahni

34 aAAa paKpav eoxto ava

peoou fpwv1'1 Kal ekglvrjc;
ooov SiaxiAlout; nfixeit;
OTr)oea0e p.f| irpooeyyiar|Te
auxfi iy' ettlotrjoge xrpy
65oV T|V TTOpGU6O0e2) auxf|y
ou yap TTetTopeuoGe tt]v
o86v an' gx0g<; Kal xpixric;
ripepag

rrn' pirn px
irm aa^a

noun nax a'shxa
nhx ianpn_hx
iynn"iax pyoh
nrax pnnn-nx
xh '3 nanahn
p-na array

a ranchm hiana

Th1 pinn ipx
irai aaaa

nnaa nax □,shxa
rhx impn'hx
'anr—yx pyah
-yx pnnn-nx
xh pa naaahn
pnna array

a :cryhr hiana

35 Kal eiTTev 'Ir|oou<; tw Xato
ayvioaoGe el<; aupioy oxi

aupioy TToir|oei kv rply1'
Kupioc Gaupaoxa

aymhx ymn1 naxn

a nnah iranpnn
mrr nicy ana

;mxhs: aanpa

□yn-hx yrain": naxa_
pa aonpnn

mn1 njpyp nna
:nixhs] caa-.pa

3b Kal gittgu 'Irpaout; xoit;
lepeuoiu apaxe xipy
KLpGoxoy xf|Q 5ia9r|Kr|<;
Kupiou Kal TipoTTopGueo0e
xou laou Kal rpay ol
lepeit; xrpy KiParcoy xf|c;
8ia0f|Kr|c; Kupiou Kal
eTTopeuoyxo 'epiTpoa0ey tou

naxn

oanarrhx ymn1

mn1 ma ynx-nx ixiy
ayn ash nay;

ynx-nx oanan ixton
iahn mn mia

0 :ayn ash

naxpi
nbxh canan_hx ycinp

nAan pinx'nx ixto
□yn p;sh inayi
pinx'nx 3xtca_
iaha r—an

a :ayn ash
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A.aot>

37 Kal eLTrei-" Kupiog upog
'Ir|ooOy kv xrj fipepa xauxr|
ap/opai ui|;coaai oe
Kat€vooiTLoy uayxcoy ulcoy
Iopar|A iya yycocuy
KaGoxi1' T]|_ir|y pexa
Mcouof| oikcog 'eoopai tea!
pexa aou

ptfim-bx mrr naxn

nrn am

ama I'm bnx
"ION aa-ba

P2)XD pPT
nraamy m,-in

pay ni mnx p

vprrbn "mm nax»i
nrn aim

'ppa bnx
-rx 'px-.r-br
upxr p rip;
ntfa_DB pyn

pap n;nx

3* Kal yuy eyxeilai xolg
lepeuaiy xolg a'lpouoiy
xrp KiPcoxoy xf|g 5ia0r|Kr|g
Aiycoy cog ay eLoeA.0r|xe
cttI peaou1' xou uSaxog xou
IopSauou Kal kv xco
Iopfiayri axrpeaGe

oanamnx man nmn

nman-pnx 'xto
nax1?

nap-np DDxas
pmai pmn m

o :nnyn

nanan-nx man nnxi

npan-]inx ^xp
naxb

napma aixaa
PP'_? pi'.n P

2 :na»n

3y Kal eliTey 'Ir|aoug xolg
ulolg Iopar|l Trpoaayaycxe
co5e Kal aKouaaxe xo pfjpa
Kupiou xou Geou ripcou1'

aa-*?x ytfim naxn

up bxn©''
namnx iyam mn

mmbx mm

. aa-Px »tiim naxa
12)3 pxpt"

pamnx iaam mn
mamnx nim:

3 to kv xouxcp yucoaeaGe oxi
Geog (coy kv upiy Kal
o^eGpeucoy 6A.e0peuaei auo

f < ~ 1) v
TTpOOCOTTOl) THiCOV 7 TOV
Xayayaioy Kal xoy

Xexxaloy Kal xoy

$epe(aioy Kal xoy Eualoy
Kal xoy Apoppaloy Kal
xoy repyeoatoy Kal xoy
IePouaaioy

m -pynn nxra
asanpa m ^x
onr ramm

appmnx naaa

mnmnxi

nnmnxi nnamnxi

P3mn-nxi maxmnxi
roiam-nxi

atpim naxa
p -pinn nxta
npanpa »n Px

urnr pnim
. aaaap-px aaaaa

pnmnxi
ansrnnxi annmxi

••p-:n-nx-
:piami paxm

311 L8ou f] KiPcoxog 8iaGr|Kr|g
Kupiou Traorig xf|g yf|g
SiaPaLyei xoy Iop8ayr|y

nma^ ynx mn
pxmba "jinx
:pma nay

npan ]inx mn
ynxn-ba jinx

qnnp naa.ab nap

3I2 Trpo](6LpLoao06 uply
8co5eKa ayfipag duo xcoy
ulcoy Iapar|X eya acj)'
€Kaoxr|g 4)uA.f|g

nab inp
2Px nOy a®

bxn&r aaa

:aa®b nnxuzrx

aa1? inp nnai
2j,x ntca ap
pxnp 'papa

nnx-p-,x nnx-^x
maB)1?

3u Kai eoxai cog ay
KaxaiTauocooty ol uoSeg
xcoy lepecoy xcoy alpoyxcoy
xfp Kifkoxoy xf|g 8ia0r|Kr]g
Kupiou udorig xf|g yiyg kv
xco u8axi xou IopSayou xo
uScop xou IopSayou
eKA.6Lv(/ei xo 8e u8cop xo
Kaxapalyoy axrpexai

nua mm

oanan

nmnn yhK
ynxn-^D pnx
"a pmn ma

pmn
□mmn nmn

; i-iw

nip n;ni
aanan nias
mm pnx '^xrn
ynxn-'pD ]inx
•a pmn ma
linnD1' 'pm_n
ommn omn

nnx m inapa nSpaba

314 Kal aurjpey o Xaog ck xcoy
oKrjycopaxcoy auxcoy omSnxa nun uon

■,n,T
nmSnxa 'nan pop
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8iapf|voa toy IopSayriy ol
Se lepeig ripooav trp
Kipcoxov trig SiaGriKrig1'
apotepoi too Xaoo

pnramx naab
ixto nanam

nraan qnxpx
raan as1?

D.ip-nx aaa1?
ram nanani

nraan paxn
man pa?

3U cog Se elaeaopeooyto ol
lepeig ol a'lpoyteg tr|v
klPcotov tf|g 8ia0r|krig era
toy IopSayr|y Kal ol uoSeg
tcov lepecoy tcoy alpoytcoy
iT)y KiPcoxoy tf|g Si.aGr|Kr|g
Koploo ePa4)r|oay elg
pepog too oSatog too
IopSayoo o Se IopSayr|g
6-nA.r|pou KaG' oArjy tr)y
KpTpiSa aotoo coael
fipepai Qepiapoo uopcoy

□anan xiaai

man pax ram
pararaa

□anan ,Lam
mry nraa pax rami
pap ra napa ibataa

xbn papi
rmnrba-ba

raran arap ram

yiaxn ram xiaai
lti'.ciraa

□pnan ^aai
ibapj paxn pxto

□rap nspa
xba papi
rniar'aa-ba
:arap ra1 ^a

3lb Kal 'eotr| ta oSata ta
Katapalyoyta aycoGey 'eatr|
rrf|Ypa ey acfjeotriKog
paKpay ocj)68pa ocjjoSpcog
ecog pepoog KaGiaipeiy1'
to Se KataPaXyoy Kate(3r|
elg tip GaAaaaay ApaPa
GaAaooay aA.og ecog elg to

telog e^eA.LTTey Kal o A.aog
latr|Kei2) aiTeyayti

Iepeixco3)

□pap oran rraaa

nbaa1??:
nxn pnan nnxra: rap

am aran nxa

□ray nrap nan
by aa"1 napi

n'mnnr naaan □'

rraa nam naaa nnma

nnra-1 na

□pap nran lapaa
nbaa^a

pnan anxra: rapT
□axa axa

'amx aran

pas asa
by nraapi

^'?lan-□, naaan □;
paa qani inaa: ran

:prai aa

^ T7a Kac eotr|oay oi lepeig oi
a'lpoyteg tip Ki(3cot6y tf|g
8iaGr|Kr|g Koploo eul
ippag ey peoco too
IopSayoo

□anan rraaa

pax ram
ninvnraa

o qaara -yma naana

□anan paaa
liaxn pm
np^nraa

pn pap qina naana
Sxap-Sai

aa naana braaa
ranraqx

:p.i?n-nN aaa1? aan4a
3 ^ ^ Kal rrayteg ol olol Iopar|A.

Siepaiyoy Sia £r|pag ecog
aoyeteAeaey trag o A.aog
Siapalycoy toy IopSayrp

bxam aa^ai
aa naana Draaa

ranramx

:pap*nx aaab nanAm

41 Kal eiTel aoyeteAeoey "nag
o Xaog Siapalycoy toy
IopSayrp Kal eitfey
Kopiog tcp 'Ir|ooi Aeycoy

□anAm mnracxa ran

pammx aiaab
nin anxa

raaxS atfip-bx

aan-^a ranraqxa "pa_
s P."i!D"nx aiaa'?

nip aaxa_
naxS aqip-'ax

42 napaAapcoy aySpag duo
too Aaoo eya atj)' eKaotrig
cJjuAfig

□an-p omra pb np
mama nnxPra

□anqa Qa1? pp
□Pax atsa naq

anxpp
raajaia anxpp
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48 Kai enoirioav outox; 01
ulol Iopar|A. KaGoti
eveteilato Kupioe tco
'Ir|ooi Kal A.ap6vtee
ScoSeKa AiGoue ck piaou
tou IopSavou KaGaiep
ouveta^ev Kuptoe tco
'It|ool ev tf| auvteAeia tfje
Siapaaecoe tcov ulcov
Iopar|A. Kal SieKopiaav
apa eautole ele rr)v
irapeppoA.f]v Kal aTfeGr|Kav
eKel

*7Xi5o*-*33 pi5D3*i
mn"1 nx itoxo

ixto*i 3tflii*-*7x
d*33X ntonnco

150x3 pi*! -]ino
niT 331

3toii*-*7X
133*7 *7X150'"'33 D13

□03 01133*1

:D<D 0113*1 ii*70i-*7x

lx-t"-13 P"1(33'_1
113 150X3

1X50*1 35011*

c*:3X ii503'*nto

150X3 iii'1 "lino
111* 131

35Z?i!*-7X
lX-50*"*:3 *13350 -3301

□03 □1133*1

:D50 D113*1 "|i^01-Sx

4y 'eotr|oev Se 'Ir|aoue Kal
aM.oue ScoSeKa AlGoug kv
autco tco IopSavt] kv tco
yevopevco toncp utto toue
TToSae tcov lepecov tcov
alpovtcov ttju Kipcotov tip
8ia9r|Kr|g Kupiou Kai
610IV CKd ecoe tfje
aripepov fpepae

□*H01

o'inx n*33x nto
35011* Q'pi

nnn pi'3 u
'^31 nan

'x<03 noioi

mn1 i'i3 pix
□0 vi'i

:!T! an 13

a*rntfi
□*hx 11503

35011* D*pi
nnn *i-*.i rjina

*^1 330
*xtoi noisi

n*i3i pix
□a? 1*1*1

:l;Tl Di'l 13

410 lotriKeioau1' Se ol Upele
ol aipovtee tt]v Kipcotov
trie 8ca9r|Kr|e kv tco
IopSavr] ecoe ou
auveteAeaev 'Ir|aoue Tracta
a evemAato Kupioe
avaYYelA.ai tco A.aco Kal
'eoTTCuoev 0 A.aoe Kal
SiePipav

1*131 ynx 'xrn doioh
1103

35011' 1*73 itox 13 pi'3
-*?3"nx

mn1 mxitOx
131b

□oi"*7X

:ii33'i Q3n no'i

111X1 *X503 0*31311
□*103

□n 13 iii'i lino
131l'"13

111* 113"150X

noib 3toii*"nx
□31_t7X
"'TOO

350il*-nx 1500 113"150X

:1133»1 Q31 1110*1

411 Kai eyeveto
auveteAeoev irae 0 A.aoe
8iapf|cac Kal Siepr| r]
KiPcotoc; trie 8caGr|Kr|e
Kupiou Kal ol AiGoi
epipooGev autcov

□mtOxD 'i'i
1133*7 d3i-*?3

1*13 "|tix 1331
□'33x11 mrp-

:ci'3a*?

□n_150X3i *1*1
1133^ O^l'^S

lilX 133*1
□*31311 111*"

:Q31 OaS

412 Kal SiePipav ol ulol
Poupr|c Kal ol ulol Fa6
Kal ol fiiiiaeie c})uA.fje
Macaoori 8ieoKeuaopevoi
'epiTpooGev tcov ulcov
IopariA. KaGatTep
evetelAato autoie Mcouof|e

piXT'33 1133'1
'3m iro3i

□Pan 153301 0350

03 *3a*7
131 150X3 *7Xiio'

;i50O ni'^x

131X—*33 11^13*1
*3ni 13"*331

□*5ii01 1-301 0350

'33 *33 *7
131 -0X3 VxitO*

:1500 Dl'Vx

413 TctpaKiapupioi eu(covoi
ele P^xriv 8icPr)oav
evavtlov Kupiou ele
TTolepov upoe tt|v

Iepetxco1' ttoAiv

'31*71 "jbx D'331X
1133 X331

nanba'? mn1 asS
:in,T' *5X

'31*71 "l^X 0*331X3
1133 X331

101*70*7 111* *33*7
0 :il*l' 11313 *7X
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414 ev eKCLvri trj rpepa
r|uijr|aey Kupiog toy
'Irjoouy eyaytloy naytoe;
too1' yeyoug Iapar)A. Kai
ecjiopouyto autoy toanep
Mcouof|y oooy xpoyoy 'e(r|

mn1 2)lm xinn nm

atfim-nx
Tin

-H0K3 inx 1N"H

non-nx IXT

:l"n wby

nim Sna Ninn nin
ourm-nx

'

bn^'by "ran

"I0N3 ihN "N~'1

nonmx ixp;
a mm ,ia,"'?3

4'5 Kai eiirey Kupiog tto
'Irjooi Aiycoy

aoim-^x mm -laxp

nnxb
aoin,-t?N np-' inxn

:-imb

4I6 'eyteiA.ai toig lepeuaiy
toig alpouoiy tr|y
Kipcotoy tf|g Sia0r|Kr|g too
paptupiou Kupiou eKPrjyai
gk tot) IopSayou

mannmnx ma

nnn ppx "xto
nirr rnpa

q-rrmp ibin

□■'innn-nx ma

rtx 'Noa

npan
qmp'P iba:!

417 Kai eyeteiA.ato 'Ir|ooug
toig Upeuaiy Aiycoy
eKPiyre eK tou IopSayou

D'arorrnx aoim -en

qpmrrp lba paxS
.. mannmnx apn1' is'i

:17.i'.n-p iba -inxb

4I8 Kai eyeyeto cog kE,£fir\oav
ol Upeig ol alpoyteg tf|y
Kipcotoy trig Sia0r|Kr|g
Kupiou 6K tou IopSayou
Kai 'eOriKay1' toug noSag
enl trig yf|g coppr|oey to
uScop tou IopSayou Kata
/copay Kai enopeueto Ka0a
ex©eg Kai tpLtr)y fipepay
81' oA.r|g tf|g KpryrriSog

mbm mm

□•onnn

nnn ynx "xoi
pmmp nw

urn"
by nmbap

nmnn

□nipa1? p-rmo nop
□nzi^o-'nnnn in'ri

rrnnrbs- by

niban p,V
D^nbn

nmn ppx -no:
pm_n -jinn nim-

'nisn 1 ^pna
Sn □,innn ^bin

nnnnn

nbippV pmn-p "QO»I
mobo-Tarr

trnPrSn-Sa

4iy Kai 0 A.aog ayepr| 6K tou
IopSayou SeKcnp tou
|ir|yog tou npcotou Kai
KateotpatoTTeSeuoay ol
ulol Iopar|A. ev FaA.yaA.oig
Kata pepog to irpog f)A.lou
ayatoA.ag ano tfjg
Iepeixco1'

iba nam

moan pmrrp
urm yitfxpn o-in1?

napn bibn
mrm mra

\by nani

-liqan pm_n_p
iin»j poN-in oph^

naps b:b:z
:in,T' npra

420 Kai toug ScoSeKa Al0oug
toutoug oug 'eA.apey ck tou
IopSayou 'eotr|oey 'Iipoug
kv raA.yaA.01g

rnoa mno nxi

r6xn omxn

npb ' nOx
atfim mpn ppmrp

:Slbn

r-oa npo nxi
rPxp n'nxr

ppb im
aoin-' n\pn pp'Ppa

4il Aeycoy otay epootcooiy
upag ol ulol upcoy
Aeyoyteg ti elcay ol Al0oi
outoi

POX -IBN1?
nn^x nam y^NO'1

:r6xn nmxn nn xkS

SKIT m-'px laxP
'ION -nxt

nam vbxT
□ninN-nx >-ina

:n^Nn npnxn na inx1?

4n AyayyelAate toig ulolg
upcoy oti enl ippag Si4pr|
IopaqA toy Iop8ayr|y
toutoy1'

nn^mnx nnamm

ma nonn n2)
]-n,mnN SK-IT

nn-n-rx onapini
ma nonn paxb

njn ipmpmx tx-t"
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423 AtTo(;r|pdi>avTO<; Kuptou
ton 9eou fipwy1' to u5top
ton Iop5dyou €K tcof>2)
epiTpooGev aurdiv peypt ou
6tePr|0(Xtt Ka9diTep
eiToir|oev Kuptog3' o 9eo<;
fipcov4) tpy epuGpdy
Qalaooav py dneippocyey
Klip tog o Geog f)pwy5)
'epiTpooGey ppwy eoog
tTapf|19opev

irain-itiK
••a-nx irrrbx hit
~iu orpjao yrrn

-rafto msr
mir nto

pioTrb lrnbx
irnbx mm Bjmrrntfx

uasa

nrosnsj

yrnx amrbx mm
m? aaaaa "pmn

10X3 np"pir
mm nto

"pp-mb apmbx
tipim-rax

ipsa

424 OTTwg yytoaty ravta ta
e9yr) try; ypg oti f)
Swaptg tou Kupiou
loyupd eottv Kal tva
upetg oePpaGe Kuptov toy
9eoy upcoy^ ey naytl
» 2)
epyto '

pxn "•ajrbs run \sab
nprn ,d mrr rns

onx anxm pab xmi
irnbx mmnx

o :rraua-b333)

f-ixn ,aj?"b3 run ipab
nptn '3 mm ttixKtt-: /• t : j-

anxm p?ab xvt
□mn'bx mm-nx

o ta'ap-bs

[Table 1]

31 1). Margolis' edition of LXX-Joshua2 represents diTf|pey, but Rahlfs' manual
edition of the book of Joshua in Greek3 dirrpay. Rahlfs seems to be affected by the
MT, which also attests to the third person plural form.

2) Margolis' edition follows the first scribal hand with Scoreiv, but Rahlfs' the
second hand with the deletion of e from Sootem.

33 1) Margolis represents upwv.

2) Rahlfs has Aetntag. E has been removed secondarily in Rahlfs.
3) Margolis attests iTopeuoeoGe. The o in Margolis' edition alters present into

future. This seems to be secondary editing.

34 1) Margolis and Rahlfs represent upcby.
2) Margolis TTopeuoeoGe.

35 1) Margolis and Rahlfs uply.

37 1) Margolis has oil before KaGoti.

2
M.L. Margolis (ed.), The Book ofJoshua in Greek according to the Critically Restored Text with an

Apparatus Containing the Variants of the Principal Recensions and of the Individual Witnesses.
(Publications of the Alexander Kohut Memorial Foundation in Trust at the American Academy for
Jewish Research). Part I-IV: Joshua 1:1-19:38. Paris 1931-38.
3 A. Rahlfs (ed.), Septuaginta. Id est Vetus Testamentum graece iuxta LXX interpretes. Stuttgart 1935.
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38 1) Margolis and Rahlfs represent pepoix;.

39 1) Margolis represents upoou.

310 1) Margolis represents upcov.

3n 1) LXX has one long phrase here (f) kiPcoxoc; 5ia0f|Kr|<; Kupiou iTaopi; xrj<; yrjc)
and it is not easy to retrovert it into good Hebrew. Furthermore, the absence of the
definite article before 5ia0f|KTi<; in LXX and its presence in MT makes it all the more

difficult. For this, see the text critical analysis on this text below.

314 1) Rahlfs attests Kupiou after Sux0f|Kr|<;. He seems to be influenced by MT.

316 1) Margolis has Kapia0ouv, and Rahlfs Kapiodhapip.
2) Margolis and Rahlfs corrected to eioxf|Kei by inserting a small superscript e.
3) Margolis attests Iepeiyco, but Rahlfs Iepiyco.

43 1) Margolis attests Kofi, but Rahlfs Ikytov instead of Kal. Rahlfs seems to be
influenced by MT, which has naxb.

2) Rahlfs does not represent Kod here.
3) Rahlfs follows the correction to oxpaxoneSeia. The manuscripts has a small

superscript E over the I. LXX used two different words otpatoTieSia and
TTapegpdA.r|te, which have military connotations, at the end of this verse, but MT has
words pbnn and irbn from the same root.

47 1) The Jordan is called a 'm:' (iToxa|icx;) in B as in 5:1, but MT has 'waters' in
both passages. In Hebrew Joshua, as in Deuteronomy, -in: is used just for the 'great'
river, the Euphrates. Thus, B seems to show free rendering here. In 5:1, B has the
third person plural etaKpoav and KaxeTTA.ayr|oav. This also appears to be caused by the
Greek translator's free rendering of amb onn.

410 1) Margolis and Rahlfs have corrected with the insertion of a small superscript
e (eloxf|KeLoav). Whatever the spelling, the pluperfect form in B, Margolis, and
Rahlfs is different from that ofMT, which has participle.
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413 1) Iepixto in Rahlfs.

414 1) Margolis has a different word order too rantcx;.

2) MT uses the same verb bii as in 3:7. LXX uses a different word au^aveiv
from u^jcuaca in 3:7. While MT seems to emphasise the fulfillment of God's promise
given in 3:7, LXX seems to give variety in expression by using different words.
Once more in the LXX does it render Hebrew - concerning the Lord's exaltation
of Solomon to the heights (2 Chron. 1: l).5

418 1) Kca e0r|K(xv could be retroverted to urn instead of ipra in MT; for mas is
MT plus, crbn urn would be the correct syntax.

419 1) Iepixw in Rahlfs.

420 1) MT has the third person plural mpb ('they took'), but LXX has the third
person singular verb elapev ('he took'). We can retrovert to npb in the Hebrew
Vorlage of LXX.

99
4 1) Margolis and Rahlfs do not attest this word.

2) MT represents -inxb but LXX oti. Even though this similar pattern appears

several times in 3-4, after ony-nm is not common in Old Testament Hebrew. The
Hebrew Vorlage of LXX might have ,d.

423 1) up.u)v in Margolis.
2) tou in Rahlfs.
3) upcov in Margolis.
4) upcou in Margolis.

424 1) Margolis and Rahlfs have upcou.

2) Margolis represents Kcapco, and Rahlfs xpovco instead of'epycp in Auld.
3) The only other occurrence of rrayra-bs in the book of Joshua is 24:31. noyirbs

appears also in Num 31:20; Deut 11:7; 28:12; Judg 2:7; Ecc 8:17; 12:14; Hag 2:14,
17. rrayirbm as in OG Vorlage-ios\\ 4:24 in Deut 2:7; 14:29; 16:15; 24:19; 30:9; 2
Kgs 22:17; 2 Chr 31:21; Est 10:2. rrayrrbab in Ecc 8:9. nrayrrnbx-byTiK in Eze 16:30.
rrayrrbai in Mic 6:16, etc.

4 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 114.
5 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 117.
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3.2.2. Text Critical Study of Joshua 3-4

3:1 a. and they set out (iuci). The shift of subject from 'Joshua' to

'they' makes this verse a bit awkward. LXXbl and SyrA read as singular. The

Egyptian group of texts supports these versions, which have Joshua only as the

grammatical subject of 'set out.'6
b. He and all the sons of Israel (bine-1 ton). In LXX, this is lacking,

while only btnor "oa (the sons of Israel) appears in Syriac.7 This expression, which

describes the leader and all the Israelite people, is quite rare in the Old Testament.

Only in Num 27:21 does this expression appear. The usual phrase is 'all Israel'.

This is an MT plus, which tries to solve the clumsiness of this verse caused by the

subject shift from the singular 'he got up early' to the plural 'they went...'.

3. a. CDTibx (your God). In contrast to MT, LXXB has the inclusive 0eou

rptov (our God) as do other parts in this narrative.

b. the Levitical priests (Dobn mrcm). The Greek has rpcov (our) after 'the

priests' and teal between 'the priests' and 'the Levites'. Unlike MT, LXX, Targum

and Syriac distinguish between them as in Chronicles.9 These versions clarify the

division between the priests and Levites by inserting a conjunction (i) between the

two words. Butler holds that this understanding is later than that ofDeuteronomy and

the so-called Deuteronomic History, which emphasizes only one Levitical

priesthood.10 However, another possible reason for MT and B handling priests and

levites differently in this verse is that Tevites' are a secondary addition to each.

Vulgate supports MT (et sacerdotes stirpis leviticae). Van der Meer also backs up MT,

arguing that the MT reflects the older Deuteronomistic conception in which

priesthood and Leviticism are merged, whereas LXX shows the younger Priestly

6 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 102.
7 R.G. Boling and G.E. Wright, Joshua, 156.
8 S. Holmes, Joshua, the Hebrew and Greek Texts, 22.
9 J.A. Soggin, Joshua, 47..
10 T.C. Butler, Joshua, 39.
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conception in which priesthood is claimed for a specific group within the group of

Levites.11 However, the Greek also seems to understand them as a single group: the

ark, and (carrying it) our priests and the levites. If so, one question this understanding

has to face is why only the priests are called 'our'. 'Our priests' is a rare biblical

phrase, attested to only in Ezra 9:7, 34 and Neh 9:32; 10:1 in MT. Targum and Syriac

stress the LXX distinction here and in 9:2. Likewise, Origen and Josephus follow

LXX, but Josephus has the priest bear the ark, while the Levites carry the tent and
• • 19

sacrificial instruments.

c. nnto Only MT represents this word.

4. a. between it. Kethibh reads irm, but Qere rrai. In rrm the second Yddh

is critically doubtful, rn occurs three times only in the Masoretic Qere for Irs.13
b. maa ('by the measure'). LXX reads this word as otrioeoGe ('infdu).

Moati-Eine assumes that MT man misreads as a hitpael of nay.14 Yet, no one can

find such a form in the Hebrew Bible, and the qal seems to make good sense; may

appears in Lev 19:35 and 2 Chron 3:3, but not as used here in MT. It would be safer

to assume here a Vorlage different from MT.15
5. a. LXX represents eLt; cdipiov ('for tomorrow') after sanctify yourselves

(ranpnn), which is not in MT. In Num 11:18 also, the rare 'ayviCeiv is used and

Moses specifies "for tomorrow". This link between LXX and Numbers seems to

explain the literalness of the Greek rendering.16
b. oaanpa ('among you'). MT and most LXX witnesses have 'you', but

LXX8 has ev fiqiv (in us), in which Joshua includes himself among the people.

6. -mb According to van der Meer, the Greek translator of the Hebrew

Bible omitted this word to stylise the redundancy of the Hebrew word, since Greek

11
M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 77.

12 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 103.
13

E. Kautzsch. and A.E. Cowley (eds), Gesenius'Hebrew Grammar (Oxford: Clarendon, 1909), 304.
14

J. Moatti-Fine, J'esus (Jesu 'e). Traduction du texte grec de la Septante, Introduction et notes; A.G.
Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 104..
15 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 104.
16 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 104.
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does not require an introduction to mark direct discourse similar to the Hebrew

mx1?.17 He holds that this is a 'strong evidence for the stylistic reorganisation of the
1 o

Hebrew text by the Greek translator'. However, nnxb after is not usual. Rather,

it would be plausible to follow Holmes' suggestion that we have 'strong evidence ...

in support of the faithfulnesses of LXX'.19 This is an MT plus. For more of this, see

below on 4:21.

7. The Piel form of the Hebrew verb bm corresponds to ai^avoo ('to

increase') in 4:14, but to uijjoco ('to exalt') in 3:7, which is used only here in Joshua.

The standard Greek traslation of the Hebrew root bm is peyaluvco in the Greek

Pentateuch and the rest of the Greek Old Testament.20 Only LXX represents ulwv

(nn) after kol and lacks the counterpart ofn, initiating an object clause in this verse.

8. a. nnxi LXX reads this as nnjji (Kal vuv). The two terms had sounded

alike, so a scribal mistake could have been made in dictation not from LXX side, but

from MT side. V 12 represents nn»% which is MT plus. For more on this, see below

on v 12. And at the end of the instructions for the priests, LXX represents Km, which

seems to emphasise the following words.

9. a. the words ofYahweh (mm nan). LXX and Vulgate read singular (the

word). Soggin plausibly maintains that 'there may be a dittography: the jW, the early

abbreviation for yhwh, was later confused with the suffix, at a time when the divine

name was once again written out in full.'21
b. Here as well, LXX represents 'our' (Geou fpcov) instead of 'your' in MT.

This seems to support the idea that the LXX is earlier than the MT. Because the idea

to separate religious leadership from the people looks more developed and

theologised.

10. a. And Joshua said (yshm nnxn). In LXX without these two words,

17 M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 231.
18 M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 232.
19 S. Holmes, Joshua, 6.
20 M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 184.
21 J.A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 48.
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Joshua's speech continues directly.

b. By this (nxn). It is not clear what this word means. Butler holds that 'a

conditional particle usually follows. [So] it is possible that the run clause opening v

11 introduces the apodosis here, but one could read v 10b as the apodosis.'22 For this,

see Chapter Six.

c. dd^aa ('from before you'). By contrast, LXX has duo itpoowttou fipcov

(before our face). That Joshua includes himself among the people is typical in LXX

as in v. 9.23

d. The order of the list of the seven indigenous nations differs a little in the

LXX and MT (cf. Gen 15:20; Exod 3:10; 13:5; 23: 23, 28; Num 13:29; Deut 7:1;

20:17; Josh 3:10; 9:1; 11:3; 12:8; 24:11).

11. a. rr-nn Zaqep parvum, which the Masoretes placed on this word,

separates it from the word pix ('the Lord'). Syr inserted 'Yahweh' after rro.

However, the question of the definite article (n) in the MT cannot be easily solved.

Furthermore, the lack of the article in many Greek witnesses is surprising for the

opposite reason. According to Gray, this is 'an obvious Deuteronomic

interpolation'.24 Yet, Auld makes three necessary comments on v 11 in B: (a) an

accidental omission of tpc following the tot; of klPqtcx; is not impossible; (b) 'lord'

here is not the divine name, but a common Hebrew noun; (c) if 'lord' is a common

noun and part of a chain of nouns in a genitive phrase, then it and also the third
9 S

member 'covenant' should also be preceded by the Greek article. Den Hertog

argues that the presence of a redundant article in the corresponding phrase in MT

may let the absence of the definite article in B appear original. The interpretation of
9 ft

the Targum agrees with LXX. The problem in MT seems to be caused by MT

copyist's insertion of definite article, who thought the absence of it in the Hebrew

22 T.C. Butler, Joshua, 39.
23 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 106.
24 J. Gray, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, 62.
25 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 106-7.
26 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 107.
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Vorlage of LXX was unusual. This verifies that LXX is earlier than MT. This verse

also shows that textual and literary criticism are not divided, but complement each

other. We will discuss this further in Chapter Six on literary history.

before youlpTisb). LXX lacks this.

12. a. nnsn Some scholars insist that MT inserted this word to give some

connection to a verse which is clearly out of place. However, it is not clear whether

the interpolation of this word caused or corrected the clumsiness of this verse. We

will consider the literary history of this verse in Chapter Six.

b. LXX has (duo tcov ulwv) for this. MT's term 'tribes')

here may reflect greater theologisation. Auld has noted that tribal terminology is

much more prevalent in MT than LXX within chapters 13-19, and has argued that

this is a secondary development.

13. a. mas In LXX, 'the soles of' does not appear as in 4:18. This is an

MT plus.

b. -tnx nan nbuabo LXX represents only rtnr\ A scribe seems to have

added these words from v 16 to make the two clauses correspond.

14. The beginning of verse 14 in LXX is slightly briefer than that in MT.

Furthermore, the Hebrew of the MT is unusual: the opening formulaic 'and it came

to be' is not resumed by any finite verb. The Hebrew Vorlage of the Greek should

have been modelled on the beginning of the report in Num 10:33-36 regarding the

departure of the people from the mountain of Yahweh, with the ark travelling in front

of them. Subsequently, MT might have clumsily adapted that Vorlage, towards the

opening of Num 10:35.27 And, Se in LXX is copulative. This is the second on S.
, 98

Sipila's list of copulative uses of 8e.

15. a. those who bore the ark. LXX includes the specific subject 'the

priests' (oi lepelc;).

27
A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 108.

28 S. Sipila, Between Literalness and Freedom, 37.
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b. water. LXX has elt; pepo<; ton u8oao<; tou IopSavou ('to a part of the

water of Jordan'), tou IopSavou is a Greek plus. The Hebrew Vorlage of LXX could
29have 'Jordan' twice or it could have used midrash-Yike freedom.

c. -rxp "rr bz ('throughout the time of harvest'). The MT attests to one

more Hebrew letter (,o,3 for ,n"1 bz) and one less word ('wheat'). The supralinear

addition in 4Qjoshb and the paraphrase of this passage in 4Qapocryphon of Joshuab,
also agree with LXX in specifying this harvest time as the period of the wheat

harvest.30 There seems to be exegetical variation from MT side. MT might have

smoothed and generalised the harsh and specified reading of LXX.

16. a. otto Kethibh reads mta, but Qere mxo. LXX appears to read not

mxa but simply nan, 'extremely'. There is no agreed reading of v 16's geographical

description between the MT and other versions. The textual diversities of this verse

show the problem of the geographical location of Adam and the emphasis of the

miraculous. Here textual history becomes exegetical history.31 The classical term

nf|Y|itt €v is used to describe the stationary water, which appears only here in LXX.

However, the cognate tttiyvuvcci has appeared in Exod. 15:8 - and twice in the aorist

form emr/h ('became congealed or solid').32
b. LXX represents a Greek plus KcrtePri ('came down').

17. a. p-ixn As v 11, this verse contains a grammatical anomaly with the

article before the nomen regens.

b. pn ('firmly'). This does not appear in LXXBA. This is an MT plus,

added as the last word of v 17.33 For more on this word, see below on 4:3.

c. all Israel. LXX attests as v 7.

4:1 a. When all the nation had finished passing over the Jordan. LXXB
29 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 107.
30 K. Bieberstein, Joshua-Jordan-Jericho, 152-54.
31

T.C.Butler, Joshua, 40.
"'2 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 109.
33 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 110.
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starts a new portion one half-verse earlier than the medieval western tradition in
3:17b. Codex Alexandrinus treats it as a single 'verse' exactly the western 3:17. The

MT puts in a in the middle of 4:1, recognising a break at this point. However, 4:1a is

a repetition to sum up the crossing story of chapter 3 and pick up a new theme, so 4:1

is a single verse, introducing a new story which continues to v 8.

2. anon -intctzTK -inN-c'N d^cin -ito etc Dsn-p nob inp(MT)

uapalafkov av8pa<; duo tou AaoO eva dcf' CKaaTry; (JjuXfjC (LXX)

LXX, Vulgate and the Eastern Syriac open with a singular form, considering the

context correctly. LXX and the Vulgate do not attest the dative plural pronoun cob.

Tov holds that the plus of this dativus ethicus phrase is a small elucidation introduced

by the editor of MT.34 However, we can also guess that the Vorlage of B read -jb-np.

-icc cic ('twelve') is also an MT plus to emphasise the number of tribes. LXX shows

a different word order by putting avSpac; (ccjn) directly after inp, and represents inx-

etk just once. Again, this shows us that MT's reading is textual exegesis of LXX

Vorlage.

3. a. command. For tisi see v 2 (inp).

b. iNC naxb (kccl dvekeoBe). It is a general rule that direct speech comes

only after some form of the verb nnx in Hebrew and LXX normally renders nnxb by

some form of Aiycov. However, only MT represents iraNb. In addition, the use of kki

in LXX8 is rather unusual. LXXB may have a different Hebrew Vorlage inci from MT

inc. The Hebrew which correponds to dve7eo0oa in this verse is nci, but in v. 5

dveXopevoc; and apdico are expressed by only one Hebrew word cnn ('raise high').35
MT may have changed the Hebrew word to give variety in expression.

c. rra Deb These words are MT pluses.

d. n^mn 'bin cuon These three words are lacking in LXX-Josh 4:3, but

34 E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX Translation,'
391.
35 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 111.
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the similar phrase (crron 'bri nuo) does occur in v 9. Perhaps this part originated

from the same idea as v 9, emphasising the middle of the river.

e. pan To understand this verb is not easy. One might think that this is a

rare form of hiphil infinitive absolute used to express a command, but the absence of

the appropriate conjunction makes this idea impossible. Noth and Kaufmann

helpfully suggest that it is an analogous form to pn in 3:17, or perhaps results from

dittography.36 Etoipout; ('ready' or 'steady') renders the Hebrew cognate of

this word, which is found in similar solemn commands in Exod 19:11, 15 and 34:2,

to which there is an even closer parallel below in 8:4.

The Greek words at the end of verse 3 give a more military connotation than

the MT Hebrew: otpaTOTTeSeicc ('encampment' or 'the position of an army') is

explicitly military; and the verb TTocpepPaAAetv and its noun napeppoA/ri in v. 8 are used

in military contexts.38
5. a. LXX lacks Joshua's name, pis, nrrnbx and represents epTTpooGev pou

(before me), 'twelve' omitted in v 2. Holmes argues that the MT pluses ('and

Joshua,' 'the ark') seem to be due to a misunderstanding of the original meaning of v

5.39 Here, the Greek expression 'epirpooGev pou npo upooGotTou KupLou seems to read

a different Hebrew Vorlage, mm \ab M3b. We cannot exclude the possibility of

editorial revision by the longer MT. E. Tov argues that pmt and cmnbx are MT pluses

caused by theological corrections.40 The idea that Yahweh himself stands in the

middle of the Jordan, was a stumbling block to the MT scribe,41 and the redundancy

of ^sb (ep-npooGeu pou) was a little awkward for him. Thus, he removed one

interpolated pis; between ^sb and mrr, and changed the idea of this passage. In

several places LXX mentioned actions happening 'in front of the Lord,' referring to

36 J.A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 49.
37 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 111.
38 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 111-12.
39 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 112.
40 E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX Translation,'
394.
41 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 69.
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the actual presence of the Lord with the ark of the covenant. The original idea, which

implies direct contact with God, has been changed in MT by the addition of the

words 'the ark of: 6:7, 13; 7:6.42
6. The opening clauses of LXX and MT in this verse are quite different. It is

not easy to decide whether LXX renders a Vorlage substantially different from MT,

or whether LXX has shown freedom in translating the Hebrew text. Only LXX

represents Keipevov 5ia TTavTog in this part.43
The son's question in this verse recalls the institution of the feast of the

passover and unleavened bread (Exod 13:3-10). LXX has singular o ulog oou ('your

son') as in Exod 13:14 and Deut 6:20, but MT has plural omn ('your sons'). Tov

attributes the change from plural to singular in this question to the influence of the

Passover Haggadah upon a Hebrew scribe responsible for the Hebrew Vorlage of

LXX.44 However, I am not persuaded by his suppostion that the Passover Haggadah

already existed before the LXX came into being. Rather, it would be safer to assume

that as Exod 13:14 and Deut 6:20 attest, LXX's singular is primary and MT

exegetically changed later.

7. a. And you shall tell them. MT reads only plural (amnio), but LXX

singular kou 6r|lc6oeLg and ou, and has tco ultp oou for nnb in MT.

b. p~rn ,n uvd3 LXX lacks this clause, but it occurs in Targum, Syriac and

Vulgate. Soggin holds that this kind of repetition is 'common in West and South

Semitic'.45 However, some scholars try to reject this as a useless repetition. This is

likely to be an editorial insertion by a proto-masoretic scribe.

8. a. urnrr ms -iota ('as Joshua commanded'). Unlike MT, LXX offers 'as

Yahweh commanded Joshua' (Ka0cmep awlxaiyv Kupiog ttp 'It|ool). In 9:3 as well,

the LXX attributes an instruction to Yahweh, but the MT to Joshua. Similar to this, in

42 E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua,' 394.
43 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 113-14.
44 E. Tov, 'Midrash-Type Exegesis in the Septuagint of Joshua,' 161-62 .
45

J.A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 50.
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4:5 and 5:15, 'Joshua' is a plus in the MT. The MT seems to magnify Joshua to

compare his leadership to that ofMoses.

b. ■'one naonb Instead, LXX reads ev xr\ owxelda xrjQ Siapaoeux; ('at the

completion of the passing over'). It is quite difficult to find any connection between

'the number of tribes' in MT and 'the completion of the passing over' in LXX.

'The place where they lodged' (pban) in v 8 repeats the same word as in v 3.

However, LXX uses different words, otpaxoTrebeia in v 3 and TTapepPoA.fi in v 8. We

could consider different explanations as to the divergence between LXX and the MT.

First, it is possible that there were dual traditions, so both the MT and the LXX

reflect early traditions. Second, the LXX Vorlage might have the same word as the

MT and the LXX translator used two different words. However, the Greek,

otpaTOTTeSeia in v 3 appears to have a more vivid military connotation than the

Hebrew would require. The noun TrapepPoAri in v 8, cognate of the verb irapepPaAAeiv

in v 3, is also often used in military contexts.46 Therefore, it is more probable that

the natural Greek syntax reflects the common original text and the MT changed the

word exegetically to show that God's command given in v 3 was fulfilled in v 8.

9. a. man mm crnm LXX and Vulgate have aAlouc ('others') before nmax

and make a clear distinction between the twelve stones at brink of the Jordan in v 8

and in the middle of the Jordan in v 9. Here again, we could also consider possible

explanations for the divergence between LXX and the MT. First, there may have

been dual traditions, so the proto-MT did not have onrtK but the Hebrew Vorlage of

LXX did have it. Second, the LXX Vorlage might not have read cr-inx as the MT, but

the LXX translator used this word. Third, nmnx (aAlouc;) in LXX might reflect the

common original text, while the MT removed the word exegetically. While it is

difficult to decide between these three options, the third seems to be more persuasive.

An MT editor may have eliminated this word to bestow the same authority to the

46 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 111-112.
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stones in the middle of the Jordan as the stones at the brink of the Jordan and to read

this verse without discontinuity from those previous verses regarding the twelve

stones at the brink of Jordan. However, it does not seem to be probable that the

original story featured two sets of twelve stones. Thus, we can suspect the possibility
that the MT and B show difference in dealing with 4:9 because it is a secondary

addition. For more of this, see Chapter Six.

b. -pro MT plus to emphasise the middle of the river.

10. a. Ark. Only LXX describes the ark as tfj<; 5ia0f|Kr|<; ('of the

covenant').

b. jrairr-nx mrr nur-HDK -oirrbs an is ('until everything was finished that

Yahweh commanded Joshua'). LXX reads ecoq ou ouuetekeoeu 'Irioouc; navra a

eveteUato Kupiog ('until Joshua finished all that Yahweh commanded'). In LXX,

Joshua is the subject of 'complete,' and lacks sitiirp-nx noa baa, which seems

to be an MT plus to underscore the transmission from Moses to Joshua. Tov

maintains that this MT plus is a secondary addition to the Hebrew text attested to by

LXX based on Deut 3:28. Here, the shorter LXX is more logical than MT, where

Joshua had first been commanded by Yahweh, while this MT plus places the

authority in the hands of Moses.47 This passage shows us the inextricability of

textual and literary criticism.48 We will discuss this further in Chapter Six.

11. a. The ark (sg.) is the subject of -oim. LXX represents dunxm (oi A.l0ol)

instead of o^mm in MT. Some commentators who prefer MT maintain that the

translator, or an earlier copyist, simply misread the original Hebrew. However,

instructions to the priests are given in v. 16. Auld holds that 'it [is] more likely that

"stones" has been adjusted to "priests" in MT, on the basis of too literal a

recollection of the command to the priests in 3:6 - "Take up the chest of the covenant,

47 E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX Translation,'
389.
48

E. Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 327-328. See further H.-J. Stipp, 'Textkritik-
Literarkritik-Textentwicklung. Uberlegungen zur exegetischen Aspektsystematik,' in ETL 66 (1990), p.
145, and K. Bieberstein, Joshua-Jordan-Jericho, 163.
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and pass on before the people'".4
12. The rare Hebrew word o^nn, which is understood by modern scholars in

a military sense as in battle array, occurs only in Exod 13:18, Josh 4:12 and Judg

7:11 in the Hebrew Bible. The Greek cognate of this word in Josh 4:12 is

SieoKeuaopevoL ('to be equipped'). In LXX of Exodus and Judges, this word is

connected etymologically with mnn in the sense of 'five'. However, the Greek

translator of Joshua suggests a well-considered and contextually appropriate

rendering that emphasises the military function of the Trans-Jordanian tribes as a

vanguard for the Israelite army, in line with Num 32 and Josh 4:13, where in the

Hebrew text the synonymous word equippedfor war, occurs.50 Both the verb

SieoKcuaopivoi ('to be equipped') in 4:12 and the Greek adjective euCcovoi (o'sibn) in

4:13 appear only in LXX-Sir 36:26 (tig yap -ruoTeuoei eu(oW) A.qoTq, for who will

trust a well-equipped robber? For Hebrew tcrs in: pnN1 12, who will trust a troop of

the army?) and 1 Macc 6:33, respectively.51
13. a. D'smso Giving exact number, LXX and Vulgate do not represent

3 (TeupaKiopupioi eu(wvoi). In this verse, we can also find the reading of LXX,

which presents the correct number and seems to be earlier than that of MT, which

gives an estimated number and improved reading.

16. a. nvuin According to Auld, LXX normally distinguishes between two

phrases: 'the ark of the covenant'(q Kiporuoc; tt]q 8ia9qKq<;), and 'the tent of the

testimony'(q oKqvq xou papTupiou). In Exodus, 'covenant' and 'testimony' are

alternative terms for the Decalogue: that the 'testimonies' are to be placed within the

'ark' (25:15,20); and it talks in its final chapter of 'the tent of the testimony' being

erected and 'the chest of the testimony' being put in it (40:2-3). LXX shows simpler

style than the MT in these matters: it uses paptupiov for MT mo'ed (traditionally

49 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 116.
50 M.N. van der Meer, Formation <£ Reformulation, 243.
51 M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 244.
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'meeting' and in connection with 'tent') and for ha'edut (traditionally 'the testimony'

and connected with 'ark'). It is not easy to discuss which is the more original in the

Pentateuch between the simpler LXX and the more complex MT. Yet, here in 4:16,
• 52MT's simpler 'the ark of the testimony' seems to be the older text.

18. x«pa ('place', 'region', 'land', 'cultivated land') occurs outside the

LXX-Joshua some 65 times as an alternative rendering of the Hebrew noun fix

besides the standard equivalent yfj. However, the Hebrew correspondent to this word

in this verse is mpa. Within the Greek version of Joshua, this noun recurs only in 5:12

(Xtopav twv OoiiTkgov). The phrase dipiirpev to uficop tou IopSavou Kara x^Pay

('the water of the Jordan set in motion in its place') in the correponding Hebrew

clause naipab yrvmn "aum ('the water of the Jordan returned to its place') in Josh

4:18 resembles the narrative of Israel's crossing through the Reed Sea (Exod 14:27)

where the similar clause Kal (iiTeKateotri to u8cop upoc; ppipav enl ytopac ('the water

returned to its place towards the day') appears in Hebrew •nrvxb -ipa rraab crn nam

('the water returned to its normal level at daybreak') appears.53
20. The LXX has the third person singular verb ela(3ev (npb, 'he took'), but

the MT has the third person plural mpb ('they took').

21. a. bxTir "on-bx -rax-n LXXBA and some recensions do not represent this

clause. Boling and Wright argue that 'LXX shows a sizable haplography here: mxb

|"bx-ifer "on'bx -rox'n bbbjn'.54 However, even if this form appears in 3:6; 4:1b, 15, 21,

mxb after -i»x,i is uncommon. Rather, this seems to be MT plus, which shows a

conscious editorial expansion of the Hebrew text. A later scribe interpolated this

phrase to introduce the direct discourse and to re-emphasise the identity of the

speaker and the addressees. In this hypothetical verse, more divergences appear

between MT and LXX. Both share the plural 'your sons' ( oi'moLuputv), but differ

52 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 118.
53 M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 401-402.
54 R.G. Boling and G.E. Wright, Joshua,!58.
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over whom 'your sons' will ask: LXX has 'you' (pi), while MT has them ask 'their

fathers tomorrow'.55 S. Sipila insists that inn and omatrnN are pluses, caused by MT

corruptions.56
22. nrn is an MT plus of 'small elucidation'57 to define 'Jordan'.

24. ottolk; The Hebrew cognate of this word is ]aab. Ottgx; leads purpose

clauses twice in Joshua beyond this verse (11:20; 23:7). The second ]vnb in this verse

is translated by Iva, perhaps simply for variety.58
□nx-r The suffix in the MT must be revocalised with the third plural suffix

(they), according to the context. MT lacks (pm), which could have been

omitted in error by haplography from the Vorlage (dpn antrr).

3.2.3. Conclusion of Text Critical Study

Through the text critical analysis, we can see that there are quite a lot of

differences between the MT and the LXX in Josh 3-4. However, these differences do

not seem to be caused by errors in copying or misunderstandings of the text or

exegetical and theological improvements from the MT to the LXX, as has

traditionally been supposed. Rather, LXX-Joshua 3-4 appears to be based on a

Hebrew Vorlage different from the textual tradition underlying MT-Joshua 3-4.

Furthermore, the generally shorter Greek is an earlier and better witness than the MT

to that common original from which both have diverged:

1) 3:5 and 6 show the literalness and faithfulness of the LXX in rendering

the Hebrew Vorlage.

2) There are some verses which show the possibility of scribal error on the

55 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 119.
56 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 69.
57

E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua', 391.
58 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 120.
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MT side: dittography (3:8, 9) haplography (4:24).

3) There appear to be more elements of improvement, development and

theologising in the MT than in the LXX: 3:9, 10, 12; 4: 5, 8, 13.

4) There is some evidence, which shows exegetical variations and

adjustments by the scribe or copyist of the MT: 3: 15, 17; 4: 2, 3, 11.

5) In particular, there are a larger number of pluses in the MT than in the

LXX (See the table below).

MT pluses Verse LXX pluses

hx-itr xin 3:1

nnxi 3:3 T|[i(jOU KOCl

3:5 elc, aupiov

Kuplou

3:6 ol tepeit;

Kuptou

uitou

,3 3:7 outwq

kou

3:8 kal

jjcnrr mx'n 3:10

an-oab 3:11

nnsn

3:12
-inx-arx

msn 3:13

—i
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-irtN -n

,n,i 3:14

oi lepeig

8KX0r|k:r|<;

bo 3:15 5ia0r|Kr|(; Kupiou

too IopSavou

TTupdiy

acj)68pa

□nxra 3:16 KatePr|

etog

pn 3:17 ol ulol

TP 4:1

D31?

-iter 4:2

nnx-^N

nat6 Kai

nra nob
4:3

Kal toutougDorian nsnn

...

1

-inx-arK 4:4

yanrr

4:5 epTTpoo0ev pou

6K6i0ey

apatw

•JTIN 5oS56kcc
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DDTISK

"32

4:6 Keipevov 5ia ITCXVTOC;

frm

4:7

au

"|TVn V3 1!VD3 Aiycov

TTaorjc; tr|q yry;

4:8 Kuptoc;

lira 4:9
aAAouc;

Kupiou

Tn
4:10 rf|c; SiaBriKriQ

jrairp-nK HOT mx'itfK bra

djjh 4:11 Trjg 5ia0r|Kr|<;

3 4:13

dj; 4:14

4:16
xf|c; 6ia0r|Kr|£;

Kupiou

-pn

4:18ms3

o^ron

l?k-ito'1 -idk,i

4:21 upag-inn

□nax-nx

...

1

4:22
nrn

4:23 Kupiog o Qebq rpcov
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4:24 open;

[Table 2]

As this table shows, the MT contains many more pluses than the LXX. One

important point among the features about this complex narrative that we come to

notice through this text criticism is that the MT pluses, which seem to be the final

layer of this narrative,59 make conspicuous the possibility of the priority of the LXX.

3.3. Conclusion

As we saw above, there are a lot of differences between the MT and the

LXX in Joshua 3-4. In addition, we have come to know that these differences were

not caused by error, misunderstanding or exegetical and theological improvement of

the LXX scribe or copyist. Rather, the text critical study of Joshua 3-4 shows that the

shorter Greek is an earlier and better witness than the MT. The large number of

pluses in MT-Joshua 3-4 is one of the strongest pieces of evidence which supports

this argument.

However, Polzin, one of the best synchronic readers, commits a critical

mistake in completely disregarding the LXX. In addition ifwe read more closely this

complicated narrative with the help of text critical analysis, we realise that the LXX

provides us with a much easier understanding. As we saw above, ifwe read the LXX,

we do not need to apply Polzin's complex literary theory to the two different stone

stories in the middle and at the brink of the Jordan. Thus, one of the most difficult

stories in this narrative can be better understood.

59 One of the most complex analyses ever of these chapters was made by Langlamet, who divided
them into nine subdivisions. A.G. Auld noted that his final three layers were all made up of pluses in
MT and these 'supplements' would be a form of redaction. Joshua, Moses and the land: Tetrateuch-
Pentateuch-Hexateuch in a generation ofstudy since 1938,43-4, 91. We shall analyse these pluses
more closely in Chapter Six.
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Chapter Four

Reading Joshua 3-4 as part of the developing Ark Narrative

4.1. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the literary layers of Joshua 3-4

in the wider context of the Old Testament. This chapter aims to explore the literary

history of Josh 3-4 in the context of the other ark narratives, in particular, Num

10:33-36, Josh 6, 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, and 1 Kgs 7:51-8:ll//2

Chron 5, in which the ark leads the people of Israel into the promised land and comes

to rest in the Jerusalem Temple. Through this study, the writer argues that one should

pay attention to recent arguments that suggest new ways of reading the literary

history of the Old Testament. The writer will examine the relevance of Auld's theory,

according to which the shared material in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles is the root

work of the whole tree of Genesis - Kings. Even though Auld persuasively maintains

that the shared materials of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles are the root work of the

Former Prophets and the Pentateuch, he has never tried to show how recognition of

this root work might affect our understanding of the formation of the literary layers

in the other Former Prophets and Pentateuch texts. Thus, the writer will try to

examine how the ark texts are connected with each other. As the research on 1 Sam

4:lb-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5, which concern the

ark's movements in the promised land, deals with not only synoptic texts, but also

non-synoptic texts, it can provide us with new insights. For this research, the writer

will first briefly survey all the texts of the Old Testament in which the ark is

mentioned. Second, the writer will focus his exploration on the texts in which the ark

leads Israel and moves into some promised place, similar to Josh 3-4. Third, he will
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analyse some major words and phrases in these texts as part of the preliminary study.

Finally, he will examine the literary history and the formation of relationship among

these texts.

4.2. The Ark in the Old Testament

The word ]nx or px, appears extensively in the entire Old Testament. In

Gen 50:26, it is employed as a 'coffin' for Joseph's bones, and in 2 Kgs 12: 9(10),

10(11) and 2 Chron 24:8, 10, 11 as a 'chest' for financial contributions, but its

general reference is to 'the ark' as a focal religious point. Exod 25:10-22 explains the

origin and model of the ark, while Exod 37:1-9 refers to the real process of Bezalel's

manufacturing of the ark. Besides these texts, the word, 'the ark', appears several

times in the book of Exodus (Exod 26:33, 34; 30:6, 26; 31:7; 35:12; 39:35; 40:3, 5,

20, 21). In the book of Leviticus, px is used just once (Lev 6:2). In the book of

Numbers, except for in Num 10:33-36, in which the ark leads Israel in the wilderness

itinerary, the word appears in Num 3:31; 4:5; 7:89; 14:44. Deut 10:1-9 also

elucidates the making and origin of the ark. Deut 10:5 says that the 'two tablets of

Moses' were deposited in the ark and Deut 31:26 reports that 'the law book of

Moses' was preserved beside the ark. In Josh 3-4, the ark, which is the symbol of

God's presence, plays a leading role in Israel's crossing of the Jordan and her

journey into the promised land. Josh 6 shows that the ark led the people of Israel in

the conquest of Jericho. Additionally, the ark appears in Josh 7:6 and 8:33. In

contrast to the other books of the Former Prophets, in the book of Judges the ark does

not play an important role and appears just once in 20:27. In the story of Israel's war

with the Philistines in 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2, the ark alone brings victory to Israel after an

unexpected initial defeat. In this narrative, the ark moves from Shiloh to Ebenezer (1
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Sam 4:4), from Ebenezer to Ashdod (1 Sam 5:1), from Ashdod to Ekron (5:10), from

Ekron to Beth-shemesh (6:12), and then from Beth-shemesh to the house of

Abinadab on the hill (Kiriath-jearim) (1 Sam 7:1). Besides these, the ark appears in

3:3 and 14:18 in the book of 1 Samuel. 2 Sam 6 recounts the process of the ark's

movement from Kiriath-jearim through the house of Obed-edom to Jerusalem. In

addition, the ark is referred to in 2 Samuel 7:2; 11:11; 15:24, 25,29. 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11

describes the process of the ark's movement from the city of David to the Temple in

Jerusalem, in which the ark is settled. Besides this, it also appears in 1 Kgs 2:26;

3:15; 6:19; 8:21. 1 Chron 13-16 also describes the course of the ark's movement

from Kiriath-jearim to David's city, in which material parallel to 2 Sam 6 is included.

Other than this, the word, 'the ark', is employed in 1 Chron 6:31; 17:1; 22:19; 28:2,

18. 2 Chron 5 describes the ark's movement from David's city to the Temple in

Jerusalem in a similar way to 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11. Besides this, the ark appears in 1:4;

6:11, 41; 8:11; 35:3 in the book of 2 Chronicles. The ark appears also in Psalms 78

and 132. Jer 3:16 which mentions the loss of the ark is the last record of the ark in

the canonical order of the Old Testament.

4.3. Preliminary Analysis: The Literary History of Josh 3-4 in the

Context of the Ark Narratives (Num 10:33-36, Josh 3-4, Josh 6, 1 Sam

4:1b-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5)

As we saw above, the ark appears quite a number of times from Genesis to

Jeremiah in the canonical order of the Old Testament. However, since our time and

space is limited, it would not be possible for us to deal with all of these ark texts.

Thus, we will focus our research on the ark narratives similar to Josh 3-4, in which

the ark is leading or accompanying the people of Israel. These are Num 10:33-36,
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Josh 3-4, Josh 6, 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron

5.

Before we read the literary history of Josh 3-4 with the help of similar ark

narratives, we will investigate whether the texts could best be read in canonical or in

historical order by analysing some major words and phrases in these stories. In this

study we will have to consider text critical issues, for MT and LXXB show a number

of differences in these texts. Moreover, we will have to consider challenges raised by

4QSama, which plays an important role in the research of text critical issues.1

4.3.1. Designations for the Ark in Num 10:33-36, Josh 3-4, Josh 6, 1 Sam

4:1b-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5

Ifwe tabulate the epithets of the ark in these texts, the results are as follows:

1 For this, see, P.K. McCarter, I Samuel, AB (Doubleday:New York, 1980), 5-11; R.W. Klein, 1
Samuel, WBC (Waco: Texas, 1983), xxv-xxviii; G.N. Knoppers, I Chronicles 1-9, AB (Doubleday:
London, 2003), 52-65; idem, I Chronicles 10-29, AB (Doubleday: London, 2004), 578-661; especially,
F.M. Cross, D.W. Parry, R.J. Saley, and E. Ulrich, Discoveries in the Judean Desert XVII: Qumran
Cave 4 XII1-2 Samuel (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2005).
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Name

Solomon'sArk 1Kgs7:51-8:1l//2Chron5:1-14

David'sArk 2Sam6//lChron13-162

1Sam4:lb-7:23
Josh 3-4

Josh 6

Kgs+or variants

Synopt ic

Chr +or variants

2Sam6+orvariants
Syn opt ic

Chr+ or variants

B

MT

B

Q

MT

B

Q

MT

B

MT

B

MT

p-ixn4

1K8: 6

lK8:3,5,7a,7b, 9//2C5:4,6,8a, 8b,10

2C5:5,9

2S6: 3b,4,7, 13,16

2S6:7, 9a

2S6:4b

B,4QSa 6:7//lC 13:10

1C13:9, 10,13;15: 23,24b,27 ;16:37b

1S4:4b;6:1,8; 7:2
1S5: 10ap5; 6:1

1S6:13; 7:2

3:15aa, 15aP; 4:10

6:4,9

cnbkp"IK6

1S4:11

1S4:11

1S4:11

cnbknpiK1

2S6: 6,12a

2S6:6, 12a,12b

2S6:3, 4a,6,7, 12a,12b

2S6:2// 1C13:6

lC13:5b, 7,12,14;1 5:1,2a,15, 24a;16:1

1S4:13,17,18, 19,21; 5:1,8b, 10a,10ba,ll

1S5: lib; 6:11

1S4:13,17, 18,21,22; 5:1,2, 10a,10ba

crnbkpiK

1S4:3

■ut6kpiK

1C13:3

mrrpiK1

1K8: 4

2S6:3a,9 ,11,12b, 15,17

2S6:3,4 (2x),9b, 11,13,1 5,16,17

2S6:9, 10,11, 13,15, 16,17

1C15: 2b,3; 16:4

lS4:4a,5,6,22; 5:2,3;6:2,11, 13,15,19,20, 21
1S4:4; 6:2,8, 18,20, 21

1S4:6;5:4; 6:1,2,8,11, 15,18,19, 21;7:la,lb

4:11

6:6b,7, 11,12, 13(2x)

t6kp-IK •?k-|s<

lS5:7,8a,8c, 1Obp,12

1S5:8(3x),10 aa,10b,11a

5:7,8(3x), 10bp;6:3

run-p-iK ^KTi--nbk

1C15: 12,14

2Sincetherearesignificantdifferencesbetween2Sam6and1Chron13-16,weshouldperhapsmakeaseparatecomparisonof2Sam6:1-11with1Chron13,andof 2Sam6:14b-20awithpartsof1Chron15-16,whichareequivalenttextstoeachother.However,itwasdifficulttomakespaceforthisinthetablesinthischapter,so theauthordealtwiththesesectionstogether,mentioningdetailswhenrequired. 3Since1Sam6:1-7:2doesnotseemtobelongtothesamelayerof1Sam4-5,weshouldtreat1Sam4-5separatelyfrom1Sam6.Forthis,seeA.G.Auld,Samuelat theThreshold,145-47.However,becauseofthedifficultyindealingwiththetables,thisauthorputthemtogetherintoonesectioninthischapter. 4Cf.2Sam11:11;Josh8:33a.pisin2Chron16:41;Pss132:8. 5 p-IK. 6Cf.1Sam3:3. 7Cf.2Chron1:4;1Sam14:18a,18b;2Sam7:2;15:24ap,25,29. 8Cf.1Chron8:11;Josh7:6.



Name

Solomon'sArk 1Kgs7:51-8:11//2Chron5:1-14

David'sArk 2Sam6//lChron13-16

lSam4:1b-7:2
Josh 3-4

Josh 6

Kgs+orvariants
Syn.

Chr +or variants

2Sam6+orvariants
Syn.

Chr+or variants

B

MT

B

Q

MT

B

Q

MT

B

MT

B

M
T

xnapnx(n) nix'

1K8:610

1K8:1// 2C5:2

2C5:7

2S6:10

2S6:0

1C15:25,26, 28,29;16:37
1S5:4,18; 7:1a,lb
1S4:3;7:1
1S4:3,5

3:6a,6b, 15ap,17a; 4:9,11

3:17; 4:7,18

6:8, 9,12, 13

6:
8

xnains mxaanix

lS4:4a

xnapnti cnban"

1C16:6

lS4:4b

6:11

nixpnx cxnbx

4:5

xnalinn □ix'tknix-

3:3

xnapn* lrnbxxx-

3:3

nixn-napnx bxnte<-nSx

1S6:3

1S6:3

xnanpnx(n)

3:8,14, 15axx;4:10

3:6(2x), 8,14; 4:9

6:
6a

putxxpnx pxnAa

3:13

xna(n)pnx pxxbapnx

3:11, 13;4:7

3:11

nnsnpnx'2

4:16

xnanpnx xxnmsi

4:16

[Table3]

9Cf.1Kgs6:19;Jer3:16;Josh8:33a. 10Brepresentspixnhere. 11Jud20:27;2Sam15:24aa. 12Cf.Exod25:22;26:33,34;30:6,26,36;31:7;39:35;40:3,5,21;Num4:5;7:89.



Num 10:33-36 has only two epithets: mm rrn pn«(n) (10:33), pnxn (10:35).

We initially excluded Num 10:33-36 for the sake of convenience in dealing with the

table: it is too short a text for us to find any general rule,13 although details are

mentioned where relevant.

In [Table 3] above, there occur twenty epithets of the ark in the texts related

with the movement of the ark. These epithets could be divided into four different

kinds: simple p"ix(n), p-ix combined with the divine epithet trnbx, pix bonded with

mm, ynx with mm and □mtbx together.

The epithets which appear most frequently in these texts are yriN(n),

mm rma ynK, mm ynx, mnbxn p~ix. p-ix appears in all the texts from Num 10:33-36 to

1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5 except for in LXXB-Josh 3-4, LXXB-Josh 6. mm rrnn p-ix

is also employed in all the texts except MT-2 Sam 6 and mm p-ix except in Num

10:33-36, LXXB-1 Kgs 7:51-8:11, and 2 Chron 5. However, even though mnbxn p-ix

occurs quite often, its use is concentrated in 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16.

These four epithets seem to form the basic framework of the texts from Num 10:33-

36 to 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5. Among these four epithets, ynxn is used as a

synoptic14 expression in 1 Kgs 8:3//2 Chron 5:4, 1 Kgs 8:5//2 Chron 5:6, 1 Kgs

8:7a//2 Chron 5:8a, 1 Kgs 8:7b//2 Chron 5:8b and 1 Kgs 8:9//2 Chron 5:10;

mnbxn ynx in 2 Sam 6:2//l Chron 13:6; and mm mm ynx in 1 Kgs 8:1//2 Chron

5:2.15 Regarding the designations mm ynx and mnbxn ynx, we notice that the latter is
used in the synoptic text of 2 Sam 6:2//l Chron 13:6, but the former, which is one of

the most frequently used epithets, is never used in the synoptic texts of 2 Sam 6//1

Chron 13-16 and 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5:1-14. Furthermore, ambxn p-ix mainly

appears in the first half of 2 Sam 6 and in 1 Chron 13, but mm (mm) ;ns<n mainly in

13 In the same manner, the distributions of terms in Num 10:33-36 are omitted in the tables on other
words below.

14 In this study, the author treated only those epithets as synoptic expressions, which are found in
exactly the same form in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles.
15

Here synoptic epithet means the expression which Samuel-Kings (MT, B, 4QSama) and Chronicles
share.
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1 Chron 15-16, which is considered secondary by scholars.16 In the ark story of 1

Sam 4:lb-7:2, the same trend appears, crnbxn pnx mainly occurs in 1 Sam 4:lb-5, but

mrr pnx in 1 Sam 6, which seems to be added later. Thus, it does not appear to be

impossible to guess that mrr ynx is later than ombxn p-ix.17 We will discuss this
further in the study on the divine epithets in these texts.

The unique epithets, which appear in one text only, are ombx pnx in 1 Sam

4:11, and bx-ilir mbx ynx in 1 Sam 5 (w 7, 8), irnbx ynx in 1 Chron 13:3,

bx-ifcr mbx mm ynx in 1 Chron 15 (vv 12, 14). The text in which the most peculiar

epithets are used, and are not found elsewhere in other texts, is Josh 3-4. For example,

omrbx mm-rr-a ynx (3:3), ynxrrbs ynx rrnn ynx (3:11), pxrrba ynx mm ynx (3:13),

nmbx mm ynx (4:5), and rrnurt ynx (4:16) are employed only in this text. Of course,

although almost all the phrases except ynxmbn ynx in 3:11, 13 appear in other texts,

Josh 3-4 produces its own characteristic epithets using various phrases that are used

in other texts. Apart from these, all the other epithets are used more than twice in the

ark texts.

Another point arising from the above table, is that the epithets of the ark in

Num 10:33-36 (ynxn and mm rr-o ynx) are employed in all the ark narratives of

Chronicles and the Former Prophets in which the ark's movement is described. Some
•• > ^ ^ *18scholars maintain that mm nna ynx is a 'Deuteronomistic expression'. That this

epithet is used in Num 10:33 attracts our interest. It is possible that Num 10:33-36

was influenced by the Former Prophets and Chronicles, which provide general

information about the ark and its epithets. Another possibility is that the epithets in

Num 10:33-36 affected and shaped the development of a number of epithets in the

Former Prophets and Chronicles. It does not seem to be plausible to think that

16 H.G.M. Williamson, I and 2 Chronicles (NCBC; Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans; London:
Marshall, Morgan & Scott, 1982), 119-132; S. Japhet, / and II Chronicles: A Commentary, (OTL;
Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1993), 272-324; S.L. McKenzie, 1-2 Chronicles,
(Abingdon Press: Nashville, 2004), 131-153.
17 A.G. Auld, 'What was the Main Source of the Books of Chronicles?', in Auld (ed.) Samuel at the
Threshold: Selected Works ofGraeme Auld, SOTS, (Burlington: Ashgate, 2004), 145.
18 Lor this, see C.L. Seow, 'Ark of the Covenant', ABD vol 1, 387.
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mrr rrra p-ix in Num 10:33 could be the souce of all the 'covenant' passages in

Deuteronomy and the Former Prophets, but we do not have to choose between these

possibilities, for another instance of the table presents us with an opposing argument.

The epithet rnran pnx, often regarded as the Priestly epithet,19 is used in the text of

Joshua, which many scholars regard as Deuteronomistic. Some scholars attempt to

explain this as a P insertion in Joshua, but the problem is more complex. Even

though the word rrran appears frequently in Kings and Chronicles (1 Kgs 2:3; 2 Kgs

11:12; 17:15; 23:3; 1 Chron 29:19; 2 Chron 23:11; 24:6; 34:31), and is used

especially in relationship with the tabernacle in Chronicles (24:6), the word is never

combined there with the ark (ynx). Here again, we must consider different

possibilities. First, an author or editor of Josh 3-4, who tended to produce his own

peculiar epithets for the ark, originated this expression and the ark texts in Exodus

and Numbers introduced this epithet. Second, as scholars generally say, rrran pnx in

Josh 4:16 is a later insertion, influenced by the ark texts in Exodus and Numbers. In

both these cases, it should still be considered that Samuel-Kings and Chronicles do

not know this epithet of the ark (rvran p-ix). Again, it does not seem to be credible,

however, that 'the ark of testimony' in Josh 4:16 could be the source of all the

'testimony' passages in Exodus-Numbers. Rather, since the epithet, 'the ark of

testimony' (nvtun pnx), appears mainly in the book of Exodus (Exod 25:22; 26:33,

34; 30:6, 26, 36; 31:7; 39:35; 40:3, 5, 21) and only in Josh 4:16 in the Former

Prophets, a later editor of Josh 3-4 seems to have inserted the expression into Josh

4:16 to link the book of Joshua with Exodus.20

However, since the entire distribution of the epithets of the ark presents us

with similar difficulties, any attempt to select just one possibility among these still

appears to be impetuous. When we consider their distribution, it does not seem to be

easy to find any strategy which could tell us conclusively that there is one prior text

19 C.L. Seow, 'Ark of the Covenant', 387.
20 For more on this, see Chapter Six.
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from which the others were developed. However, if we move to the right from 1 Kgs

7:51-8:11 to Josh 3-4 in the [Table 3], we find that the number of the epithets of the

ark increases and the gross distribution area of the epithets of the ark widens toward

the end. Thus, we can infer one possible conclusion: the epithets of the ark increased

and developed from 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5, which is the description of the ark

in the Temple, to Num 10:33-36, in a rightward direction. Of course, the opposite

reasoning should not be excluded, but the possibility to believe that a significant

number of epithets in Chronicles and Former Prophets were developed from just two

epithets in Num 10:33-36 seems to be low.

4.3.2. The Verbs Describing the Movements of the Ark in Num 10:33-36,

Josh 3-4, Josh 6, 1 Sam 4:1b-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-

8:11//2 Chron 5

If we tabulate the verbs that refer to the movements of the ark, the result is

as follows.21

21 In Num 10:33-36, jjdj (Num 10:33, 35) and rra (Num 10:36) occur in relationship with the
movement of the ark. Of these two verbs, rm (Num 10:36) also appears in 1 Sam 6:18.
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Verb

Solomon'sArk 1Kgs7:51-8:1l//2Chron5:1-14

David'sArk 2Sam6//1Chron13-16

lSam4:lb-7:2
Josh3-4

Jos h6

Kgs+or variants

Syn opt ic

Chr +or variants

2Sam6+orvariants
Synopti c

Chr +or variants

B

MT

B

Q

MT

B

Q

MT

B

MT

B

M
T

nW

1K8: 4

1K8:1// 2C5:2

2C5:5

2S6: 12b

2S6: 12b

2S6: 12b

2S6:2,15//1C 13:6;15:28

1C15:3, 12,14, 25

1S6:20, 21bp; 7:lap

1S6: 20,23 21bp; 7:lap

lS6:21bp; 7:1ap

Kill

1K8:3// 2C5:4

2S6: 3ap24 425

2S6:13//15:26
1C15:2, 15,27

1S4:4

1S4:4

1S4:4

3:3ap,6a,6b,8, 13,14,15aa, 15ap,17a; 4:9,10,16,18

3:3ap,6a,6b, 8,13,14,15aa, 15ap,17a;4:9, 10,16,18

6:

12

6: 6,

12

Kia

Hiph

1K8:6// 2C5:7

2S6:17aa//lC16:l

lS5:l,2ap

lS5:l,2ap

Qal

2S6:9,16// 1C13:12;15:29
1C13:5

1S4:3,5,6;5:1 0ba,12;7:lay
1S5: 10ba, lib26; 7:lay

1S4:3,5,6; 5:10ba; 7:lay

opb

1S4:3,11, 17,19,22; 5:l,2aa; 6:8aa

1S4:11; 6:8an

1S4:3,11, 17,19,21, 22;5:l,2aa; 6:8aa

220"

1C13:3

lS5:8ay, 8b,9,10bp

1S5: 8ay,8b, 9,10bp28

lS5:8ay, 8b,9,10bp

6:

11

6:

11

20"

2S6:11//1C13:14

1S5:7

1S5:7;7:2

22ThisverbisusedalwaysashiphilformexceptinB,4QSama(lSam6:20),whereitisusedasqal. 23B,4QSama(lSam6:20)representsmmpnxasthesubjectofthisverb,butMTdoesnot. 24ThisverbislackinginB,4QSama2Sam6:3a|3and1Chron13:7. 25B,4QSama(2Sam6:4)andChroniclesdonotrepresentthisverb. 264QSama(1Sam5:11b),B(1Sam5:12)haveKin,butMTdoesnot.R.W.KleinsaysthatMTlosttheoverlinedletters(nnrabK-itrrnnbxputKinn)in4QSamaby homoioteleuton.Forthis,seeR.W.Klein,1Samuel,WBC(Waco:Texas,1983),48;RK.McCarter,1Samuel,AB(Doubleday:NewYork,1980),121.
27Thisverbisusedmainlyinhiphilformexceptqalin1Sam5:8ay.Itmeans'bringover','carryabout',or'return',butinJosh6:11'goround'. 28B,4QSama(lSam5:10)attestomnon,butMThasmonhere



Verb

Solomon'sArk 1Kgs7:51-8:1l//2Chron5:1-14

David'sArk 2Sam6//1Chron13-16

1Sam4:1b-7:2
Josh3—4

Jos h6

Kgs+or variants

Syn opt ic

Chr +or variants

2Sam6+orvariants
Synopti c

Chr +or variants

B

MT

B

Q

MT

B

Q

MT

B

MT

B

M
T

33'

2S6:17ap//lC16:l

lS5:2b

lS5:2b

313

1S5:11; 6:3,2lba

1S6: 2lbct

1S5:11; 6:3,2lba

Bb3

1S5:10a, llay;6:3

1S5:10 a;llay

1S5:10a, llay;6:3

T3

6:

11

6: 1 1

1™

6:8ap

6:8ap

6:8ap

333

2S6:3aa29 //lC13:7aa

ntn

1S6:13,19

1S6:13,19

3:3aa

3:3aa

tnn

2S6:6//1C13:9'°
1C13:9

310

2S6:10a//lC13:13

ne:

2S6:1Ob//lC13:13
1C13:1 3

C"S

1S6:11,15ay
1S6:11

1S6:11, 15ay

313

1S6:18

1S6:18

1S6:18

Hiphofit

lS6:15aa

not extant

lS6:15aa

333

1S7:1b

1S7:1b

-|bn

6:
8

6:
8

333

3:11:4:11

3:11;4:11

333

1S5:8aP;6:2
lS5:8ap ;6:2

lS5:8aP; 6:2

Cf.3'3

1S6:1;7:2

1S6:1

1S6:1

[Table4]

29Bhassingularformhere,whileMT,4QSama,andChronicleshavepluralformhere. 30B,4QSama2Sam6:6,and1Chron13:9havetheinfinitiveformofrnx,butMThaswawconsecutiveimperfectformofithere.



The distribution of the verbs used to move the ark is similar to that of the

epithets of the ark.

The verb which appears most frequently and evenly in all these texts except

Num 10:33-36 is urn. Besides this word, the next most frequently used verbs in these

texts are nbun and Kin, which are used in all the ark narratives in Samuel-Kings and

Chronicles. 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2 has the most related verbs to the ark among these texts,

and Num 10:33-36 and Josh 3-4, 6 use some special words, which are related to their

context.

If we look into the verbs used in the synoptic texts, many verses have

exactly the same verb in each equivalent verse: nbu in 2 Sam 6:2 (B, 4QSama,

MT)//1 Chron 13:6, 2 Sam 6:15 (B, 4QSama, MT)//1 Chron 15:28, 1 Kgs 8:l//2

Chron 5:2; xm in 2 Sam 6:13//1 Chron 15:26, 1 Kgs 8:3//2 Chron 5:4; Kin in 2 Sam

6:9//1 Chron 13:12, 2 Sam 6:16//1 Chron 15:29, 2 Sam 6:17aa //I Chron 16:1, 1 Kgs

8:6//2 Chron 5:7; yy in 2 Sam 6:11 //1 Chron 13:14; in 2 Sam 6:17a|3//l Chron 16:1;

nm in 2 Sam 6:3aa//l Chron 13:7aa; rnx in 2 Sam 6:6//l Chron 13:9; no in 2 Sam

6:10a//l Chron 13:13; no: in 2 Sam 6:1Ob//1 Chron 13:13.

If we consider the distribution of these words in [Table 4], we could

postulate two possibilities regarding the formation of these texts. One possibility is

that Num 10:33-36 was written first and 2 Chron 5 last, i.e. equivalent to the

canonical order. Yet, since the verbs used in Num 10:33-36 seldom affect the ones in

Chronicles and the Former Prophets, this position could not be firmly supported.

Only the non-synoptic text, 1 Sam 6:18, shares one word, mj, with Num 10:36. The

other possibility is that the verbs in 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5, which report the

ark's movement into the Temple, are the earliest expessions and form the basic

framework for the use of these words. If we interpret [Table 4] according to this

latter position, xiM, nby, and Kin, in 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5 are the initial verbs in

these ark texts, to which other verbs are added and from which the other various
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expressions are developed. 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2 shows the most varied and developed

range of verbs among the texts in the Former Prophets. Josh 3-4, 6 adds some other

verbs, which add a unique meaning in connection with their own situation, into the

basic word xto: 'to cross' (na») in Josh 3-4; 'to encircle' (mo, *]pa) and 'to follow'

(nnx pbn) in Josh 6. Num 10:36 employs ma, which is used in 1 Sam 6:18 (a non-

synoptic text) and Num 10:33, 35 uoa, which never occurs in the Chronicles and

Former Prophets.

Even though the former possibility does not seem to be that persuasive, we

will not need to exclude it.

One other thing we have to consider here is that where B and 4QSama agree

with each other, they quite often agree with Chronicles but against MT Samuel. For

this, see footnote no. 23-28, 30. Scholars say that 4QSama is the vorlage of B. With

this fact in mind we could consider one more possibility: that in synoptic contexts

Chronicles seems to be earlier than MT-Samuel.

4.3.3. Levites and Priests in the Ark Narratives (Num 10:33-36, Josh 3-4,

Josh 6, 1 Sam 4:1b-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2

Chron 5)

The use of the words, manon and D'ibn as the carriers of the ark, raises our

•• ... . 31
interest in these texts. The distribution of these words is as follows.

31 These terms are not found in Num 10:33-36.
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p

Ln

Name

Solomon'sArk 1Kgs7:51-8:1l//2Chron5:1-14

David'sArk 2Sam6//lChron13-16

lSam4:lb-7:2
Josh3-4
Josh6

Kgs+orvariants
Syn opt ic

Chr +or variants

2Sam6+orvariants
Syn opt ic

Chr +or variants

B

MT

B

Q

MT

B

Q

MT

B

MT

B

MT

0'ircnj:

1K8:3

1K8:3

1K8:6, 10,11//2 C5:7,ll, 14
2C5:12 (tnns)

1C13:2 (LXX) 15:11, 24; 16:6,39

3:6,8,13 ,14,15aa ,15ap,17 ;4:9,10, 16,17,1 8

3:6,8,13 ,14,15ap ,17;4:3, 9,10,16, 17,18

6,8,9,12 ,13a,13b ,16

4,6,8,9, 12,13a, 16

ciSn

2C5: 4,12

1C15:2, 4,11, 12,15, 16,17, 22,26, 27;16:4

1S6:15

Not Extant"

1S6:15

n"6nD'jron

2C5:5

3:3

ribmr:mn

1K8:4

1C13:2 (cibni MT Plus); 15:14

onbrnmm

3:3

prat-n"

1C15:4

[Table5]

32Cf.Num10:8. 331Sam6:15isnotattestedatallin4QSama 34Cf.Num10:8.



According to [table 5], cnnon is used frequently in almost all the texts

except for in Num 10:33-36, 1 Sam 4:1 b-7:2 (B, 4QSama , MT), and 2 Sam 6 (B,

4QSama, MT). However, □•nbn appears mainly in Chronicles and once in 1 Sam 6:15

(4QSama is not extant); and the combined form with oMron appears five times (Josh

3:3; 1 Kgs 8:4; 1 Chron 13:2; 15:14; 2 Chron 5:5), but two of these are MT pluses (1

Kgs 8:4 and 1 Chron 13:2).

Among the texts of 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, and 1 Kgs

7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5, in Chronicles n^n^n) appears 11 times (except LXXB plus in 1

Chron 13:2) and tnbn 15 times; but in Samuel-Kings □,3H3(n) is used 5 times

(including one MT plus in 1 Kgs 8:4) and just twice as a component in

□■nbm n^ron, which is also an MT plus. Thus, from the table above, we can deduce

that even though the word □nbn often occurs in Chronicles, the frequency of its use in

Samuel-Kings is relatively low. If we observe the frequency in the use of these two

words in the Old Testament, the reason for this becomes obvious, cnron occurs 732

times in the Old Testament: 114 times in Samuel-Kings and 109 times in Chronicles,

(□^(n) appears 292 times: 100 times in Chronicles, but just 4 times in Samuel-

Kings, one of which is an MT plus (1 Kgs 8:4) and all of the remaining three are

non-synoptic.35 Thus, nnhn occurs relatively often in Chronicles, but rarely in

Samuel-Kings. However, we could not conclude that Samuel-Kings was written first

and Chronicles later, or that the author or editor of Samuel-Kings was related to a

group of priests, while that of Chronicles was linked with the Levites as well as the
• 36

priests. We can safely conclude, however, that: 1) Samuel-Kings shows interest

mainly in the priests, 2) Chronicles takes an interest in the Levites as well as in the

priests. This would be an interesting area for further research.

35 ,lb in 1 Kgs 12:31; □,lb in 1 Kgs 8:4; 2 Sam 15:24; 1 Sam 6:15.
36 For this, see A.C. Welch, 'The Chronicler and the Levites', in The Work of the Chronicler: Its
Purpose and its Date (London: Oxford University Press, 1939),55-80; A. Cody, A History of Old
Testament Priesthood (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969), 183; G. N. Knoppers, 'Hierodules,
Priest, or Janitors?: The Levites in Chronicles and the History of the Israelite Priesthood', JBL
118(1999), 49-72; K. Min, The Levitical Authorship ofEzra-Nehemiah, JSOTSup 409 (2004), 65-70.
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In these ark texts, cnmn is used in the synoptic texts of 1 Kgs 8:6, 10, 11//2

Chron 5:7, 11, 14, but ovbn is never used in any synoptic texts, nvbn in 1 Sam 6:15

does not seem to be the primary expression in Samuel-Kings. Rather, Chronicles

supplies a lot of information on the priests and the Levites, by which it (cribn in 1

Sam 6:15) appears to be influenced. In 1 Sam 6:15 'move' is expressed by the hiphil

forms of tv, nbu and in [Table 4], The pairing of nvbn plus the hiphil form of it

in 1 Sam 6:15 seems to show the influence of Chronicles.

The compound form of Dvbn(i) cnron appears three times in the Chronicles'

ark text including the MT plus of the word, tribn, in 1 Chron 13:2, but not in Samuel-

Kings. Even though Dvbm cnron is used once in 1 Kgs 8:4, it is an MT plus. This

form is also used in Josh 3:3 (MT: ovbn cmmn, LXX: avbm mron). It is not easy to

decide on the relationship between the expressions in Josh 3:3 and those in

Chronicles. However, we can say that Chronicles provides a lot of important

information about the priests and Levites, and those ark texts in Chronicles and Josh

3-4 share the compound word nvbn(i) o^ron.

4.3.4. Divine Epithets in Num 10:33-36, Josh 3-4, Josh 6, 1 Sam 4:1b-7:2,

2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16,1 Kgs 7:51-8:11/72 Chron 537

,7
*Juxtaposed epithets are each counted as a divided word.
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00

Name

Solomon'sArk 1Kgs7:51-8:1l//2Chron5:1-14

David'sArk 2Sam6//lChron13-16

1Sam4:1b-7:2
Josh3-4
Josh6

Kgs+or variants

Syn opt ic

Chr +or variants

2Sam6(including2Sam5:11- 25)+orvariants

Syn opt ic

Chr+or variants

B

MT

B

Q

MT

B

Q

MT

B

MT

B

MT

mrr*

1K7:
51b;8: la,

1K7: 51b;8: 4,10, llbp

1K7: 51a;8: lb,6,9, 1lba //2C5: la,2b,7, 10, 14ba

2C13 (3x)

2S6: 2bp,3,5, 7b,9a, 9b,10,
1la;5: 19a,20, 23(2x), 24,25;6 :12(3x), 14,16b, 17(2x)

2S6: 2bp,3, 4(2x),5, 9a,9b, 10,11a; 5:19a; 6:12aa, 13,14, 16a, 16b, 17(2x)

2S6: 2bp,5, 7ap,8, 9a,9b, 10,11a; 5:19a, 20,23, 24;6: 12aa, 13,14, 16a, 16b,17 (2x),21 (3x),25

2S6: 7aa,7b, 8,11b; 5:12, 19b;6: 15,18// 1C13: 10aa, 11,14b; 14:2,
1Ob;15: 28;16:2

13:2,6ba;14: 17;15:2,3,12, 13,14,15,25, 26,29a;16:4 (2x),7,8,10, 11,14,23,25, 26,28(2x),29 (2x),31,33, 34,36(2x),37, 39,40(2x),41
lS4:3ap, 4,5,6,8a, 22;5:2,3 (2x),4,6, 9;6:2,3, 5,11,13, 14,15 (2x),17, 18,19 (2x),20 (2x),21; 7:l(2x), 2

1S4:3,4; 5:9,11;6: 2,3,5,8, 17,18,20 (2x),21; 7:1,
lS4:3ap, 3ba,4,5,6; 5:3,4,6,9;6: 1,2,8,11,14, 15(2x),17, 18,19(2x), 20,21;7:1 (2x),2

3:3,5,6 (2x),7,9, 15,17a;4: l,5,8(2x), 9,10,11, 13,14,15, 16,18,23 (3x), 24(2x)

3:3,5,7, 9,13, 17;4:1, 5,7,8, 10,11, 13,14, 15,18, 23(2x), 24(2x)

6:2,7,8 (2x),9, 12,13 (2x),16, 17,19 (2x),24, 26,27

6:2, 6,7,8 (2x), 11, 12, 13 (2x), 16, 17, 19 (2x), 24, 26, 27

D-rftK"

2Clb, 14bp

2S6:6, 7ap

2S6:6, 7ap, 12ap, 12b

2S6:3, 4,6,7ap, 12ap, 12b

2S6: 2ba,7b //1C13: 6ba,1Ob

13:2,3,5b,7, 8,12a,2b,14a; 14:10a,11,12, 14(2x),15,16; 15:1,2(2x), 12,13,14,15, 24,26;16:1 (2x),4,6,14, 25,26,35,36, 42

lS4:3ba, 7,8b (2x),ll, 13,17, 18,19,
21;5:1,7 (2x),8 (3x),10 (3x),ll, 12,;6:3,5

1S4:11; 5:8(4x), 10(3x), 11(2x); 6:3,5,11

4:4,7,8(2x), 11,13,17, 18,19,21, 22;5:1,2, 7(2x),8(3x), 10(3x),11 (2x);6:3, 5(2x),20

3:3,914;4: 23(3x),24

3:3,9;4: 5,23 (2x),24

6:11

pui

1

3:11.13; 4:7

3:11,

bs

3:10

3:10

[Table6]

38Num10:33-36representsonlymrr(10:33(2x),34,35,36). 39Thisincludestheconstructform,prefixeddefinitearticleandsuffixedformssuchasd3t6r,vn'w.etc.



The word mm occurs in all these ark texts, but does not appear in Num

10:33-36, Josh 6 and 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11. In Josh 3-4, all of the four divine epithets exist.

Here, we will have to pay attention to the two divine epithets of mrr and

mm is synoptic in both 2 Sam 6 (including 5:11 -25)//l Chron 13-16 and 1 Kgs

7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5:1-14, but ombx only in 2 Sam 6 (including 5:11 -25)//l Chron

13-16. Rose holds that the use of the epithet mm gradually decreases in relation to the

development of the Israelite religion. According to him, since other gods did not

exist any more in the faith, the necessity for the mm epithet which originally

distinguished Israel's God from alien gods diminished. He insists that the use of mm

lessens in post-exilic biblical texts. In particular, it never occurs in Esther, Song of

Solomon, Ecclesiastes.40 Rothstein, Hanel and von Rad also contend that the

transition of the divine epithet from Samuel to Chronicles, that is, from mm to mn'w,

is the evidence of a transcendentalising of the divine name, which shows that

Yahweh has gradually become estranged from the relationship with the human world.

However, if we look at [Table 6], we find that these arguments are

somewhat overstated. We can see that mm occurs frequently in the ark stories of

Chronicles (50 times) as well as in Samuel-Kings (55 times). And it occurs quite

often in both synoptic texts of Solomon's and David's ark story. Furthermore, as

Japhet argues, mm appears 559 times in Chronicles, which is more than the 473

times in Samuel and the 534 times in Kings. And in many contexts mm and mnbx

clearly have the same meaning.41
Thus, it would be difficult for us to think that in relation to the divine

epithets, mm and omibx, the earlier mm in Samuel-Kings changed into the latter mnbx

in Chronicles. Rather, in the study on the epithets of the ark (4.3.2), we can see that

Dm^n ynx) seems to be prior to mm (prix). The distribution of mm and dtiSn in

[Table 6] seems to support this. dtiSk occurs evenly in 1 Chron 13-16, but in 1 Sam

40
M. Rose, 'Name of God in the OT', in Freedman 1992: IV, 1002, 1010.

41 H.G.M. Williamson, 1 and 2 Chronicles.
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4:lb-7:2, it is used mainly in 4-5,42 which scholars argue is the primary layer.43
While on the contrary, mm appears chiefly in 1 Chron 15-16, which seem to be more

reworked to 1 Chron 13. In 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2 as well, hit is used mostly in 1 Sam 6,

which is regarded as a secondary layer by scholars 44 Thus, one could say that it is

not impossible to suspect that mnbx is rather earlier than mm, and that the latter is

gradually preferred by the authors or editors of these ark texts to emphasise and

distinguish the Israelite God Yahweh from other gods.

4.3.5. btafcmbn and numbs in Num 10:33-36, Josh 3-4, Josh 6, 1 Sam 4:1b-

7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5

The research on the occurrence of the phrases, bx-ifcmbn and numbs, will also

provide useful information for our study because these phrases have already been

studied as important concepts in the book of Chronicles.

42 For this, see A.G. Auld, 'What was the Main Source of the Books of Chronicles,' Samuel at the
Threshold, 145-47.
43

R. Kittel, Geschichte des Volkes Israel, Vol. II (2nd ed.; Gotha: Friedrich Andreas Perthes, 1909),
408; 6th ed.; Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1925), 297; L. Rost, Die Uberlieferung von der
Thronnachfolge Davids, BWANT III, 6 (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1926), 119-22; A.F. Campbell,
The Ark Narrative (I Sam 4-6; 2 Sam 6): A Form Critical and Traditio-Historical Study, SBL
Dissertation Series 16 (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1975), 7, 21-2; A.G. Auld, 'What if the Chronicler
Did Use the Deuteronomistic History?', Samuel at the Threshold, 145-47; Cf. R.E. Klein, I Samuel,
WBC, 36-61; Cf. A.F. Campbell, / Samuel, FOTL VII (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 60-84.
44

R. Kittel, Geschichte des Volkes Israel, Vol. II, 2nd ed., 408; 6th ed., 297; L. Rost, Die
Uberlieferung von der Thronnachfolge Davids, 119-22; A.F. Campbell, The Ark Narrative (I Sam 4-6;
2 Sam 6), 7, 21-2; A.G. Auld, 'What if the Chronicler Did Use the Deuteronomistic History?', Samuel
at the Threshold, 145-47; Cf. R.E. Klein, I Samuel, WBC, 55; Cf. A.F. Campbell, / Samuel, 76-84.
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Name

Solomon'sArk 1Kgs7:51-8:1l//2Chron5:1-14

David'sArk 2Sam6//lChron13-16

lSam4:1b—7:2
Josh3—4
Josh6

Kgs+orvariants
Syn opt ic

Chr +or variants

2Sam6(including 2Sam5:l1-25)+or variants

Syno ptic

Chr+or variants

B

MT

B

Q

MT

B

Q

MT

B

MT

B

MT

Snsmba

1K8:5

2S6:145

1C13:5,6,8;1 4:8:15:3,28

1S4:5

1S4:1,5

3:7,17; 4:14

Snsr-x46^

1K8:1

1K8:2,5

1K8:3// 2C5:4

2C5:3,6

2S6: 1,15

2S6: 1547

2S6:5, 15,19

1C13:2(2x); 16:3

1S7:2

1S7:2

3:7,17b

3:1

•at-ar

2S5: 12, 21a

2S5: 17

2S5:17; 6:21a

2S5:12a// lC14:2a

1C16:40

lS4:la, lb,2a, 10b,18

1S4:10b

1S4:1, 2(2x),10 (2x),17, 18,21, 22

4:22

4:22

6:25

bs-lS'-X48

lK8:laa .lap

1K8:9// 2C5:10

2C5:2aa ,2ap

2S6: 5,20

2S6: 549

2S6:20

2S5:12b// lC14:2b

1C15:12,14, 25;16:4,13, 17,36

lS4:2b, 3,10a, 17,22;5: 7,8(2x), 10b,11, 12;6:3

1S4: 10a;5: 8(3x), 10a,10b, 11;6:3

1S4:3;5: 7,8(3x), 10b,11; 6:3,5

3:9,12;4 A,5,1, 8(2x), 12,14

3:9,12;4:4,5 J, 8(2x), 12,21

6:16,18 ,23,27

6:1,1 8, 23,2
5

osrrbs

2S6: 2, 19a

2S6: 2

2S6:2, 19a

2S6:19b// 1C16:43

1C13:4;16:36

1S4:1la

3:17b

4:11a

6:5a,5b, 20bp, 20b6

6:5a

ott(n)

2S6: 21a

2S6: 21a

2S6:18; 5:12b// 1C16:2; 14:2b

1C16:8,20

1S4:4, 17,10b; 6:19(2x)

1S4:4; 5:10b

1S4:3,4, 17;5:10, 11;6: 19(3)

3:3,5,6 (2x),14 (2x),16; 4:2,10 (2x),19

3:3,5,6(2x), 14(2x),16;4: 2,10(2x),11 b,19

6:7,10, 20a

6:5b, 7, 8,10, 16,2 0(4x)

pxn■VB'h:

4:24

4:24

FB»(n)

1CI6:24,26, 28

[Table7]

45Eventhough2Sam6:1hasbtattranmbp,sincemmisverbalform(Qal,passiveparticipleof-im),1regardedthisasatransformationofbtnttmbtj. 46 x:nouninthistable. 47B,4QSama,andMT-2Sam6:15haveb>n6mmaba,but1Chron15:28hasbtnfcmba.btn&mmabaseemstobeasynopticexpressionhere. 48InNum10:33-36,onlyhx-nr-sbx(bx-ifr-x)appearsonceinv36. 49B,4QSamaSam6:5usesbxiSmm,butMT-2Sam6:15hasbxac-amabaandIChron13:8btoc-aba.Herebx-ittmmappearstobeasynopticexpression.



Japhet understood bx-ifcrba in Chronicles extensively not only as an ethnic

concept but also as a geographical concept. According to her, the concept of the

Israelite people in Chronicles is not limited to the traditional twelve tribes concept,

but means all the inhabitants of Israel, including the sojourners.50 She seems to

appreciate the feature of btofcrnba in Chronicles properly. However, according to

Auld, this does not mean that all the expressions of bto'ir-b:) in Samuel-Kings are

'original' or 'earlier' and that those in Chronicles are secondary.51 In the table above,

although bx-ito,-b:j appears several times in 1 Chron 13-16, it also appears in MT-1

Sam 4:1, LXXB and MT-1 Sam 4:5, MT-2 Sam 6:1, LXXB-1 Kgs 8:5. In addition,

this expression is used in non-synoptic texts. If we see 2 Sam 11:1, 1 Kgs 5:27; 8:62;

12:18, they have bx-iltr'bs, but in the corresponding texts, 1 Chron 20:1; 2 Chron

2:16; 7:4; 10:18, it does not occur.

Besides this, the construct form of bmtzr-x-bs is synoptic in 1 Kgs 8:3//2

Chron 5:4 and occurs as often in almost all of the ark movement narratives except for

Num 10:33-36 and Josh 6. hx-iia-1 - noun construct form is also a synoptic expression

in both David's and Solomon's ark story. This expression occurs most frequently in

these ark texts, bx-pir is synoptic as well.

Darrbn is used in the synoptic text of 2 Sam 6:19b//l Chron 16:43 and in

some other verses. au(n) is also a synoptic expression in 2 Sam 5:12b//l Chron 14:2b

and 2 Sam 6:18//1 Chron 16:2. 1 Kgs 8:62, 63 has bm&rbs and its corresponding text,

2 Chron 7:4, 5 reads nan-bo. Therefore, with regard to this expression one cannot say

that Samuel-Kings is prior to Chronicles. In this case, the freshness of nan-bo in

Chronicles could be understood as a lectio difficilior.52

50
S. Japhet, I and II Chronicles, 46-7; idem, The Ideology of the Book ofChronicles and its Place in

Biblical Thought (BEATAJ, 9; Frankfurt am Main; New York: Peter Lang, 1997; 2nd ed. [1989]), 270-
78.
51 A.G. Auld, 'What if the Chronicler Did Use the Deuteronomistic History?', Samuel at the
Threshold, 148-49 takes a similar view.
52 R.C. Rezetko, Source and Revision in the Narratives ofDavid's Transfer ofthe Ark: Text, Language
and Story in 2 Samuel 6 and I Chronicles 13, 15-16 (Thesis presented for the degree of Ph.D to the
University of Edinburgh, 2004), 316; For more detailed explanation on this, see R.C. Rezetko, 301-34.
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4.3.6. Additional Evidence

4.3.6.1. War Motif

Among the ark narratives, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5 do not include a

military theme. Yet, in all the other texts, the ark stories appear to evolve in a war

related context. 2 Sam 5:1 l-6:23//l Chron 13-16 and 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2 are related to

the war against the Philistines, and Josh 3-4, 6 to the Canaanite conquest. Num

10:33-36 also seems to be connected with war, with which Israel is confronted in the

wilderness.53

In these texts of the ark's transportation, two words, which mean 'armed',

exist: o^an (Josh 4:12; 1 Sam 6:1954); fibn (Josh 4:13; Josh 6:7, 9, 13). In Josh 6:7, 9,

13 only fibn and in 1 Sam 6:19 only □■'can occur, but in Josh 4:12-13 both of them

appear.

ran (mna), which is related to battle camp, occurs frequently in these ark

texts: Num 9:17, 18, 20, 22, 23; 10:2,5,6, 14, 18,22, 25, 31, 34; Josh 3:2; 4:19; 6:11,

14, 18, 23; 1 Sam 4:1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9; 1 Chron 14:15, 16.

In Num 9:15-10:36 varied war language is used; and especially in Num

10:13-28, each tribe has its own standard and systematic military formation when it

marches. The military march formation in Numbers seems to be the most developed

and systematised description ofwar among the ark narratives.

4.3.6.2. The placement of 2 Sam 5:11-25 and 1 Chron 1455
The placement of the synoptic text about the alliance with King Hiram of

Tyre, of David's sons born in Jerusalem, and of the battle against the Philistines is

53 M. Noth, Das vierte Buch Moses, Numeri (ATD 7, Gottingen, 1966), 71-72
54 In 1 Sam 6:19, it could mean the number '50', but the consonants are the same as in Josh 4:12.
There is a textual point, to which we have to pay attention here. In the MT, LXX, and other witnesses,
this word was added.
55 1 Chron 14 is included in this study, because it is in the context of the ark's movement in 1 Chron
13-16, but 2 Sam 5:11-25 is only when it is required because it is not an ark story.
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different in Samuel and Chronicles. These events occur before the story of David's

transportation of the ark into his city in 2 Samuel 6, but are placed in the context of

its movement into Jerusalem in 1 Chron 13-16. 1 Chron 15:1-24, 16:4-42 includes

much non-synoptic, special material. Because of these variants, scholars have

traditionally given priority to the disposition of 2 Samuel and held that Chronicles

reproduced its arrangement and amplified 2 Sam 6 through its own special material.56
Japhet holds that the Chronicler moved the material into its present context from the

original arrangement of 2 Samuel, 'in which the transfer of the ark to Jerusalem is

the first act of David as king'.57 Agreeing with Japhet's position, McKenzie
c o

contends that the Chronicler changed the location of 2 Sam 5:11-25 and 6:1-11. In

addition, he points out the problem of the arrangement in Chronicles: namely, there

being no interval between the events in 1 Chron 12 and those in 1 Chron 13; the

inevitability of encountering the Philistines while David was bringing the ark to

Jerusalem; and the impossibility of the three-month interval between the first and

second attempts to bring the ark into Jerusalem for the items in 1 Chron 14.59
However, as Japhet herself says,

[f]rom a purely literary point of view there is actually no break between ch. 12
and ch. 13, no concluding formula at the end of ch. 12, and no new introduction
for ch. 13. No passage of time is indicated; those 'who remain (□nxsnn) in all
the territories of Israel' (13.2) are identifiable with 'the rest (nno) of Israel' of
12.38.

According to Samuel, David first built his house, then his descendants

flourished in Jerusalem; and, after he defeated the Philistines, he finally placed the

56 C. T. Begg, 'The Ark in Chronicles', in M. P. Graham, S.L. McKenzie and G. N. Knoppers (eds.),
The Chronicler as Theologian: Essays in Honor ofRalph W. Klein (T&T Clark International: London,
2003), 133-145.
57 S. Japhet, I & II Chronicles, 272.
58 S.L. McKenzie, 1-2 Chronicles, 133.
59 S.L. McKenzie, 1-2 Chronicles, 133-134.
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ark into his temple in Jerusalem. In Chronicles, David wants to bring the ark to

Jerusalem, because Israel did not turn to it during the reign of Saul. However, in the

course of its transportation, Uzzah touched the ark, God struck down Uzzah and the

ark stayed in the house of Obed-edom the Gittite. While the ark was in the house of

Obed-edom, David suppressed the Philistines and built in Jerusalem. Finally David

brought the ark, the symbol of the presence of God, to Jerusalem. It is not easy to

decide which arrangement is earlier and original. Rather, it might be safer to think

that Samuel and Chronicles arrange the shared material in 2 Sam 5:11-25//1 Chron

14 (BTH) according to their own purposes. Moreover, each text has its own special

material: In 2 Sam 6 the debate between Michal and David in vv 20-23 is described,

while 1 Chron 13-16 explains the role of the priests and the Levites in 15:1-24 and

16:4-42. Even though 1 Chron 13-16 has a considerable amount of special material,

since 2 Sam 6 also contains its own special material, we could not say which one is

prior simply by considering the quantity of special material in the text.

4.3.6.3. The transportation of the ark and the playing of musical

instruments

One of the frequently appearing themes in the relationship with the

transportation of the ark is the playing of musical instruments. In 2 Chron 5, the role

of the Levites in performing on musical instruments is mentioned (vv 12, 13), but in

1 Kgs 7:51-8:11, which is equivalent to this text, there is no reference to this. The

text in which the most detailed materials of the list of musical instruments and their

performance appear is 1 Chron 13-16 (13:8; 15:16, 19, 20, 21, 24, 28; 16:5, 6, 42).

However, in 2 Sam 6, which is synoptic with 1 Chron 13-16,60 it is referred to once,

in v 5. In 1 Chron 13-16 the role of the Levites in transporting the ark is described.

Their role in the musical activities is closely explained and in 15:24 the names of

60
'Synoptic' is used here in its conventional sense.
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seven priests, who blew trumpets, are listed. Josh 6 also provides a relatively detailed

reference to the music in relation to the transportation of the ark: Josh 6:4, 5, 8, 13,

16, 20. In Josh 6, the number seven is stressed, especially in vv 4, 8, 13: there are

seven priests who blew the trumpets in front of the ark. In Num 10:2-10, the ways of

blowing trumpets (m-ixsn) and marching are described in detail. In sum, the most

detailed information about musical instruments is found in Chronicles, then in Josh 6

and Num 10:2-10. There is little reference to music and instruments in Samuel-Kings.

It is also interesting to inquire into the names of these musical instruments

in the ark texts. Ifwe tabulate their distribution, the result is as follows.
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Name

Solomon'sArk 1Kgs7:51-8:11//2Chron5:1-14

David'sArk 2Sam6//lChron13-16

1Sam4:lb -7:2

Josh 3-4

Josh6

Kgs+or variants

Syno ptic

Chr+
orvariants

2Sam6+orvariants
Syn opt ic

Chr+or variants

B

MT

B

Q

MT

B

Q

M
T

B

MT

B

MT

BTKlBn

2C5:12,13

15:16

ov6sn

2C5:12,13

13:8;15:16,19, 28;16:5,42

0^31

2C5:12

2S6:5// 1C13:8

13:15:16,20, 28;16:5

nru:

2C5:12

2S6:5// 1C13:8

13:15:16,21, 28;16:5

nnsxn"

2C5:12,13

13:8;15:24,28; 16:6,42

C'"«xnn

2C5:13

15:24

-ran

2C5:13

O'TB

2S6:5

2S6:562

13:8

2S6:5

2S6:5

□'En

2S6:5// 1C13:8 2S6:15 //1C15: 28aop,

6:4(2x),5,6,8 (2x),13(3x),16, 20(2x)

6:4(2x),5,6,8 (2x),13(3x),16, 20(2x)

B'sssnn

2S6:5

2S6:5

B'bxsbx

2S6:5

2S6:5

IT

V5

[Table8]

61Cf.Num10:2,8,9,10. 62B,4QSama2Sam6:5,1Chron13:8havettb,butMT-2Sam6:5hasmora.



According to [Table 8] above, cbn:, rrros, D'an are synoptic expressions,

found in both 2 Sam 6:5 and 1 Chron 13:8, and the source of names in other non-

synoptic passages. Here again, B, 4QSama2 Sam 6:5, 1 Chron 13:8 use but

MT-2 Sam 6:5 uses crcra. The antecedent words are ta in B, 4QSama2 Sam 6:5, in

1 Chron 13:8 it is tsj, but p in MT-2 Sam 6:5.

Moreover, nsira in 2 Sam 6:15//1 Chron 15:28aap also appears in Josh 6

twelve times (vv 4 (2x), 5, 6, 8 (2x), 13 (3x), 16, 20 (2x)).63
Thus, if we synthesise our analysis on the themes of playing musical

instruments and on their names, the possible conclusions include: (a) the synoptic 2

Sam 6:5//l Chron 13:8 is the source of other non-synoptic expressions in 1 Chron

13-16, 2 Chron 5; (b) -sub in 2 Sam 6:15//1 Chron 15:28aap is the source of that in

Josh 6; (c) B, 4QSama2 Sam 6:5 also support the priority of 1 Chron 13:8 to MT-2

Sam 6:5.

4.3.6.4. nann / an in Num 10:5, 6, 7, 9, Josh 6:5, 10, 16, 20, 1 Sam 4:5, 6, 2

Sam 6:15//1 Chron 15:28aap

nann and its verbal form an is also one of the frequently used expressions in

these ark narratives. Nelson contends that nann (meaning battle cry) is 'a motif of

the divine war tradition (1 Sam 4:5; 17:20, 52; etc.)'.64 According to Kang, the battle

cry plays an important role in the emergence of the Jericho conquest story.65 In Josh

6, the nominal form appears in vv 5, 20 and the verbal form in vv 5, 10, 16, 20. In

Num 10, the nominal form appears in w 5, 6 and the verbal form in vv 7, 9. nann in

2 Sam 6:15//1 Chron 15:28aap appears also in Num 10, Josh 6, and 1 Sam 4.

In Josh 6, 'to shout' is one of the major expressions: In Josh 6:10, the people

63 1 Chron 15:28ayb is not part of the source material: it is Chronicles' plus (part of an expansion of
the second half of 2 Sam 6).
64 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 93. For more of this, see G. von Rad, Holy War in Ancient Israel (Grand
Rapids, 1991), 41-51..
65 S.M. Kang, Divine War in the Old Testament and in the Ancient Near East (BZAW 177: Berlin,
1989).
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of Israel are commanded to keep quiet for six days to make the battle cry of the

seventh day more dramatic: -on orran nabip-nK itrntfrrxbt win xb ('You shall
not shout or let your voice be heard, nor shall you utter a word'.). In Josh 6:16, 20,

Israel breaks its silence, makes a loud warcry, and the narrative of the Jericho

conquest reaches its climax. In Num 10, the ways of using or not using 'war cry' in

marching and in battle are described in a more systematic and concrete manner.

Thus, it is possible to conclude that njrnn in 2 Sam 6:15//1 Chron 15:28aap

is the source of the similar expression in Num 10, Josh 6, and 1 Sam 4.

4.3.6.5. The problem of geographical names between Kiriath-jearim and

Baale-judah

In 2 Sam 6 and 1 Chron 13-16 the ark is carried to Jerusalem. However, the

place names from where David brings the ark into his city are not consistent: Kiriath-

jearim or Baale-judah in 1 Chron 13 and Baale-judah in 2 Sam 6. According to 1

Sam 6:21-7:2, when the ark, which had been captured by the Philistines, was

returned, the inhabitants of Kiriath-jearim took it to the house of Abinadab. In 2 Sam

6:2, David and 30,000 chosen men carried the ark to Baale-judah. There is no

explanation of the geographical discontinuity. However, according to 1 Chron 13:6,

the two place names denote the same geographical area: 'And David and all Israel

went up to "Baalah, that is, to Kiriath-jearim...'". Traditionally, scholars have

thought that 1 Chron 13:6 was inserted to solve the discontinuity.66 However, we

cannot simply accept this, because Joshua repeats the claim that Baalah is Kiriath-

jearim in 1 Chron 13: imit imp ton nbm (Josh 15:9), tmir imp ton baa imp (Josh

15:60). 4QSama 2 Sam 6:2 also represents a similar expression to 1 Chron 13:6:

66 For this, see , P.K. McCarter, I Samuel, 137; idem, II Samuel, AB (Doubleday:New York, 1984),
162-63; R.W. Klein, I Samuel, 60; idem, II Samuel, WBC (Waco: Texas, 1989), 99; S.J. Pisano,
Additions or Omissions in the Books ofSamuel: The Significant Pluses and Minuses in the Massoretic,
LXX and Qumran Texts. OBO 57 (Freiburg, Switzerland: Universtatsverlag, 1984), 101-4; G.N.
Knoppers, I Chronicles 10-29, 586; A.F. Campbell, 2 Samuel, FOTL VIII (Grand Rapids, Michigan;
Cambridge, U.K.: Eerdmans, 2005), 65.
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onir rmp ton nbvi. We should entertain two possibilities once again: first, the

reading of MT in Samuel is lectio diffwilior and is earlier than Chronicles and

Joshua; second, the understanding in 1 Chron 13 is prior to that in 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2

and 2 Sam 6 (MT), and Josh 15 and 4QSama 2 Sam 6:2 support its authority and

priority.

4.3.6.6. ntn nrn -id (2 Sam 6:8//1 Chron 13:11; 1 Kgs 8:8//2 Chron 5:9;

Josh 4:9; 6:25; 1 Sam 5:5; 6:18)
67This phrase (nrn ovn id) occurs 96 times in the Old Testament. The

distrubution state of this expression is as follows: Gen (5), Exod (1), Lev (1), Num

(1), Deut (8), Josh (19), Jdg (7), Sam (13), Kgs (16), Chron (10), Ezr (2), Neh (1), Isa

(2), Jer (6), Eze (2). It appears most frequently in Joshua, and in Chronicles, Samuel-

Kings, and Judges

In almost all the texts in which the ark is carried to some place of promise,

the phrase ntn orn id occurs: 2 Sam 6:8//l Chron 13:11; 1 Kgs 8:8//2 Chron 5:9;

Josh 4:9; 6:25; 1 Sam 5:5; 6:18. The exception is Num 10:33-36.68 It is quite

interesting that in almost all the ark narratives, in which the ark is carried to some

place, in Chronicles and the Former Prophets, the expression ntn orn id, which

attests to aetiological concerns, appears.

4.3.6.7. mir t (Josh 4:24; 1 Sam 5:6, 9)

This phrase appears 39 times in the Hebrew Bible: Exod 9:3; 16:3; Deut

2:15; Josh 4:24; 22:31; Jdg 2:15; Rut 1:13; 1 Sam 5:6, 9; 7:13; 12:15; 2 Sam 24:14; 1

67 Gen 26:33; 31:48; 32:33; 47:26; 48:15; Exod 10:6; Lev 23:14; Num 22:30; Deut 2:22; 3:14(2x);
9:7(2x); 10:8;11:4; 29:3; 34:6; Josh 4:9; 5:9(2x);6:25; 7:26(2x);8:28,29(2x); 9:27; 10:27; 13:13;
14:14; 15:63; 16:10; 22:3; 22:17; 23:8, 9; Jdg 1:21, 26; 6:24; 10:4; 15:19; 18:12; 19:30; 1 Sam 5:5;
6:18; 12:2, 5:2(x);27:6; 29:3, 6, 8; 30:25; 2 Sam 4:3; 6:8; 7:6; 18:18; 1 Kgs 8:8; 9:13, 21; 10:12;
12:19; 2 Kgs 2:22; 7:9; 8:22; 14:7; 16:6; 17:23(2x), 34,41; 19:3; 20:17; 1 Chron 4:41, 43;5:26; 13:11;
17:5; 2 Chron 5:9; 8:8; 10:19; 21:10; Ezr 9:7(2x); Neh 9:32; Isa 37:3; 39:6; Jer 7:25(2x); 32:20(2x);
35:14; 44:10; Eze 2:3; 20:29.
68 This expression appears just once in Num 22:30.
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Kgs 18:46; 2 Kgs 3:15; 1 Chron 21:13; 28:19; 2 Chron 29:25; Ezr 7:6, 28; Job 12:9;

Pss 75:9; Pro 21:1; Isa 19:16; 25:10; 40:2; 41:20; 51:17; 59:1; 62:3; 66:14; Jer 25:17;

51:7; Eze 1:3; 3:14, 22; 8:1 (mrr tix t); 33:22; 37:1; 40:1. Of these, only 1 Sam 5:6,

9 and Josh 4:24 are related to the movements of the ark.

In 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2, the Philistines marvel at the power of God's hand. In 1

Sam 4:8, to describe Yahweh's hand, which struck the Egyptians, the Philistines use

the expression, 'from the hand of the mighty gods' (mm-ixn Drnibxn to). The phrase,

mnbxn m, is rare in the Old Testament. It is only attested in 1 Sam 5:11; 2 Chron

30:12; and Ecc 2:24; 9:1. In 1 Sam 5:4, both hands of Dagon, Philistine's god, were

lying cut off and could do nothing to protect its people from the God of Israel while

'the hand of Yahweh' keeps appearing as the symbol of power, fighting alone in the

land of the Philistines and leading His people to victory (5:6, 7, 9, 11; 6: 3, 5, 9). In

addition, in Josh 4:24, the hand of Yahweh is described not as the symbol of power,

which is a comparable object with the gods of the gentiles, but as the absolute

symbol of power, which all the people of the lands know and revere. Here, the point

of which we have to take note, is that Josh 4:24 shares the expression mrr m, with 1

Sam 4:lb-7:2, which is a non-synoptic text, and shows a theologically developed

element.

4.3.6.8. Drab® brann(s) (Josh 3:4; 4:18); mob® branx (1 Sam 4:8)

mob® branx occurs in 1 Sam 4:8; 10:11; 14:21; 19:7; 2 Sam 5:2; 1 Chron

11:2. Josh 3-4 has similar expressions: m®b® brana (Josh 3:4), m®b® brans (Josh

4:18). Except this, srab® brann is also used in Exod 21:36; Deut 4:42; 19:6; Josh 20:5

and tr®b® brans in Gen 31:2; Exod 5:7, 14; Josh 4:18; 1 Sam 21:6; 2 Kgs 13:5.

4.3.6.9. lonpnn and ranpm (Josh 3:5; 1 Chron 15:12,14; 2 Chron 5:11)

The word ranpnn is also linked with the movements of the ark. It appears in
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Josh 3:5; 1 Chron 15:12; 2 Chron 5:11: hithpael, imperative, plural in Josh 3:5 and 1

Chron 15:12 and 3rd person, plural, imperfect in 1 Chron 15:14, hithpael, perfect, 3rd
person, plural in 2 Chron 5:11. It is important to note that imipnn is a non-synoptic

expression, which does not appear in 2 Sam 6 and 1 Kgs 8, although it does in 1

Chron 15 and 2 Chron 5. In 1 Chron 15:11, 14, the Levites and priests sanctify

themselves, but in 2 Chron 5:11, only the priests do. Moreover, in Josh 3:5, all the

people of Israel are ordered to sanctify themselves. Thus, the expression in Josh 3:5

seems to be more generalised and developed. Therefore, Josh 3:5 is related to the

non-synoptic expression, lEhpnn in Chronicles.

4.3.6.10. rnKbm (Josh 3:5; 1 Chron 16:9,12, 24)

xba is mainly used in the niphal form, and occasionally in the hiphil form,

and three times in the piel form in the Old Testament (Lev 22:21, Num 15:3, 8).

The niphal form of xba appears in: Gen 18:14; Exo 3:20; 34:10; Deut 17:8;

30:11; Josh 3:5; Jdg 6:13; 2 Sam 1:26; 13:2; 1 Chron 16:9, 12, 24; Neh 9:17; Jb 5:9;

9:10; 37:5; 14; 42:3; Pss 9:1(2); 26:7; 40:5(6); 71:17; 72:18; 75:1(2); 78:4, 11, 32;

86:10; 96:3; 98:1; 105:2, 5; 106:7, 22; 107:8, 15, 21, 24, 31; 111:4; 118:23; 119:18,

27; 131:1; 136:4; 139:14; 145:5; Prov 30:18; Jer 21:2; 32:17, 27; Dan 8:24; 11:36;

Mic 7:15; Zee 8:6(2x). Of these, in Josh 3:5 and 1 Chron 16:9, 12, 24, which

describe the ark's movements, xba is always in the participle form.

4.3.6.11. maon (Josh 6:15; 1 Sam 5:3, 4) and oasm (Josh 3:1; 6:12)

□a© is used sixty four times in the Old Testament, and only in the hiphil

form, dd© occurs 28 times in singular form, 22 times in plural form, and 14 times in

infinitive form. If we tabulate the subjects of nam from Genesis to Chronicles, in

which cno occurs frequently, the result is as follows:

Gen Sg Abraham (19:27; 21:14; 22:3), Abimelech (20:8), Jacob (28:18), Laban (31:55 (32:1))
PI Two angels (19:20), Isaac and Abimelech (26:31)
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Exod Sg Moses (8:16; 9:13; 24:4; 34:4)
PI Israel (32:6)

Josh sg Josh (3:1; 6:12; 7:16; 8:10)
P! Israel (6:15; 8:14)

Judg
Sg Gideon (6:38), Jerubbaal(Gideon) (7:1), Abimelech (9:33), A Levite (19:8)
PI The men of the city (6:28), A Levite and his concubine (19:5), A Levite and his concubine and servant

(19:9)

Sam
Sg Samuel (1 Sam 15:12), David (1 Sam 17:20; 29:10), Absalom (2 Sam 15:2)
PI Elkanah and Hannah (1 Sam 1:19), Ashdod people (1 Sam 5:3, 4), Samuel and Saul (1 Sam 9:26),

David and his men (1 Sam 29:10, 11)

Kgs Sg The servant of the man ofGod (2 Kgs 6:15)
PI The Moabites (2 Kgs 3:22), They (2 Kgs 19:35)

Chron Sg Hezekian (2 Chron 29:20)
PI The Inhabitants of Judan and Jerusalem (2 Chron 20:20)

[Table 9]

As we can see in [Table 9], ddc is used to highlight the diligence of the

subject. Especially in Genesis, Exodus and Joshua, it is used to stress the leadership

role ofAbraham, Moses and Joshua.

In these ark texts, it usually appears as waw consecutive, hiphil, imperfect

form. In Josh 6:15; 1 Sam 5:3, 4, it appears in plural form, in Josh 3:1; 6:12 in

singular form. In Josh 3:1; 6:12, the subject of cdc is Joshua, in Josh 6:15, the people

Israel, in 1 Sam 5:3, 4, Ashdod people.

4.3.6.12. □"BrrTsp (LXX-Josh 3:15; 1 Sam 6:13)

owTsp occurs in Gen 30:14, Exod 34:22, LXX Josh 3:15, Judg 15:1, 1

Sam 6:13; 12:17. MT-Josh 3:15 Txp bn is attested instead of D'tanTxp in LXX-

Josh 3:15. As we have seen in Chapter Three, it seems that the Hebrew Vorlage of

LXX Josh 3:15 had carrrxp as in 1 Sam 6:13, and the MT changed the phrase into

Txp ■■rr b: to stress and generalise this expression.

4.3.6.13. nbjjnbn (Josh 3:13, 16; 1 Kgs 8:7II 2 Chron 5: 8)

nbynbra appears in Gen 6:16; 7:20; Exod 25:21; 26:14; 36:19; 39:31; 40:19,

20; Num 4:6; 25; Josh 3:13, 16; Jdg 8:13; 1 Kgs 7:11, 25; 8:7; 2 Chron 4:4; 5:8; Jer

31:37; Eze 1:11,22, 26; 10:19; 11: 22; 37:8.

In 1 Kgs 7:25 and 2 Chron 4:4, which are synoptic, nburabn is used to
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describe the position of the cast sea which stood on twelve oxen in Solomon's temple.

In 1 Kgs 8:7 and 2 Chron 5:8, which are also synoptic, this word is used to delineate

the wings of the cherubim, which spread out above the ark and its poles. In Josh 3:13,

16, it is employed to describe the waters, which are flowing down from above toward

the procession of the people, crossing the Jordan following the ark. In Exodus (Exod

25:21; 26:14; 36:19; 39:31; 40:19, 20), it depicts the shape of divine vessels related

to the Tabernacle: the propitiatory seat on the ark (25:21; 40:20); the fine leather or

tent covering the tabernacle (26:14; 36:19; 40:19); and the violet cord on the high

priest's turban (39:31). In these Exodus texts, the word nbyaba is put to use in various

and developed ways. Even though it is used differently in Joshua, the fact that it is

used at all may suggest further influence from BTH (=The Book of Two Houses).69
The employment of the word in the texts of Exod 25-40 seems to reflect that in both

synoptic texts (1 Kgs 7:25//2 Chron 4:4, 1 Kgs 8:7//2 Chron 5:8).

4.3.6.14. -inn (Josh 3:5; 4:6, 21); mna (1 Sam 5:3, 4)

inn occurs frequently in the Old Testament. In 1 Sam 5:3, 4, it means

'tomorrow or the next day', but in Josh 3-4, it acquires an extended meaning: not

only 'the next day' (Josh 3:5) but also 'in the future or in the time to come' (Josh 4:6,

21).

4.3.6.15. mn (Josh 4:10; 1 Sam 4:14)

mn is mainly used in the piel form in the Old Testament and rarely in the

qal form, but in piel form in the ark texts. In Josh 4:10, it means that the people

crossed the Jordan quickly and in 1 Sam 4:14 it means that the messenger was in a

hurry.

69
According to Auld, the synoptic narratives in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles tell 'the story of the

house (dynasty) of David in Jerusalem and of the house (temple) that Solomon built there for Yahweh
from the beginnings at the death of Saul until the uprooting and removal of both by the Babylonians.'
And '[t]his "Book of Two Houses" was then extended, supplemented, and reinterpreted independently
and in very different ways in Samuel-Kings and in Chronicles.' A.G. Auld , 'The Former Prophets', 67.
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4.3.6.16. mm -isik (Josh 6:19); mm-rrn nxix (Josh 6:24)70; mm rra nnsxa (1

Kgs 7:51)// rrn nnxKa (2 Chron 5:1)

-ixix appears frequently in the Old Testament: Deut 28:12; 32:34; Josh 6:19,

24; 1 Kgs 7:51; 14:26; 15:18; 2 Kgs 12:18(9); 14:14; 16:8; 18:15; 20:13, 15; 24:13; 1

Chron 9:26; 26:20, 22, 24, 26; 27:25, 27, 28; 28:12; 29:8; 2 Chron 5:1; 8:15; 11:11;

12:9; 16:2; 25:24; 32:27; 36:18; Ezr 2:69; Neh 7:70, 71, 10:38(39); 12:44; 13:12, 13;

Job 38:22; Pss 33:7; 135:7; Prov 8:21; 10:2; 15:16; 21:6, 20; Isa 2:7; 30:6; 33:6; 39:2,

4; 45:3; Jer 10:13; 15:13; 17:3; 20:5; 38:11; 48:7; 49:4; 50:25, 37; 51:13, 16; Eze

28:4; Dan 1:2; Hos 13:15; Joel 1:17; Mic6:10; Mai 3:10.

In 1 Kgs 7:51 and 2 Chron 5:1, which are synoptic texts, once Solomon had

finished building the house of Yahweh, he stored the silver, the gold, and all the

vessels in 'the treasuries of the house of God'. In Josh 6:19, Joshua commands the

people to take all the silver and gold, and all the bronze and iron vessels to 'the

treasury of Yahweh' and in Josh 6:24 the people of Israel put these into 'the treasury

of the house of Yahweh'. However, the phrase, 'the treasury of the house of

Yahweh' in the context of the battle of Jericho (Josh 6:24), seems to be out of place

because it is anachronistic. It might be that 1 Kgs 7:51//2 Chron 5:1 influenced this

passage. We will discuss this a little further in the study on the literary history of

Josh 6 below.

4.3.6.17. pan in 1 Kgs 8:10b//2 Chron 5:13b; 1 Kgs 8:11//2 Chron 5:14;

Num 10:34; cf. 9:15-23; 10:11-12

A 'cloud' and 'glory', which are symbols of Yahweh's presence, appear in

the main hall of the house of Yahweh in 1 Kgs 8:10b//2 Chron 5:13b and 1 Kgs

8:11//2 Chron 5:14. The cloud stopped the priests from continuing the service. Japhet

70
rra is MT plus in Josh 6:24.
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holds that here the use of prn recalls the divine visitation in Exod 40:34-35 and the

'pillar of cloud' in Num 12:5; Deut 31:15.71 In Exod 40, the cloud and glory are

used separately.

The cloud, [on the one hand,] dwells on the tabernacle from without, is
visible to the whole people and with its arising signals the time to break
camp and resume the journey. The glory, on the other hand, fills the
tabernacle from within, and even Moses himself cannot then enter it (cf.
Exod. 40. 35 et al.; also Ezek. 10.4).72

However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the descriptions of the

cloud and glory in Exod 40 and Num 9:15-23; 10:11-12 are more developed, thus

these texts were influenced by the synoptic text 1 Kgs 8:10b//2 Chron 5:13b and 1

Kgs 8:11//2 Chron 5:14. Although in 1 Kgs 8:10b//2 Chron 5:13b and 1 Kgs 8:11//2

Chron 5:14 (BTH), 'cloud' and 'glory' are used as synonyms, in Exod 40, as Japhet

herselfmentions, the distinction between them is explained clearly. In Num 9:15-23;

10:11-12, 34, the cloud is a signal to the people about when to camp or when to

leave: when it lifts from the Tabernacle it is time to leave, but when it rests on it the

people are to remain in camp. This detailed description of the role of the cloud points

to a more developed and systematised text.

4.3.6.18. As we can see from this general analysis of the additional evidence (4.3.6.),

only some of the word studies directly suggest influence from the synoptic material

to Joshua.

4.3.7. Summary

The analysis above demonstrates that the narratives about the movements

71 S. Japhet, I&II Chronicles, 581.
72 S. Japhet, I&II Chronicles, 581.
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and whereabouts of the ark share a number of words, phrases, and some major

themes: the epithets of the ark, the verbs used to describe the movement of the ark,

the priests and the Levites as the carriers of the ark, the divine epithets, all Israel and

all the people, the names of musical instruments, motifs ofwar, etc.

•p-ixn, mm ma p"ix(n), mm p-ix, crnbxn put are basic epithets for the ark which

appear in Num 10:33-36 to 2 Chron 5. We can see from [Table 3] that other epithets,

added to those basic names in 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16 and 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron

5, the epithets of the ark in the Former Prophets appear to have gradually increased.

Of course, we cannot exclude the opposite possibility that the two epithets in Num

10:33-36, p-ittn, mm nmn p-ix(n), gave rise to the development of other epithets in the

Former Prophets. However, if we look into the verbs used for the carrying of the ark,

the probability of the latter seems to be rather small. Indeed, [Table 4] suggests that

these verbs also seem to have been developed from kot in 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1

Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5 into various words in the Former Prophets, while the verbs

in Num 10:33-36 do not seem to exert any influence on the verbs used in the ark

texts in Chronicles and the Former Prophets. Other words and expressions including

the names of musical instruments also seem to support the new way of reading the

literary history of these texts, as Auld suggested, that the shared materials by

Samuel-Kings and Chronicles are earlier than the story of Israel before the monarchy.

It was also found that Joshua and non-synoptic texts in Chronicles share

some expressions: for example, those non-synoptic ark texts in Chronicles and Josh

3-4 share the compound word o^ron. There seem to be some later special

materials, which are also shared by non-synoptic texts in Samuel-Kings and

Chronicles, and Joshua. The analysis of additional points also supports this position:

mm m (Josh 4:24; 1 Sam 5:6, 9);73 crab© bionx (1 Sam 4:8) and branofc) (Josh

3:4; 4:18);74 rnxba] (Josh 3:5; 1 Chron 16:9, 12, 24);75 maam (Josh 6:15; 1 Sam 5:3,

73 See 4.3.6.7.
74 See 4.3.6.8.
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4) and with (Josh 3:1; 6:12);76 mrra (1 Sam 5:3, 4); -ino (Josh 3:5; 4:6, 21);77 -inn

(Josh 4:10; 1 Sam 4:14),78 etc.

This study also revealed that where B, 4QSama agree with each other, they

quite often agree with Chronicles but not with MT Samuel.79 Therefore, this writer

could guess that in terms of the synoptic texts, Chronicles seems to have been written

before Samuel was revised into MT-Samuel. However, this does not mean that the

non-synoptic elements of Chronicles are earlier than pre-MT Samuel.

Bearing in mind these points, the writer intends to read these ark texts and

provide a possible literary history of each text. Of course, we cannot still definitively

claim that we should read these texts in historical, and not canonical, order. Yet,

mainstream research so far on these texts has not considered this challenge and has

focused solely on exploration by the canonical order. Thus, this study will consider

the challenges caused by the preliminary analysis above, and will attempt to suggest

possible examples to read these texts in literary-historical order.

4.4. The Literary Historical Reading of Josh 3-4 in the Context of the

Following Ark Narratives: Num 10:33-36, Josh 3-4, Josh 6, 1 Sam 4:1b-

7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5

In this section, considering the challenges raised by the preliminary analysis

in 4.3, we will investigate the literary history of Josh 3-4 in the context of ark texts,

in which the ark moves to the land of promise, in literary-historical order. First, we

will consider the recent trend in the argument on the relationship between Samuel-

Kings and Chronicles, which was also raised in 4.3.

75 See 4.3.6.10.
76 See 4.3.6.11.
77 See 4.3.6.14.
78 See 4.3.6.15.
79 See footnote 24-28, 30.
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4.4.1. Ark Stories in the books of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles (1 Sam

4:1b-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16,1 Kgs 7:51-8:11/72 Chron 5)

The presentation of the divided kingdom in Chronicles and Kings exhibits a

number of common characteristics that made these books reliable witnesses to

Israel's past and was understood to have been based on prior material known to the

writers of both.80 Eichhorn, a representative of the research history of Chronicles in

the pre-critical period, held that the accounts in 1 and 2 Kings on the one hand and 2
o 1 . . -

Chronicles on the other derive from a common source and that Ezra often utilized

other sources besides taking excerpts from materials of the common source with

extensive histories of Israel and Judah.82

However, since de Wette maintained that the Chronicler used Samuel and

Kings as a source in the first volume of his Beitrdge,83 views on the relationship of

Samuel-Kings and Chronicles have changed radically. Mainstream scholarship since

de Wette has believed that much of the literature of the Old Testament had already
• • • • 84

been written by the time of the composition of Chronicles. This modern

scholarship ascribes the deviation of Chronicles from Samuel-Kings to the

Chronicler's theological interests and differences.85 Yet, this conventional modem

scholarship has been challenged by evidence from the Dead Sea Scrolls discovered

80 L. Kucova, Common Source Theory and Composition of the Story of the Divided Monarchy in
Kings with Special Emphasis on the Account ofJosiah's Reform, (Thesis presented for the degree of
Ph.D to the University of Edinburgh, 2005), 1
81 Ezra is the author of Chronicles in the understanding of pre-critical era.
82 See J. G. Eichhorn, Einleitung in das Alte Testament (3 vols.; Leipzig: Weidmanns, Erben und
Reich, 17872), 606-56.

Kritischer Verzug iiber die Glaubwurdigkeit der Biicher der Chronik mit Hinsicht auf die
Geschichte der Mosaischen Biicher und Gesetzgebung. Ein Nachtrag zu den Vaterschen
Untersuchungen iiber den Pentateuch in the first volume of Beitrdge zur Einleitung in das Alte
Testament (2 vols.; Halle: Schimmelpfenning, 1806)
84 G.N. Knoppers, I Chronicles 10-29, 66.
85 K. Peltonen, History Debated: The Historical Reliability ofChronicles in Pre-Critical and Critical
Research (2 vols.; Publications of the Finnish Exegetical Society, 64; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1996).
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in the Judean Desert between 1947 and 1956.86 Werner Lemke in his book Synoptic

Studies in the Chronicler's History (1963) with the help of 4QSama 87 and the Greek

witnesses88 has shown that not every deviation in Chronicles from Samuel and

Kings derives from the Chronicler's Tendenz, but some differences had already been

part of Chronicler's Vorlage,89 According to him, it can no longer be held that the

differences of the respective Masoretic texts of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles are in

every case due to the tendentious interests of the Chronicler.90
Macy also made a significant contribution to the studies of the relationship

between the biblical books of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles.91 On the basis of a

close examination of the standard formulaic notices, which Kings and Chronicles

regularly employ at the beginning and the end of the narratives of each king's reign,

Macy concluded that both the Chronicler and the Deuteronomist (or the author/editor

of Kings) depended on an earlier common source or sources which they utilized,

each according to the aims and purposes of his own work.92 Macy called this

primary source 'Deuteronomistic' or stemming from the 'Deuteronomistic school',

which is dependent upon the occurrence of the evaluative phrase 'to do right/evil in

86 See F.M. Cross, 'The History of the Biblical Text in the Light of Discoveries in the Judaean Desert',
HTR 57 (1964), 294; J.R. Porter, 'Old Testament Historiography' in G. W. Anderson (ed.), Tradition
and Interpretation: Essays by Members of the Society for Old Testament Study (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1979), 155-56; G.F. Hasel, 'Books of Chronicles' in G.W. Bromiley (ed.), The International
Standard Bible Encyclopedia. Vol. I: A-D (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979), 667; H.G.M. Williamson,
'Introduction inNoth 1987', (1987), 17.
87 W.E. Lemke, Synoptic Studies in the Chronicler's History, (Unpublished Ph.D dissertation, Harvard
University, 1963).
88

W. Lemke, Synoptic Studies in the Chronicler's History, 240; idem. 'The Synoptic Problem in the
Chronicler's History', HTR 58 (1965), 362-63.
89 See P.R. Ackroyd, 'History and Theology in the Writings of the Chronicler', CTM 38 (1967), 501 -
515, esp. 507-508) for the significance of this conclusion when approaching the question of Chr's
theology.
90 This conclusion is nowadays generally accepted in studies and commentaries on Chronicles. See,
for example, the recent commentary on I Chronicles by Knoppers (2004).
91 H.R. Macy, The Sources of the Books of Chronicles: A Reassessment (unpublished Ph.D
dissertation, Havard University, 1975).
92 See also R.C. Rezetko, 'Dating Biblical Hebrew: Evidence from Samuel-Kings and Chronicles', in
I. Young (ed.), Biblical Hebrew: Studies in Chronology and Typology (JSOTSup, 369; London/New
York: T&T Clark International, 2003), 215 n. 2) who mentions others before Auld consenting to the
idea of a common source employed by the author(s) of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles.
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the eyes of Yahweir in the formulaic notices.

McKenzie also contributed to the study of the relationship between

Chronicles and Samuel-Kings.93 Pursuing F. M. Cross's (1973) double redaction of

the Deuteronomistic History, McKenzie suggested that only the first edition (Dtr 1 in

the terminology of Cross) of the Deuteronomistic History was available to the

Chronicler. In other words, he contended that the principal source used by the

Chronicler was an earlier edition of Samuel-Kings, which ended with the death of

Josiah.94

In a more radical way than the three Harvard theses (Lemke 1963, Macy

1975, McKenzie 1985), Auld challenged mainstream scholarship relating to the

composition of the books of the Hebrew Bible from Deuteronomy to Kings and

Chronicles.95 According to him, Samuel-Kings and Chronicles are based on

93 S.L. McKenzie, The Chronicler s Use ofthe Deuteronomistic History (HSM, 33; Atlanta: Scholars
Press, 1985).
94 McKenzie has somewhat changed his views since his 1985 monograph, in which he utilized
Cross's single Dtr 1 for the Josianic and Dtr 2 for a later exilic editor of the Deuteronomistic History.
In his book, The Trouble with Kings: The Composition of the Book of Kings in the Deuteronomistic
History (VTSup, 42; Leiden: Brill), though still espousing the view of a primary Deuteronomistic work
composed in Josianic times, he considered this history to be written by a single author/editor that was
only lightly updated by several post-Deuteronomistic additions. Still later, he completely abandoned a
pre-exilic date for the History. He now considers the Deuteronomistic History to be an exilic work
written by a single historian, thus favouring the position of Noth; see S.L. McKenzie, 'Cette royaute
qui fait probleme', in A. de Pury, T. Romer and J.-D. Macchi (eds.), Israel construit son histoire:
L'historiographie deuteronomiste a la lumiere des recherches recentes (Le Monde de la Bible, 34;
Geneva: Labor et Fides, 1996), 267-295 (translated as 'The Trouble with Kingship' in de Pury, Romer
and Macchi [eds.] 2000: 286-314); idem., 'Mizpah of Benjamin and the Date of the Deuteronomistic
History' in K. Schunck and M. Augustin (eds.), "Lasset uns Briicken bauen...". Collected
Communications to the XVth Congress of the International Organization for the Study of the Old
Testament, Cambridge 1995 (BEATAJ, 42; Frankfurt am Main et al: Peter Lang, 1998), 149-155;
idem., 'Postscript: The Laws of Physics and Pan-Deuteronomism' in L. S. Schearing and S. L.
McKenzie (eds.), Those Elusive Deuteronomists: The Phenomenon ofPan-Deuteronomism (JSOTSup,
268; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 262-271; idem., 'The Divided Kingdom in the
Deuteronomistic History and in Scholarship on It' in T. Romer (ed.), The Future of the
Deuteronomistic History (BETL, 147; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2000), 135-145. McKenzie
regards the Deuteronomistic History being enlarged by post-Deuteronomistic additions - although
these were made according to him in no systematic way -thus he may be close to Van Seters' view of
the Deuteronomist as a creative historian (for this, see Van Seters, In Search of History, cf. S.L.
McKenzie, 'The Book of Kings in the Deuteronomistic History' in S.L. McKenzie and M.P. Graham
(eds.), The History of Israel's Traditions: The Heritage ofMartin Noth (JSOTSup, 182; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1994: 300-302), whose work was supplemented with several additions by
later writers.

95A.G. Auld, Kings without Privilege.
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common source material from which they each developed in their distinctive ways.

As a result of a number of responses and criticisms,96 Auld made some

modifications to his original proposal,97 and further developed the main tenets of

Kings without Privilege.98 The shared material by Samuel-Kings and Chronicles he

now calls the 'Book of Two Houses', which is 'the story of the royal and the divine

house in Jerusalem from the death of Saul until the uprooting and removal of both

"houses" by the Babylonians'.99 For Auld, BTH is 'the root work of the whole tree

of Genesis - Kings'.100
However, it is not our objective to deal with all the recent issues concerning

Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. Instead the focus will be on those that are essential for

the reading of the literary history of Josh 3-4: We will consider the findings of the

preliminary study (4.3.) and investigate the general points and the question of

priority between Samuel-Kings and Chronicles.

4.4.1.1. The Ark's Arrival to the Temple in Jerusalem (1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2

Chron 5)

Regarding these synoptic texts, modern scholars have generally argued that

96 For the challenges, which Auld has encountered, see H.G.M. Williamson, 'A Response to A.
Graeme Auld', JSOT 27 (1983), 33-9; idem., Review of Kings Without Privilege, by A.G. Auld, VT 46
(1996), 553-55; G.N. Knoppers, Review ofKings Without Privilege: David and Moses in the Story of
the Bible's Kings, by A.G. Auld, ATJ 27 (1995), 118-21; R.J. Coggins, Review of Kings Without
Privilege, by A.G. Auld, Theology 98 (1995), 383; W. Johnstone, Review of Kings Without Privilege,
by A.G. Auld, SJT 50 (1997), 256-58; S.L. McKenzie, 'The Chronicler as Redactor', in M.P. Graham
and S.L. McKenzie (eds.), The Chronicler as Author: Studies in Text and Texture (JSOTSup, 263;
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 70-90; Z. Talshir, 'Textual and Literary Criticism of the
Bible in Post-Modern Times: The Untimely Demise of Classical Biblical Philology', Henoch 21
(1999), 249-51; idem., 'The Reign of Solomon in the Making: Pseudo-connections between 3
Kingdoms and Chronicles', VT50 (2000), 248 n. 31); G.N. Knoppers, I Chronicles 1-9, 67.
97 See e.g. his response to McKenzie in Auld, 'What Was the Main Source of the Books of
Chronicles?', in M.P. Graham and S.L. McKenzie (eds.), The Chronicler as Author: Studies in Text
and Texture (JSOTSup, 263; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press), 91-99.
98 See the essays collected in Auld, Samuel at the Threshold.
99

A.G. Auld, 'The Former Prophets', 67.
100 A.G. Auld, 'The Former Prophets', 53-68; idem. 'The Deuteronomist between History and
Theology' (Congress Volume: Oslo, 1998/s), 353-367.
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Chronicles was written with the help of the materials found in 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11.101
Japhet insists that 'the Chronicler adopts the material from I Kings with only a few

omissions, and these are compensated for by the few additions so that the overall

scope remains the same.'102 McKenzie also holds that the Chronicler omits (1 Kgs

8:2//2 Chron 5:3), substitutes (1 Kgs 8:3//2 Chron 5:4), and adds (2 Chron 5:11-13)

some expressions to compose 2 Chron 5:1-6:2 for his own purpose.103 If we tabulate

these two texts, compare the differences between them, and reflect on the

consequences of the preliminary analysis above, the situation could be changed a

little.

* Plus

V 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11 2 Chron 5:1-14

7:

51

nox naxbamba □bairn
mrr ma nabai *pban nana

•"ttnp-nx nabai xar
anrmnxi poamnx rax mn

mbam mxi

mm ma nmaxa -|na

maix naxbamba abafni
mn' mab* nabai nica

■•ainpmx nabai xan
anrn-nxt spamnxi* rax mn

mban-*ba-nxi
□mbxn ma nnsxa )na

5:1

8:1

nabai bnp1 tx
bxnar aprnx

maan ^xmbamx
bxnar nab maxn ,|x,m

*nabai qbambx
nibanb nbaiim

mm-rma pnxmx
p's xn mn maa

nabai bnp1 tx
bxnar aprnx

moon ^x-fbrrnxi*
bx-ita-1 aab maxn -wan

-bx
nibanb obahm

mmnrna pnx-nx
■|rs xt mn maa

2

2

*nabai pbambx ibnpr
*manxn nma bxnar arx-ba

■araain ainnn xw ana

pbambx ibnpr
bxnar arx'ba

'amain ainnn xw ana
3

101 For this see, B. O. Long, I Kings with an Introduction to Historical Literature, FOTL IX (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1984); S. J. DeVries, IKings, WBC (Waco: Texas, 1985); idem, 1 and 2 Chronicles,
FOTL XI (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989); S. Japhet, I & II Chronicles', C.T. Begg, 'The Ark in
Chronicles' in M.R Graham, S.L. McKenzie, and G.N. Knoppers (eds.), The Chronicler as
Theologian: Essays in Honor of Ralph W. Klein (T&T Clark International: London, 2003); S.L.
McKenzie, 1-2 Chronicles.
102 S. Japhet, I & II Chronicles, 573.
103 S.L. McKenzie, 1-2 Chronicles, 244-45.
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3 bxnia1 apr ba ixan
pnxranx aanan lxton

bxnizr apt ba ixaa
pnxranx anbn ixian

4

4

*mra pnxrax iban
naia bnxraxi

izinpn ■'ba-baraxi
bnxa nm

anbm aanan anx iban

pnxranx iban
naia bnxraxi

Onpn ^a'bamxi
bnxa nrnx

anbn aanan anx iban

5

5

nabui "(barn
bxnizn nna'bai

nab *rax rba araann

npai ]xs araata pnxn
ma ija1 xbi maoi_xb nmx

nabo pbam
bxnto1 nna'bai

nab aba araann

npai pa araata pnxn
ana aa1 xbi inao'-xb nrnx

6

6

nraa pnxmx annan ixan
raambx iaipa_bx mra-
aranpn tzhp-bx nran
oaran raia nnmbx

rana pnxrax aanan ixran
raambx laipa'bx ran1-
Q'ahpn tinp-bx raan
arainan raza nnmbx

7

7

n'Eha Dalian ra

pnxn aipa-bx araoa
aranan laon

nbaaba iraa-bai pnxraba

raOna arainan ana

pnxn mpa'ba araia
aranan iaaa

nbaaba rna-bai pnxraba
8

8

lxnn araan lanxn

nsrba onprqa araan raxn
nrann ixn1 xbi raann
nrn aira na am iran

ixna araan laraxn

na'ba pnxnpa araan pxn
namn ixn1 xbi raann
ran aan na no ran

9

9

mnb no pn pnxa px
noa *am ran nrnx *anaxn

ran1 ma nrnx anna

anxsa bxnizr naraa
araua *pnxn

mnbn am pn pnxa px
nrna prnox

ran1 nna nox anna

anxaa bxntzr aaraa

araaa a

10

10a

Onpnpa aanan nxsa ran mnpnpa aanan nxaa ran
irnnpnn a^xajn aanaraba ra

*nipbnab raamb px
11

abab aranman anbm
anaabi pnrab prab poxb

anraxbi
arabaaa pia aPaba
araaa niraai a,ba2ai

aana anaai naaiab nnra

12*
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miasma mitoai nxa1?
miasm

miasma1? into mm
13a

*

irtarnnb omnaiabi
nimbi bbnb inx-bip

nnssna bip cmnai mmb
bbnai mtfn mnbaiaai
non abiab m ma m mmb

10b mm ma-nx xbia pam mm ma pa xbra mam 13b

11

maa1? cmnan ibrrnxbi
xbrym pan man miob
mm irrrriK mm-maa

mnab amnan ibm-kbi
xbram pan man nitfb

ombkn marnix mm-maa
14

[Table 10]

In 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11 there are 9 small pluses, while there are 4 small pluses in

2 Chron 5 along with one big plus in 2 Chron 5:1 lb-13. Japhet holds that the non-

synoptic text in 2 Chron 5:1 lb-13 is the Chronicler's own insertion, 'elaborating on

the ceremonial aspects of the installation of the ark'.104

One interesting point we have to pay attention to is that the description of

the Levites, priests and musical instruments in 2 Chron 5:1 lb-13 also appears in 1

Chron 13:8; 15:16, 19, 20, 21, 24, 28; 16:5, 6, 42 (and Num 10:2, 8, 9, 10).

McKenzie claims that these peculiar texts in Chronicles originated from some 'non-

canonical source', which the Chronicler used as opposed to the canonical Samuel-

Kings.105 As we have seen in 4.3.6.3, those expressions also appear in 2 Sam 6:5, 15,

and the synoptic report (2 Sam 6:5//l Chron 13:8 and 2 Sam 6:15//1 Chron 15:28aaP)

is the source of this list. One could argue that the problem is that he considers only

the influence which Samuel-Kings exerts on Chronicles. Nevertheless, he appears to

consider the existence of some later special material such as 2 Chron 5:1 lb-13.

104 S. Japhet, I & II Chronicles, 574.
105 S. L. McKenzie, 1-2 Chronicles, 40-43.
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Therefore, if we take into account the above findings in [Table 10], it does

not seem possible to simply say that 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11 is prior to 2 Chron 5. Rather, if

we consider the challenges raised by B, 4QSama2 Sam 6:5 in 4.3.6.3, 1 Chron 13:8

seems to be earlier than MT-2 Sam 6:5.

4.4.1.2. The Ark is carried to Jerusalem (2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16)

Mainstream scholarship has generally argued that 1 Chron 13-16 took its

main material from 2 Sam 6.106 Japhet holds that the Chronicler mixed various

sources and produced a new literary structure. According to her,107

[s]ome of these elements have been taken from biblical sources, mainly II
Samuel; some have probably been drawn from non-biblical sources, while some

he penned himself.

McKenzie argues that the Chronicler divided 2 Sam 6 into three parts (6:1-

11, 12b-19a, 19b-20), and used them as the framework of 1 Chron 13-16.108 In

addition, the passages in Chronicles that are non-synoptic could be divided into three

categories: the Chronicler's own compositions (13:1-4; 14:17); sources that are from

no longer extant materials (15:1-24; 16:4-7, 37-42); portions of three Psalms pieced

together, Pss 105:1-15; 96:1-13; 106:1, 47-48 (16:8-22; 23-33; 34-36).'09
Yet, ifwe compare and analyse the materials in 2 Sam 6 and 1 Chron 13-16,

the situation may prove to be different from this.

106 For this see, B. O. Long, I Kings with an Introduction to Historical Literature', S. J. DeVries,
1Kings', idem, 1 and 2 Chronicles', S. Japhet, I & II Chronicles', C.T. Begg, 'The Ark in Chronicles';
S.L. McKenzie, 1-2 Chronicles.
107 S. Japhet, I & II Chronicles, 272.
108 S.L. McKenzie, 1-2 Chronicles, 133.
109 S.L. McKenzie, 1-2 Chronicles, 133-134.
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*Plus

2 Sam 6 1 Chron 13-16

□rtxn nttroB Tn prrn 1
marts'? nixam

bx-rtr bnp bib tit nnxn 2
mrpm ma Da'bsrDK
nnbo: nans: mnbx

hx-isr msix ^aa Dnxtian irnx-ba
ortm tannon annm

mbx i33pn DT«han msa
■rtx irrtx pxTix rooai 3

SINE ira in«rn xb-o

p rntnrt bnprrta nnxn 4
oarrta Tin lain nmo

*13:
1

4

6'
-IH TIB p"! bxntZT'baTlX Tin bnpn

13
5a-nnnrta-nx xiabmai omasa mmtfpo

^bx DPSC bx-itcD nan

62

'ran in ap-1!
nmm ,1?bdq inx ~icx obit

nx xmnb
ony nmpo ombxn px_

13
5b

ombxn px nx nan rrtBn1?
mm no dc xnpamcx
rtb D,D3Dn DC"1 mXDX

bxnfcr'bai Tn bun
ncx dtb1 nmp-bx nnbaa

oca nibanb nmmb
acv mm ombxn "jinx nx

dc xnpamcx amman
*136

63

DTlbxn pXTlX 133T0
npo mxcn* ncnn rtayrtx

HBDaD "ICX* 3m,3X

o*ana mrDK na* vnxi xtbi

nc-tn* nbaBrrnx

ombxn pxmx lamm
maa ncnn nbay-ba

ampx

anna rnxi xtbi

nbaaa

137

*64
3na,3x man inxcn

DTi'rXn pX DB HBD3D "ICX
pxn -^n vnxi

65

apnea 'ix-ic* n'3*^! mm
pa baa mm nab

o^aaai mnaaai DPna
opxbsai DPaaaaai □,anDi

apnea bxne* -bai Tim
tb baa ombxn nab

a-'baaai nnaaai omPai*
nnasasnai ambxaai omnai

13s

66

pa pa~tB 1NT1
pX'bx XTB nbtfn

*ia rnxn ombxn
npan iddc *a

pp pa—ib ixan
pxmnx *rnxb ittix xtb nbcn

-pan iooc m

139

67
nTBD mm ^x-imi

bcmba ombxn dc man

xtbd mn' *]x—inn
pxmba n1 nbcmcx by man 13'°

ombxn px db dc nan ombx nab dc nan

68
ncx ba nib -inn

nrua pa mm pa
xmn apob xnpn

p thS inn
xtbd pa mm pa
xinn opob xnpn

13"
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mn bit am mm pa mn bit am mm pa

69
Ninn ova mmTN mn pa

mm piN "bN Nip px naNa

Ninn aaa bt^nhtin aaa nam

ambNn pN nn* 8bN ntn pm naNb
1312

610
abN n'onb* mn naN'Nbi
in "VS-bs http pNTIN

"•nan ainN-nam ma mn man

aaa mamNbi
aia a,m_1?N rbN pNmriN

T3n aiaN'aam ma'bN intaa

1313

6"

mn' pN ama
ms nam ma

a^mnn nmbm ran

□in law tin mrr pa8!
lma-baTNi

ambNn pN atia
aaN aam ma *am
aTan ntfbtf iraaa

aaN-aam*ma"nN mn1 paaa
ibmtfN-baviNi

1314

5"
BTNba nsrpba anm nbma
P Pam D'nx nsmi nambN
anb maaaaa np pN ,mnm

btnSb mrpba nam nboa
ap? ,mam aaaN Tmi nambN

ma ib niaab ansm Pam
14'

512

mm lrmn-T an man

Km~ t*i bNaembm pbab
bNaizr lam mama inabaa

mm mama aaa maa

nNcrp bNaftmbm pbab
bNnic1 lam aiama iniaba *nbmab

142

5"

abminT era*! anpba mm mn npa abtfn'a aPa aim aaa npa
143*pana iNa thn

naai ana mnb mm labia niiai aaa aim aaa nbia

5IJ
ib ambm mam nbNi
na'boi in: *i aaiai miam abmin-a

ibam acJN amibm maim nbNi
na'bimi pa aaitfi miatm abtcinT

I44

515 man 333i mnzrbNi nnaa ababNi* mitzrbNi anaa I45

araa 3331 naai*
146

516 aba^bNi aa,L?Ni maarbNi aba-'bNi ma,l?mai masabNi 147

517

intia-T amtiba imaoa

bNaizm -by pbab nanTN*
aia-riN mpaS amtfba-ba ibma

nmxambN ana aia mama

[Papa BToba lmataa
bNn6rba*-bm pbab aaa _

aaaTN tmpab amtiba-ba ibma
amaab Nsa aaa mama

I48

518 mNaa pama ntfoaa iNa amtfbai a'Naa pama mmaa iNa arnmbai 14"

519

mma aaa bNtfa
DYroba-bN nbmNn naNb

mn-bN* mm naNa aa aannn

pma nbm
BTtfbamnN tn*

bt6n3 aaa SNma
rnrmba-bm nSmNn aaNb
mm lb* aaNa ma anrai

amimi nbm
14'°

•m. paT

520

aia am naa a'xna-bmaa ma* xaa

pa aaxa
nab p'ntin mm

xap p-bm ma paa
a'xna bma Ninn aipamati

aaa am aaa aTaa-^maa i*?ma
pa aaa aaNa

aa ia,iNTiN btSnh
iNap p-by a,a paa

BTaa bma Ninn aipamam

14"

521
□massTiN aoaarma

rafjNi aia aNtin

bht^ntn amaarma
mN3 laama aaa aaNa

1412

522
itmaaa mbmb* amoba aim laoa

a'Naa* pama

itsmaa arnmba aim is'oa

pama
14"

5"

mma ma bNtfa
aaNa

amnnN~bN aon nbmn Nb

ar^Na aaa aim* *?Nma
btSnh ib* aaNa

14u
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mxnn Sinn dpiS nxm nmSan non omnix nSyn xS
□^nnn Sinn onS nxm

524

mus Sip-nx -pntiin "m
pnn tk n'knnn ,0k-a

mm ns* tn* m

mnoSs mnn:i nmnS -psS

msntn Sip-nx -pnato "mi
xsn tx □■'xnnn naxnn

trnSxn xs,_ _,n nnnSnn*
omtfSa mnn~nx ninnS -paS

14"

525

mm ims ntfto }n* mn tor1
DTioSa tix -p

m *-|xnm» rnun

DmtSxn ims noxn mm torn
nmimSa mnn*-nx pn
rnu m»*i piymn

1416

nisnxrrSnn titdo xsi

nna-nx ira mmi
DmrrSrrSy

*14"

tit man ona 1*7-091'
on^xi pix*7 oipo pi

Six lS"Bl
nxoS xS -ftt oox tx 2

□iSrrox *a onSxi pix-nx
nx6)S mn' ina ma-p

□•719-19 imOSi nil' pix_nx
Sxi6ji-Sa-nx in Snpi3
piX_nX niS9lS aSOlli'Sx
iS pai"i6)x ioipo_Sx nirr

oiSmnxi pix oa-nx in poxi 4
onUm ixo vnxi loi Sxmx nip oaS 5
□11ib91 otixo ttiki loi m6)9 mo oaS 6
o'OSoi ixo inxi ion Sxv oi6ha oaS 7

□'nun vnxi ooi imoo ps'Sx oaS 8
onoo vnxi lOi Sx'Sx plan oaS 9

i6)i airasi Sxia oaS 10
itoa oioi ixo inxi

pnsS in xipi 11
SxmxS oiSSi oonai imaxSi

airnai Sx'Sxi 11900 Sxn 1109

lOxi onx aiS ioxi 12
□nx itiipni oiSS niaxi

bxite' 'iSx nm p-!N nx □pi'pn nanxi
i1? inirai-^x

iriSx ill' pis anx x'S moxiaoS -3 13
osooo liwii xSm i:a

niS9iS diiSii Qijiai lOipni 14
•7x101 nnSx 1111 pix-nx

□nSxi pix nx mSn-oa ix6)i 15
nn -jniaj 100 119 ioxo

□i,f79 niooa asnaa

□ibl ,l6)i7 111 10x1 16
□iiiooi oi'nx-nx nosiS

miaai QiSai intf-'Saa
inooS Sipa-amS oonooo d'nS90i

pn nx oiSi 11091 17
pox mx-pi Sxi'-p
iiio oapoi inaiapa
iiPip-p p'x omnx

□06)01 onnx Di09i 18
nioTooi *7X191 p iiiiar
inai axi*7X i9i *7Xini

11*731*7x1 mnnoi 1110901

01196)1 *7X191 01X 1091 liopoi
pox P'l 01110011 19

91001*? nora o'n*79oa ppxi

*15
1-24
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. . 50
mnmnoi nxn»i man

irrt&ym nx'bxi njn Sxmn
mnSsrSy o'Saaa imai

lmapm lnbs'bxi lmrinni21
mmm Sx'im nnx -djji

na:S nmntimSa nnaaa

xtona onSmto im:ai22
xm pan *3 xtona no-

pnxb onro mpSxi manai23
n Sx:nn osmn irmaoi24
rsnSxi ma lrman ■'team
miasm miasm onnart

□nx mm mnSxn pix nsS
pixS Dnati mnn

612

naxS mn pSaS nan12a*
mx my nmnx mn1 pna

□mSxn -pax maya lSntfx-Sa-nxi
1525

□mSxn pnxmx Syn in pSn12b
Sxnty npn nnn mn

mSynS maSnn maSxn ntoi

nnaiaa mn my nnx nay maa
mmmna ynx-nx

nnatoa onxnay mapa

6"
nys m mn □nSmnx amSxn mya mn

1526anas nam mmpnx ,xfoa mmnvna pnx "wtoa
xmai m® nan mS-'x nyatii Dnamya® man

614
nin' naS ry-Saa nanaa mm

mxiznn anSrrSai pa Smaa Sanaa nnm

1527
maaai mnncam pnxnmx

omtinn Ktoon i&n
na max man mm

"Q "I1DN "PwSlJI

615

mm pnxmx D'Sya Sxnfcr ma*-Sai mm*
nany Sipai nynna

mmmma* pnxmx mSya Sxnm -Sai
nsra Snpai nynna

nnaai mSaaa myatca mnSaaai nnssnai* 1528

6'6

mn my
_ xa mm pix mm

naptia Sixtzrna Sam
rraa mn pSamnx xnm piSnn nya

mm naS nanaai

naSa iS ram

nnn myny* xa mm nna* pnx mn
napttia Sixtima Sam

pntoai npna nnn pSamnx xnm piSnn nya
naSa iS ram

1529

617

inx usn mm pnxmx ixan
Snxn pina mpaa*

mn "iSmtaa ntix
maSon mm naS mSy mn* Syn

inx nam nmSxn pixmx man
Snxn -pna

nnn iSmtaa max

□mSxn naS omSoi mSy aanpn

16'

6'8
nmSram nSiyn mSyna mn San
nixax* mm a®a aymnx pnan

amStim nSyn mSyna nnn San
mm Dtfa nynmx pnan

162

619a

□ymSaS pSnn
srxaS Sxnar yiamSaS

nnx nnS nSn mxS nraxnyi

mxa Sxntzr mx'SaS pSnn
nttPoxi na®xi nnSnaa urxS ntfxmyi

165

pSn nnx ntzrmi nnx natyxi
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nm' pnK naS inn 4
matnSi a'nnda onSmia

SKntr mSk mmS SSnSi mmnSi
nnat imdai dKnn *]ok5
Sktti niamadi Sk'B'
irroai 3K'Ski mnnai

a'Sai 'Saa Sman DTK nasi

amda o'nSsaa ioki mrnaai
ninssna onnan SK'trm rnnai 6

avtSKmrma pnK naS -ran
dKna *rn ]ro tk Kinn ana 7
mo rpK"T3 mmS ninnS

iada iKnp mmS ran 8
rnS'Sa omaa lamin

vnKSarSaa irrto iS-inat iS in'd

natr idnp ada iSSnnn 10
mm -Opaa aS

man tid idpa itbi mm ldnn 11
nda ndK ttikSbj mat 12

ima-naadoi ansa

rma apa- na naa Sxitr ait13
vtaada pKmSaa ij'hSk mm kin 14
in *]SkS ms nan irma oSiaS mat 15
pns'S inaiadi annaKTiK nna ndK 16

aSia nma SxntrS pnS apa-S nmaan 17
DanSm San pia-pK inn -|S nanS 18
na Dma aaaa naaa ma aanvna 19

mrSK ma laSnnn 20
nnx db-Sk naSaaai

□pdaS d-KS rmmkS21
caSa amSa nan

lann-SK 'K'aiai nrdaa lajn-SK 22
pKmSa mrrS imd 23
mantf1 omSK-nra mda

imaamtK oma inDO 24
itikSbi d-aamSaa

nna SSnai mm Sim -a 25
B'nSK-Sa-Sa Kin Kmyi

b'S-Sk a-aan -nSK-Sa 'a 26
ntua a'Bd mnn

lapaa mnm ta nsS nnm nin 27
mnado mmS lan 28

tai maa mmS lan d-aa

nma ixte iad maa mmS un 29
dnp-nnnna mn-S nnndn naS iKai

piKmSa naSa iSm 30
mamSa San pamSK

ynKn S:ni amdn mad'31
iSa mm nma nami

IfSsr iKiSai n-n nan-32
lamdK-Sai nndn

mm noSa nam ma mm tk 33
pKmnK aiadS k3-*a

man nSiaS '3 aio 'a mmS mm 34
uad' mSk ua'din inaKi 35

nmnpa uSmm usapi
inSnna nandnS -jdnp ndS ninnS

SKntr mSK mm -pna 36
maKi nSan nai aSian-p
mn'S SSm ]bk nan-Sa

pnK naS ndrntan 37
nndS ttikSi ^dkS mm-nna

iara nvnanS man pnKn naS
miadi n-dd amnKi nnK naai38
amadS nam pn-m-p b~ik naai
annan itiki pan pins nKi39

parna ndK naaa mm pda naS
mmS niSa niSanS40

npaS man nSan nata-Sa
ainan-SaSi anaSi

SKntr-Sa ms ndK mm nmna

nKdi pmmi pm nnaai41
niada lap: ndK amnan

man nSiaS m mn'S ninnS
ninssn pnimi pm nnaai42

'Sai n'B'adaS a'nSsai

nadS pmm nai nmSKn md

164"
42

6"b
-20a

mS d'K aan-Sa -|S'i 619b
in'amx inn1? in adn202

imaS d'K aan-Sa laSn

imamx -paS mm aa'i
1643
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n*opb biKtzrnn brim tcim20"
□rn -irrrnn naxm in

ovn nba im bxiur pha
v~iyj mnnx mrb

□'P~in inx rnba mbanr
mrr ^sb br'trbx mn -inx1!21

*6

20b-

23

■pnKO ^n-irn im
tm tin mxb ima-brai
btnttrbj; mrr n»~b»

mm "asb rnipnttn
nxro ma mbpn22
mm basi 'mm
-ion mnnKiram

rnnrx aaa max

btxOTQ brmbi23
ib' nb mrrxb

nma or na

[Table 11]

[Table 11] shows that there are a lot of pluses in both 2 Sam 6 and 1 Chron

13-16. Although there are two large segments of special material in 1 Chron 15:1-24

and 16:4-42, there is also one in 2 Sam 6:20b-23. As we have seen in 4.3, the verbs

used to move the ark in B and 4QSama 2 Sam 6 agree with those in 1 Chron 13-16,

but not with those in MT - 2 Sam 6. Thus, we can say that these textual observations

support the priority of the alternative text of 2 Sam 6 over 2 Sam 6 (MT). That

alternative text is also prior to 1 Chron 13-16.

We also have to consider the long non-synoptic material about the Levites

carrying the ark while the people worshipped God with music and singing (1 Chron

15:1-24, 16:4-42). As we have seen in 4.3.6.3, especially in [Table 8], those

materials in 1 Chron 15:1-24, 16:4-42 are influenced by the materials on musical

instruments and praise in 2 Sam 6:5//l Chron 13:8 (BTH). In addition, 2 Sam 6:15//1

Chron 15:28aa(3 share some special word with Joshua 6. Thus, Auld's position on the

textual development should be sustained.110

110 A.G. Auld, 'Solomon at Gibeon', in Auld (ed.) Samuel at the Threshold: Selected Works ofGraeme
Auld, SOTS, (Burlington: Ashgate, 2004), 105.
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4.4.1.3. The Ark is carried to Kiriath-jearim (1 Sam 4:1 b-7:2)

The point that we have to discuss before we deal with the ark narrative in 1

Sam 4:lb-7:2 is the question of its relationship with 2 Sam 6. Since Rost included 2

Sam 6 with the 'ark narrative' which begins in 1 Sam 4:1 b-7:2 through a cautious

and circumspect analysis of their vocabulary and style,111 a number of scholars have

followed his argument. In reality, there are many thematic, structural and

terminological links between the two ark stories, but there are also considerable

differences, such as place and personal names and the absence of the Levites from 2

Samuel 6.112 Thus, many scholars now support the position that the stories form
113distinct literary layers rather than an independent source.

Here, we have to consider some recent challenges that explore the priority

of 2 Sam 6 over 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2. Even though almost all mainstream scholars have

argued that the former was composed in response to the latter, there have been others,

who consider the possibility that the latter presupposes the former.114 As we see in

[Table 3 and 4], among those ark narratives in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles, 1 Sam

4: lb-7:2 shows the most varied and developed epithets of the ark and verbs, which

are used to describe the movement of the ark. This narrative is also one of the most

theologically important in Samuel-Kings as a whole: The story of the capture and

111
L. Rost, Die Uberlieferung von der Thronnachfolge Davids', A.F. Campbell, The Ark Narrative

(ISam 4-6; 2 Sam 6), 6-8; idem., 1Samuel, 300.
112 R.C. Rezetko, Source and Revision in the Narratives of David's Transfer of the Ark, 16, 450-53;
For more of this, see J. Blenkinsopp, The Role of Gibeon and the Gibeonites in the Political and
Religious History ofEarly Israel (Society for Old Testament Study Monograph Series, 2; Cambridge,
England: Cambridge University Press, 1972), 71-74; M. J. Steussy, David: Biblical Portraits ofPower
(Studies on Personalities of the Old Testament; Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press,
1999), 59; A.F. Campbell, The Ark Narrative (ISam 4-6; 2 Sam 6), 6-54; idem., 1Samuel, 300-309.
113 R.C. Rezetko, Source and Revision in the Narratives of David's Transfer of the Ark, 16; J. Van
Seters, In Search of History, 346-353; R. Polzin, Samuel and the Deuteronomis, 18-71; J.P.
Fokkelman, Narrative Art and Poetry in the Books ofSamuel: A Full Interpretation Based on Stylistic
and Structural Analyses. I. King David (II Sam. 9-20 & I Kings 1-2) (SSN 20; Assen: Van Gorcum,
1993), 1-316.
"4 R.C. Rezetko, Source and Revision in the Narratives ofDavid's Transfer ofthe Ark, 16. For further
study on this point, see F. Schicklberger, Die Ladeerzahlungen des ersten Samuelbuches: eine
literaturwissenschaftliche und theologiegeschichtliche Untersuchung (Wurzburg: Echter-Verlag,
1973), 144-48; R. Polzin, Saumel and the Deuteronomist (1989), 68; A.G. Auld, '1 and 2 Samuel', in
J.D.G. Dunn and J.W. Rogerson (eds.), Eerdmans Commentary on the Bible (Cambridge, England;
Grand Rapids, MI: Wm . B. Eerdmans, 2003), 233.
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return of the ark symbolises how Yahweh's power is not diminished by Israel's

defeat or the plunder of her shrine. 15 Furthermore, it implies that just as Yahweh

overcame the Philistine oppressors and journeyed to Jerusalem in triumph, so too

would the people of the exile be freed from their Babylonian captors and return to

Jerusalem.116 Nevertheless, we should not miss the point that the principal topic of

this narrative is God rather than the ark itself. Scholars understood that the return of

the ark hints at the reinstatement of the Davidic kingship.117 However, in 1 Sam

4:lb-7:2, the autonomy of the deity is extraordinarily stressed: even though the

Israelites bring the ark to the battle field, God allows himself to be captured; He

pours out His wrath on both the Philistines and the people of Beth-shemesh and
• *118

miraculously guides the milch cows and returns on his own. As the ark returned

alone without any human leadership in 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2, so God will lead history

autonomously and bring about Israel's return from the exile with His own power.

The narrative in 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2 demonstrates the difference between

Samuel-Kings and Chronicles most clearly in that Chronicles pays attention to the

affirmative aspect of the Davidic royal kingship and takes a close interest in its

recovery,119 whereas Samuel-Kings points out the limitations of the Davidic

kingship and emphasises the recovery of God's kingship. 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2

conclusively reflects the theological feature of Samuel-Kings, material which is a

special feature of Samuel-Kings.

115 A.G. Auld, 'Re-reading Samuel (Historically): 'Etwas mehr Nichtwissen', in Auld (ed.) Samuel at
the Threshold, 153.
1,6 R.C. Rezetko, Source and Revision in the Narratives of David's Transfer of the Ark, 16-17. For
more of this, see H. Timm, 'Die Ladeerzahlung (1 Sam 4-6, 2 Sam 6) und das Kerygma des
deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerks'( Evangelische Theologie 26, 1966), 509-526; RR. Ackroyd,
The First Book of Samuel (The Cambridge Bible Commentary; Cambridge, England: Cambridge
University Press, 1971), 52, 63; G.W. Ahlstrom, 'The Travel of the Ark: A Religio-Political
Composition', (JNES 43, 1984), 143-144; K.A.D. Smelik, 'The Ark Narrative Reconsidered,' in New
Avenues in the Study of the Old Testament (Leiden: Brill, 1989), 140-144; A.G. Auld, 'Re-reading
Samuel (Historically): 'Etwas mehr Nichtwissen', 153.
117 R. C. Rezetko, Source and Revision in the Narratives ofDavid's Transfer of the Ark, 17; R. Polzin,
Samuel and the Deuteronomist, 71; A.G. Auld, 'Re-reading Samuel (Historically): 'Etwas mehr
Nichtwissen', in Auld (ed.) Samuel at the Threshold, 153.
1,8 R. C. Rezetko, Source and Revision in the Narratives ofDavid's Transfer of the Ark, 17.
119 S.L. McKenzie, 1-2 Chronicles, 17-58.
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One more point we have to bear in mind here is that the language used to

describe the Levites role in worship in 1 Sam 6:15 is rather unusual in the entire

context of Samuel-Kings. As we saw in 4.3.3, the word, 'Levite[s]' appears mainly

in Chronicles, but rarely (only 4 times) in Samuel-Kings, particularly in non-synoptic

texts. In the ark texts of Samuel-Kings, Lnbn occurs only once (1 Sam 6:15) except

for its appearance in the MT plus, □v6m DnrDn, in 1 Kgs 8:4.

4.4.2. The Literary History of Josh 3-4

According to our analysis so far, Josh 3-4 seems to rely on the shared texts

of the ark's movements in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. Among those eighteen

epithets of the ark, nine epithets appear in Josh 3-4, which shows that this text uses

the most varied and developed form of the epithets of the ark among all the ark

texts.120 Of the synoptic epithets, there are instances ofpixn, mrr rvn ynxn.

Furthermore, Josh 3-4 shares some materials with late non-synoptic texts in

Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. As we have seen in 4.3.6.11, awrsp in the Hebrew

Vorlage of LXX-Josh 3:15 also appears in 1 Sam 6:13 and while in MT-Josh 3:15 it

is generalised into -rap vr bn. In these texts on the movement of the ark, two

different words for 'armed' (crrann and pibrt) appear. 1 Sam 6:19 uses only crcran, Josh

6:7, 9, 13, pbn, but Josh 4:12-13 uses both of them. There are several other instances

as we have seen in 4.3.

Thus, we will read the literary history of Josh 3-4 in Chapter Six more

closely, while considering the results of this chapter together with those of Chapter

Three (text critical analysis), and after we consider the relevance of reading this

narrative in the context ofwater crossing story in Chapter Five once again.

120 For this, see [Table 3].
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4.4.3. The Literary History of Josh 6: The Ark in the Conquest Story of

Jericho (Josh 6:1-27)

Although there have been some archaeological approaches to investigate the

descriptions of Josh 6,121 scholars have concentrated mainly on diachronic research

based on the textual study of this narrative.122 However, in most cases, their research

is limited in that they did not pay attention to the challenges of LXX, only to the
19T

presumed literary history ofMT.

MT - Josh 6 is approximately 30% longer than LXX-Josh 6.124 There are a

number of pluses in MT, in particular the long plus ofMT-Josh 6:3b-4 which appears

to show that the large number of pluses in MT constitute the final layer of this text,

having been inserted to solve the inexplicablities in the shorter Greek text. It is

difficult for us to distinguish 'whether "encircling" the city meant "going round" or

"being around" it'.125 The Greek could be understood as reporting that the Israelites

formed a stationary circle around Jericho. Thus, according to Nelson, the MT plus in

v 3b is added to clarify 'that the encirclement of Jericho is not to be understood as a

static siege, but as a parade around the city'.126 In addition, Nelson holds that v 4 in

MT is based on w 8 and 13. It is possible that the MT editor added v 4 to highlight

121 For this, see K.M. Kenyon, Digging Lip Jericho (London: Ernest Benn, 1957), 256-63.
122 For this, see J. Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexateuchs und der historischen Bticher des
Alten Testaments. 3d ed. (Berlin: Georg Reimer, 1899), 121-22; J. Dus, 'Die Analyse zweier
Ladeerzahlungen des Josuabuches (Jos 3-4 und 6)', 108; Noth, Das BuchJosua (1953), 21-22, 40-43;
J.A. Wilcoxin, 'Narrative Structure and Cult Legend:A Study of Joshua 1-6', in ed. J.C. Rylaarsdam,
Transitions in Biblical Scholarship (Chicago: Chicago University of Chicago Press, 1968), 50, 53; E.
Otto, Das Mazzotfest in Gilgal. BWANT 107 (1973), 80; T.C. Butler, Joshua, WBC (1983), 63-72; B.
Peckham, 'The Composition of Joshua 3-4', 427; J. van Seters, 'Joshua's Campaign of Canaan and
Near Eastern Historiography', SJOT (1990) 4/2, 5; V. Fritz, Das Buch Josua, 65-76; R.D. Nelson,
Joshua, 83-95. For more of this, see Chapter One of this thesis.
123 Of those scholars listed in footnote 122, we should note that Butler and Nelson do pay close
attention to the challenges of LXX. Nelson especially takes the testimony of B in Joshua more
seriously than any other.
124

Especially in Josh 6:1-20, the LXX lacks at least 92 words out of a total approximate of 350 words.
For this, see L. Mazor, 'ANomistic Re-Working of the Jericho Conquest Narrative Reflected in LXX
to Joshua 6:1-20', in Textus 18 (1995), 47-62; M.N. Van der Meer, Formation and Reformulation, 72-
73.
125 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 134.
126

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 86.
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the fact that the priests will blow the horn only on the seventh day by using vv 8 and

13. In doing so, he/she seems to have attempted to reconcile the inconsistencies

between the request for total silence by the people in v 10 and the repeated blowing

of the trumpets in vv 8, 9, 13.

Another point to consider here that results from our investigations in 4.3 is

reading this text (Josh 6) with the help of the ark texts in Samuel-Kings and

Chronicles. The preliminary analysis carried out in section 4.3 revealed that the

epithets of the ark and the verbs used to move the ark, and some other shared

expressions and themes points to the possibility that Josh 6 relies on the synoptic
• • 197

texts of the ark's movement in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles.

One of the frequently repeated contents related to the movements of the ark

in Josh 6 is the playing of music, which occurs in vv 4, 5, 8, 13, 16, 20. As we have

already pointed out, the text of Josh 6 was influenced by 2 Sam 6:15//1 Chron
178

15:28aap. Josh 6 uses the name of a musical instrument (m)-iano and 'war cry'

(n»Tin) as 2 Sam 6:15//1 Chron 15:28aap.

Furthermore, Josh 6 shares a biblical outlook with non-synoptic text in

Chronicles. Seven named priests who blow trumpets are listed in 1 Chron 15:24, but

the number 'seven' is not made explicit in this text. In Josh 6, by contrast, the

number 'seven' is repeated and emphasised. In Josh 6: 4, 8, 13, the explanations on

the 'seven' priests who blow the trumpets before the ark, are repeated and may

indicate that this text was related to 1 Chron 15:24.

'Warcry' (nann), which is 'a motif of the divine war tradition (1 Sam 4:5;
17Q 1 "5ft

17:20, 52; etc.)', plays an important role in this conquest story. As we have

seen above, this vocabulary item is one of the major words that dominate the flow of

this narrative, nann was used in the texts of source material as 2 Sam 6:15//1 Chron

127 For this, see 4.3.2. and 4.3.3.
128 Of these, IChron 13:8, 28 are synoptic with 2Sam 6:5, 15.
129

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 93. See also G. von Rad, Holy War in Ancient Israel, 41-51.
130 S.M. Rang, Divine War in the Old Testament and in the Ancient Near East.
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15:28aap, and in the non-synoptic text 1 Sam 4:5. In these ark texts, nsi-nn is used in

the contexts of 'raising sounds to make others hear'. In Josh 6, the war cry was used

almost in the same way as that in Chronicles and Samuel, but in a rather dramatic

way. In Josh 6:10, the people of Israel are ordered to keep quiet for six days to make

the warcry of the seventh day more dramatic. Josh 6:10 seems to be a redactional

layer inserted into the basic layer influenced by Samuel and Chronicles in order to

heighten the dramatic effect of the Jericho conquest story.
131The word, ostf, ('to rise early in the morning') occurs six times in Joshua,

and is used twice in this narrative (6:12, 15): once in relation to Joshua (v 12), and

once in relation to the whole people (v 15).132 As we have seen in 4.3.6.11, this word

also occurs in 1 Sam 5:3, which belongs to later non-synoptic material.

Nelson maintains that the phrase 'put all silver and gold, and vessels of

bronze and iron into "the treasury of Yahweh'"(Josh 6:19, 24) is either anachronistic
ITT

or proleptic. Here, MT inserts rrn between nsix and mrr in Josh 6:24. Likewise,

MT interpolates 'house' in Josh 9:23, and 'sanctuary' in 24:26.134 Josh 6:19, 24

appear to recall the synoptic text, 1 Kgs 7:51//2 Chron 5:1. Recollecting the phrase

mm rvn rrnata in these texts, MT may insert rra in Josh 6:24.

The curse upon 'anyone who builds Jericho again' (6:26) is one of two

curses by Joshua: the other is on the Gibeonites (9:23).135 According to Dietrich, this

verse belongs to the 'DtrP layer',136 which prepares for the Hiel story in 1 Kgs
137 # 13816:34. Even though his hypothesis is based on a 'flexible' identity, he seems to

131 Josh 3:1; 6:12, 15; 7:16; 8:10,14.
132 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus the Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 137.
133 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 95.
134

A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 138.
135 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 139.
136

DtrP: A prophetic Deuteronomistic layer, which is a redactional layer, reconstructed basically on
the basis of the book of Kings, but compatible with the DtrH and DtrN stages. M.N. van der Meer,
Formation and Reformulation, 149.
137 W. Dietrich, Prophetie und Geschichte: Eine redaktionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung zum
deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerk (FRLANT 108) Gottingen 1972, 110-112.
138 For this, see Auld's book review (in press) on M. N. Van der Meer, Formulation and
Reformulation. According to Auld, R. Smend, Jr, himself argued that these many Deuteronomistic
feagures are flexible.
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catch the relationship between Josh 6:26 and 1 Kgs 16:34. Josh 6:26 also appears to

consider 1 Kgs 16:34. Tov sensibly holds that the latter is earlier than the former.139
Therefore, we can divide the literary layers of Josh 6 as follows.

1. Basic layer, which is influenced by the synoptic source materials (BTH)

of the ark's movement in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles; Josh 6:1-3a, 5-

6aa, 7, 8apb, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18-20,21,24, 27.

2. Late-biblical outlook shared by Josh 6 and non-synoptic special materials

in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles: Josh 6:4 (rune), 8 (nyam), 12, 13 (nyam),

15a, 16 (rvyamrr), 26.

3. Redactional Insertion; 6:10, 17, 22-23, 25

4. MT Pluses; 6:1 (bxa'ir aa aaa), 3 (ma-1 nmai nmyn), 4 (maaima typrn enmm

mays yam awnx -non aratfn arai paxrr "as1? mbavn maaitf nyam ixm"1 nana

nyaoi), 5 (naimn bip-nx aayaoa), 6aj3b (nin' pnx aab mbar rrnai® nyam ixm1

nana nyami rvnan ynx-nx ixttf), 8aa (aymbx ytfim naxa ma), 10 (aaa oa'aa

xy-xbi), 13 (pax "[bn),15 (nrn aamaa, maya yam TymnR iaao sonn ova pa),

17 (anbm im maxbamnx nnxann as) 20 (nan yaa), 24 (ma), 26 (mm aab,

im-rnx)

4.4.4. The Movement of the Ark in the Wilderness (Num 10:33-36)

Concerning Num 10:33-36, Noth regards v 33 as J and contends that the

expression 'the covenant' in the epithet of 'the ark of the covenant of Yahweh' is ein

spaterer deuteronomistischer Zusatz.140 In addition, the description of the pillar of

cloud in v 34 is a later insertion to explain that the ark in v 33 plays a different role

139 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 139; E. Tov, The Greek and Hebrew
Bible, 159.
140

M. Noth, Das vierte Buch Moses, Numeri, (ATD 7, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Gottingen, 1966),
70.
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from that of the pillar of cloud, which told Israel when to camp and when to move on

in P material. According to Noth, vv 35-36 also belong to J and is linked to v 33.141
According to Seebass, vv 29-32 belongs to J, vv 33-34 to post-Dtr and vv

35-36 to post-priestly Redaction.142
For Coats, recognizing a literary history made up of J, P, and redactional

elements is not a meaningful way to study Num 10:33-36.143 According to him, this

text should be considered in the context ofNum 10:11-36, which is a unit. He holds

that 'the structure of this text is determined by a conceptual unity, to which the

composition of the text's heterogeneous elements has remained subordinate'.144
However, some other scholars have considered the relationship between the

Pentateuch and Former Prophets from a different direction. Wellhausen contends that

the priestly description of the ark in the Pentateuch is younger than the portrait drawn

in Samuel, and Rost supports him by arguing that the AN was a tenth century BCE

document which functioned as the iepoc; loyoQ of the Jerusalem sanctuary.145 Von

Rad also denies the origin of the ark narrative in the Wilderness and focuses on

connecting the ark with rituals of worship, linking it to the sanctuaries in Shiloh and

Jerusalem.146 Campbell also holds that the ark narrative originated from a priestly

circle during the period of David and Solomon.147 Of course, they see that the ark

texts in the Pentateuch reflect those in the Former Prophets, but they do not appear to

recognise the relationship between the formation of Chronicles, Former Prophets,

and the Pentateuchs closely.

The epithet, mm nmn p-ix, in Num 10:33 is a basic expression which appears

141 M. Noth, Das vierte Buck Moses, Numeri, ATD 7, 71-2.
142 H. Seebass, Numeri (BKAT IV/lff.; Lieferung 1; Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1993), 1-19.
143 W. Coats, Numbers, FOTL IV (Eerdmans: Michan, 2005), 149-170.
144 W. Coats, Numbers, FOTL IV, 152.
145 L. Rost, The Succession to the Throne of David (Historic Texts and Interpreters in Biblical
Scholarship, 1; trans. M.D. Rutter and D.M. Gunn; Sheffield: Almond Press, 1982), 6-34.
146 G. von Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy (London: SCM Press, 1953), 127; idem, Deuteronomy, OTL
(London: SCM Press, 1966), 79-80; idem, Old Testament Theology I: The Theology of Israel's
Historical Traditions. Translated by D.M.G. Stalker. (New York: Harper & Row, 1962), 234-41.
147 A.F. Campbell, The Ark Narrative (I Sam 4-6; 2 Sam 6), 221.
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in all the texts on the carrying of the ark. This verse seems to be a non-Priestly

material, affected by the ark texts in the Former Prophets.

The expression, 'the cloud of Yahweh', in Num 10:34 also seems to recall

the phrase, 'a cloud filled the house of Yahweh', in the synoptic text 1 Kgs 8:11//2

Chron 5, which is also non-Priestly.

The departure and the return of the ark in vv 35-36 do not appear to be
148connected with the itinerary of the ark, but to the battle with the enemy. The texts

in which the ark and war are related, are 2 Sam 5:11 -6:23//l Chron 13-16 and 1 Sam

4:lb-7:2 (Philistines) and Josh 3-4, 6 (Jericho). Vv 35-36 also appear to be

influenced by a war story related with the movements of the ark, which are also non-

Priestly.149

4.5. Conclusion

Through the analysis of words and expressions in the ark narratives, we can

argue for a possible development of texts from the materials shared between Samuel-

Kings and Chronicles. In particular, "p-ixn, mrr rna pin, mm pnx, p~ix are the

basic designations of the ark, which appear in all the texts from Num 10:33-36 to 1

Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5. Other designations were added to these four expressions,

which are the basic epithets of the ark dwelling in the Temple of Jerusalem, the texts

on the path of the ark in Chronicles and the Former Prophets seem to have formed,

by which the two epithets in Num 10:33-36 also appear to be influenced. Scholars

such as Wellhausen, Rost, Von Rad, and Campbell also hold that the expressions of

the ark in the Pentateuch rely on those in the Former Prophets. The verbs which

148 M. Noth, Das vierte Buch Moses, Numeri, ATD 7, 71-72.
149 The systematise*! contents related with the march in Num 9:15-10:32 seem to be later than 10:33-
36, which belongs to P.
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appear in the texts describing the ark's movement also support this possibility.

Among the verbs, xfm is the basic expression that occurs in all the texts except for

that in Num 10:33-36. In the ark texts of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles, nSu and xm

are also used as the basic verbs, to which other expressions are added, and the

epithets have been developed into various expressions. The two verbs (yo3, rm) used

in Num 10:33-36 (only m: in v 36 is used in the non-synoptic text of 1 Sam 6:18) do

not exert any influence on the verbs used in Chronicles and the Former Prophets. In

addition, the priests and the Levites as the carriers of the ark, the divine epithets, all

Israel and all the people, the names of musical instruments, the expressions

describing the ritual, the war theme, etc., support the possibility of reading the

literary history of these ark texts backwards as Auld suggested: the basic story of the

monarchy (BTH) is earlier than the story of Israel before the monarchy.

Furthermore, Joshua, and the non-synoptic texts in Samuel-Kings and

Chronicles share some biblical outlooks and expressions: 1) Joshua and Chronicles

share a late biblical outlook: seven named priests who blow trumpets in 1 Chron

15:24, 'seven' priests, who blow the trumpets before the ark in Josh 6. 2) Josh 3:3

shares the compound word □,ibn(i) OMron with 1 Chron 15:14; 2 Chron 5:5. 3) 1 Sam

6:15 shares the expression related to the Levites and rituals with late special

materials in Chronicles. There are some other late non-synoptic materials, which are

also shared by the similar texts in Joshua.

The analysis of 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5, shows

that it is not possible to simply argue that Chronicles was written later than Samuel-

Kings. Although there are long non-synoptic materials in 1 Chron 15:1-24, 16:4-42,

2 Chron 5:1 lb-13, there are many more small pluses in 2 Sam 6, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11

including a long plus in 2 Sam 6:20b-23. B, 4QSama also supports the possible
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priority of Chronicles to MT-Samuel: a) the verbs used to move the ark in B and

4QSama 2 Sam 6 agree with those in 1 Chron 13-16, but not with those in MT - 2

Sam 6 b) B, 4QSama2 Sam 6:5, 1 Chron 13:8 use an1©, but MT-2 Sam 6:5 uses

©"©na and B, 4QSama2 Sam 6:5, 1 Chron 13:8 represent ty, but MT-2 Sam 6:5

represents yy.

Therefore, we can read the literary history of Josh 3-4 with the help of

similar ark texts in 1 Sam 4:lb-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2

Chron 5. Josh 3-4 is influenced by the synoptic texts of the ark's movement in

Chronicles and Samuel-Kings (BTH).

There are similar water crossings in Exod 13:17-14:31 and 2 Kgs 2. How do

they affect the formation of Josh 3-4? The next chapter will investigate the relevance

of reading Josh 3-4 in the context ofMoses' and Elijah-Elisha's water crossing story.
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Chapter Five

Reading Josh 3-4 in the context of Exod 13:17-14:31
and 2 Kgs 2

5.1. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the relevance of reading Josh 3-4 in

the wider context of Exod 13:17-14:31 and 2 Kgs 2, which are the water crossing

stories ofMoses and Elijah-Elisha.

The writer noted that the shared materials in the ark texts of Samuel-Kings

and Chronicles (BTH) affect those in the Pentateuch and Former Prophets in Chapter

Four. This chapter will examine how the 'special Kings material'1 such as Elijah-

Elisha's crossing of the Jordan (2 Kgs 2) is linked to other similar texts in the

Pentateuch (Exod 13:17-14:31) and in the Former Prophets (Josh 3-4).

In order to find enough connections to justify putting them in any order at

all, I will examine some shared words, major themes and motifs in these texts. Then,

I will examine how the literary layers in Exod 13:17-14:31, Josh 3-4, and 2 Kgs 2 are

connected with each other.

5.2. Preliminary Analysis of the Study of the Literary History of Exod

13:17-14:31, Josh 3-4, and 2 Kgs 2

Before we read the literary history of Josh 3-4 with the help of Exod 13:17-

14:31 and 2 Kgs 2, we will analyse some common words, phrases, and major themes

1 A. G. Auld, Joshua Retold, 107.
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in these texts.

5.2.1. Shared Words

5.2.1.1. Words which are used in the same way in all three passages

5.2.1.1.1. nxin (Exod 14:21; Josh 3:17, 4:18; 2 Kgs 2:8)

rrnn is common to all three narratives (Exod 14:21; Josh 3:17, 4:18; 2 Kgs

2:8) and it refers to 'dry ground'.

5.2.1.2. Words which are used in all three passages, but are used

differently

5.2.1.2.1. on (Exod 14:8,16; Josh 4:5; 2 Kgs 2:13)

Forms of on appear in all three narratives, once each as a verb in the hiphil

form (ann), and adjectivally in Exod 14:8. It is used in qal, participle form in Exod

14:8 and the phrase nm to contains a rather different meaning ('boldly') from the

others (Exod 14:16; Josh 4:5; 2 Kgs 2:13).

□on is not common in Exodus or Kings; and it is used in Joshua only in 4:5.

It is used in Exod 14:16, when Moses was commanded to 'lift up' his staff to divide

the waters of the sea. It also appears in Exod 7:20, where Moses lifts up his rod and

strikes the water (of the Nile), and changes it into blood in the sight of Pharaoh. In

Josh 4:5, it was used to describe the action of twelve appointed men who 'lift high' a

stone. In 2 Kgs 2:13, it occurs in the situation where Elisha 'lifts up' his master's

mantle. Although ann is used in each narrative, there is variation in its use. In Josh
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4:5, what they 'lift high' is not the medium by which the waters are parted (as in

Exod 14:16 and 2 Kgs 2:13), but the stones by which they remember the event.

Perhaps a pattern is being both suggested and deliberately altered. Thus, with only

the fact that mi appears in all three texts, it does not seem possible to find a definite

relationship among these texts.

5.2.1.2.2. cronn (Exod 13:18; Josh 4:12; 2 Kgs 2:16)

Exod 13:18, Josh 4:12, and 2 Kgs 2:16 all includes the consonants citfnn, but

each text understands this differently: 'in [military] formation' in MT or 'the fifth

generation' in LXX-Exod 13:18; 'in [military] formation' in Josh 4:12 and '50' in 2

Kgs 2:16. MT-Exod 13:18 reads crcnn as 'in [military] formation' like Josh 4:12, but

LXX-Exod 13:18 recognizes a numerical meaning, just as in 2 Kgs 2:16. The

possible significance of this consonantal cluster comes from the fact that it does

occur in all three stories, but is not common elsewhere in these three books. However,

because of the semantic variation, it may be more difficult to establish a historical

order of the texts just by the appearance of the same consonants.

5.2.1.3. Words which appear only in Exodus and Joshua

5.2.1.3.1. nti:r (Exod 14:16, 22, 29; Josh 4:22, 23)

The other expression for 'on dry ground', ntfa\ occurs in Exod 14:16, 22,

2 For more of this, see B.S. Childs, Exodus, OTL (London: SCM, 1974), 218; D.U. Rottzoll, Abraham
Ibn Esras Langer Kommentar zum Buck Exodus 1 (Berlin; New York: Walter De Gruyter, 2000), 373-
4.
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29; Josh 4:22, 23, but 2 Kgs 2 does not represent this word.

5.2.1.3.2. 210 (Exod 14:26, 27, 28; Josh 4:18)

In Moses' Reed Sea crossing story, tio was used repeatedly in Exod 14:26,

27, 28 to describe the return of the waters and the drowning of every member of the

Egyptian army. In Josh 4:18, it was used to explain the return of the waters of the

Jordan to their original place. However, there is no special reference to the water

returning to its original place in 2 Kgs 2.

5.2.1.3.3. pio tr (Exod 13:18; Josh 4:23)

Exod 13:18 and Josh 4:23 share pio d\ 2 Kgs 2 does not represent the name

pio o\

5.2.1.4. Words which appear only in Exodus and Kings

5.2.1.4.1. mi (Exod 14:21; 2 Kgs 2:9, 15,16)

The word mi ('breath', 'wind', 'spirit', etc.) is used in Exod 14:21 and 2

Kgs 2:9, 15, 16. In Exod 14:21, God causes a strong easterly 'wind' (mm) to blow all

night. It is apparent that this wind has no divine nature. It is God's tool to drive the

waters of the sea back. Moreover, even though it is used in only two contexts of

3
The similar use of rrn can be found in Genesis 1:2 in the phrase 'a wind of God (□vibK mi) was

hovering over the face of the waters' and in Num 11:31, 'and a wind went out from the Lord' (mm nra
to: mm). For the formation relationship of Genesis, Exodus, and Numbers, see A.G. Auld, 'Leviticus at
the Heart of the Pentateuch' and 'Leviticus: After Exodus and Before Numbers' in Samuel at the
Threshold, 225-42.
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shared material by Samuel-Kings and Chronicles (1 Kgs 10:5//2 Chron 9:4; 1 Kgs

22:21, 22, 23, 24//2 Chron 18:20, 21, 22, 23), mi is an important element in the

succession narrative of Elijah-Elisha. It appears three times in this narrative (2 Kgs

2:9, 15, 16).4 It refers to 'the spirit of the prophet' in 2 Kgs 2:9, 15, and 'the spirit of

Yahweh'(mrr nn) in 2 Kgs 2:16. Therefore, the mi in 2 Kgs 2 had a divine nature,

but in Exod 14:21 it refers to wind in general. Josh 3-4 does not represent this word

at all. Therefore, the word nn does not help us to find a link between the narratives.

5.2.1.5. Words which appear only in Joshua and Kings

5.2.1.5.1. nns (Josh 3:1, 2; 4:10, 11, 12; 2 Kgs 2:8)

Josh 3-4 and 2 Kgs 2 represent -nr, but Exod 13:17-14:31 does not use the

word. It is rather extraordinary that the word -o» does not appear in the Reed Sea

crossing story.

5.2.2. Shared Themes

5.2.2.1. Succession Narratives

The theme of succession is common to Josh 3-4 and 2 Kgs 2. In Josh 3-4,

the succession ofMoses' leadership to Joshua is emphasised by the following verses:

In Josh 3:7, God promises to Joshua that that day he will begin to increase him in the

eyes of all Israel, that they may know that, as he was with Moses, so he will be with

4 A.G. Auld, 'Samuel, Numbers, and the Yahwist-Question', in J.C. Gertz, K. Schmid & M. Witte
(eds), Abschied vom Jahwisten, (Berlin;NY: Walter de Gruyter, 2002), 241. Auld holds that "[t]he
spirit which Isaiah says Yahweh will put on the king of Assyria (II Kgs 19,7//lsa 37, 7) to make him
return home will be a theme borrowed from I Kings 22."
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Joshua. In 4:10, MT inserts the phrase aoirrnK nmn mx~iOK bm ('according to all that

Moses had commanded Joshua') to stress the succession. In 4:14, we read that

Yahweh increased Joshua in the sight of all Israel because of the Jordan crossing

event, and they stood in awe of him - as they had stood in awe ofMoses, all the days

of his life. Joshua's leadership succession is also accepted by the priests who

faithfully obeyed his command (Josh 3:6; 4:16-18).

In 2 Kgs 2:9, Elisha asks his master to let him inherit a double share of his

spirit. Some argue that here Elisha wished to be recognised and equipped as the true

successor of Elijah.5 Deut 12:17 explains that to receive the double portion was the

share of the eldest son in Hebrew law. In 2 Kgs 2:14, when Elisha struck the water

with the mantle of Elijah, the waters parted. In 2:15, recognising that the spirit of

Elijah rested upon Elisha, the sons of prophets 'prostrated themselves' (nnn-zri) before

him. In 2:19-25, two further episodes demonstrate Elisha's authority and show the

succession of the spirit and leadership of Elijah to Elisha.

Thus, we can see that Josh 3-4 and 2 Kgs 2 contain a story of succession,

but we cannot find any shared words supporting this common theme. However, Exod

13:17-14:31 lacks the theme of succession.

5.2.2.2. War Motif

In Exod 13:17-14:31, strong military terminology and motifs appear often:

'in [military] formation' (□,©an) (MT-Exod 13:18), 'fight' (Dnb)(Exod 14:14, 25), 'all

Pharaoh's army' (runs bTi ba) (Exod 14:4, 9, 17, 28), 'chariot' (am) (14:6, 7, 17,

18, 23, 28) and 'horseman' (ma)(14:9, 17, 18, 23, 25, 26, 28) and 'horses' (oio)(14:9,

23), 'chariot wheels' (rromo px)(14:25), 'army or camp' (nana) (14:20, 24).

In Josh 3-4, there are also some military connotations. Josh 3:2 includes the

5 J. Gray, I&ll Kings, 475; T.R. Hobbs, 2 Kings, 21; E. Wilrthwein, Die Biicher der Kdnige l.Kdn. 17-
2.Kdn. 25, 275; B.O. Long, 2 Kings, 22, 26-7.
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word nana ('camp') and Josh 3:10 the phrase Yahweh will "certainly drive out"

(tfnv timm) the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Hivites, the Perizzites, the Girgashites,

the Amorites, and the Jebusites. In 3:16 and 4:13, those expressions seem to connect

the event of crossing the Jordan with the conquest of Jericho: 'and the people passed

over opposite Jericho' (imm ma nay asm), '(about) forty thousand ready for battle

passed over before Yahweh for battle to the plains of

Jericho'(Tr-r rvn-iy bx rranbnb mm ^sb nay xnsn mibn *jbx myaaaxfy]).6 In 4:12 and

13, more concrete military expressions are used. In 4:12, the word croon ('in

[military] formation') appears. V 13 includes exact military phrases 'forty thousand

ready for battle' (xchh mibn7 sbx cyanx) and 'for battle'(nonbob).

In 2 Kgs 2:11 the terms 'a chariot of fire' (ox aan) and 'horses of

fire'(ox moi) are used. In this verse, the words are not closely related to war, but

simply used to distinguish between the two actors. In 2 Kgs 2:12, the titles 'the

chariots of Israel' (bx-ifcr aan) and 'its horsemen'(vonai) appear. LXX and Vulgate use

the singular form ionm in this verse. Some argue that these titles are applied to Elisha,

who was more involved in external politics than Elijah, and that the present story of

Elijah's translation is really secondary to the tradition of his bequeathing a double

portion of the prophetic spirit to Elisha. However, Hobbs holds that this attempt to

show a literary dependency of Elijah's titles on the latter Elisha's story (2 Kgs 13:14)

is not successful.9 In any case, the expressions referring to war in this verse are not

closely linked to a war context, but they are simply used to emphasise Elijah. In 2

Kgs 2:16, the phrase '50 valiant people' (bmma mtiax mcnn) appears, bmmc is

6
Only MT has 'about' here.

7
For the use of this word fsibn), see also D.U. Rottzoll, Abraham Ibn Esras Langer Kommentar zum

Buch Exodus 1, 373-4. For this, we will discuss further in the next chapter.
8
J. Gray, l&H Kings, 472; J.C. Williams, "The Prophetic 'Father.' " JBL 85 (1966), 346; A. Rofe,

'The Classification of the Prophetical Stories,' JBL 89 (1970), 436; E. Wiirthwein, Die Biicher der
Konige l.Kdn. 17-2.Kon. 25, ATD (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1984), 275; Cf. M.A. Beek,
"The Meaning of the Expression 'The Chariots and the Horsemen of Israel'," OTS 17 (1971), 1-10;
B.O. Long, 2 Kings, FOTL (Michigan: Grand Rapids, 1991), 27.
9 T.R. Hobbs, 2 Kings, WBC (Texas: Waco, 1985), 21-2.
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ambiguous in the narrative of 2 Kings 2. Some argue that it means "men of

substance" able, and expected, to maintain themselves or "substitutes in readiness for

war"10 or "sons of power", which can refer to soldiers, although not exclusively so.11
However, according to Long, bTnaa should be understood as "loyal and upstanding"

12
men, worthy of another's trust. Thus, "rrpja does not seem to be directly related to

war, but is more likely to refer to strong men, who are capable of searching the area

for days to find Elijah.13
If we survey the shared expressions again briefly, the following words may

be included: D^ron (MT-Exod 13:18; Josh 4:12), am (Exod 14:6, 7, 17, 18, 23, 28; 2

Kgs 2:12), tfia (Exod 14:9, 17, 18, 23, 25, 26, 28; 2 Kgs 2:12), nana (Exod 14:20, 24;

Josh 3:2), bTt (Exod 14:4, 9, 17, 28; 2 Kgs 2:16), nr6 in Exod 14:14, 25 and rranbra in

Josh 4:13. First, Exod 13:17-14:31 makes use of the expressions used in both Josh 3-

4 and 2 Kgs 2. Regarding the frequency and variety of these words, Exod 13:17-

14:31 seems to be the most developed story. Coats holds that water crossing stories

are mainly related with the conquest tradition, and the motifs of war and water

crossing in Exod 13:17-14:31 are later than that in Josh 3-4.14 However, it is not

easy to decide. Second, we can see that there is no single word that can be found in

all these three narratives regarding the war motif. Furthermore, as we have seen

above, it is difficult to assign a military context to these expressions in the case of 2

Kgs 2.

10 J. Gray, l&II Kings, 476.
11 T.R. Hobbs, 2 Kings, 22.
12 B.O. Long, 2 Kings, 28. For similar expressions of this, see 'rmn (2 Sam 2:7; 13:28), "rn ib"k
(lKgs 1:42), bvrp (1 Kgs 1:52), (Deut 3:18), "rmojx (Gen 47:6; Exod 18:21,25).
13 J. van Seters argues that 'crossing water' has an idiomatic meaning referring to military campaigns
that can be traced back to Near Eastern inscriptions, particularly in Assyrian annals and the letters to
the god. According to him, they may also stress at the onset of a campaign the overcoming of special
physical obstacles, such as a flooding river or a difficult mountain range. For this, see J. van Seters, In
Search ofHistory, 60-8, 330. Yet, as we see here, even though these texts include some words that
could be related to war, 2 Kgs 2 does not have any direct military connotations. Thus, it would be
more plausible to read them in the context of other water crossing stories in the Old Testament, which
are about entering and leaving a land: leaving Egypt (Exod 13:17-14:31), the Israelites' entering
Canaan (Josh 3-4), Elijah's ascension to Heaven (2 Kgs 2).
14 G.W. Coats, 'The Song of the Sea', CBQ 31 (1969), 1-17; idem, 'The ark of the covenant in Joshua:
a probe into the history of a tradition', HAR 9 (1985), 137-57.
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5.2.2.3. The Route to the Water

In Exod 13:17-22, the people of Israel set out from Succoth and camped at

Etham15 (13:20). In Exod 14:1-4, a somewhat different place-name, Pi-hahiroth,

between Migdol and the sea, and in front of Baalzephon appears. The difference of

proper names in these two parts (Exod 13:17-22 and 14:1-4) seems to be the result of

the different history of literary layers. However, it is not easy to sort out the

differences between MT and LXX regarding these place-names as it is not possible

to know where these places are.16
In Josh 3-4, Joshua and his people go from the Jordan to Gilgal, from where

Elijah and Elisha leave (2 Kings 2).17 The route taken by Elijah and Elisha before

crossing the Jordan is Gilgal-Bethel-Jericho-Jordan river.

What we see here is that Josh 3-4, and 2 Kgs 2 both mention the place

names Jordan and Gilgal, and the crossing takes place at the same location, but in the

opposite direction.

On the other hand, Exod 13:17-14:31 is about the crossing of the Reed Sea;

therefore, that story cannot be compared to the other two in terms of the place names.

15
Symmachus, Aquila and Theodotion represent ins, which appears in 14:27. After nn«, Sam and

most likely the Vorlagen of Syr and Tgs. add ion. MT seems to be original. For this, see W.H.C. Propp,
Exodus 1-18: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB (New York; London;
Toronto; Sydney; Auckland: Doubleday, 1998), 465.
16

For this, see M. Noth, Das zweite Buch Mose: Exodus/ Das Alte Testament Deutch (Teilband 5),
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1973), 86-7; W.H.C. Propp, Exodus 1-18: A New Translation
with Introduction and Commentary, 465-66. Cf. D.U. Rottzoll, Abraham Ibn Esras Longer
Kommentar zum Buch Exodus 1, 379.
17 A.G. Auld, Joshua, Judges, and Ruth, The Daily Study Bible Series (Westminster/John Knox Press,
Louisville, 1984), 23.
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5.2.2.4. Water: mn (Exod 14:2, 9, 16, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30), pmn ^a

(Josh 3:8, 13; 4:7, 18, 23), ammn man (Josh 3:13, 16), pmn (2 Kgs 2:6, 7,

13), man (2 Kgs 2:8, 14)

Ifwe pay attention to the expressions for 'water itself, in Exod 13:17-14:31,

dti 'the sea' is mainly used (14:2, 9, 16, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29,30). In Josh 3-4

the words p-rn and man appear in the construct form: pmn •'a (Josh 3:8, 13; 4:7, 18,

23), mnmn man (Josh 3:13, 16). However, in 2 Kgs 2, the words pmn and man appear

separately, p-rn is used three times (2 Kgs 2:6, 7, 13), but in the scene itself, where

the miracle of dividing the water takes place, the word man (2 Kgs 2:8, 14) is used.

Here again, it is not easy to find common points in using words related with 'water'.

5.2.2.5. The Shape of the Divided Water

Exod 14:21 closely describes the shape of the divided waters: 'Yahweh

drove the sea back by a strong east wind all night'(nn; amp mm mmnx mm pbrn

n'rbrrba), 'and turned the sea into dry land' (nrnmb mmnx asm); 'and the waters were

divided' (man ujpmi). In Josh 3-4, the division and stopping ofwaters are also closely

described. In Josh 3:13, Joshua predicts that the waters of the Jordan flowing from

above 'shall be cut off (pmm), and 'shall stand in one heap' (nnx m maim). Then, in

3:16, the prediction comes true; the waters flowing from above 'stood'(mam) still,

were 'rising up'(iap) in one heap, and 'were wholly cut off (larvmnnai). Yet, to

describe the shape of divided water, 2 Kgs 2 uses only one word nsn (2 Kgs 2:8, 14)
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in Niphal, which means 'to be parted'.

In Exod 14 the divided waters formed a wall (abxntoi oram ran anb cram)

(Exod 14:22, 29). In Josh 3-4, the waters stood still and rose up in 'one heap' (nnx-m)

(Josh 3:16). Origen holds that Joshua's miracle is greater than Moses': the waters

were gathered in one heap, rather than forming two walls.18 In 2 Kgs 2, the water is

described as being parted 'to the one side and to the other' (mm mn) (2 Kgs 2:8, 14).

Here, we can see that some key elements used in Exod 13:17-14:31, such as

new, wpm, Dbxatai nram do not appear in Josh 3-4 and 2 Kgs 2. Yet, there are some

similar motifs and expressions such as mo (Josh 3:13), ibrao (Josh 3:15), and non (2

Kgs 2:8, 14) instead of ntoo (Exod 14:21); najr, lappnrrmmm (Josh 3:16) and nsra (2

Kgs 2:8, 14) instead of wpm (Exod 14:21); prnn—innmo (Josh 3:16) and mm mn (2

Kgs 2:8, 14) instead of cibxatoo oram (Exod 14:22). Here, one can argue that the

clusters of words in the earlier text influenced the later texts. Furthermore, even

though the later texts are affected by the earlier text, it does not mean that the former

should use exactly same words as the latter. Rather, it is possible that the writers of

the later texts used fresh and creative expressions to highlight their authenticity or

skill. However, if one wants to establish a line of development, or even a linkage of

these water dividing stories, he/she needs to show enough shared words - and

enough shared words that are distinctive. How can one imagine development from

one to another if so many distinctive elements disappear rather than being reused? It

does not seem to be enough just to say that different words are used.

18 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 109.
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5.2.2.6. The Media Used to Perform a Miracle: Moses' Staff, (the feet of

the priests carrying) the Ark, and Elijah's Mantle

In all of these three narratives, some kind of medium is used to perform a

miracle. In Exod 14, Moses lifts up his staff to divide the sea. In Josh 3-4, the feet of

the priests carrying the ark work as the medium of miracle. Elijah used his rolled up

mantle to part the waters of the Jordan.

If we consider their relationship to each other, we can see that Moses' rod

and Elijah's mantle are associated with Yahweh as the symbol of His power

authorizing Moses and Elijah to be human carriers of God's symbol and agents of

miracle. The ark in general is associated with Yahweh as the symbol of His presence

and power. Yet, unlike Moses' rod and Elijah's mantle, it is not closely associated

with Joshua, but with the priests. Although the rod and mantle belonged to Moses

and Elijah, the Ark in no sense belonged to Joshua. The ark is much more associated

with Moses or David than with Joshua in the sense that Moses had made it and David

carried it into Jerusalem.

5.2.2.7. The Pillar of Cloud and Fire, and the Ark: the Symbols of

Yahweh's Presence

In Exod 13:21-22, the pillar of cloud and fire, which is also the symbol of

Yahweh's presence, shows Israel the way to the Reed Sea. In Exod 14:19, the

messenger of God and the pillar of cloud were behind the Israelites. In 14:20, the

pillar of cloud and fire becomes a barrier protecting the Israelites in an image of

terrifying splendor.

The interpretation of v 20 (pun ,nn bx-iiu"1 n:nn pm onso mno pa xan
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tn'rbrrba rrrbx nr n-ip-xbi n'rbrrnx -ik-i qtinm) has proved to be extremely

difficult. There have been three major approaches to this problem: 1) One

follows the MT and tries to explain this verse along the lines of the Targum: the

same cloud produced darkness to the Egyptians and light to the Israelites. 2)

One seeks a different root meaning of the verb ray using the comparative

philological method. 3) One tries to reconstruct a verbal form from the noun

'darkness' or make some use of the LXX ijAitev.19 LXX has a quite different

text : icod eyevexo okotoq kou yvocjtoc; Km SiijAGev f) ('and there was

darkness and blackness, and the night passed'). If its meaning is that at night the

pillar did not light up as a pillar of fire but remained dark, the gap between the

two camps was veiled with mysterious and total darkness so that no one could -

20
or in view of the miraculous nature of the phenomenon dared to penetrate. In

this sense, the understanding of LXX seems to be relevant. In Exod 14:24

rona nx arm pin m nam ansa ronrrbx mrr *]ptfn -ipan matfxa vm),

Yahweh himself looked down upon the camp of the Egyptians from within the

pillar of fire and cloud and caused them to panic. These are the same two pillars
• • • 21that lead the Israelites in their wilderness journey.

In Josh 3-4, the ark, being the symbol of God's presence, leads Israel's

crossing of the Jordan. As we have seen in Chapter Four, the ark carried by the

priests dominates the narratives of Josh 3:1-4:19.

In 2 Kgs 2, Elisha simply follows his master Elijah, there is no symbol of

the guiding presence of God.

Although Van Seters argues that the pillar of cloud and fire in Exod 13:17-
99

14:31 has the similar function to the ark in Josh 3-4, we cannot find any strong

19 B.S. Childs, Exodus, 218.
20 M. Noth, Das zweite Buch Mose, 91.
21 J. Van Seters, The Life ofMoses: The Yahwist as Historian in Exodus-Numbers (Westminster/John
Knox Press, Louisville, 1994), 138.
22J. Van Seters, The Life ofMoses, 144.
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connections between these three narratives relating to the symbol of God's guiding

presence.

5.2.3. Summary of the Preliminary Analysis

The preliminary analysis revealed that these three stories share some words,

but only mm appears in all of these three narratives (Exod 14:21; Josh 3:17; 4:18; 2

Kgs 2:8) and refers to the same meaning in all three passages.

However, in almost all other cases, most of the shared words are used in

different ways: mean -'in [military] formation' in MT-Exod 13:18 and Josh 4:12, but

'50' in LXX-Exod 13:18 and 2 Kgs 2:16; Din - 'boldly'fnan Tn) in Exod 14:8, 'lift

up' in Exod 14:16, 'raise high' in Josh 4:5, and 'pick up' in 2 Kgs 2:13; nn - 'wind'

in general sense in Exod 14:21, 'the spirit of Yahweh or prophet' in 2 Kgs 2:9, 15,

16; nan, ana, 'rn - used in a military context in Exod 14, but with no military

connotations in 2 Kgs 2.

Some of these terms are absent from this or that: mo in 2 Kgs 2, mo in Exod

13:17-14:31. There are other key expressions related to dividing waters in Exod

13:17-14:31 like ntM, mpm, □bxnom nrmn, but they do not occur in Josh 3-4 and 2 Kgs

2. Even although one can find some similar words, these do not enable us to establish

a line of development, or even a linkage of these water dividing stories.

There are also some thematic similarities and shared motifs in these three

stories.

Josh 3-4 and 2 Kgs 2 have similar theme of succession: Moses-Joshua and

Elijah-Elisha, but there are no shared words related to this theme. Exod 13:17-14:31

does not contain this story of succession.
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Exod 13:17-14:31 and Josh 3-4 represent strong military terminology and

connotations, but it is not easy to find them in 2 Kgs 2.

Exod 13:17-14:31, Josh 3-4, and 2 Kgs 2 have similar accounts of travelling

from one place to another. Josh 3-4 and 2 Kgs 2 have common place names such as

Jordan and Gilgal, but Exod 13:17-14:31 represents rather different names.

In all three narratives some different word and expressions are used to

describe the divided waters. For the water itself, Exod 13:17-14:31 uses n,n, Josh 3-4

the construct forms pmn m and tntn nian, and 2 Kgs 2 pmn and cmn separately. To

describe the shape of divided waters, Exod 14:21 uses the

phrases n'mbmby my amp nra mmnN mm pbri, nnnb nmrriK □ton, and

□^n lypan, Josh 3:13 prro\ rrayn, Josh 3:16 nay, lap, and iarr"uroa, but 2 Kgs 2

only one word nyn (2 Kgs 2:8, 14). To describe piled-up waters, Exod 14 employs

the phrase nbxntoai ormn nan onb mam (Exod 14:22, 29), while Josh 3-4 uses nntrm

(Josh 3:16).

Concerning the media used to perform a miracle (Moses' Staff, the feet of

the priests carrying the ark, and Elijah's mantle) and the symbols of Yahweh's

presence (the pillar of cloud and fire, and the ark), each narrative uses different

expressions and it is not easy to find any clue to explain their connection.

We can see here that Exod 13:17-14:31, Josh 3-4, and 2 Kgs 2 have some

similar themes and motifs. Yet, in the use of detailed words and phrases to describe

them, these three water stories demonstrate significant differences. In almost all of

the cases they use different words.
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5.3. Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to explore the relevance of reading Josh 3-4 in

the wider context of Exod 13:17-14:31 and 2 Kgs 2, which are the water crossing

stories of Moses and Elijah-Elisha. In particular, the writer noted how non-shared

material such as Elijah-Elisha's crossing of the Jordan (2 Kgs 2) is linked to other

texts in the Pentateuch (Exod 13:17- 14:31) and in the Former Prophets (Josh 3-4).

However, the analysis of words, themes and motifs in these three narratives

led us to unexpected consequences. There in only one word (rmn) that is used in

exactly the same way in all three passages, although it is not so surprising as the

word 'dry ground' appears in the stories of dividing the waters and crossing on 'it'.

There are two more words (nnn, anSon) which occur in all three passages, but are

used differently. In Exod 14:16 and 2 Kgs 2:13, D,_in is used to express the motion of

raising high the medium by which the waters are divided, but in Josh 4:5 twelve

stones at the brink of the Jordan. The consonantal cluster of mionn also occurs in all

three passages, but it is not common elsewhere in these three books. Furthermore, the

varied vocalisation and interpretation of these consonants makes it more difficult to

find the appropriate link between them. Almost all the other shared words are also

used in different ways. Moreover, most of the expressions used to describe the shared

themes and motifs are different in each narrative. We can find only some superficial

connection among these texts.

Therefore, even if we found some shared words and themes in these three

stories, it would not be easy to establish a line of development or a historical order of

the texts. Rather, it would be better to read the literary history of Josh 3-4 in the

context of other ark narratives as suggested in Chapter Four.
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Chapter Six
Polzin and the Literary History of Joshua 3-4

6.1. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to reconstruct the literary history of Josh 3-4 in

the light of the results of our study up until now. This kind of diachronic historical-

critical analysis should (with Polzin) be based on the complex narrative, as being

'necessary for an adequate scholarly understanding of what it means'.1 Even though

Polzin states that his competent literary reading is 'preliminary'2 and calls for a

historical-critical analysis, he does not present any consequent diachronic study of

Joshua 3-4. Polzin's synchronic reading is certainly not the only way to understand this

complex text and leaves many text-critical issues unanswered. How, for example, would

Polzin explain the large number of MT pluses, about which he said nothing in his

synchronic study? This chapter aims to address these issues by studying the literary

history of Joshua 3-4, this being one of the most complex literary composites in the book

of Joshua.

However, to reconstruct the literary history of Josh 3-4, we will have to

complete the textual history first. Through text critical analysis, we have come to

understand the limitations of Polzin's literary reading on Joshua 3-4. By considering

only the final shape of MT-Joshua 3-4, his study overlooks several differences between

the MT and the LXX in Josh 3-4. Text critical analysis led us to conclude that these

differences were not caused by scribal error or exegetical variation from the LXX side.

'
R.M. Polzin, Moses and the Deuteronomist, 3.

2
R.M. Polzin, Moses and the Deuteronomist, 5.
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Rather, the Greek text of Joshua 3-4 appears to be more faithful to the Hebrew Vorlage

of the LXX and earlier than the MT. Thus, we will consider both the Hebrew Vorlage of

the LXX and the MT in order to examine the complex literary history of Josh 3-4.

Therefore, we will first make a comparison between the OG3 Vorlage and the

MT-Josh 3-4. In the areas where they disagree, which of the two seems to be primary -

or is neither primary?

Second, we will reconstruct the literary history of Josh 3-4 based on our

findings.

Finally, we will critique Polzin's literary reading of this narrative, especially on

his lack of attention to its literary history.

6.2. The Textual History of Josh 3-4: Comparison between the OG Vorlage

and the MT

Before we examine the literary history of Josh 3-4, it is necessary to decide

which text we should read, as we have found a lot of differences between the LXX and

the MT, and have discovered in Chapter Three that these reflect differences between the

OG Vorlage and the MT-Josh 3-4. First, we will analyse the pluses in the OG Vorlage

and MT-Josh 3-4. Subsequently, we will investigate the other disagreements between the

OG Vorlage and MT. If we study those differences more closely, we may come to

understand the textual history better, and can decide whether we should read the literary

history of Josh 3-4 based on the MT, or the Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX, or a possible

3 OG: I mean what Margolis calls OG. Here OG = LXX8 except when noted.
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reconstruction of an 'original' text common to the MT and the LXX Vorlage.

6.2.1. The Pluses in the MT and the OG Vor/age-Josh 3-4

If we look at [Table 1] in Chapter Three (3.2.1), which shows the LXX, the

retroversion of the LXX, and the MT, we find a considerable number of pluses in the

MT and the OG Vorlage-Josh 3-4 and many more pluses in the MT than in the Hebrew

Vorlage of LXX: MT pluses: 3:1 (bxifr aa-bai xirr), 3 (onto), 6 (naxb), 7 ('a), 10 (aoim

naxa), 11 (naaab), 12 (nnsi, -inx'Enx), 13 (mas, nbaaba, ™i, mx m), 14 (am), 15 (ba), 16

(mxa), 17 ("[an); 4:1 (mr), 2 (aabpto aa®, inx'spx), 3 (naxb, nra nab, nanan 'bn asaa,™11),

4 (nnx-mx), 5 (atfim, pax, oambx, aa), 7 (pma,pmn m innaj), 9 (pro), 10 (pin, mairmnx m

nisnoK baa), 11 (o»n), 13 (a), 14 (mi), 18 (pin, niaa, oanan), 21 (bxnta- aa-bx naxn, nna,

omax-nx), 22 (~i, nrn). Pluses in OG Vorlage'. 3:3 ("~i ir™"), 5 (nnab), 6 (mm, nanan, mm),

7 (aa, p, oa), 8 (~"i), 15 (nanan, mnan, mm nma, pmn, man), 16 (nxapm, n»), 17 (aa); 4:3

(—i, nnixi), 5 (aab, am, ntoab, ntos? oatf), 6 (man), 7 (nnx, naxb, pxn ba), 8 (mm), 9 (minx,

mm), 10 (mnan), 11 (mna), 16 (mna, mm), 19 (bxn®"1 aa), 21(na,bx), 23 (irnbx mm), 24

(anx).

Some pluses in the paragraph above are specific to this text, while others are

very common in the Old Testament. We can better understand both pluses and the textual

history of Josh 3-4 by focussing on the more unusual words and expressions.
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6.2.1.1. The Pluses in MT-Josh 3-4

6.2.1.1.1. Stncr ^a-bai Kin 'he and all the sons of Israel' (3:1)

In the first verse of this narrative, only MT represents bKT,ir ^3'bai Kin. Syriac

attests only 'ixntc1 ^3 (the sons of Israel).4 'All Israel' is the usual expression in the

Hebrew Bible.5 Josh 1:2 has a similar MT plus (bKTir ^nb). According to Van der Meer,

bKnto-1 'jnb after anb in the MT is merely redundant and superfluous, but not unique.6 He

insists that this is possible classical Hebrew, in which there exists a construction

containing a double indirect object with the same preposition as in

noin B3B \anbi piKn -03b hj ^nb rran anb inn (Num 32:33). In addition he says that the

absence of bm^ -oab is the result of a shortening of a superfluous Hebrew expression by

the Greek translator. However, even if we admit the redundancy in the Hebrew

expression, in Josh 1:2 aurrbsi identifying Dnb had already appeared in the preceding

clause. Therefore, bKnir ^ab might be an MT plus, inserted by an editor to elucidate a

shorter text.7 Similarly, an MT editor interpolated bKnsr ^a-bn Kin in Josh 3:1. In the

entire Old Testament, this rather unusual expression appears only once, this being in

Num 27:21. This is a plus in the MT, which seems to be interpolated to manage the

awkward shift of subject from the singular 'he got up early' to the plural 'they went...'.

6.2.1.1.2. naKb (3:6), bK-ifcn xn-bK noK'i (4:21)

LXX does not represent naKb in Josh 3:6. Similarly, bKnar -orrbK noKn is absent

in LXX-Josh 4:21. Boling holds that this is a mechanical copying error: a sizable

haplography (naKb b^nm-1 •arrbK naKn bjiban) in the LXX.8 However, even if this form

4
R.G. Boling and G.E. Wright, Joshua, 156.

5 S. Holmes, Joshua, the Hebrew and Greek Texts, 22.
6
M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 196.

7
E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX Translation,' 391.

8
R.G Boling and GE. Wright, Joshua, 183.
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appears in 4:1b, 15, -ioxb after arax'i is still uncommon. Therefore, this might rather be a

conscious editorial expansion of the Hebrew text. Both nnxb in 3:6 and hx-iia1' -oa-bx mxn

in 4:21 are redactional interpolations to introduce the direct discourse and to re-

emphasise the identity of speaker and addressees.

6.2.1.1.3. '3 (3:7)

Only MT contains the plus ^a in 3:7. Sipila insists that ou was omitted because

of the following kolBotl.9 This is the only case in the book of Joshua, where 'a initiating

an object clause has no 'visible counterpart' in the LXX Vorlage and is, therefore, an

uncertain case to judge.

6.2.1.1.4. ytDirr mx-H (3:10)

MT-Josh 3:10 has the plus your -inx,i. MT repeats the phrase 'and Joshua said',

which appeared already in 3:9. As in 3:6 and 4:21, this plus was inserted by an editor to

introduce the direct discourse and emphasise the speaker Joshua. In 4:5 and 4:10 as well,

MT inserted ycirr to emphasise and legitimise the role of Joshua.

6.2.1.1.5. oa^ab (3:11)

LXX does not represent aa^ab. Except for this MT plus, aa^ab appears only

once in Josh 24:12.

6.2.1.1.6. maa (3:13; 4:18)

maa is absent in LXX-Josh 3:13 and 4:18.10 In the book of Joshua, *p appears

9 S. Sipila, Between Literalness and Freedom. 185.
10

maa appears in Num 7:84, 86; Josh 3:13; 4:18; 1 Sam 5:4; 1 Kgs 5:17; 2 Kgs 9:15; 2 Chron 24:14;
Song 5:5; Isa 60:14; Eze 43:7; Dan 10:10; Mai 3:21, etc.
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once in 1:3, and mar twice 3:13; 4:18. Even though «p in 1:3 is rendered by i/vei, mas in

the other two verses are MT pluses. This appears to be redactional interpolation by an

MT editor to describe the miracle more vividly and concretely.

6.2.1.1.7.-trot u —■i nbynbn (3:13)

MT is much longer at the end of 3:13, and represents the

plus inK i: —i nbynbn. nbynbn and ins are quite common, but is quite a rare

word in the Old Testament, appearing only in Exod 15:8, Josh 3:13, 16, Ps 33:7; 78:13

and Isa 17:11. Even though -tnx i: — nbi?nbn appears once more in this narrative (Josh

3:16), this expression cannot be found again in the Hebrew Bible. An editor seems to

insert this phrase from 3:16 to make the two clauses correspond.

6.2.1.1.8. pn (3:17)

MT-Josh 3:17 contains the plus pn. pn is a quite uncommon form in the Old

Testament. These three consonants are vocalised and used in different ways: in Gen

43:16; Num 23:1, 29; 1 Chron 29:18; Ps 119:133; Prov 24:27; Jer 46:14 as Ezek 38:7 as

a hiphil imperative form, in Ezek 38:7 also as a niphal imperative; in Nah 2:6 as hophal

waw consecutive perfect; and in Josh 3:17 as a hiphil infinitive absolute.

6.2.1.1.9. DDb (4:2, 3)

LXX has no corresponding dativus ethicus in 4:2, 3. Margolis holds that Dsb

was not expressed in LXX-Josh 4:2, because 'implied in TTapaXapGov.' In 4:3 as well, he

suggests that it is not expressed in Greek because it is 'implied in the middle' [voice]."
However, Tov lists nab in 4:2, 3 as an MT plus. He describes it as a small elucidation

'1
A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 111.
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interpolated by MT editor.12 We should also judge this to be an uncertain case.

6.2.1.1.10. -imriTK (4:2)

It is surprising that the MT ends each of 3:12; 4:2, 4 with the same words, as

does B, but only MT-Josh 3:12; 4:2, 4 represent one more -tmrttTK. The uncommon

repetitive expression, -inx-ahx appears only once in Num 13:2 except for these

MT pluses in the entire Old Testament. An MT editor seems to have interpolated this

phrase in order to make the same repetitive emphatic expression in all of these three

verses.

6.2.1.1.11 . o-oron ,b:n ason (4:3)

This long phrase onnan ,b:-i zann is absent in OG Vorlage of Josh 4:3. Boling

holds that the LXX lost this phrase by haplography from the LXX Vorlage, having been

framed by words which begin and end with the same letter n: p-pn and •pan.1 However,

his idea that a mechanical copying error caused this variant is highly implausible, as

behind his assumption lies the prejudice that this kind of problem happened because of

mistakes on the LXX side. The word asn used in this sense also appears in Josh 4:9; Isa

29:3.14 Furthermore, this form asran, appears only once in Isa 22:19 (-psrara), other than

this MT plus in Josh 4:3. This MT plus probably originated through an editor, who tries

to emphasise the middle of the Jordan.

6.2.1.1.12. wtfirr (4:5)

OG Vorlage does not represent jjtfirr in Josh 4:5. The repetition of »ahrr is rather

12
E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX Translation,' 391.

13 R.G. Boling and G.E. Wright, Joshua, 157.
14

Even though nsn appears several times in the book of Samuel (1 Sam 13:23; 14:1,4,6, 11, 15;2Sam
23:14), it has a different meaning, garrison, in these verses.
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awkward, because this subject leads v 4 as well. This is a redactional interpolation in the

MT side to remove ambiguity in this verse.

6.2.1.1.13. ynx (4:5)

LXX-Josh 4:5 does not contain yriK. MT seems to insert this word in order to

correct theological problems in this verse.15 An MT scribe tries to solve the clumsiness

of this verse, in which Yahweh himself stands in the middle of the Jordan.16 In addition,

the redundancy of was awkward to him. To sort out all these problems, he removed

one ""jab, and interpolated pnx between Msb and mm. In several places of the OG Vorlage,

the expression 'in front of the Lord' appears. This idea, which implies direct contact with

God, has been changed by the interpolation of the words 'the ark of': 6:7, 13; 7:6.17

6.2.1.1.14. Dmnbx (4:5)

OG Vorlage does not have amnbx in Josh 4:5. MT appears to insert this word for

the purpose of theological correction as pnx above.18 By adding these words, MT tries

to remove the anthrophomophic feature in OG Vorlage of Yahweh standing in the middle

of the Jordan and clearly explain it as God of Israel (omnbtf).

6.2.1.1.15. -pn (4:9, 10, 18)

Only MT represents -pro or -[inn in Josh 4:9, 10, 18. Den Hertog explains the

phrase ev auxca xw Iop5dvri as being one of many cases where Gk has left "pn

untranslated, but without mentioning auxco. The other -pn pluses are in MT-Josh 7:21, 23;

15
E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX Translation,' in

The Greek and Hebrew Bible. Collected Essays on the Septuagint. (SVT 72), 394.
16 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 69.
7
E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua,' 394.

18
E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX Translation,' 394.
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12:2; 13:16. Auld holds that it may be better to explain cdnxo as at least a 'shadow' of -pn.

In 4:10 as well, 'in the midst of' ("pro) is rendered simply as 'a'(ev).19 This may be

another uncertain case.

6.2.1.1.16. umrr-nK non mu~ioN baa (4:10)

MT-Josh 4:10 includes the long plus stfirp-nK nma ms-miK baa. Van der Meer

maintains that the Greek translator stylistically shortened this verse for the sake of a

smooth, intelligible and elegant Greek text.20 According to him, if there had been some

specific additional instructions which a later editor sought to incorporate into the MT

text, this plus could have been regarded as an redactional interpolation.21 However, no

extra instructions could be found. There are no specific instuctions from Moses to

Joshua with respect to the crossing of the Jordan recorded in the Pentateuch. This makes

it very difficult to suppose that a later editor deliberately interpolated this phrase.22
However, as he himself explains the clumsiness of this plus, we cannot find any

equivalent instructions from Moses to Joshua with regard to the crossing of the Jordan.

Rather, this plus seems to be due to the influence of Deuteronomy.23 In Deut 3:28, we

find that God commands Moses to command Joshua. It may be possble to assume that a

later editor inserted this phrase to show the fulfillment of God's command, as given in

Deut 3:28. In addtion, these phrases could be related to the attempt to underline the

transition from Moses to Joshua, which could be found in Josh 3:7 and 4:14.

19 A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 115-16.
20

M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 189.
21 M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 182.
2"

M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 183.
23

E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX Translation,' 394.
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6.2.1.1.17. inn, amnK-nK (4:21)

MT-Josh 4:21 contains the pluses inn, ojtqktik. In this case as well, since the

OG Vorlage is closer to the general form of the formula,24 these pluses are due to proto-

masoretic additions. It is likely that an MT scribe put nrra to match this verse with the

general form in Deut 6:20 and Josh 4:6. orrntrnK also makes the syntax of this verse a bit

awkward. The subject of this verse is nr:3, so the cognate object would be onnx, not

□n-QX-nx. This plus (omsK-nx) seems to have been inserted by an MT redactor, who

misread the syntax of this verse.

6.2.1.1.18. nrn (4:22)

The OG Vorlage does not represent the plus ntn in Josh 4:22. Van der Meer

argues that the pronoun is removed in LXX Vorlage to improve the style of the

redundant Hebrew text.25 However, the phrase nrn p-pn is quite uncommon in the Old

Testament, ntn p-pn appears only in Gen 32:11; Deut 3:27; 31:2; Josh 1:2, 11; 4:22.

Furthermore, these demonstrative elements in Josh 1:2 and 4:22 are MT pluses. The plus

is a small elucidation introduced by a later editor of the book.26 An MT scribe inserted

the word into this verse to stress the Jordan and the miracle of its stopping.

6.2.1.2. The pluses in the OG Vorlage Josh 3-4

6.2.1.2.1. -nr- (3:3)

LXX-Josh 3:3 represents the plus 'rpuv kocI. The Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX

24 S. Sipila, 'The Septuagint Version of Joshua 3-4,' 69.
25

M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 195.
26 E. Tov, 'The Growth of the Book of Joshua in the Light of the Evidence of the LXX Translation,' 332.
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may have had o'nbm irons. The division between the priests and Levites, inserting a

conjunction (i) between the two words is later than that of Deuteronomy, which

emphasises only one Levitical priesthood.27 However, the OG Vorlage also seems to

understand them as a single group: the ark, and (carrying it) our priests and the levites.

One difficult problem we have to solve in these pluses is 'our priests'. 'Our priests'

appears only four times in the MT in Ezra 9:7 and in Neh 9:32, 34; 10:1. Vulgate's et

sacerdotes stirpis leviticae supports the MT. On the other side, Targum and Syriac

underscore the LXX distinction here and in 9:2.28

6.2.1.2.2. annb (3:5)

The OG Vorlage contains the plus -inab in Josh 3:5. Num 11:18 bears a

similarity to this verse, where the rare ittnpnn is also used and where Moses specifies

-innb. The close connection between the Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX and Numbers

seems to explain the literalness of the Greek rendering.

6.2.1.2.3. (3:15)

MT-Josh 3:15 does not attest the Hebrew word □,Qn. The word pair cron Tap

occurs quite often in the Bible (Gen 30:14; Exod 34:22; Jud 15:1; Ru 2:23; 1 Sam 6:13;

12:17). The paraphrase of this passage in 4Qapocryphon of Joshuab also agrees with the
30

OG Vorlage in specifying this harvest time as the period of the wheat harvest. MT

might have smoothed and generalised the specified reading of the Hebrew Vorlage of

LXX-Josh 3:15. However, as it is an LXX plus, supralinear in 4Qjoshb, it would also be

27 T.C. Butler, Joshua, 39.
28
A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 103.

29 A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 104.
30

K. Bieberstein, Joshua-Jordan-Jericho. Archaologie, Geschichte und Theologie der
Landnahmeerzahlungen Josua 1-6, 152-54.
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possible to think that the shorter MT is more original. Therefore, we should judge this as

being another uncertain case.

6.2.1.3. Conclusion on the pluses in the OG Vorlage and MT-Josh 3-4

Through the close examination of the pluses in both the OG Vorlage. and MT,

we learned that there are a larger number of pluses in the MT than in the OG Vorlage,

and that those MT pluses are quite rare and unusual in the Hebrew Bible. Furthermore,

this large number of pluses in MT seems to have been interpolated later to solve some

clumsiness in a verse (often syntactic), or redactionally inserted with some theological or

exegetical purpose. However, the pluses in the OG Vorlage are quite common in the Old

Testament and appear to belong to the original text of Josh 3-4. Thus, we can entertain

the possibility that the pluses in the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX are original and primary,

while those in the MT are secondary and are possibly later interpolations. However, we

cannot confirm this possibility yet as there are some uncertain cases that cannot be

judged, and there are still a number of questions to be answered.

6.2.2. Other Divergences between the OG Vorlage and MT in Josh 3-4

In the previous section (6.2.1), we examined the pluses in the two texts. In this

section, we will identify and analyse the various other divergences between the OG

Vorlage and the MT. We have already discussed many issues regarding the differences

between the OG Vorlage and the MT in Josh 3-4 in Chapter Three on text critical

analysis. In this section, we will focus our study mainly on those issues that we did not
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examine closely in Chapter Three.

[3:1] The OG Vorlage has ycm in comparison to the MT isci. The syntax of the

Hebrew Vorlage is a bit awkward, where only Joshua "set out" from Shittim and all the

people went to the Jordan. MT smoothes the lectio difficilior contained in the OG

Vorlage by changing the singular sci into the plural wi. Furthermore, a later editor

interpolated the plus btoiir •orbm Kin to clarify the syntax of this verse.

[3:3] MT has onvrbx but the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX has the inclusive irnbx.

This occurs quite often in this narrative (3:3, 4, 5, 9, 10; 4:23, 24). In the OG Vorlage

Joshua includes himself among the people, but in the MT Joshua excludes himself from

the people. The MT shows theological development, distinguishing Joshua from other

people to authorise the leadership.

[3:4] MT attests man (by the measure) but the OG Vorlage nnsn. Even

although mna appears in Lev 19:35 and 2 Chron 3:3, its use in this verse is rather

unusual.31 One could postulate a possible copying error by an MT scribe. However, it

would be safer to assume a theological variation from the MT side. The command to

keep a measurement of exactly two thousand cubits distance seems to show ritual

enactment and cultic development. There are many scholars who regard this narrative as

cultic. Soggin relates this event with liturgical preparation for the Passover in Exodus.32
Wilcoxin also understands all the narrative of Joshua 1-6 in the context of the cult

legend of the Passover.33 According to him, the whole narrative of Joshua 1-6 consists

31A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 104.
32 J.A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 55-6.
33

J.A. Wilcoxin, 'Narrative Structure and Cult Legend', in ed. J.C. Rylaarsdam, Transitions in Biblical
Scholarship (Chicago: Chicago University of Chicago Press, 1968), 43-70.
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of two seven-day periods. First, the series of events constituted by the crossing from its

preparation in Joshua 1 to its sequel of the Passover observance in Joshua 5 occupies a

seven-day period.34 Second, the capture of Jericho (chap. 6) also occupies a period of

seven days. He links the seven days of the circumambulations of Jericho with ritual

events. Soggin believes that this event would have exactly corresponded to the seven

days of the spring Festival of Unleavened Bread, which follows immediately upon the

first event, Passover.35 Furthermore, by paying attention to the two additions made by

an editor in Josh 5:11, 12, Auld also noted MT's effort to make this text correspond to

the correct ritual date of the Passover in Lev 23:5-6.36 In 3:4, an MT editor pays

attention to the keeping of exact distance from the ark by changing rmyn into rnoa {by

the measure). In the regulations on the towns for the Levites in Num 35:4 as well, the

concrete distance of one thousand cubits is emphasised. The ark could be explained as

the symbol of divine presence. In Exod 33:17-23, Israel is warned to keep its distance

from the danger of the divine holiness. Reviewing the past incident of Uzzah in 2 Sam

6:1-11 //I Chron 13:5-14, an MT editor seems to have tried to enact the safe and exact

ritual distance from the ark, about two thousands cubits by the measure in 3:4.

[3:8] The Hebrew Vorlage of LXX has nnsn but MT has nnxi. The two terms

sound alike, so a scribal mistake could have been made in dictation from one to the other.

However, it could also have been possible that the MT changed nnjji into nnxi to

emphasise the subject and to authorise the leadership of Joshua as observed in other

parts of this narrative.

34 J.A. Wilcoxin, 'Narrative Structure and Cult Legend', 60-61.
35 J.A. Wilcoxin, 'Narrative Structure and Cult Legend', 61-63.
36 A.G Auld, Joshua Retold, 12.
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[3:9] MT represents mm man but the OG Vorlage mm 121. In the Hebrew Bible,

both expressions appear quite often. As Soggin suggests, we can assume possible

dittography of the yod in the MT; the early abbreviation for mm was later confused with

the suffix.37 However, it would not be plausible to guess a copying error in the other

direction. In some other parts of the book of Joshua, supporting the OG Vorlage, mm

accompanies the singular form nam mm nan (8:27), mm nan-mix nanmnx (14:6), nanmnx

mm nan (14:10), and mm namnox aion nann (21:45).

[3:11] As we have seen in Chapter Three, the presence of the article before ma

in the MT and its absence in the LXX are quite difficult to explain. Soggin contends that

the Syr insertion of mm after ma as in v 13 is more probable.38 However, Langlamet

correctly points out his grammatical problem with the article before the nomen regens?9

Zaqep parvum on rrnan in the MT makes two short phrases in apposition: 'the ark of the

covenant, the lord of all the earth'. The lack of the article in many Greek witnesses is all

the more striking. Auld suggests that 'lord' here is not the divine name, but a common

Hebrew noun.40 If 'lord' is a common noun and part of a chain of nouns in genitive

relationship, then it and also 'covenant' should have the Greek article. Den Hertog

comments that the presence of a redundant article in the corresponding phrase in the MT

may let the absence of a normal article in B appear original.41 The problem in the MT

might be caused by a copyist's interpolation of the definite article, who thought the

absence of it in the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX was unusual.

37 J.A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 48.
38 J.A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 48.
39

F. Langlamet, Gilgal et les recits de la traversee du Jourdain, 46-7.
40 A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 107
41
A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 107.
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[3:14] The beginning of verse 14 in the OG Vorlage is a little different from that

of the MT: i.e. won in LXX Vorlage but 17033 th in MT. The opening formulaic 'and it

came to be' is generally resumed by a finite verb in Biblical Hebrew. 4:18 starts in a

similar way with mbm th and represents finite verb lpra; but MT-Josh 3:14-15 is more

complex: the main finite verb does not appear until v 15. The same phrase von th

appears in Num 10:35 but the finite verb msn follows later in the verse. Probably, MT-

Josh 3:14 adapted the opening of this verse clumsily.42

[3:16] The MT has the geographical name dikd but the OG Vorlage simply

attests -iKO, 'extremely'. The Hebrew Vorlage of LXX has d,t mp but MT reads pix.

However, the geographical description in the OG Vorlage seems to be more difficult.

Because Kiriath-jearim is fairly distant from the Jordan, it is hardly possible for the

Jordan water to stand, rising up in a single heap far from a city, that is beside Kiriath-

jearim. Theodotion, Aquila, and Symmachus also support the MT's ]mx. Furthermore,

both textual traditions attest two different verbs in v 16: nni? in the LXX Vorlage but

nail in the MT. However, if we read this narrative more closely, all the people finish

crossing the Jordan toward the city of Jericho in 4:13. Thus, in 3:16 tpt hi nns (had

stood opposite Jericho) would be better. An MT editor might have changed this word

into 113U to solve the inconsistency that all the people had already completed crossing

the Jordan in 3:17 and 4:1.

[3:17] The MT represents nn but B Laos, which is the standing equivalent for

the Hebrew di?.43 The Hebrew word nn in the MT is rather exceptional for ai?n in the

42A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 108.
43

A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 110.
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OG Vorlage because the regular term to express 'the people [Israel]' throughout the

Hebrew Bible is can. However, in 3:17 and 4:1, 11 MT reads -nan, "which is normally

used for one of the other nations of the earth. [OG Vorlage] is more straighforward: it

has understood 'all the people' as being equivalent to the preceding 'all the sons of

Israel'. Jewish tradition has understood 'all the goy' as referring to those members of

other nations who were associated here with Israel."44 Some would say the word, nan, is

used to make all the nations participate in this miracle of God's people, so it is original.

However, its use here in the MT is unusual in the Hebrew Bible.

[4:6-7] MT represents the plural form anna •pbxm-'o and anb amnio, but the OG

Vorlage singular -pa bxm-'a and -pab max nnxi. Exod 13:14-5 and Deut 6:20-21, which

have the same question and answer form as in Josh 4:6-7, support the LXX Vorlage. For

more on this, see below on the literary history of Josh 4:6-7.

[4:8] a. The Hebrew Vorlage of LXX has amim mm ma mzixn but the MT reads

stfim ma ntfxn. Similarly, the MT attributes an instruction to Joshua, but the OG Vorlage

to Yahweh in 9:3. In 4:5 and 5:15 as well, 'Joshua' is a plus in the MT. The MT tries to

magnify Joshua to compare his leadership to that of Moses. The MT seems to be later

than the OG Vorlage.

b. The MT attests bx-ifcr-na ■'nam -laonb but the OG Vorlage aaab bxTimna ana. As

in 3:12, the MT has more theologised term -mt. The MT tries to connect the number

twelve with the number of tribes, which shows that the MT is later than the Hebrew

Vorlage of LXX.

44 A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 110.
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[4:10] In the OG Vorlage 'till Joshua fulfilled all that Yahweh commanded to

tell the people' (aymbx nan1? mm mx-icx -immba your an ny) is used, while in the MT this

becomes 'till everything was completed that Yahweh commanded Joshua to tell the

people' (aymbx nmb yoim-nx mm nuncx mnmba an ny). MT also

represents yairn nx non nurnDX baa which is lacking in the OG ('according to everything

which Moses commanded Joshua'). Barthelemy seems to be right in that there were two

distinct literary treatments in the MT and the LXX - and these were not just small

differences. Moatti-Fine also supports his detailed diagnosis, that the LXX had omitted

what appeared contradictory, while the MT had wanted to underline the transmission

from Moses to Joshua. She finds some harmonising variations in vv. 4, 5, 9, 10.45
However, it seems to be difficult to decide from which text those variations happened.

[4:11] The MT represents oyn usb but the OG Vorlage armab. Here, the syntax

of the MT is awkward, because in v 11a, all the people completed the crossing of the

Jordan, but in lib, the priests are crossing the river before the people. 4:11 again

supports the priority of the OG Vorlage.

[4:18] The OG Vorlage contains urn but the MT ipru. Since maa is an MT plus,

□"•ban urn in the OG Vorlage would be more correct syntax.

[4:20] The Hebrew Vorlage of LXX has the third person singular verb npb,

while the MT has the third person plural inpb. The OG Vorlage suggests that Joshua is

the subject of the action that had taken twelve stones from the Jordan, but in the MT, the

45 A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 116.
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subject is 'twelve men from each tribe'. Even though twelve esteemed men chosen from

each tribe have taken those stones in 4:1-8, the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX may use the

singular verb npb to emphasise the role of Joshua as the commander in charge of all the

action. It seems that the MT has adjusted the singular verb in the OG Vorlage to the

plural, given the syntax of 4:1-8.

[4:24] The OG Vorlage contains nawirba, while the MT craTrby. avrrrbs occurs

here only in the book of Joshua. One can find the similar expression m "ir-bs in Josh

4:14, 24:31. A's reading xpovw is also the straightforward rendering of crax46 However,

nran-ba appears also in Josh 24:29 (31). There seems to be some relationship between

4:14 and 4:24.47 It is possible that the MT adjusted nrcrirbM in the OG Vorlage

to o'lrrrbs in Josh 4:24, reading vti wbz in 4:14. rraurrbra as in the OG Vorlage-Josh

4:24 also occurs in Deut 2:7; 14:29; 16:15; 24:19; 30:9; 2 Kgs 22:17; 2 Chron 31:21; Est

10:2.

Through the analysis of those instances where the OG Vorlage, and the MT

disagree (outwith the pluses in both texts), we can also find some important features

regarding the textual history of Josh 3-4.

First, the OG Vorlage contains rather common and usual expressions, which can

be supported by other parts of the Old Testament, while, on the other hand, the MT

attests rare and unusual variations in the Hebrew Bible (3:9, 14, 17; 4:6-7, 18, 24).

Second, the MT shows theological development and improvement: the OG Vorlage has

the inclusive 'our', but the MT 'your' (3:3, 4, 5, 9, 10; 4: 23, 24), which reflects the

MT's theological development, distinguishing Joshua from other people to authorise his

46 A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 120.
47 A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 120.
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leadership; the MT contains variations which show ritual enactment and cultic

development (3:4); the MT also uses more developed and theologised terms than the OG

Vorlage (3:12; 4:8); in addition, the MT tries to compare Joshua's leadership to that of

Moses and to emphasise the transmission from Moses to Joshua (4:8,10); finally, the MT

changes the expression in the OG Vorlage to highlight the fulfilment of God's promise

(4:14). Third, the OG Vorlage has some more difficult readings, and the MT smooths

these over by exegetically and redactionally changing them (3:1; 4:20). Fourth, the OG

Vorlage sometimes shows a better understanding of the context of this narrative than the

MT (3:16; 4:11, 18). Fifth, even though it is not so plausible to assume scribal error from

one to another, there are some verses which could be better explained by copying error

on the MT side: 3:3, 9, 11; 4:22, 24.

Therefore, one could argue that almost all of these features in the cases in

which the OG Vorlage and the MT disagree (except for the pluses in both texts of Josh

3-4), seem to support the priority of the OG Vorlage. Furthermore, the OG Vorlage

appears to be the better text for reading the literary history of Josh 3-4.

6.2.3 Conclusion: Differences between the OG Vorlage and the MT-Josh 3-

4

Through a comparison of the OG Vorlage and MT-Josh 3-4, we found many

differences, notably many more pluses in the MT than in the OG Vorlage. A close

examination of these differences brings to light some interesting aspects of both the

Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX and the MT.

A great number of pluses and variants in the MT-Josh 3-4 are rather rare and
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unusual in the Hebrew Bible. Furthermore, we considered the possibility that these

divergences in the MT were inserted later with theological and exegetical intention:

these being redactionally interpolated to solve some syntactical clumsiness in a verse.

However, almost all the pluses and variants in the OG Vorlage are quite common in Old

Testament Hebrew. Thus, we can conclude that the divergences in the Hebrew Vorlage

of LXX are primary and original to the text of Josh 3-4, while those in the MT are

secondary and were inserted later.

However, some critics might argue that the text with more unusual expressions

shows the writer's or editor's originality and should be primary, and that a later scribe

had simplified these. We can answer this by saying that there are some expressions or

styles that a writer or editor usually uses, and if an expression or style of any part is

different, then it is not impossible to think there may have been some variation by

another hand.

However, this study will keep an open mind yet regarding the textual history

and reconstruct the literary history of Josh 3-4 based on both texts, as there are only a

few cases that could be judged as being uncertain, as in, for example, 6.2.1.1.3, 6.2.1.1.9,

6.2.1.1.15, and 6.2.1.2.3, etc.
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6.3. Literary Critical Analysis of Josh 3-4

6.3.1. Introduction

Scholars have made many attempts to explain the many repetitions,

inconsistencies, and mislocations in this text: for example, the period problem of 'three

days' between 1:11 and 3:2; the sudden and awkward command to select twelve men

from each tribe in v 12; two different stories of the erection of twelve stones in the

middle of the Jordan (4:9) and at the brink of the Jordan (4:1-8, 20); the repetition of the

cultic question and answer between children and parents (4:6-7, 21-24), etc. However,

the criteria for their diachronic readings are considerably divergent: almost all of them

have too many literary strata, and their results are too fragmentary. Furthermore, almost

all of their investigations are focused only on the MT text, notwithstanding, as we saw in

our text critical analysis above, that the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX seems to be the better

and prior text. This study will, therefore, reconstruct the literary history of Josh 3-4

based on both the OG Vorlage and MT, compare these, and see carefully where these

take us.

Through the literary critical analysis to the retroversion of the LXX Vorlage and

the MT, this study intends to explore various layers of materials of what is a highly

complex narrative.48 Then, we will provisionally name the possible layers in the

retroversion of the LXX Vorlage a, b, c, d ... and in MT a, p, y, 5 ..., not using the

familiar Deuteronomistic theory, to which almost all diachronic researchers are

48
However, for those parts where the LXX and the MT are different, and other than the MT and the LXX

pluses, with regard to the results of our text critical analysis, this research followed the LXX Vorlage.
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indebted.49 In particular, the writer will try to read the literary history of Josh 3-4 with

the help of those conclusions that we reached in Chapters Four and Five. This writer will

consider the findings of previous chapters, namely that the shared material in Samuel-

Kings and Chronicles (BTH) influenced those texts in the Pentateuch and Former

prophets.

Initially, we will try to observe how far the material that began in 3:1 could be

continued without break, and then will try to read each new section, as far as is possible,

without severance. At the conclusion of the literary critical analysis, we will examine the

result of our research as archaeologists or geologists do when they find evidence of

different strata: this will involve the characters in each layer of text, the episodes in each

layer; and then, the changes to those episodes, as the different layers are combined. Then,

we will investigate the distribution of major words in each layer to observe whether our

research comes to a satisfactory result. Furthermore, we will try to compare the result of

our research on the literary history of Josh 3-4 based on the retroversion of the LXX

Vorlage and the MT, and examine what emerges from these results.

49 The concept of the so-called Deuteronomistic or Deuteronomic history has recently been persuasively
challenged by many scholars. For further information on this, see A.G Auld, 'The Former Prophets' in S.L.
McKenzie and W.P. Graham(eds), The Hebrew Bible, 53-68; idem. 'The Deuteronomist between History
and Theology' (Congress Volume: Oslo, 1998/s), 353-367; idem. 'The Deuteronomist and the Former
Prophets, or What Makes the Former Prophets Deuteronomistic?' in L.S. Schearing & S.L.McKenzie (eds),
Those Elusive Deuteronomists (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 116-26; idem. 'Samuel,
Numbers, and the Yahwist-Question,' in Jan Christian Gertz, Konrad Schmid and Markus Witte (eds),
Abschied vom Jahwisten, 233-46; de Pury, A., Thomas Romer and Jean-Daniel Macchi (eds), Israel
Constructs Its History: Deuteronomistic Historiography in Recent Research (Sheffield Academic Press,
2000).
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6.3.2. Literary Critical Analysis of Josh 3-4 Based on the Retroversion of

the LXX Vorlage

6.3.2.1. Departure from Shittim (3:1)

rnair ma a® u'rn pTrr-tji iiui □,Biona set ipsa incur dsbpi 31

[3:1] As observed in the textual study, the syntax of this verse is somewhat

clumsy. The change of the subject from third person singular into plural makes one

suspect the identity of this material from the beginning. Some may object that the

change of number from singular into plural is quite usual in Old Testament Hebrew,

when the sentence is begun by third person singular verb. However, it is not clear who

the subject of the plural form of ubr is in this verse.

V 1 is held by many to interrupt the context of crossing the Jordan related with

the Conquest War, which continues from chapter 1 to 3:2-3.50 The lodging of one night

after three days of spying in ch. 2 cuts off the stream of time ("three days") from 1:11 to

3:2.

The first scribe of B also treated this verse as a separate paragraph, this coming

after one of the longest paragraphs.51 This verse seems to be one of final editors'

insertions to mark 'the beginning of the long-awaited realisation of the divine promise'52
and to emphasise the leadership role of Joshua. This redactional layer will be called'd'

for the moment.

50 T.C. Butler, Joshua, 44; J. Van Seters, In Search ofHistory, 325.
51 A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 102.
5~

A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 102.
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The phrase 'And Joshua rose at morning'53 (npaa rairr osbh) is a stereotypical

formula54 and also appears in 7:16; 8:10 in the book of Joshua.55 The verb (dssti) is

used in similar ark stories (1 Sam 5:3, 4; Josh 6:12; 15) as waw consecutive imperfect

form.

The pattern, uSm—wi, in v 1 is similar to the itinerary concern of the so-called

P in the Pentateuch.56 A similar expression appears several times from Exodus to

Numbers, especially in the texts between Israel's departure from Egypt and its arrival in

the Moabite wilderness; Exod 12:37 (wi); 13:20 (urn—ijjo,i); 14:2 Corn); 15:22 (men);

16:1 C|»ov0; 17:1 (urn—■ibd,i); 19:2 (um—wi); Num 10:12 ("mem); 20:22 (wi); 21:10-

13 (urn—iud,i); 22:1 (urn—lyo-n). However, nowhere in these texts does ■n'm appear, as

in Josh 3:1. The root pb also appears in 4:3; 6:11; 8:9; 9:18 in the book of Joshua. It is

difficult to explain the relationship between the expressions of Exodus and Numbers and

that of Josh 3:1. Thus, it appears to be a little dangerous to say that this instance is the

same as the itinerary concern in the Pentateuch.

The geographical designation 'Shittim' (see also 2:1) is 'identified with tell el-

khamman, or tell el kefren, both of which are approximately 11-12 km east of the

Jordan and 1-2 km apart, a^m means "acacias'"57 and actually the ark is made of D'tam

(acacias) in Exod 25:10.58 It is quite interesting that the place name, □•'tsiij, appears in a

text where the ark is mentioned.59

53 A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 102. However, Boling maintains that asm
does not mean simply "to rise", but "to act persistently, diligently". For this, see R.G. Boling and G.E.
Wright, Joshua, 158.
54

V. Fritz, Das Buch Josua, 46; A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 102.
55 M.H. Woudstra, The Book ofJoshua (NICOT, Eerdmans,1981), 79.
56 G.W. Coats, 'The Wilderness Itinerary,'CBQ 34 (1972): 135-152. F.M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and
Hebrew Epic: Essays in the History of the Religion of Israel (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1973), 308.
57

J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 40.
58

In Exod 25:5, 10, 13, 23, 28; 26:15, 26, 32, 37; 27:1, 6; 30:1, 5; 35:7, 24; 36:20, 31, 36; 37:1, 4, 10, 15,
25; 38:1, 6; Deut 10:3; Isa 41:19. In these it is used as Shittim tree, as well.
59

In Num 25:1; 33:49; Josh 2:1; Joel 3:18(4:18); it is used as place name, as well, in Mic 6:5.
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6.3.2.2. Preparation for crossing the Jordan (3:2-4)
:mnnn mpa cmoon nan ncbo nxpn th 32

irnbx mrr-ma pax nx arrnxna nnxb Djjrrnx thm 33
innx arobm aampon wort inx cxto □■'lbm lrinsi

vbx mpn-Sx naan nnx crabxs irai irra rrrr pirn -|x34
inrab© bmnn -p-n omar xb n nana^n amx p-nn_nx innntcx lan1?

[2-4] This section is connected to Joshua's command given to 'the officers' of

the people to 'pass through the camp', and to order the people to prepare provisions,

referring to passing over the Jordan and entrance into the Land within 'three days' in

1:10-11. The term 'three days', of course, emerges in 2:16, 22 as well, and Van Seters

holds that chapter 2 is of a different material from the Conquest story, which continues

from chapter 1 to chapter 6, because the conquest story of Jericho in chapter 6 does not

use any information from the spy story in chapter 2.60 However, Rahab and her

household's survival story in the community of Israel in both Joshua 2 and 6 are quite

closely connected and it seems hardly possible to read Rahab's story in the two chapters

as being different stories.

In v 3, we meet the ark for the first time. There has been no indication of it in

previous chapters.6' From this point, the ark, the symbol of Yahweh's presence,

dominates the whole account related to the crossing of the Jordan (3:4, 6, 8, 11, 13-14,

17; 4:7, 9, 11, 16, 18). Accordingly, Yahweh also enters the Promised Land with his

people, carrying the ark.62
Some scholars maintain that the materials related to the ark were inserted

60 J. Van Seters, In Search ofHistory, 325.
61 R.G. Boling and GE. Wright, Joshua, 159.
62

M.H. Woudstra, The Book ofJoshua, 79-80.
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later.63 However, as we have seen in Chapter Four, some others considered that the ark

texts in the Pentateuch reflect those in the Former Prophets,64 and our analysis of the

texts of the transportation of the ark supports the reading of Josh 3-4 in the context of the

ark narratives backwards,65 and that those verses related with the ark in Josh 3-4 are the

basic layer of this narrative.

According to Exodus (25-31; 35-40), the ark first had its advent in connection

with the tabernacle. Then, it led Israel into wilderness journeys and wars (Num 10:33-

36; 14:44).66 Deuteronomy describes the ark as the sacred container of two tablets

(10:1-5), beside which the Deuteronomic law would be laid (31:26).

The many titles of the ark in Josh 3-4 represent a sample of the many titles

given to the ark throughout the Hebrew Scripture, which is at its most varied and

developed in the Former Prophets, omnbx mrr-ma ynx in this verse is one of the

variations of the basic epithet (mrr-rr-a pis) used in these ark transportation stories in

the Old Testament, mrr-rr-a ynx is used in Deut 10:8; 31:9, 25, 26; Josh 3:3; 4:7, 18; 6:

8; 8:33; 1 Sam 4:3, 4, 5; 1 Kgs 6:19; 8:1, 6; 1 Chron 15:25, 26, 28, 29; 16:37; 17:1;

22:19; 28:18; 2 Chron 5:2, 7; Jer 3:16) in the entire Hebrew Bible. Of these, 1 Kgs 8:1//2

Chron 5:2, 1 Kgs 8:6//2 Chron 5:7 are synoptic (BTH). Exceptionally, only in Num

10:33; 14:44 in the Pentateuch except Deuteronomy, does this expression appear, it

seemingly being influenced by the epithet in the Synoptic texts of Samuel-Kings and

Chronicles, as we have seen in Chapter Four. The similar expression of orbm irrnn is

63 For this, see G.H. Davies, 'The Ark of the Covenant,' ASTI 5 (1967), 30-47; J. Morgenstern, 'The Ark,
the Ephod and the "Tent ofmeeting.'" HUCA 17 (1942-43), 153-266; G von Rad, 'The Tent and the Ark,'
The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essays (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966), 103-24. Cf. V. Fritz
also regarded almost all the ark materials in this narrative as later insertions: 4:7 (part of second joint
piece); 3:11, 13, 14b, 17; 4:9 (RedD); 4:15-17 (post-priestly insertion); 3:4, 6, 8; 4: lib (later redactional
insertion). For him, only 4:18 among the ark materials in this Jordan crossing story belongs to the basic
layer. For this, see V. Fritz, Das Buch Josua, 46-56.
64

L. Rost, The Succession to the Throne of David, 6-34; von Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy, 127; A.F.
Campbell, The Ark Narrative, 221.
65

For Auld as well, 1 Kgs 8 underlies Josh 3-4. For this, see A.G Auld, Samuel at the Threshold, 193.
66 T.C. Butler, Joshua, 44-5.
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found also in LXX Josh 9:6 (for this, see text critical analysis in Chapter Three).67 If we

look closely into the grammar of this verse in the MT, 'the Levitical priests bearing the

ark', we see that it stresses the ark, and the priests are in a secondary position.68 Verses

2-3 belong to the basic layer (a) which is influenced by those synoptic texts in Samuel-

Kings and Chronicles (BTH), and related to the Conquest story, which continues from

chapter 1.69

px in v 4 appears only once in this book. Gibson insists that the conjunction px

is used in exclusive syntax.70 Nelson holds that '[t]he disjunctive and emphatic syntax

of v 4a interrupts the connection between v 3 and the rest of v 4 and introduces an

extraneous (probably Priestly) concern about the ark's perilous holiness.'71 The similar

conjunction pi was used as an interpolation mark in Josh 13:14.72 However, no one

could say that px and pi are always used in the same way. In addition, pi in Josh 13:14

was used in narrative, but px in this verse was used in speech. In this verse, we see that

the narrators indicate the ark, which appeared in v 3, as the third person singular

pronominal suffix 'it'(irm, rbx). This part is a continuation of the speech by the officers,

which emphasises the distance between the ark and the people. The demand for a

respectful distance seems to recall the incident of Uzzah in 2 Sam 6:1 -11//1 Chron 13:5-

14 (BTH). The similar expression of Ditabo bmnn in v 4 also appears in the similar story

of the ark being carried to the battle camp to lead the people in 1 Sam 4:8 (trobo binnx).

V 4 is also connected with basic layer (vv 2-3), which is influenced by the synoptic ark

67 oibm cranan in LXX Josh 9:6 [8:33] and aibn aman in MT Josh 8:33.
68 T.C. Butler, Joshua, 45.
69

J. Gray, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, 60.
70 J.C.L. Gibson, Davidson's Introductory Hebrew Grammar Syntax (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994), 175-
6.
71

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 60. Gray also argues that the reference to the exact distance of two thousand
cubits from the ark, found similarly in Num 35:5 (P), in which the gap of the boundaries between Levitical
lands and the actual settlements is underscored, seems to be a P addition. J. Gray, Joshua, Judges and Ruth,
60.
1~ A.G Auld, Joshua Retold, 21.
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texts in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles.

6.3.2.3. Instructions from Joshua (3:5-6)
rnxbrn DDanpa mm ntor -inn -o -innb isnpnn nymbx »tfim -iax,i 35

mm mm ynx-nx muron ixtmi ayn Mab nam mm mm pix-nx ixia aMimmbx maim man 36
:oan ■oab isbn

[5-6] Although the demand 'sanctify yourselves' represents cultic tradition,73
holiness was also a requirement in the ideology of divine war (Deut 23:15 [14E]; 1 Sam

21:5).74 -inn (tomorrow) seems to be part of a routine formula of sanctification (7:13;

Num 11:18).7=> Even though Van Seters argues that 3:5 is a P addition of cultic tradition,

I do not find any good reason to separate this verse, which has lanpnn, from v 6, which

has onnsn, when we read B, which marks 3:5-6 as a paragraph.76 ranpnn^) occurs in 1

Chron 15:12, 14; 2 Chron 5:11 and rnxbm also in 1 Chron 16:9, 12, 24, all of which

belong to similar ark-moving stories. As we have seen in Chapter Four, those three terms

(iKia, mm rr-a p-ix, nun) in v 6 are synoptic expressions, which are employed in almost all

the ark-moving stories in the Former Prophets and Chronicles. These verses are a

continuation of basic layer (a) which is influenced by the shared materials in Samuel-

Kings and Chronicles.

6.3.2.4. Yahweh addresses Joshua and Joshua prepares his people (3:7-11)
non-di? Tmn hdrd yism im bx-i&r m-bD mm bnx mn mm ymrrbx mm mxn 37

qasj D3 mnx p
:nn»n pmm pirn m nspms dsnm mxb m-amp-ix Dnmmnx msn nn»i 38

nrnbx mn1 mmnx wntfi mn ibo bx-ifir m-bx maim mx11! 39

73
J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 47-8.

74
R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 61.

75
R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 61.

76
A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Sou ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 104.
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ranmnxn mnarrnxn mnrrnxn rairasmnx raraao ©nv tiiini osmpa m bx ,n pinn nxo 310
nOITrrnxn ■'©rumnxn nnxmnxi

q-rva -qi? pxrrba px nnn px mn 311

[7-11] In sequence, Yahweh's exaltation of Joshua continues (v 7), which is

linked with 1:5, 17-18 and 4:14. The syntax of v 8 is disjunctive, but appears to be a

pause for further detail. V 8 is connected with v 7, which emphasises the leadership role

of Joshua (man nnm, 'and now you shall command') and the flow of the content from the

exaltation in v 7 to the story of the conquest of the land in w 9-10 continues through v 8.

Vv 7-8 also use the basic expressions in the ark transportation narratives in the Former

Prophets and Chronicles (binSc raa-ba, ,x©:i) and the variation, nnarrpx, of the basic

expression, mm nnirpx. This is the section in which Joshua delivers Yahweh's word

(mm nan) to his people, which ends in v 13.77 Ifwe look at the LXX and the Vulgate, we

see that the 'Word' (see text critical study) in v 9 is emphasised, which is typical of

Deuteronomy.78 As mentioned before, the meaning of nxra ('by this') is ambiguous.

However, in this narrative we can see that the basic layer (a) understands the event of

'crossing the Jordan' in connection with that of 'the Conquest war'. Therefore, we can

understand this section as God's promise that Israel will learn the fact that 'the conquest

of the promised land' in v 10b will come true through 'the wonder of crossing the

Jordan' in 11 ff. This could be more easily explained, ifwe think that ran (behold) in v 11

leads the apodosis. A similar example appears in Exod 7:17 (rax •o inn nxta mm raax rc

Bib -Damn nxn max o'arrbii nnnox ntaraa nsa ^ix ran mm) in which the authority of

Yahweh is also emphasised. Therefore, we can say nxrn refers to the event of crossing

the Jordan in v llff.

□rmpn m Sx (living God is among you) is an expression which confirms the

77
T.C.Butler, Joshua, 39.

78
J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 57.
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fulfilment of the promise. The title 'living God' (rt btt) in v 10 has a confessional ring to

it and is also used in 1 Sam 17:26; Ps 42:3, 9 [2, 8E]; 84:3 [2E]; Hos 2:1 [1:10E, mrr
79 • ...

ti]). According to Soggin, it is used to represent God, who controls 'nature' and

'history,' in contrast with the gods of Canaan who died and rose again periodically in a

seasonal cycle. The expression 'the living God' linked with the emphatic verb form "he

will surely drive out" (anr nhim) shows that the promise will be realised without fail.80
The list of indigenous inhabitants here is in a standard form, which contains

seven names (Gen 15:19; Exod 3:8, 17; Deut 7:1; 20:17; etc.).81 However, in Josh 9:1

only six names are present - the Girgashites are omitted. These short lists also appear in

Exod 12:8; 13:5; 23:23; 24:11; 33:2; 34:11; Josh 11:3; Judg 3:5; 1 Kgs 9:20.82 These

lists of aboriginal people in the Pentateuch seem to be influenced by those in the

conquests and settlement stories in the Former Prophets. 'The Canaanite' is often used as

a collective noun for all inhabitants of the Canaan,83 but here it means the people living

'by the sea' (5:1; Num 13:29; cf. 11:3).84 The Greeks called 'the Canaanites' as

'Phoenicians' normally, a name related to the purple dye produced from the murex

shellfish and exported to all parts of the Mediterranean.85 In 5:1 as well, LXX reads 'the

Canaanite' as Ooivlkcc- However, here in 3:10, LXX shows variety, reading 'the

Canaanite' as 'to Xavavodov'.

Regarding the title The Lord ofall the earth (in v 11 with v 13), some scholars

have suggested a non-Israelite origin.86 However, it is not easy to decide whether this is

to be understood narrowly as suzerain of the land ofCanaan or universally as ruler of the

79
R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 61.

80
J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 58.

81
J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 58.

82 V. Fritz, Das Buch Josua, 50.
83 V. Fritz, Das Buch Josua, 50
84

M.H. Woudstra, The Book ofJoshua, 84.
85 R.G. Boling and G.E. Wright, Joshua, 165.
86

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 61. For this, see F. Langlamet, Gilgal et les recits de la traversee du Jourdain,
112-15.
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entire earth. On the one hand, it could be interpreted as the land of Canaan, as in Deut

11:25; 19:8; Josh 6:27; 10:40; 11:16, 23. On the other hand, it could contain the

universal meaning earth, as in Deut 10:14; Josh 2:11. The latter meaning occurs also in

Ps 97:5; Mic 4:13; Zech 4:14; 6:5. As Nelson contends, either meaning could make the

same point: the God who is crossing the Jordan with Israel has both the power and the

right to endow them with the land.87

6.3.2.5. Choose twelve men (3:12)

:naob nnsrOnt btf-iEr •'jan bpk nou •no nab inp 312

[12] Nelson maintains that this isolated command creates suspense and

anticipates more story than the miraculous crossing.88 The sudden appearance of the

command to take twelve men from the tribes of Israel makes the flow of the passage a

bit awkward.89 This verse is later redactional 'Zusatz, der mit 4,1-8 eine geschlossen

Einheit darstellt, durch eine Bemerkung iiber die Auswahl der Trager vorzubereiten'.90
However, if we compare 3:12 and 4:2, we can see that 3:12 is a different layer from 4:1-

8.

.•toaob nnK-o^x bxno'' nan tf-w ito no nab inp 3:12

:oaon nntront antiix □»n~|n inp 4:2

As we see above, 3:12 represents some more words (nab, noa no) and seems

later than 4:2. This verse (3:12) appears to be a redactional addition, which was inserted

87
R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 61.

88
R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 61.

89
P.P. Saydon, 'The Crossing of the Jordan, Josue 3 and 4,' 199.

90
V. Fritz, Josua, 55.
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to this part by an editor, who knew the story of 4:1-8, to connect the contents of chapters

three and four. This verse also belongs to 'd' layer. This insertion breaks the context

between 3:11 and 13.91

6.3.2.6. Descent and Passing over on "dry ground" (3:13-17)
pmc pen ^ p-rn pixn-bs pnx man p-ix ■<xtm dotot 'ban m» mm 313

: ■nac m-vpn con

:ayn ^sb man pnx-nx ■'xim oonam pmrrnx nayb ombnxo dot yon 314
mm ma pnx 'xtm ootot "63-11 pmm-iy man p-ix dotot xiaai 315

icon mxp ,o,d rnnrbD"by xbn pmm pmn 'o nxpa lbaa:
Dnr nmp nun ntcx myn nxn nxn pmn nnxm inp nbyobo anmn con lnaci 316

:imm ma noy oym maa amny nbDmc nanyn d1- by nm nmm

pmn pina nanna mrn-ma pax 'Xica annan noyn 317
:pmmnx nayb nyn-ba inrrmcx ny nanna onay bxn&r na-bai

[13] The focus of interest in v 13 is also on the ark as in v 11. 'The Lord of all

the earth' is modifying 'the ark'. The words, Km, pnxmba pax man pax, connect this

verse with the similar basic expression in the ark narratives of Samuel-Kings and

Chronicles. This part is a continuation of the basic 'a' layer. When the soles of the feet of

the priests who bear the ark of the Lord of all the earth rest in the waters, the miracle that

the Jordan is cut off shall happen. Thus, the prominence of the ark shall be revealed.92
We can find a chiasm between vv 13 and 16: 'cut off' and 'stand still', then 'stood still'

and 'was cut off'.93

[14-16] The statement that 'the people set out from their tents and the priests

bearing the ark of the covenant were before the people' in v 14 is connected with the

story in which the officers go through the camp and command the people that when they

see the Levitical priests bearing the ark, they should set out from their place (vv 2-3).

91
V. Fritz, Josua, 55.

92 M.H. Woudstra, The Book ofJoshua, 86.
93

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 61.
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And now, Joshua's address in vv 9-13 begins to be carried out. The concrete reference to

the cutting off of the water in vv 15, 16 is linked with Joshua's prophecy in v 13 that

'when the feet of the priests rest in the waters, the waters of the Jordan shall stand'. The

intention behind the addition of v 15b (o'tsn Tap ■vra vnnrbrrbi; xbra pTm) appears to

have been to make the miracle dramatic.94 Tan Tap is also used in the same ark story in

1 Sam 6:13. All of these verses are a continuation of 'a', which continues the story of the

people's passing over opposite Jericho in v 16b. Some hold that 16af

(□tit rrnp nan -ibk tjjh -tan) is a P insertion.95 However, we cannot find any persuasive

reason to separate this phrase from the other part of this verse. The reference of the

geographical name is an attempt to describe the miracle more accurately, but it is not

easy for us to come to any conclusion about the names of the places.96 This part is the

specific content of 'By this' in v 10, describing the miracle of the Jordan in detail. In

these verses with v 13, complex Hebrew sentence structures go on to add tension as the

climax of this event.97 Judging from the explanation of Israel's crossing over opposite

Jericho in v 16b, the 'a' layer connects this wonder with the conquest of Jericho rather

than with anything else.98

[17] V 17 shows the concern about priests standing in the middle of the Jordan

and about Israel's passing over on 'dry ground' (nmm). This verse is connected to the

report over the crossing in v 16. V 17 is a summary of two simultaneous actions,

standing and crossing,99 and explicates the event concretely in that the priests stood on

94 J. Gray, Joshua, Judges and Ruth , 62. However, we know that even during harvest time the waters of
the Jordan cannot make passage impossible. See A.G Auld, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, 23.
95 Some scholars hold that this part, which is explanatory, is a P addition. For this, see B.S. Childs,
'Deuteronomic Formulae of the Exodus Traditions,' SVT 16 (1967): 30-39; idem, 'A Traditio-Historical
Character of the Reed Sea Tradition,' VT 20 (1970), 406-18; G.W. Coats, 'The Song of the Sea,' CBQ 31
(1969): 1-17.
96

T.C.Butler, Joshua, 48; A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 109-110.
97

T.C.Butler, Joshua, 48.
98

T.C.Butler, Joshua, 48.
99

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 61.
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'dry ground' and the people passed over on 'dry ground'. The Hebrew word for 'dry

ground' (mnrn) in this verse is different from that used in 4:20-24 (nm1). As we have

seen in Chapter Five, nmm is used in Exod 13:17-14:31, and 2 Kgs 2. This verse is also

the continuation of basic 'a' layer, mm-rma pnxn ntto, bxmc"1 ^zrba link this verse with the

basic layer of this narraive.

6.3.2.7. Carrying twelve stones over to the brink of the Jordan (4:1-8)
naxb jjBim-bx mm nntoi pmmnx mnab numba larr-raxa vn 4

-inx'arx ajrrp D'OJX pb np 4
onixi nana omx nmaam cnnx mtoirDTiB pan pmn pna ixfcn amx ma 43

m'rbn ia irbmox pbaa omx anmn
:02wa inx-mx bxittr aaa pan max mx ntaan cmarbx atiim xnpn 44

inaffl-ba nxtcb nnx px mx noo innni pmn pmbx mm asb aab maa nnb nnxn 45
:bx~i&r ■'Bate ntca □,:o naoab

:oab nbxn Daaxn na naxb nna pa pbxm-'a man aaanpa nix nxr mnn pab 46
inaaa pnxn-ba pnx-nma pnx aaa pmn m mm nm naxb pab nnax nnxi 47

:nbiama bxniir aab pnatb nbxn naaxn vm
o

nmxa pmn pna aaax msam® ixtan amim-bx nm1 ma nmxa bxnSrma p-itoim 4
ram mnri pban-bx aaa mnaan naab bxntr-aa ana »Bim-bx mn^ nan

[4:1-8] Two parallel stories of twelve stones at the brink of and in the middle of

the Jordan dominate all of chapter 4.100 This section is about the stones at the riverbank.

V la sums up the event of crossing the Jordan and introduces a different story.101 V Iff

belongs to 'b' layer, which continues to v 8. This part emphasises the twelve stones

being set up at the brink of the river for the twelve tribes. The number twelve occurs four

times in these verses.102 However, the place named Gilgal is not referred to as yet, but

only the expression 'where you lodge' (v 3). Thus, Soggin's attempt to connect this part

with amphictyony and the Gilgal sanctuary seems to be somewhat rash.103 The account

J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 64; V. Fritz, Josua, 45.
101 M.H. Woudstra, The Book ofJoshua, 90; V. Fritz, Josua, 53; R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 68.
102 R.G Boling and GE. Wright, Joshua, 172.
103 J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 65.
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of stones being set up at Gilgal appears in v 20 for the first time. According to Auld, the

narrative of the altar on the mountain Ebal in LXX-Josh 9:3-8 is later than the Greek

Deut 27:5-6.104 Not to speak of 6eutepovopiov in LXX-Josh 9:5, this narrative of

Gerizim and Ebal seems to know (Greek) Deut 27. Ulrich holds that Joshua's first altar

in the Promised Land was built immediately after Israel's crossing of the Jordan.105 This

is also attested to in Josephus' Jewish Antiquities V. 20, which links the building of the

altar not to the commands given by God to Joshua during the crossing of the people, but

to the instructions by Moses in Deuteronomy 27.106 This story of the twelve stones set

up at the brink of the Jordan seems to reflect Moses' order in Deut 27:1-6. The verbal

form "he had appointed" (pan) in v 4 is not easy to understand (see text critical analysis).

Joshua calls the twelve men appointed already and transmits the divine command in vv

4-5.

Vv 6-7 are composed of the form of question and answer between parents and

children, in which parents teach their children the meaning of Yahweh's presence in

Israel's history.

A similar expression to Josh 4:6-7 also appears in Deut 6:20-21.

□anx irnbx mm ma -\m □mamnm crpnm man no nnxb inn -pa m Deut 6:20

nptn ma Dnxnn mm iwari amxoa nsnsb iy»n amaa -pab nnaxi Deut 6:21

The retroversion of the LXX Vorlage in Josh 4:6-7, which has the singular form of -pa,

has more similarity with Deut 6:20-21 than the MT. The structure of each verse in both

Josh 4:6-7 and Deut 6:20-21 is almost identical. However, Josh 4:6-7 has a much longer

and developed form: Josh 4:6 has the additional phrase man naanpa mx nxt mnn ■prab

104
A.G Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 152.

105
E. Ulrich, 4QJosha, in E. Ulrich, F.M. Cross, S.W. Crawford, J.A. Duncan, P.W. Skehan, E. Tov, J.

Trebolle Barrera (eds.), Qumran Cave 4JX. Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Kings. (DJD 14) Oxford 1995,
145-46.
106 For this, see M.N. van der Meer, Formation & Reformulation, 489.
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before bK^r -o, while in Deut 6:20 the verse starts with only -\bxw -a. Deut 6:21 tells only
what parents should tell their son; Josh 4:7 also tells why, with the additional phrase

□burns bso&r -nab pnarb nbsn nuaxn mm, which explains the purpose of their speech.

Thus, Josh 4:6-7 seem to be later than and influenced by Deut 6:20.

However, a similar non-Priestly text in Exod 13:8-10 appears to be influenced

by the expression in Josh 4:6-7.107
•■b mm noa nr mora nnKb Kinn ora poab mm Exod 13:8

ransnn miaa

mnn pub pma pa ynarbi pm_bs mxb pb mm Exod 13:9

iDnxoo mm pxsm nprn ma 'a p^aa mm nmn

o mam-1 anrn nnsiab nxtn npnmnx msoi Exod 13:10

Even though in Josh 4:6-7 twelve memorial stones are a sign, in Exod 13:8-9 the ritual

serves as a sign for their hand, as a reminder for their forehead, so that mm nmn may be

on their lips. Exod 13:8-9 shows a more concretised and developed ritual form.

Furthermore, npnn in Exod 13:10 shows the more firmly established ritual, which is

mainly used in the book of Leviticus (3:17; 7:36; 10:9; 16:29, 31, 34; 17:7; 18:3, 4, 5, 26,

30; 19:19, 37; 20:8, 22, 23; 23:14, 21, 31, 41; 24:3; 25:18; 26:3, 15, 43). Thus, we could

surmise that this non-Priestly text is later than Josh 4:6-7.

How about similar Priestly texts in Exod 12:26-27 and 13:14-15?

:nab nxrn maun na nana na-'bs naK^a mm Exod 12:26

ma-bs noa nox mmb Kin noamat annaxi Exod 12:27

b'sn trna-nxi □■nairnx iaua amsaa bx-ittrma

mnnon nan npn

107 For this, see J.C. Gertz, Konrad Schmid and Markus Witte (eds), Abschied vom Jahwisten.
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rbx nnnxi nxrnn -inxb -inn -pa -|Sx©,"'a mm Exod 13:14

rmnay man m-ann mn1 lMrxin m pma

maa-ba nw nrm unSc1? nana mziprna Tfi Exod 13:15

rat -ox p-by nana maa-nyi onx naan ansa pxa

:msx na maa-bai Dmarn am -itsa-ba mmb

The words 'service' (nnayn), and 'sacrifice of passover' (noama?) in Exod 12:26

and 'sacrifice'(naT) of'first-born'(maa) in Exod 12:27 are more ritualised and are later

expressions than that of Josh 4:6-7. Furthermore, mrr iHoain -r ptna ('by strength of hand

Yahweh brought us out') in Exod 13:14 seems to read a similar expression

nptn -o mm rnmx in Josh 4:24. Thus, this Priestly text shows the most developed

aspects among these texts.

Therefore, we can guess that this form of question and answer has developed in

the order of Deut 6:20-21»Josh 4:6-7»non-Priestly Exod 13:8-10» Priestly texts in

Exod 12:26-27; 13:14-15.

We can also find similar expressions, which stress 'sign' (nix) and 'eternal

memorial' (nbiy~iy paiS) that also appear in Priestly covenant texts of Genesis and

Exodus in the Pentateuch. In Noah's covenant (Gen 9:8-17), 'the rainbow' (nopn) is

emphasised as 'a sign' (nix) of 'everlasting covenant' (nbiy nma) 'to remember' (na?b)

between God and every living creature. In Abraham's covenant (Gen 17:1-21), 'the

circumcision' (nbmn) and 'Isaac' (pmr) are underscored as 'a sign' (mx) of everlasting

covenant (obiy rma) between God and his people. In the Sinai covenant (Exod 31:12-17),

'the sabbath' (nam) is also pointed up as 'an eternal sign' (nbyb mx) of perpetual
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covenant (d^u; ma) to keep (-iamb). It is not easy for us to come to any conclusion about

the relationship among these. However, we could say that the stones as a sign of

covenant in Josh 4:6-7 are the more concrete expression and that 'the rainbow', 'the

circumcision', and 'the sabbath' in the Pentateuch are the more religious, abstract, and

spiritually - developed concept. Furthermore, it is quite interesting that in those

'covenant' texts in the book of Genesis the niphal form of ma was used as in Josh 4:7,

but in quite another sense, the cutting off all flesh by the waters of a flood in Gen 9:11

and any uncircumcised male from his people in Gen 17:14. Here again, the

expression p-pn ^ in Josh 4:7 is more concrete, and the word man and the cutting off

all flesh by the waters of a flood and any uncircumcised male from his people in Gen

17:14 are more religiously developed concepts. It might be possible to say that Josh 4:6-

7 is earlier than those covenant texts in the book of Genesis.

Thus, rather than viewing vv 6-7 as a later insertion, it would be safer to say

that this purposive clause, led by pah, which corresponds to the Greek iva, is the

continuation of Joshua's speech, begun in v 5. Therefore, it would be relevant to think

that this verse depends on vv 1-5 (b), which seems to be influenced by Deuteronomy.

This also appears to be in accord with this writer's intention to read each stratum as far

as he can without discontinuation. And then, the people of Israel take twelve stones from

the middle of the river and carry them over to the place where they lodge and lay them

down as Joshua ordered in v 8(b). Here we can suggest that Josh 4:1-8 is later than the

similar story in Deuteronomy, but earlier than those in Genesis and Exodus.

6.3.2.8. Erecting memorial stones in the middle of the Jordan (4:9)
■•xtm annan •'bin asa nnn p-pa in roirr crpn mnx aaax mto» □"nail 49
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:mn nvn -ia db rrn mn1 nna p-ix

[9] The sudden appearance of the account that Joshua set up twelve stones in

the middle of the Jordan seems to make a clumsy connection with v 8. As we have seen

in Chapter Three, it does not seem probable that the original story featured two different

sets of twelve stones. The words, onnx cnax mica crno (twelve other stones) make this

verse stand out clearly and seems to show that it is divided from 4:1-8. This verse

belongs to 'c' layer, which knows 4:1-8 (b).

6.3.2.9. The Priests standing in the middle of the Jordan (4:10a)

aarrbx -n-6 mn-1 mxmoK-bs-nx aoirr nba im na pmo hob rr-on ynx ,kb3 a-orcm 410a

[10a] In this part, the priests who bore the ark were standing in the middle of

the Jordan until the command of Yahweh to set up twelve stones at the brink of the

Jordan, given Joshua in 4:1b was completed, this being a continuation of 'b'. The

Hebrew phrase pTO noa man pnx D-onam in this verse is similar

to pmn pro nanna mrrrm ]nxn a^nan Hoan in 3:17, but is slightly different. As

we have seen above, 3:17 ('a' layer) is earlier than this.

6.3.2.10. Peoples' passing over in haste (4:10b-11a)
maan nan nnnn 4l0b

maab oan-ba arrnaxa -,m-i4lla

[lOb-lla] 10b ('The people passed over in haste.') again makes the sequence

of the story harsh, because in v la, the people had already completed passing over the

Jordan. This verse appears to be linked with the account that 'the people passed over

opposite Jericho' (3:16b), which belongs to 'a'. V 11a is also the continuation of 'a'
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layer.108

6.3.2.11. The crossing over of the ark and the stones (4:11b)

:omsb a^axm nwma pnx nam 4llb

[lib] Once again, a different story appears. In v 11a the people finished

crossing the Jordan, but in v lib the ark is crossing and cnaxm (oi AiOoi) are before the

people. The MT has cansm instead of D-oaxm (oi AiGoi) in the LXX Vorlage. However,

instructions to the priests are given in v 17. This verse requires something more to be

understood properly.109 Cooke tries to settle this problem by translating -osb (before) into

'in the presence of. However, when ^sb is used with 'verbs of motion', it means 'before,

at the head of', not 'in the presence of'.110 As we have seen in Chapter Three, this is

MT's adjustment o'jaxm to a^nsm, recollecting the command to the priests in 3:6 too

literally.111 The complexity of this verse is also related to the cohesion of materials. 1 lb

is connected with 10a ('b' layer). This is the sequence of the story in which the ark and

the stones, which had been taken from the middle of the Jordan by the command of

Yahweh (10a), passed over the Jordan for the completion of the task (lib).

6.3.2.12. Eastern tribes crossing the Jordan (4:12-13)
:noQ orrbx nan noixa bxnia-' -oa •aab crsinn n^nn earn 'sm nmaai pixnma maim 412

13
o nrPT ti) bx nanbnb mn1 -ash masi xasn ■'sibn *]bx crjjanx 4

[12-13] The special reference to the sons of Reuben, of Gad and of the half tribe

of Manasseh seems to emphasise that all the tribes took part in the passing over and the

108
J. Van Seters, In Search ofHistory, 325-326.

109
J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 63.

'10
Saydon, P.P. 'The Crossing of the Jordan, Josue 3 and 4,' CBQ 12 (1950), 204.

"1 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 116.
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Conquest war. This is a flashback report of what Moses commanded in Deut 3:18 and

which Joshua reiterated (Josh l:12ff).112 o,onn (v 13) occurs in Josh 1:14; 4:12; MT -

Exod 13:18. The content of v 13 repeats that of v 12, but the vocabulary is different.

'Armed' (mibn), 'for battle' (nnnbnb) (v 13) also shows the interest in the war, which

connects this event with the conquest of the land, mibn appears in Deut 3:18, which also

connects this part to the eastern tribes in Deuteronomy.113 This section (vv 12-13)

belongs to 'b' layer, which is influenced by the book of Deuteronomy.

6.3.2.13. The exaltation of Joshua (4:14)

:rTt nmn-nx ikt mtfio ins urn bsntr oy-bz Tin j?oimnK mm bm sinn mm 414

The exaltation of Joshua as a leader like Moses then follows. The basic 'a' layer

regards the completion of the passing over as the accomplishment of Yahweh's promise

of the exaltation of Joshua. Here, the promise, the exaltation of Moses' successor, is

realised, as given in 3:7, and in 1:16-18.

6.3.2.14. The Ark of the Covenant of the Testimony of Yahweh (4:15-16)

nottb jjfflim-bs mm "lntm 415
q-rpmp lbim mm mm? mm? pis mtu? cmnsmnx ma 416

[15-16] Unlike the conclusion of 'b' (vv 12-14), the ark and the priests are

stressed. Different material ('e') continues. 'The ark of the covenant of the testimony of

Yahweh' (mm mm? mm? pnx) in v 16 is an extraordinary epithet. The MT's simpler

mm?n pnt< appears to be the older text. B's complexity may have been caused by the later

112
J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 65; R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 70.

113
R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 70; For the use of this word Osibn), see also D.U. Rottzoll, Abraham Ibn Esras

Langer Kommentar zum Buch Exodus 1, 373-4.
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inclusion within the text to explain that 'the ark of the testimony' was none other than

'the ark of the covenant of Yahweh'.114 rrnsn p-ix is used mostly in Exodus but twice

also in Numbers.115 (Exod 25:16, 21;cf. 25:22; 26:33,34; 30:6, 26; 31:7; 39:35; 40:3, 5,

21; Num 4:5; 7:89).116 As we have seen in Chapter Four, vv 15-16 is a later insertion to

connect this part with Exodus and belongs to final layer of this narrative ('e').

6.3.2.15. Ascent and arrival at Gilgal (4:17-19)

:pTrrp ibi! nnxb Durorrnx jjoirr in 417
nnnrr bs arr'un urn pTrrp mm mn pnx Duron mbm urn 418

ivnnrbs-ba aicbo-bmns id'ti aaipnb pmmn 122m
omr niTD nspn babaa btnanua urn ptDtnn otnb mtoa p-rrrp iby dot 419

[17-19] Joshua commands the priests to 'come up out of the Jordan'. The same

word as 'the dry ground' (nmnn) appears in 3:17, but is different from rucm in 4:20-24.

The similar expression of 'the priests' feet were separated unto the dry ground'

(minn bx aanrn ipno) in v 18 is also used in 3:15a ('a' layer). The expressions in this

part (""Kim, mrr-rma pnx) are connected with the basic layer ('a') of this narrative and

those expressions in similar ark stories. The water stopped in 3:16 'returns' (ai<c) to its

place here in 4:18. This section (vv 17-19) belongs to the basic 'a' layer. Soggin holds

that the 10th ofNisan was an important day of spring feast in Gilgal, when a celebration

of the Exodus was held as a present reality.117 However, the attempt to link this text with

the feast in Gilgal in relation to 5:9-12 is a little problematic. The phrase 'the sons of

Israel camped in Gilgal banc-on urn)' in 5:10 is a MT plus, nosn mrran in v 11 is

also a MT plus. Auld holds that ' [t]his text was economically altered through two neat

114 A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 118.
115

C.L.Seow, 'Ark of the Covenant,' ABD /, 387 T.C.Butler, Joshua, 50.
115

T.C.Butler, Joshua, 45.
1,7

J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 66.
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additions to correspond to the 'Priestly' calendar of passover in Lev 23:5-6, where

passover belongs to the fifteenth day of the month. [It] has a strengthening function to

underline that it was on the following day that unleavened bread was eaten.'118 Thus, it

appears to be somewhat hasty to connect Israel's arrival at Gilgal after crossing the

Jordan with the feast in Gilgal, as some scholars have tried to do. Rather, this part might

be the basic layer that connects the Jordan miracle with the place name 'Gilgal'. In 9:6;

10:6-7; 14:6, Gilgal plays an important role as the headquarters for Israel.119

6.3.2.16. Stones at Gilgal and the confession (4:20-24)
20tbabaa your mpn pmmp npb utix nbxn □'•jaxn mtos trn® nxi 4

:nbxn cmaxn nn -inxb ambx aa^a •pbxttr ntix iraxb 421
99

pmmnx nau ntca^a ••a oa^amx onnim 4
pmmb mnbx mrr nicy ntcxa nairna omasa pirn mmx irnbx mm cainmaix 423

nnajrny ir:sn lrnbx mm tram—itox

micyn-baa irnbx mm-nx anx onxm pnb xmi nptn 'a mm mmx pnxn ma-ba nan pah 424

[4:20-24] Now the theme returns to the story of the twelve stones at Gilgal.120
The cultic teaching form is repeated. The vocabulary and style are quite different from

those in the basic and second layer, but similar to that of Rahab's confession in 2:10

related to the Reed Sea event. There is no more interest in the ark and the cutting off of

the water in this section. The liturgical teaching about the appearance of the dry ground

makes this event more dramatic, and then the confession follows.121
As we have seen in 6.2.2., the OG Vorlage has npb instead of inpb in the MT,

stressing the leading role of Joshua, although the twelve chosen men have taken those

118 A.G. Auld, Joshua Retold, 12-13. However, Van der Meer has argued that the whole context (shorter
LXX, and not just the MT +s) is related to Lev 23. For this, see M.N. van der Meer, Formation &
Reformulation, 249-415 and Auld's book review on this book in JJS, in press.
119

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, A Commentary, 70.
120

M.H. Woudstra, The Book ofJoshua, 95.
121 T.C. Butler, Joshua, 51.
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stones in 4:1-8. This part is not linked with 4:1-8 ('b'layer). Vv 22, 23 also represent the

concept of 'dry ground', but do so by using a different Hebrew word (nom) from m~inn

in the basic 'a' layer (3:17; 4:18). Thus, this part is not connected with the basic 'a' layer.

Iid-d1 in 4:23 is linked to the Reed Sea story in Exod 14. This part is the final layer ('e')

in this narrative to link Josh 3-4 with similar water crossing events in Exod 13:17-14:31.

We have already faced a similar problem in Chapter Four with the epithet of 'the ark of
• • 199 •

testimony' (nnyn pix) in Josh 4:16. We saw that a later editor of Josh 3-4 seems to

have inserted the expression in Josh 4:16 in order to connect the book of Joshua with

Exodus. In the very same manner, a later editor inserted the references to the Reed Sea

crossing into this Jordan crossing story. Thus, Josh 4:15-16, 20-24 seem to be later than

Exod 13:17-14:31. V 24 is also connected with the Israelite awe to Yahweh due to the

miracle at the Reed Sea in Exod 14:31. The purpose of the event, which dried up the

waters of the Jordan, is to show that Yahweh's hand is mighty and that the God of Israel

rules over all the earth. However, the nations do not take part in this cult. Therefore, the

ultimate purpose of this event is for the Israelites, so that they will be in awe of Yahweh

and worship him.123

6.3.2.17. The Examination of the Result of Literary Critical Analysis Based

on the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX-Josh 3-4

Through literary critical analysis, we can see that Josh 3-4 is composed of five

layers of different materials. First, the basic layer of this narrative is 'a'; 3:2-11, 13-17;

4:10b-l 1 a, 14, 17-19. Second, the first addition to these chapters is 'b'; 4:1-8, 10a, lib,

12-13. Third, 'c'; 4:9. Fourth, 'd': 3:1, 12. Fifth, the final redactional insertion to this

122 MT-Josh 4:16 represents nrron p-iK, but B mrr rra rroa ir,«.
123 T.C. Butler, Joshua, 51.
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narrative is 'e'; 4:15-16, 20-24.

At this point it is necessary for us to question whether our research so far has

proceeded correctly and has come to a satisfactory outcome. To test the result of our

research, we will reconstruct each stratum in the retroversion of LXX Vorlage on to a

table and examine the following aspects: the character each layer has; the separate

episodes each layer has; what kind of changes appear to those episodes; how many

separate episodes should be detected; which episodes are missed and which new

episodes appear at each stage when we reconstruct the text according to the process of

combining each layer (a, a+b, a+b+c...etc,) - in the same way as archaeologists find

geological strata and remains. Then, we will investigate the distribution of major words

in each layer to observe whether our research comes to a satisfactory result.

[Table 12]. Layers of Text in the OG Vorlage Josh 3:1-4:24
'a' Layer 'b' Layer

'c'

Layer
'd' Layer 'e' Layer

3:2-11, 13-17; 4:10b-l la, 14,17-19 4:1-8, 10a, lib,
12-13

4:9 3:1, 12 4:15-16,20-24

E
P
1
S
o
D
E
S

- Passing over the Jordan on dry ground to
Jericho and arrval at Gilgal by means of the
ark, related to the conquest story
-The emphasis on the holiness of the ark and
cultic sanctification
-The emphasis on passing over on dry ground
-The exaltation
of Joshua and his succession to Moses
-The priests coming out of the Jordan
- The return of the waters of the Jordan to their

place

- Joshua's calling
twelve men

already appointed
-Carrying twelve
stones over to the

place, where they
will lodge
- Two and a half
tribes armed for
battle passing over
to Jericho

0
ffwelvj
|e other]
(stones |
[in the]
|middle|
[of the|
[Jordan]E

-The command to

Joshua to tell the
priests who bore the
ark of the cov enant of
the testimony of
Yahvveh to come up
from the water
-Setting up twelve
stones for the twelve
tribes at the brink of
the Jordan (Gilgal)

'a' + 'b': 3:2-11, 13-17; 4:1-8, 10-14, 17-19
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A
M
A
L
G
A
M
A
T
I
O
N

O
F

L
A
Y
E
R
S

- Passing over the Jordan on dry ground to Jericho and arrival at
Gilgal by means of the ark, related to the conquest story
-The emphasis on the holiness of the ark and cultic sanctification
-The emphasis on passing over on dry ground
-The exaltation ofJoshua and his succession to Moses
- Joshua's calling twelve men already appointed
-Carrying twelve stones over to the place, where they will lodge
- Two and a half tribes armed for battle passing over to Jericho
-The priests coming out of the Jordan
- The return of the waters of the Jordan to their place

'a' + 'b'+'c': 3:2-11, 13-17; 4:1-14, 17-19
- Passing over the Jordan on dry ground to Jericho and arrival at Gilgal by
means of the ark, related to the conquest story
-The emphasis on the holiness of the ark and cultic sanctification
-The emphasis on passing over on dry ground
-The exaltation of Joshua and his succession to Moses
- Joshua's calling twelve men already appointed
-Carrying twelve stones over to the place, where they will lodge

- Two and a half tribes armed for battle passing over to Jericho
-The priests coming out of the Jordan
- The return of the waters of the Jordan to their place

'a' + 'b'+'c'+ 'd': 3:1-17; 4:1-14, 17-19

- Passing over the Jordan on dry ground to Jericho and arrival to Gilgal by means of the ark, related
to the conquest story
-The emphasis on the holiness of the ark and cultic sanctification

-The emphasis on passing over on dry ground
-The exaltation of Joshua and his succession to Moses
- Joshua's calling twelve men already appointed
-Carrying twelve stones over to the place where they will lodge
[-Twelve other stones in the middle of the Jordan |
- Two and a half tribes armed for battle passing over to Jericho
-The priests coming out of the Jordan
- The return of the waters of the Jordan to their place

'a' + 'b'+'c'+ 'd'+ 'e': 3:1-17; 4:1-24

- Passing over the Jordan on dry ground to Jericho and arrival to Gilgal by means of the ark, related to the conquest story
-The emphasis on the holiness of the ark and cultic sanctification

-The emphasis on passing over on dry ground
-The exaltation ofJoshua and his succession to Moses
- Joshua's calling twelve men already appointed
-Carrying twelve stones over to the place where they will lodge
[-Twelve other stones in the middle of the Jordan j
- Two and a half tribes armed for battle passing over to Jericho
-The command to Joshua to tell the priests vvhobqrt? the ark of the covenant of the testimony of Yuhweh to come up from th
watei

-The priests coming out of the Jordan
- The return of the waters of the Jordan to their place

■ Setting up twelve stones for the twelve tribes at Gilgal

In [Table 12] above, layer 'a' shows the episodes of'passing over the Jordan on

dry ground to Jericho and arrival at Gilgal by means of the ark, related to the conquest
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story', 'the emphasis on the holiness of the ark and cultic sanctification', 'the exaltation

of Joshua and his succession to Moses', 'the priests coming out of the Jordan', and 'the

return of the waters of the Jordan into their place'.

In layer 'b', the episodes of 'Joshua's calling twelve men already appointed',

'Carrying twelve stones over to the place, where they will lodge', and 'two and a half

tribes armed for battle passing over to Jericho'.

In layer 'c', 'twelve other stones in the middle of the Jordan'.

In layer 'd', 'Joshua's diligence and departure from Shittim', and 'the

prefiguration of command to choose twelve men for twelve tribes'.

Layer 'e' contains the episode of'the command to Joshua to tell the priests who

bore the ark of the covenant of the testimony of Yahweh to come up from the water', and

'setting up twelve stones for the twelve tribes at Gilgal'.

At each stage of amalgamation, we can see that the number of episodes in each

layer conforms to the number of episodes we expected and no new episode appears. We

can confirm that this result is in accord with our conclusion.

Here once again, it is necessary for us to examine the result of our research

through the investigation of the major words in each layer. When the distribution of

major words is tabulated, it will be possible for us to distinguish the features of the

layers in this narrative more clearly.
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[Table 13]. Frequency ofMajor Words by Layer in the OG Vorlage Josh 3:1-4:24
a b c d e Total

The ark 10 3 1 0 1 15

Israel 6 6 0 1 1 14

The people 10 3 0 0 1 14

The priests 10 1 1 0 1 13

Cross over (iai) 8 8 0 1 3 20

The Jordan 14 6 1 1 4 26

As we see in [Table 13] above, 'the passing over (20) the Jordan (26) with the

ark (15) by the priests (13) and the Israelite people (14+14=28)' is the theme of the

whole narrative. We can see that these words have a relatively even distribution in 'a'

layer, so 'a' is basic layer of this narrative. The 'b' layer, which is about 'Israel's

crossing over the Jordan to carry twelve stones over to the place, where they will lodge',

also shows a regular distribution of words, although there is less interest in 'the priests',

'the ark', and 'the people'. Thus, we could say 'a' and 'b' are major layers of this

narrative, but 'b' is later. Added to these basic layers is the 'c' layer, in which 'the ark',

'the priests', and 'the Jordan' are emphasised (by 'setting up the twelve stones in the

middle of the Jordan'), is added. The'd' layer shows interest in 'crossing the Jordan' and

'Israel' (by selecting twelve men for each tribe). Finally, the 'e' layer, which knows all

the important expressions in this narrative, was redactionally added. We can see that the

analytical result of the word distribution supports our research.
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6.3.2.18. Conclusion: Literary Critical Analysis of Josh 3-4 Based on the

Retroversion of the LXX Vorlage

Through the literary critical analysis, we found five layers of different materials

in Josh 3-4.

First, the basic layer (a), influenced by similar synoptic ark texts in Samuel-

Kings and Chronicles as 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5 (BTH), is

that which connects passing over the Jordan on dry ground to Gilgal and the exaltation

of Joshua and his succession to Moses; 3:2-11, 13-17; 4:1Ob-1 la, 14, 17-19.

Another basic layer of this narrative, and the first addition to this narrative is 'b',

which shows interest in carrying twelve stones over to the other side of the Jordan, and

two and a half tribes passing over the Jordan according to Moses' command: 4:1-8, 10a,

lib, 12-13. This second layer appears to be influenced by Deuteronomy (Deut 3:18;

6:20-21; 27:1-6).

Third, the second additional layer ('c'), which is concerned with the aetiology

of the twelve stones in the middle of the Jordan; 4:9.

Fourth, the third insertion ('d') which emphasises Joshua's diligence and the

beginning of the realisation of the Jordan crossing, and which links chapter 3 to 4 by 3:1,

12.

These four layers compose the primary story of this narrative.

Fifth, to those four layers, a final fourth redactional layer is added to connect

this story with the ark narratives and Reed Sea story in Exodus; 4:15-16, 20-24.

One point we should bear in mind here is that the form of question and answer

seems to be developed in the order of Deut 6:20-21» Josh 4:6-7» non-Priestly Exod
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13:8-10» Priestly texts in Exod 12:26-27; 13:14-15.

6.3.3. Literary Critical Analysis of Josh 3-4 Based on the final shape
of the MT

6.3.3.1. Preparation for crossing the Jordan (3:1-4)

3K3"t] cabnra won ipsa boon 3:1
mijr DID DO bxntF ■op'brn 177-7"1??

:nanan 3-1^2 onpOn rnjm no'bo nspp vm 2
nrp-rrn "fnx nx Dinftn? baxb D»n-nx oti 3

"won onto inx cxip obbn apnOni o^nbx
;rnnx orobm appippp

npx □,sbx2 p'roi] (ir:M) zztz nbr pirn 1 *^x 4
~iOx '-pbrrrx bjnrrnbx ]vpb rbx Trnprrbx rnpa

o :Diobc bipna p-pa arnni? xb *2 r:z-zbr

[3:1-4] As we saw above, the phrase 'rose at morning' is the stereotypical

rendering of a common Hebrew formula,124 which also appears in 6:12, 15; 7:16;

8:10.125 The change of the subject from third person singular to plural makes the syntax

of this verse a bit clumsy. An MT redactor seems to have tried to solve this awkwardness

by inserting bxntr •oa'bai xin. By the insertion of this phrase, the ambiguity of the subject

of this verse disappears and the phrase bxisr ^a-bs which is a synoptic expression in 2

Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16 and 1 Kgs 7:51 -8:11//2 Chron 5 connects this verse with the basic

layer of the narrative. As we saw above, there are a number of pluses in MT like this,

which seems to be the final redactional layer of this narrative. We will refer to these

pluses in the MT as the '6' layer.

124
V. Fritz, Das Buch Josua, 46; A.G. Auld, Joshua: Jesus Son ofNaue in Codex Vaticanus, 102.

125
M.H. Woudstra, The Book ofJoshua, 79.
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The references to 'three days' and 'the officers' 'passing through the camp', and

the order given to the people (vv 2-4) are connected to Joshua's command in 1:10-11.

This section is the continuation of the basic layer of this narrative, which is related to the

conquest story that continues from chapter l.126 This basic layer will be called 'a' for

the moment. The term 'officers' also appears at some important points of Josh 8:33; 23:2

and 24:1. The respectful distance in v 4 belongs to the basic layer, which is influenced

by the accident of Uzzah in 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13 (BTH).

6.3.3.2. 'Sanctify yourselves' (3:5-6)

rnrr nimn -inn rp aanpnn qsn'bx VEnm -inx'si 5
:nixbs: crsnpa

nnan pnx_nx ax© -aibxb onnsn-bx Vain1 nnxh 6
o :d»h "nab asb'a n-nan fnx-nx axq»a qan nab anapa

[5-6] nnn (tomorrow), a routine formula of sanctification, seems to be

connected with the single night chronology of v l,127 which belongs to the a layer. 'The

priests' in v 6 also appears to be connected with the demand of 'sanctification in cultic

tradition'128 in v 5. The MT marks vv 5-6 as a paragraph, as does LXXB. This section is

the continuation of the a layer.

6.3.3.3. Yahweh addresses Joshua and Joshua prepares his people (3:7-11)

■jraa bbn: 'brax nan Dip srehnybx 'nrr -inx*i 7
n;nx nqn-na ,n,;n nqxai p pirn nqx bxnfcr-ba

□5x33 nnxb npan-pnx onnan-nx 'man nnxa 8
"1 :annan ppa yrrn p nap-ny

nan-rax aypqa nan am bx-.Sr ■prbx yoirr -inx»i 9
:c3-nbx mm

126
J. Gray, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, 60.

127 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 61.
128 J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 47-8.
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chin] oppnpp ti bx m pinn nxta ssim npxa 10
'msn-nxi anrrnxi mnrrnxi asapmnx Dpasp' snr

nparm mPxm nzPnamrKi
qnma Daps'? "I35J faxmbp pnx nnan fnx nan 11

[7-8] These verses are a continuation of the basic layer (a). The Yahweh's

promise on the exaltation of Joshua given in Joshua 1 is being carried out in 3:7, which

is linked with 1:5, 17-18 and 4:10, 14.

In v 8 the leadership role of Joshua (man nnxi, 'and you yourself shall

command') is also stressed and v 8 connects the content of exaltation in v 7 with the

story of the conquest of the land.

[9-11] In this section, Joshua delivers Yahweh's words (mm mm) to his people,

which ends in v 13.129 Here, we can also see that the basic layer (a) understands the

event of'crossing the Jordan' in connection with that of'the Conquest war'.

6.3.3.4. Choose twelve men (3:12)

"intrmx bxnttr asps'p mx nst? as bp1? inp nnpi 12
:tips'? "inK-EnX

[12] The sudden appearance of the command to take twelve men from the tribes

of Israel makes the context a bit clumsy.130 This verse (3:12) seems to be a redactional

addition inserted by an editor, who knew the story of 4:1-8 and who did so to connect

the contents ofChapters 3 and 4.

:aasb (nnx-mx) nnxninx bans1 aaa tzrx ~iss as osb inp 3:12

:ddsd (nn>rs-'x) mx-ahx □■'Six (nte? oas) asn-ja (ash) inp 4:2

As we have seen above, LXX-Josh 3:12 and 4:2 show a quite different style,

129 T.C. Butler, Joshua, 39.
130

P.P. Saydon, 'The Crossing of the Jordan, Josue 3 and 4,' 199.
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although MT Josh 3:12 and 4:2 show a rather similar structure. An MT editor seems to

have put some pluses into both verses to sort out the differences between them. With the

help of pluses in each verse, 3:12 belongs to the same layer as 4:1-8 (P).

6.3.3.5. Descent and Passing over on 'dry ground' (na-ina) (3:13-17)

•jinx rnrr pnx 'xtm nbrpn nlpa nijs rrrn 13
□ni'n OTOT "prr©? IbTb *a TTVH -m pixn-ba

nnx m npjm nbspba
obnani )Trn_nx -\pyb Dirbnxp ban yfcqa •,nn 14

:nan •qab rvnan pnxn ,xi£q
pnxn 'xo: banan "•bani pn^n-na pnxn ■'Xipi xiarn 15
nrsj? w bp vninrba-ba 'xSa )b-)»ni o,an nspa ibatso

pnnn inx-p lap nbaaba DHTn b,an inpaa 16
by cnnmi "|rns nan box bran nnxp nxp

btr-r -im inaa qani wrpj inn nbanTr nanan np
ipna nanna nirp-nna pbxn ,xta3 obnan inntri 17

barntfx na nanna bnaa bkyy-bp: "|an pn»n
:Tfbb~nK naab ban-bp

[13] V 13 has the same phrase the Lord ofall the earth as in v 11. The focus of

interest in v 13 is also on the ark, as it is in v 11. V 13 is the continuation of the basic a

layer.

[14-16] The people's departure from their tents and the priests' bearing of the

ark of the covenant before the people in v 14 are linked with the officers' command in

w 2-3. The detailed explanation on the cutting off of the waters in vv 15, 16 is

connected with Joshua's prophecy in v 13 (when the feet of the priests rest in the waters,

the waters of the Jordan shall stand). All of these verses are a continuation of a, which

continues the story of the people's passing over opposite Jericho in v 16b. As we see

from the explanation of Israel's crossing over opposite Jericho in this verse, the basic
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layer (a) seems to connect this wonder with the conquest of Jericho.131

[17] V 17 shows the concern about passing over on 'dry ground' (na-ina) as in

4:20-24. However, the Hebrew word for 'dry ground' (nanna) in this verse is different

from that used in 4:20-24 (rrar). sm, mm ma pnxn also connect this verse with the basic

layer of this narrative (a).

6.3.3.6. Carrying twelve stones over to the brink of the Jordan and Erecting

twelve memorial stones in the middle of the Jordan (4:1-9)

1 ,iimba mnmpxa '■mi 4:1
nbxb pPlm_bx mm -iax»i

"inx-p-'x ~inx-p,x ombx nto o^P D»n"]P W 2
:B3Pb

bsan yrvn ^Inn ntb Dab-ixp bbxb bnlx mi 3
bnlx annarm Dbax n-ppm*np pan abnan 4?n
o :nip-,t?n la irbnmpx pbaa anlx anmm abba
bab pan -ipx P'x bton opp-bx pplm xnp"i 4

mapn nnx-p,x nnx_P,x 'mstTitp-'
Dambx mm pnx bsb nap pblm bnb -iax»i 5
inap-bp nntK -px P'X abb mnm pmn ■pmbx

ibx-p-ma map nspbb
bnb Dama "pb^-m Daanpa nix nxr mnn pbb 6

:oab nbxn miaxn nn nbxb

•pnx bap '"|nmn mm irna: ipx abb arnnxi 7
abaxn rnf "inrnn m irrpj pma napa mm-nna

mblsrnp btottr pah ynstb nbxn
nnpinnp ixtc'i bplm ms npxa bx-.mma "|3"iPim 8

naorab ail;—bx mm nan npxa -pirn apnb Db'ax
:aP oinri pbambx bar anami bx-mma map

bsn nnn pnm rpna bplm mpn miax nnpp ampi 9
:mn ai»n na aP nrn nnan ]lnx nap: abnan bp

[4:1-8] V la sums up the event of crossing the Jordan in chapter 3 and

introduces a different story.132 V Iff comprises another basic layer (P) of this narrative,

which emphasises the twelve stones being moved to the brink of the river for twelve

131 T.C. Butler, Joshua, 48.
132 M.H. Woudstra, The Book ofJoshua, 90.
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tribes, but this is later than a. The numeral twelve occurs five times in these verses (one

MT plus).133As we have seen in 6.3.2.7, this part is later than Deuteronomy and is

influenced by it.

[9] The sudden appearance of the account that Joshua set up twelve other

stones in the middle of the Jordan in LXX-Josh 4:9 makes a clumsy connection with v 8.

However, by removing the word '□•nnx' in the LXX-Josh 4:9, the MT solves the

disconnection with 4:1-8 (P). The plus opnin ybn 'aspp in 4:3 also seems to be inserted so

as to connect 4:9 which has the similar phrase opnin pan asp with 4:1-8. In the MT, 4:9

also belongs to p. Here the middle of the Jordan, which is related to the location of the

ark (3:17; 4:18) and the source of the memorial stones (4:3, 5, 8), is itself highlighted by

the placement of stones.134 The similar expression and phrases that Joshua set up twelve

stones at Gilgal appears in 4:20. However, as we have seen in the textual criticism, the

phrases cnax miau ontfi in v 9 and nbxn cmaxn mto dti<b nxi in v 20 (y) show us that

these two parts originate from different materials.

6.3.3.7. The Succession of Joshua to Moses (4:10-14)

on n» yrvn pina onpa pnxn ,x(a: opnini 10
bis oi?n-bx nanb 's75pin-,-nK mm nprmrx nann'-bs

:na□»n innpp attfim-nx nob ma-nox
:Dsn pab opnim mm-yinx naim liaub oiimbs onmcxs pip 11

opton na'jpn oasi nrpai pixmpa mapp' 12
:na3P ombx nan mixs bxniB1 pa pab

nnnbab 'mm pab rn» xasn rsibn ybx opja-ixa 13
o nlaaa bx

pnp bxnltmbi ppa sir—rx 'mm bps xshn nip 14
1 :"ipo ypi'bi noirnx sxm noxs ihx

[10-11] The priests who bore the ark were standing in the middle of the Jordan

133 R.G. Boling and GE. Wright, Joshua, 172.
134

R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 69.
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until everything was fulfilled. This part is linked to the basic 'a' layer, which stresses the

succession of Joshua to Moses as in 3:17; 4:14; cf. 2 Kgs 2. The MT plus irrviK nob

nisnoK bbs) in 4:10 is connected with the similar expression nob orrbx nan noxo in 4:12

and r»n yhs nob'nx wt noxs in 4:14 and puts vv 10-14 together. 4:10-1 la repeats the

element of 3:16b-17('a' layer), but in a different order and with altered grammar in order

to 'restart' the frozen narrative action of the crossing.135 MT-Josh 4:11b represents

cmnbn instead of o^axn in the LXX Vorlage. As we have seen above, this is an MT

adjustment to be faithful to the command to the priests to take up the ark of the covenant,

and to pass on before the people in 3:6 ('a'), lib is also connected with 10a (a). This is

the sequence of the story in which the ark and the priests, who had stood in the middle of

the Jordan while Joshua carried out what Yahweh commanded (10a), passed over the

Jordan once the task had been completed (lib).

[12-14] This section is the continuation of a, which connects this event with

the conquest of the land. Here the command given in 1:12fif is carried out.136 The special

reference to the two and a half tribes seems to emphasise that all the tribes took part in

the passing over and in the Conquest war. V 13 repeats the content of v 12, although the

vocabulary is different. The phrase 'passed over to the plains of Jericho' is directly

linked with the conquest story of Jericho in chapter 6. The exaltation of Joshua as a

leader like Moses belongs to a. The 'a' layer regards the completion of the passing over

as the accomplishment of Yahweh's promise of the exaltation of Joshua, as given in

chapter 1.

135 R.D. Nelson, Joshua, 69.
136

J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 65.
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6.3.3.8. The Ark of the Testimony (4:15-16)

nbxb afflirr-bK rnrr nnxT 15

:"|Tvn"|n "P?^ 16

[15-16] As we have seen in Chapter Four, this is the only occurrence of

nnun pnx in the entire Former Prophets and Chronicles. It appears mainly in Exodus and
Numbers. These two verses are later insertion (y) to link this ark narrative with those in

Exodus.

6.3.3.9. Ascent and arrival at Gilgal (4:17-19)

:yri'_n~]n ibs? noxb Donsn-nx sanm 17
nirr-rrna pnx oTrpn nib:;? "•nyf 18

into nannn bx trinsn 'bri rrisa ipna yrvn pino
irninrbs-bi? mobo-biorp pb?i anipnb ppin-'D

b:b:z 'urn "pcxnn tonb Titos ns'p-y: \bs aym 19
:tpt rnrp nspa

[17-19] This part uses the same expressions (,kd:, np^rna pnx) as in the basic

layer of this narrative and the ark narratives of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. This part

is the conclusion of the basic layer of this water crossing narrative (a): the water that is

cut off in 3:16 returns to its place and the people of Israel arrive at Gilgal.

6.3.3.10. Stones at Gilgal and confession (4:20-24)

17.7!lI"7? inpb ncx nbxn D^axn rnto □,nti 'nxi 4:20
:babaa stfirr D'pn

nna abba pbx«r nox nnxb bantp? b.a'bx "ibxb 21
;nbxn aoaxn no -bxb aniax-rix

bxpr- nza nto»a noxb oooztx aninini 22
:n;Tn ]Tvrrnx

opoao urn tj-hk ci'rtbx nan-; ©pin-nox 23
opin-ntix n1?"0-1? ""Tbx nan1 nto nox? Danasr-iB

:«Tto_TB bbSb
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xp nptnp npr ipnx jpxn pirba nyjj fyab' 24
o ropp-ba aapbx rnrr-nx pnxp p»b

[20-24] Now the narrative returns to the story of the twelve stones at Gilgal in

4:1-8 (P). Although twelve chosen men have taken stones in 4:1-8, the Hebrew Vorlage

of LXX uses a singular verb npb to emphasize the role of Joshua in 4:20. The MT seems

to have adjusted the singular verb in the OG Vorlage to plural in order to connect this

part with the syntax of 4:1-8. The MT also tries to connect this section with 4:6 by

inserting inn. However, we can still see some disconnection with 4:1-9. Even though the

first part of 4:20 uses almost the same expressions as that of 4:9, the former displays a

different style from the latter. In addition, this section does not show any interest in the

ark and the cutting off of the water. Instead, this part uses a different word (rraap)

compared to nainn (3:17; 4:18) in the basic 'a' layer and represents pip-D"1 trying to

connect this Jordan crossing with the Reed Sea story in Exod 13:17-14:31. This part is a

redactional insertion (y) so as to link this story with the Exodus story.

6.3.3.11. The Examination of the Result of Literary Critical Analysis Based

on the final shape of the MT

Through literary critical analysis based on the MT, we can see that Josh 3-4 is

composed of four layers of different materials. First, the basic layer of this narrative is a;

3:1-11, 13-17; 4:10-14, 17-19. Second, the first addition to these chapters is (3; 3:12; 4:1-

9. Third, y: 4:15-16, 20-24. Fourth, the final redactional insertion to this narrative is 6;

MT pluses: 3:1 (bxitr "oa-bai xm), 3 (onxi), 6 (mxb), 7 ^a), 10 (utcirr mxi), 11 (aa^ab), 12

(nrun, -tnx-anx), 13 (rnaa, nbanbn, —i, inx io), 14 (vm), 15 (ba), 16 (aixa), 17 (pn); 4:1 (tp),
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2 (os'?,-iot d-ob, 3 (-mb, nrn nzb, avnzn asno,—i), 4 (-rnKnzrot), 5 (»cin% ynx,

omnbx, -oa), 7 (pT,n,pT,n 'n mis:), 9 (pnn), 10 (-pn, sdrr-nx noa ms—icok bss), 11 (nan), 13

(p), 14 (ay), 18 (pn, mas, a^ron), 21 (btn&r ■nn-bx -mxn, nnra, nmsx-nx), 22 (—'i, nrn).

Here again, it is necessary for us to test the results of our research by putting

each stratum of the MT on to a table in order to examine each layer and the changes that

arise when we reconstruct the text by combining each layer (a, a+p, a+p+y...etc,). Then

we can investigate the distribution of major words in each layer to observe whether our

research comes to a satisfactory result, as we did above with the retroversion of LXX

Vorlage.

[Table 14]. Layers of Text in the final shape ofMT Josh 3-4

*5 layer (MT plus)- underlined bold words
6 Y P a

ran

bmftr

npihn rtthrr
D^is'nn lyo"]

ran

bmfcr "oa-bai

vby
mair PIP ptf

3:1

p^ir np'pp nxpn

nip.u p^npran
:n:npn

2

pnra

nbN*? nynTix
pprriiop
"P?K n?

mnyrr-n
□i^n'px

nhbr\ b^nprn
inx pntfoj
"won prira

□ppippp
nnnx Dra^rn

3

DD^ra pirn
irni

4
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HPX D"9bxa
bx napa

vbx laaprr
■.Bii—rx p?nb
am bppn-nx

nanabn
anna? xb 'a
bipnp papa

0 :DiBbti
bx jtilrr apxp
"a asiapnp nrn-
rnrr ntoap ann
:nixbaa apaapa

5

aSxb

apxp
napap-bx pain"

bxip a&xb
nnan pax*nx

lappa
3Kto»i nan ash

n"aap pax-nx ':a»n asb

0

6

"p

bx rnrr apxp
nip dtp Bpin"-
aaaa pba: bax

bxar-b?
"p pea;, 'atix

-as "npn apxp
:ppp rrpx nop

7

nnxa

□appp-nx 'rran
npiap-pax "xpa

□pxap aqxb
a»p "p 'nsp-a?
paprr *aa'.a pa

1

8

"®xp
ap-bx coin'

nap n)S bxps*
"aan~nx "baa"
:D3"Pbx mrr

9

stiirp anxP jjifirp anx'i
•a pban 'nxia

V
shini aaaapa
aspen' tzrar
nxi apapp-nx
anp~nxi "nnp"

aaBp-nxi

"psaap-nxi
:,Dia"m "anxm

10

naaeb

n"aap pax nap
bp ppx

nab paxp;
:pia«a naaab

11

nrai
: a®

yo co1? inp
"B3!Sp STK atofl
anxprx bxaiir
taaigb wtfx

12
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nisnb
mb nab

330B

o*inan *bn

.1

;ioxb 'oniH tcsi

rrtb oab-iKO

1.7 t?a
asao frwj
obnan *bri
o'nf fan

□*33K rrraa-

bnln'orrgsm
0?8»

oni8 onnK)
i3*brris?K fbna

a ;nb*bn ia

3

b« aoirr Knp'i
b*k nWi n-scr
'330 fan -rew
-T-K-STR bttn-f
;aa®a won?

4

obirr
B5

□a*nbK

ya

inx'l
i-iaa' 5#irr 'anb
mn* fnx fsb

na*nbx
-bK

lanni ]jrn njan
8?*?

VfrlK 138 th
""iM

■isoob
:b«nB-M '*03?

5

nut n*nn pah
♦a oaanpi ni8'

03*33 fbtto-
Srta

o*33«n no nasb
:oab nbsn

6

ima3

p*i>n is

onb oFi-iaKi

*o*a in-ia's *i08

ftk *3bo fri*n
i-iaaa nirrn-n

vrpa ]Ti*a
rnV fn»n *n

enpjnnbxn
*jab mm

iobii?—ta bKitr

7

"biocr-aa p;
atiin* rroe -ttixa
rriiaa-*no ifcitn.''

ipna o*33K
*15383 fT)*n
'ftyr 121

iBoab rOirr*b8

^T*i3 'B30
. *b8 hipp oriajn
:o® aire*! fban

8
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tm

D'JWfc
a-b« rnos

y«nrr D*pn
T?7!n fro
ssn nnr

trtfl crinin br
vn»3 rnan frw
:njb DWj "I? 0?

9

tm

bis
nan msnaK

stfirr-nK

'Ktpj crfniiT!
b'Tnto Tinxn
•parr rpra

□n ia

-i:nn-b3
nirr rm—raK

-nab 'aoirr-nK
*733 Din-bK
ntiD ms-itfx

anfirrr*

:n'3r»4 nan

10

□rr-rafto vri
"liaab Dsn-bs
mrp-pix -iia»i

:oan rijpb
11

rn?;i
Trial pitrrria
Vtgran tsao rim

□■"ten
"P.sb

-.rxs bvnir -53

:rran arrbx naa

12

3 □,r3-)«3

isibn ^bx
rab baa xasn

nnnb'ab 'nw
bx

o .irrr rriara

13

□T3

Vnrr baa xinn

rraa BtfuT-nx
WTI bx™,,-b3

"itiX? TN
nOBTK INT

1 :VTt 'Qi'b?

14

15

16

aifirr lar
rn«b cnnsn-nx

:Tri;rnn iba
17
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ni1??? ,n,V
'lira □■'jnsn

'rnrPTna pan
ipru pvvn jpna

'rriss
□Pnbn "bn

iatip rpann *?«
yrvipn

obi aaipa?
□io'pti-'jiana
irrvnr'as-'asj

Ppn
rriss

\bs aiini
aiton paa»n-|a

oanb
"arm ptisan

b:b:2

nspa
:ln,T' nata

aaxp
buntr aa-'pK

'ana
onlarnK

:ntn
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'8' Layer: MT pluses

3:1 (bxnur 33"b3i xn), 3
(onxi), 6 (noxb), 7 ('3), 10
(spin' noxr), 11 (033ssb), 12
(nriBi, -irix-tf*), 13 (niss,
nbBDbo, —l, bbx 33), 14(Tm),
15 (b3), 16 (D-IXD), 17 (pn);
4:1 (tp), 2 (osbpSs obis,
bbx-b-x), 3 (noxb, mo 03b,
□3333 ^33 3300,-1), 4 ("IBX"
urx), 5 (surer, ynx, osvibx,
33), 7 (pPPDjpnVI 33 TI333), 9
(lira), 10 (-pn, Burer-nx 3«n
33S-3DK *333), 11 (OB3),
13(3), 14 (or), 18 (-pn, nios,
33333), 21 (bxitp B3"bX
3DK3, nna, omax-nx), 22(—l,
313).

'Y' Layer: 4:15-16,20-24 'P' Layer: 3:12; 4:1-9

-The prefiguration of the
command to choose twelve
men

for twelve tribes
- Joshua's calling twelve
men already appointed
-Carrying twelve stones
over to the place, where
they will lodge
-The memorials in the
middle of the Jordan

'a' Layer: 3:1-11,13-17;
4:10-14, 17-19

- Passing over the Jordan on
dry ground to Jericho and
arrival to Gilgal by means
of the ark, related to the
conquest story
-The emphasis on the
holiness of the ark and
cultic
sanctification

-The emphasis on passing
over on dry ground
-The exaltation of Joshua
and his succession to Moses
- Two and a half tribes
armed for battle passing
over to Jericho
-The priests coming out of
the Jordan
- The return of the waters of
the Jordan to their place -

'a' + 'P' + MT pluses inserted into 'a' and 'P' layers |3:1
(bxnun 33"b3i xm), 3 (Dnxi), 6 (nnxb), 7 (3>), 10 (BUiirr nnxn),
11 (ososb), 12 (oral, -mtrtPK), 13 (niB3, nbsobo, —i, 3nx 3:),
14(-33), 15 (bo), 16 (D3kd), 17 (p3); 4:l(vr), 2
(03b,3to DOUf, 33K-spk), 3 (33Kb, 3TB 03b, 33333 ^33 3S33,~
1), 4 (3rtX-5pX), 5 (BUfm\ "[TlX, 03Tlbx, 33), 7 (p33J,133ti -3
13333), 9 (pina), 10 (fin, Burer-nx 303 nu-inix boo), 11 (obb),
13(3), 14 (OB), 18 (pin, P1B3, 33333)1
- Passing over the Jordan on dry ground to Jericho and
arrival to Gilgal by means of the ark, related to the
conquest story
-The emphasis on the holiness of the ark and cultic
sanctification
-The prefiguration of command to choose twelve men for
twelve tribes
-The emphasis on passing over on dry ground
-The exaltation of Joshua and his succession to Moses
- Joshua's calling twelve men already appointed
-Carrying twelve stones over to the place, where they will

-The memorials in the middle of the Jordan
- Two and a half tribes armed for battle passing over to
Jericho
-The priests coming out of the Jordan
- The return of the waters of the Jordan to their place

'a' + 'P' + 'y* +'8': 3:1 (bxno' 33-boi xin), 3 (orxi), 6 (30xb), 7 (ti), 10 (surer 30xr), 11
(3333b), 12 (nrm, nnx-urx), 13 (nt33, nbsobo, —1, nnx 33), 14(tpi), 15 (bs), 16 (dbxb), 17
(p3); 4:l(vr), 2 (o3b,3U:B 030, 3nx-urx), 3 (nnxb, mo 33b, 03333 -b33 3sbo,™i), 4 (bbx-utx), 5
(ruitp, ynx, osvtbx, 33), 7 (praqrvn 33 tress), 9 (yina), 10 (-pn, snrer-rx bibb nismuix b33),
11 (dbb), 13(3), 14 (ob), 18 (pin, ni33, 03333), 21 (bx3#r 33-bx bbxb, 333, oniax-nx), 22(—1,-
313).
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- Passing over the Jordan on dry ground to Jericho and arrival to Gilgal by means of the
ark, related to the conquest story
-The emphasis on the holiness of the ark and cultic sanctification
-The prefiguration of command to choose twelve men for twelve tribes
-The emphasis on passing over on dry ground
-The exaltation of Joshua and his succession to Moses
- Joshua's calling twelve men already appointed
-Carrying twelve stones over to the place, where they will lodge
-The memorials in the middle of the Jordan
- Two and a half tribes armed for battle passing over to Jericho
-The command to Joshua to tell the priests who bore the ark of the testimony to come up|

-The priests coming out of the Jordan
- The return of the waters of the Jordan to their place
|- Setting up twelve stones for the twelve tribes at Gilgal-|

In [Table 14] above, a layer shows the episodes of 'passing over the Jordan on

dry ground to Jericho and arrival at Gilgal by means of the ark, related to the conquest

story', 'the emphasis on the holiness of the ark and cultic sanctification', 'the emphasis

on passing over on dry ground', 'the exaltation of Joshua and his succession to Moses',

'two and a half tribes armed for battle passing over to Jericho', and 'the priests coming

out of the Jordan', and 'the return of the waters of the Jordan to their place'.

The p layer contains the episodes of 'the command to choose twelve men for

twelve tribes', 'carrying twelve stones over to the place, where they will lodge', and

'setting up twelve stones in the middle of the Jordan'.

The y layer contains the episode of 'the command to Joshua to tell the priests

who bore the ark of the testimony to come up from the water', and 'setting up twelve

stones for the twelve tribes at Gilgal'.

In the 5 layer, there are a number of MT pluses. In fact, thanks to the 5 layer,

this narrative becomes simpler and could be read more continuously without severance

of context.

At each stage, we can see that the number of episodes in each layer conforms to

the number of episodes we expected and no new episode appears once each layer is
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combined. We can confirm that this result is in accordance with the conclusion that we

came to in our literary critical analysis based on the MT.

Here once again, we need to to examine the results of our literary critical

analysis based on the MT through the investigation of the major words in each layer.

When the distribution of major words is tabulated, it will be possible for us to more

clearly distinguish the features of the layers in this narrative more clearly.

[Table 15]. Frequency of Major Words by Layer in MT Josh 3-4
'of Layer 'P' Layer 'y' Layer '6' Layer Total

The ark 11 3 1 1 16

Israel 6 6 2 2 16

The people 11 2 1 0 14

The priests 10 2 1 1 14

Cross over (-ay) 12 5 3 0 20

The Jordan 14 7 4 1 26

As we see in [Table 15] above, 'the passing over (20) the Jordan (26) with the ark

(16) by the priests (14) and the Israelite people (16+14=30)' is the theme of the whole

narrative. We can see these words have a relatively even distribution in the 'a' layer,

so'a' is the basic layer of this narrative. The 'P' layer, which is concerned with the

carrying of twelve stones over to the brink of the Jordan and setting up twelve stones in

the middle of the Jordan, also shows a regular distribution of words, although there is

less interest in 'the ark', 'the priests', and 'the people'. Thus, we could say 'a' and 'P'
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are major layers of this narrative, but 'P' is later. Into these basic layers, the 'y' layer,

which shows interest in the ark of testimony and the twelve memorials in Gilgal, was

inserted. Then, the '6' layer, which is MT plus, was redactionally added.

6.3.3.12. Conclusion: Literary Critical Analysis of Josh 3-4 Based on the

final shape of the MT

Through the literary critical analysis, we found four layers of different materials

in MT-Josh 3-4.

First, the basic layer (a) of this narrative is that which is influenced by the

synoptic ark narratives in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles as 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1

Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5. This layer connects passing over the Jordan on dry ground to

Jericho and the arrival at Gilgal by the ark with the conquest story of the land begun in

chapter 1 and continued to chapter 6, as well as the exaltation of Joshua and his

succession to Moses; 3:1-11, 13-17; 4:10-14, 17-19.

The first addition to this narrative is p, which is also a basic layer influenced

mainly by Deuteronomy. It shows interest in the twelve stones carried to the brink of the

Jordan and set up for the twelve tribes in the middle of the Jordan; 3:12; 4:1-9.

The second addition to this basic layer is y, which connects this narrative with

the epithet of 'the ark of testimony' and Reed Sea story in Exodus; 4:15-16, 20-24.
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Then, the final redactional interpolation (5) to this complex text is a number of

pluses in the MT.

6.3.4. Possible Real Literary History of Josh 3-4

This investigation has unearthed two different apparent literary histories, each

interesting and valuable in its own right.

There seem to be five layers of different materials in Josh 3-4 based on the

LXX Vorlage:

First, the basic layer (a): 3:2-11, 13-17; 4:1 Ob-11 a, 14, 17-19. This has been

influenced by the synoptic materials in similar ark narratives in Samuel-Kings and

Chronicles as 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5 (BTH).

Another basic layer of this narrative, and the first addition to this narrative is 'b',

which shows an interest in carrying twelve stones over to the other side of the Jordan,

and two and a half tribes passing over the Jordan according to Moses' command: 4:1-8,

10a, lib, 12-13. This second layer appears to be influenced by Deuteronomy, and

especially by Deut 3:18; 6:20-21; 27:1-6.

Third is the second additional layer ('c'), which is concerned with the aetiology

of the twelve stones in the middle of the Jordan; 4:9.

Fourth, the third redactional insertion ('d') to this narrative is 3:1, 12.

These four layers compose the primary story of this narrative.

Fifth, to those four layers, the final redactional layers are added to connect this
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story with the ark narratives and Reed Sea story in Exodus; 4:15-16, 20-24.

On the other hand, there seem to be only four layers of different materials in the

final shape ofMT Josh 3-4:

'a' layer; 3:1-11, 13-17; 4:10-14, 17-19

'P' layer; 3:12; 4:1-9

'y' layer; 4:15-16, 20-24

'6' layer (pluses in MT); 3:1 (hx-ita-1 ■'ja-bai Kin), 3 (anKi), 6 ("iaxb), 7 (■'2), 10

(sttfirp nam), 11 (oaMsb), 12 (nnsn), 13 (mas, -inx u —i nbanbn), 15 (ba), 17 (pn); 4:1 (vp),

2 (aabptojj ante, -trtx-2px), 3 (-mb, nta nab, annan 'bn aaaa,—1i), 5 (jjahrp, p-ix, oa-ribx, nn),

7 (prpn ^a ima:), 9 (pro), 10 (pro, amrp-nx iron mrpox baa), 13 (a) 18 (pn, maa), 21

(bsofcr nn-bx nax1!, nna, amax-nx), 22 (nrn).

Here, we can see that the result of our investigation is rather surprising and

even paradoxical. On the one side, we found five levels in the earlier Hebrew Vorlage of

B and four levels in the later final shape of MT. It does not seem to be a plausible

situation. Yet, some could argue that just as one can identify more than one dimension

and see things better with two eyes than with one, by using both the Hebrew Vorlage of

LXX and the MT one can read the textual and literary history of each text from more

than one perspective and with more accuracy. Thus, it seems more appropriate to keep

an open mind regarding the textual history and the reconstruction of the literary history

of this complex text of Josh 3-4 based both on the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX and the MT.

However, as an expert in reading these complex texts, one should be open to all

possibilities and be able to question how these chapters really did develop. How can we

reconstruct the stage before the MT and the LXX? Did the MT add words to it? Did the
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LXX Vorlage add words to it? Did the MT change words in it? Did the LXX Vorlage

change words in it? Did all these things happen? Or did other things happen too? The

analysis on the consequences of the literary history of the OG Vorlage and the MT Josh

3-4 could help to answer these questions. The results above show some differences

between them: first, those layers in the OG Vorlage are more complex and more

frequently disconnected than in the MT. On the contrary, the layers in the MT Josh 3-4

are simpler and could be read much further without severance of context; this seems to

have been caused by two main differences between the LXX Vorlage and MT: 1) Josh

3:1, 12 belong to the fourth ('d') layer in the LXX Vorlage, but 3:1 to the basic layer (a)

and 3:12 to the second layer (P) in the MT 2) The two stories about the twelve stones in

the middle of the Jordan and at the brink of the Jordan belong to two different layers (b,

c) in the OG Vorlage, but to the same layer (P) in the MT. These differences are closely

related to those many pluses and variants in the LXX Vorlage and the MT.

The comparison between the OG Vorlage and MT-Josh 3-4 showed us a number

of differences between them, especially many more pluses in the MT than in the OG

Vorlage. As we have seen in 6.2, a lot of pluses and variants in the MT-Josh 3-4 are

rather rare and unusual in the Hebrew Bible, but almost all the pluses and variants in the

OG Vorlage are quite common in Old Testament Hebrew. Even though there were some

cases we cannot decide upon, these divergences in MT seem to have been inserted later

with theological and exegetical intention, having been redactionally interpolated to solve

some syntactical clumsiness in a verse. Thus, it might be possible to consider that the

divergences in the Hebrew Vorlage of LXX are primary and original to the text of Josh

3-4, but those in the MT are secondary and were inserted later. If we pay attention to

those differences between the LXX Vorlage and MT in 3:1, 12 and 4:9, we can

understand this position more easily.
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In the results of the literary critical analysis, Josh 3:1 is at a different level in

LXX Vorlage than it is in the MT.

•pTrnsj -ix3,i yon npoa ntfim noon LXX Vorlage Josh 3:1

may cno am ■u'ri ( )

p-pmsj ixan iyon apaa atcim aomn MT Josh 3:1

may ma do n'ri (bx-i&r nyboi xm)

The lodging of one night in Josh 3:1 after three days of spying in eh. 2 cuts off

the stream of 'three days' from 1:11 to 3:2. The change of the subject from third person

singular into plural makes the syntax of this verse clumsier. In addition, it is not clear

who is the subject of the plural form of ubn—ixon in LXX Vorlage Josh 3:1. These

problems seem to be caused by the insertion of this verse by one of the final editors ('d'

layer) to stress the diligence of Joshua and the realisation of the divine promise on

crossing the Jordan. The first scribe of B, who also regarded this verse as a separate and

independent paragraph appears to support this position.

The final editor of MT seems to have tried to solve this problem by changing

yon in the OG Vorlage into iron and by putting in bx-iy na-bm xm. By these variations,

the MT editor attempts to solve the awkwardness of the syntax of LXX Vorlage 3:1,

where only Joshua 'set out' from Shittim and ambiguous plural people go to the Jordan.

Moreover, the insertion of the phrase, bx-ic nrrby xin, also solves the problem of the

dislocation and isolation of this verse. Even though SxTir nyboi xin is a rare expression

in the Hebrew Bible, hx-iar na^bo) is a basic expression which appears in similar

synoptic ark texts (1 Kgs 8:3//2 Chron 5:4; 1 Kgs 8:9//2 Chron 5:10). This plus bx-ty

-33(-b3) connects this verse with the same expression in Josh 3:9, 12 and with the basic
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layer of this narrative ('a' layer).

The command to take twelve men from the tribes of Israel (3:12) breaks the

context between 3:11 and 3:13. This verse is a later insertion. If we compare the LXX

Vorlage Josh 3:12 and 4:2, we can see that 3:12 is a different layer from 4:1-8.

:B3®b nnx-®-^ ban®1 "oaa B'x n®j? 03b mp LXX Vorlage Josh 3:12

:bb®b nnx-®^ nan-p inp LXX Vorlage Josh 4:2

The LXX Vorlage Josh 3:12 represents some more words (ash, n®® n®) and

shows a different style from 4:2. This verse (3:12) is a later insertion, which was added

to this section by an editor in order to connect the contents of chapters three and four.

However, an MT editor who noted this break has tried to connect these two verses.

:b3®b (nrtK-ttrk) -irttno-'k biosr "onra ctn n®® "ob nab mp MT Josh 3:12

:bb®b (nnx-b-'k) □•'bate (n®® era®) D»rrp (nBb) mp MT Josh 4:2

Unlike LXX-Josh 3:12 and 4:2, MT Josh 3:12 and 4:2 show a rather similar

style and structure. An MT editor interpolates some words into both verses to sort out

the differences between them. With the help of pluses in MT, 3:12 belongs to the same

layer as 4:1-8 (P).

The differences between the LXX Vorlage and MT Josh 4:9 explain the

opposite cases.

□•onsn ^ban 32»Q nnn prva in your opn (nnnx) m®u btiBi LXX Vorlage Josh 4:9

:nrn arn n® a® vrn (mm) mna pix ^xBa

maron ^ban raian nnn prrn pina ®®am apn ( ) maiax mB® dtiBi MT Josh 4:9

:nrn avn n® a® rmi ( ) n,-nn pnx ^xBa
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As already stated in Chapter Three, it does not seem possible that the original

story had two sets of twelve stones. Josh 4:9 appears to have been inserted later to stress

the cutting off of the waters and dry ground in the middle of the Jordan in connection

with the twelve stone story at the brink of the Jordan. In this sense, LXX Vorlage Josh

4:9 seems to be primary, which represents crinx and makes a clear distinction between

the twelve stones at the brink of the Jordan and in the middle of the Jordan. As we have

seen in 6.2, even although there are some uncertain cases that cannot be judged, the

pluses and variants in the OG Vorlage are quite common expressions in the Old

Testament and appear to be primary and earlier than those in MT. anna is used quite

often in the Old Testament and also occurs in synoptic texts of Samuel-Kings and

Chronicles (1 Kgs 9:6112 Chron 7:19, 1 Kgs 9:9//2 Chron 7:22, 2 Kgs 22:17//2 Chron

34:25) to warn Israel against forsaking Yahweh and serving other gods. In other biblical

texts, it appears mainly in similar situations to warn Israel or prevent Israel against

sinning by serving other gods (Exod 20:3; 34:14; Deut 5:7; 6:14; 7:4; 8:19; 11:16, 28;

13:2(3), 6(7), 13(14), 17:3; 18:20; 28:14, 36, 64; 29:26 (25); 30:17; 31:18, 20; Josh

23:16; 24:2, 16; Jud 2:12, 17, 19; 10:13; 1 Sam 8:8; 26:19; 11:4, 10; 14:9; 2 Kgs 17:7,

35, 37, 38; 2 Chron 28:25; 34:25; Jer 1:16; 7:6, 9, 18; 11:10; 13:10; 16:11, 13; 19:4;

22:9; 25:6; 35:15; 44:3, 5, 8, 15; Hos 3:1; cf. Num 14:24). Thus, this word (a-nnx)

automatically reminds Israel of the first commandment in Exod 20:3 and Deut 5:7: 'You

shall have no other gods before me'. In the book of Joshua as well, this word was used

in the negative context to warn Israel's guilty against serving other gods: Josh 23:16;

24:2, 16. Thus, the word onnx crnx in LXX Vorlage Josh 4:9 can remind the Israelite

readers of these negative meanings, just as the other altar near the Jordan, set up by the

Transjordanian tribes in Josh 22:10-34, did to the people of Israel. Therefore, an MT
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editor might have eliminated this word (crinx) exegetically and bestowed the same

authority to the stones in the middle of the Jordan as the stones at the brink of the Jordan,

in order to read this verse without discontinuity.

The next example, mrr, supports this position. The LXX Vorlage Josh 4:9

represents mm, but the MT does not. As we have seen in Chapter Four, the epithet

mm ma pas in LXX Vorlage 4:9 is a basic expression which occurs in 1 Kgs 8:1//2

Chron 5:2 (BTH). man ptK in MT Josh 4:9 is a variation of the basic expression. In this

case, MT seems to have removed mm from mm ma pas, considering the negative

meaning ofmns, sinning against mm in LXX Vorlage 4:9.

Thus, we can now try to reconstruct the possible real literary history of Josh 3-

4:

The basic layer of this narrative was LXX Vorlage Josh 3:2-11, 13-17; 4:

4:1 Ob-1 la, 14, 17-19, which was influenced by BTH.

Into this basic layer, the twelve stone story at the brink of the Jordan and the

two and half tribes story in LXX Vorlage Josh 4:1-8, 10a, lib, 12-13, which is

influenced by Deuteronomy, and especially by Deut 3:18; 6:20-21; 27:1-6, is added.

The third layer in this narrative is LXX Vorlage Josh 4:9 which emphasises the

dry ground in the middle of the Jordan and its cutting off.

The fourth layer of this narrative is LXX Vorlage Josh 3:1, 12 which highlight

the diligence of Joshua and the realisation of the divine promise to cross the Jordan, and

to connect Josh 3 with Josh 4.

The fifth layer (LXX Vorlage Josh 4:15-16, 20-24) was added to link this

narrative with Exodus.
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At the final stage, an MT editor tried to solve the clumsiness and disconnection

in context by deleting some expressions in LXX Vorlage as minx and mm in 4:9, by

changing some words as yen in the OG Vorlage into lyon, and by adding some words into

LXX Vorlage as -tntrsTK in MT Josh 3:12 and inx-arK, ito ccS in MT Josh 4:2. This

made the final shape ofMT Josh 3-4 much simpler and helped to solve the discontinuity

of context and decreased the complexity of this narrative.

6.4. Polzin, the Textual and Literary History, and MT Pluses in
Joshua 3-4

Through the study of the textual history of the OG Vorlage and the MT of Josh

3-4, we find some indicators that the former seems to be prior to the latter. However, at

least, without much firmer evidence, it is more prudent to reconstruct the literary history

of Joshua 3-4 based on both the OG Vorlage and the MT. In addition, with the help of

the study of the literary history of this complex narrative based on the Hebrew Vorlage

of LXX, we found five layers of different materials in Josh 3-4, and based on the MT,

four layers of different materials.

However, by not paying attention to the textual and literary history of both the

LXX Vorlage and the MT, but by reading only from the final form of the MT, Polzin

demonstrates a limited reading and understanding of this complex narrative.

One of the weaknesses of Polzin's understanding is his failure to consider that

certain words and phrases are, in fact, MT pluses. These warrant closer attention.

According to Polzin, 'the ritual nature' of Josh 3:1-5:1 allows the so-called

Deuteronomist to construct a highly intricate and amazingly precise compositional
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structure. He holds that this narrative is a well-programmed and stylized literary unity on

a cultic procession that interconnects the various surface points of view of the story to a

degree that approaches geometric precision (p. 94). However, a deeper analysis of the

passage and 'cultic narrative' is necessary in order to render a proper understanding.

Many scholars, including Soggin,137 tried to connect this narrative with the spring feast

in Gilgal, by means of linking the phrases 'the sons of Israel camped in Gilgal (bjbaa

•anuria urn)' in 5:10 and noan mnnn in v 11. However, these are MT pluses.138 Thus,

his attempt to understand Josh 3-4 in connection with cultic performances only from the

perspective of the MT seems problematic.

Maintaining that the chronological discrepancy between 3:2 and 4:19 is not a

'crucial problem', and does not play a 'key role', Polzin insists that it is not meaningful

enough to invest hermeneutic energy in this question (pp. 91-2). However, his point

stands at variance to the text. He regards the event of crossing the Jordan as a cultic

procession based on the chronological contents in this narrative and pluses in 5:10-11.

Problematically, he seeks to read only the final form of the MT of this narrative as a

literary unity without noticing the problems behind the text.

According to him, 3:12 and 4:11 are also 'literary signals' that shift in temporal

points of view to highlight those two events, the setting up of the twelve stones (4:1-8)

and the coming up of the priests (4:15-18) (p. 97). However, a closer analysis of the

Hebrew text will reveal a different picture. Joshua 3:12 seems to be connected with the

twelve stones set up at the brink of the Jordan in 4:1-8, especially 4:2. However, if we

consider the literary history of Josh 3-4, we can see that 3:12 and 4:2 are from different

material. Although 3:12 and 4:2 have an almost identical word order and sentence

structure, the words nab and -ito cniti, in 4:2 appear only in the MT and nnK-erx in pc Mss.

137
J. A. Soggin, Joshua, OTL, 66.

138 A.G. Auld, Joshua Retold: Synoptic Perspectives, 12-13.
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Thus, even though Polzin, with the help of Russian literary theory, holds that this is a

shift in temporal point of view, 3:12 appears to be a redactional addition, using the story

of 4:1-8 to connect the contents of Chapters 3 and 4. Similarly, an MT editor tried to

solve these problems between 3:12 and 4:2 by MT pluses in 4:2. His argument that 4:11

is literary anticipation is also a little problematic. The OG Vorlage represents cnaxm

instead of □■onam and arms'? instead of nun ^ab. By following only the MT, Polzin's

contention that 4:11 foreshadows 4:15-18, thereby emphasising the coming up of 'the

priests', is not plausible.

His attempt to explain the inconsistencies in Josh 3-4 regarding the shift of the

narrator's spatial point of view is problematic in that it ignores the textual and literary

history of this narrative. According to Polzin, in 3:1-4:14 the narrator 'took his narrating

position from the point of view of the Israelites entering the land, but then in 4:15-5:1

takes his perspective from the point of view of a non-Israelite watching the progress of

this miraculous procession (p. 101)'. For this purpose, he especially focuses on the

second episode of 4:1-8. Noticing the threefold indication, 'from here,' 'from the middle

of the Jordan,' and 'where the priests' feet stand firm,' Polzin asserts that, although it is

not clear where Yahweh is while speaking to Joshua in 4:3, Joshua and the twelve men

should be together with the priests, where he should command the men to carry the

twelve stones to the camp (p. 99-100). However, if we look closely at the Hebrew

Vorlage of the LXX and the MT, here rra nab and annan ^bn axon are MT pluses. Thus,

by following only the MT, his assertion that Joshua is in the middle of the Jordan and

with the priests in 4:3 is rendered implausible. He commits a similar error in 4:5. He

insists that in 4:5 Joshua is giving orders to the twelve men on the western side of the

Jordan, but here yoirr, ins, osnbs are MT pluses and the OG Vorlage represents one

more ^ab. Thus, in the verse where Yahweh gives the order, it is difficult to believe that
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Polzin understands this verse correctly, thereby casting doubt on his assertions regarding

the location of the characters. In addition, a careful reading of 4:1 Ob-11 reveals that until

all that Moses commanded was completed, the priests stood firm and the people crossed

in a hurry after the completion of them. Although it appears in 4:1-8 that the people are

already on the western side of the river, in 4:1 Ob-1 la they are in the middle of the Jordan

with the priests while the commands are carried out. Furthermore, as we noticed above,

the OG Vorlage represents instead of cmnnm and amah instead of aim ^ab.

Therefore, his attempt to solve the discrepancies between these two parts from a spatial

point of view by reading only from the MT is problematic.

In conclusion, we find that Polzin's attempt to read this narrative only from

the final shape of the MT is limited in that he does not pay attention to the textual and

literary history of Josh 3-4, at least, in the point that he does not properly consider a lot

of the pluses in the MT.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusion

The aim of this study has been to present a test case for diachronic and

synchronic approaches in the book of Joshua, especially with regard to Josh 3-4, it

being one of the most complex texts in the Old Testament. This work has paid

particular attention to how Polzin's approach, which is regarded as being one of the

best synchronic readings of Joshua, is applied to the text of Josh 3-4, while attention

has also been given to the relevance of the theories ofAuld.

As a preliminary study, Chapter One surveys the recent diachronic research

history of Joshua 3-4 and suggests some possible methodologies that will help

examine this complex text. There have been two competing directions of diachronic

researches on Josh 3-4:

1) Attempts to find various layers of material behind the text based on the

MT;

2) Attempts to reconstruct the textual and literary history of this narrative,

taking into consideration a number of differences between the MT and LXX,

and accepting those challenges raised by the LXX.

The former shows the limitation of tracing the literary history of this

complex narrative only from the final form of the MT and of the indebtedness to the

so-called deuteronomistic theory raised by Noth. While the latter pays attention to

the divergences between the MT and LXX, and considers challenges raised by the

LXX, it does not provide detailed explanations of the literary history of Josh 3-4.

Neither has it clearly explained a large number of repetitions, discontinuities, and

inconsistencies in the text, nor supplied any detailed analysis of the various strata of

materials existing behind this text. While this kind of study succeeds in highlighting
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the importance of the Septuagint, it has not attempted to produce a retroversion of the

Hebrew Vorlage of LXX-Josh 3-4, nor has it attempted to reconstruct the literary

history of this narrative from the OG Vorlage, or find layers ofmaterials in this text.

By contrust, this thesis has tried to reconstruct the literary history of Josh 3-4, and

discover various layers of materials behind the text, while thoroughly considering

those challenges provided by the OG Vorlage.

Chapter Two is another preliminary study undertaken to survey some major

recent synchronic readers and their methodologies in reading the book of Joshua.

This chapter introduces the synchronic readings of Polzin, Hawk, Mitchell, and

Winther-Nielsen. It attempts to uncover the problems in applying their methods to

this text and also offers a critique of these sympathetic readings. While diachronic

scholars divide the text, classify layers of material, and reconstruct it as they see fit,

Polzin, Hawk, Mitchell, and Winther-Nielsen adopt a different approach to the text in

that they value it and give it the respect they feel it deserves. Initially, their best

efforts are given to gain an understanding of this ancient text, even if its meaning is

difficult to determine. This seems to be the merit of their methodology. However,

Hawk, Mitchell, and some of Winther-Nielsen's works have similarities, mainly in

that they are indebted to Polzin. Hawk, for example, pays attention to a detailed

command/execution framework. Polzin also applied the framework of

prediction/fulfilment, command/fulfilment, and prefiguration/fulfilment to clarify his

understanding of Josh 3-4. Hawk also shows some interest in the Hebrew verb, -ojj,

as does Polzin. He also pays attention to the repetition of crossing the Jordan by the

shift of perspective, which appears to be influenced by Polzin's temporal, spatial,

phraseological, and psychological shift in perspective. Mitchell also reads the book

of Joshua from the perspective of the application of Din as Polzin and Hawk do.

Even if his position does differ from that of Polzin and Hawk in the sense that

Mitchell understands the gap between the full application ofmn and its failure as the
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difference between 'dream and reality', his position also seems to be indebted to

Polzin, who understands it as the difference between authoritative dogmatism and

traditional criticism, while Hawk understands it as the difficulty of applying dogma

to the daily lives of people. Like other holistic readers (Polzin, Hawk, Mitchell),

Winther-Nielsen also notices the extermination policy of foreigners in Moses' law in

the book of Joshua and pays attention to the application of Din. Like Polzin, he

analyses the story of the crossing of the Jordan by dividing the narrative into

episodes. He also pays regard to a temporal thread, or chain of representative events

to argue for the unity of this story in the same way as Polzin does. By concentrating

on dialogue introducers, another dimension of discourse-pragmatics, Winther-

Nielsen tries to trace the themes elaborated in the dialogue structure, on which he

seems to gain insight from Polzin. To explain dialogue and theme structure in this

narrative, Winther-Nielsen quotes Polzin's 'command/fulfilment' and

"anticipation/confirmation" structures "as the working out of an antiphonal pattern"

(1995: 182-183). However, their methodologies and the results of their studies are

quite different from one another. The divergence and the intricacy of their

investigations are not so different from those of diachronic studies. Furthermore,

even though Polzin explained the complex narrative of Joshua 3-4 from various

aspects and dimensions quite well, the approaches of others are not as praiseworthy,

being focused on just some narrow point, while failing to cover all the problems in

this literary composite. It can also be argued that Polzin, to whom others are indebted

and whose study on this narrative is clearly the superior one, fails to supply a clear

explanation of the two different descriptions of the twelve stones in the middle of the

Jordan, and at the bank of the Jordan. In addition, his research is limited insofar as he

does not pay attention to the differences between the MT and the LXX, but reads

only from the final form of the MT. Although Polzin does not disparage diachronic

research and says only that synchronic study must come first, he does not offer any
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diachronic attempt on Joshua 3-4. If this is the case, what sort of diachronic work on

Josh 3-4 should follow Polzin's synchronic efforts? This thesis also attempts to

answer that particular question over the course of its following chapters.

Chapter Three investigates the differences between the MT and the LXX of

Joshua 3-4 through text critical analysis, and reconstructs the Hebrew Vorlage of

LXX-Joshua 3-4, while taking into consideration the divergences between the major

Greek editions (Margolis, Rahlfs, and Auld). Through text critical analysis, several

differences were found between the MT and the LXX in Josh 3-4. However, these

differences do not seem to be caused by errors in copying, or of a misunderstanding

of the text, or even of exegetical and theological improvement from the MT to the

LXX, as has traditionally been supposed. Rather, LXX-Joshua 3-4 appears to be

based on a Hebrew Vorlage different from the textual tradition underlying MT-Joshua

3-4. Furthermore, the generally shorter Greek is an earlier and better witness than the

MT to that common original from which both have diverged, as the following

examples show: (1) 3:5 and 6 show the literalness and faithfulness of the LXX in

rendering the Hebrew Vorlage; (2) some verses show the possibility of scribal error

on the MT side: dittography (3:8, 9), haplography (4:24); (3) there appear to be more

elements of improvement, development and theologising in the MT than in the LXX:

3:9, 10, 12; 4:5, 8, 13; (4) there is some evidence showing exegetical variations and

adjustments by the scribe or copyist of MT: 3:15, 17; 4:2, 3, 11; (5) in particular,

there are a larger number of pluses in the MT than in the LXX. One important point

among the features of this complex narrative observed through this text criticism is

that the MT pluses seem to be the final layer of this narrative and make clear the

possibility of the priority of the LXX. However, Polzin commits a critical mistake by

not paying attention to the LXX. If we read this complex narrative more closely with

the help of text critical analysis, we realise that the LXX provides us with a much

better understanding and we do not need to apply Polzin's complex literary theory to
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the two different stone stories in the middle and at the brink of the Jordan. Thus, one

of the most difficult stories in this narrative can be better understood.

For the purpose of reading the literary history of Josh 3-4 in a diachronic

way, the writer considers what position this text holds in the setting of the wider

context of the ark narratives and the water-crossing stories in the Old Testament in

Chapters Four and Five. In these two chapters, the writer considers recent trends in

literary criticism that reject the existence of a Yahwist (J) and prefers to call material

which does not belong to P simply 'non-Priestly', while suggesting new directions

for literary criticism. One of these specific features is to read the story of the

Pentateuch and the Former Prophets in reverse order. In this section, the writer

examines the relevance of Auld's theory, in which the shared material by Samuel-

Kings and Chronicles is the root work of the whole tree of Genesis - Kings.

Chapter Four compares the ark story in this text with those in the Pentateuch

and other Former Prophets. This analysis demonstrated that the narratives on the

movements and whereabouts of the ark share a number of words, phrases, and some

major themes. These include: the epithets of the ark, the verbs used to describe the

movement of the ark, the priests and the Levites as the carriers of the ark, the divine

epithets, all Israel and all the people, the names ofmusical instruments, motifs ofwar,

etc. Through an analysis of words and expressions in the ark narratives, we see a

possible development of the texts from the materials shared between Samuel-Kings

and Chronicles. In particular, ynxn, mm ma ynx, mm ynx, □mibxn p-ix in Samuel-

Kings and Chronicles are the basic designations of the ark, to which other

designations were added and by which the two epithets in Num 10:33-36 also appear

to have been influenced. The verbs that appear in the texts describing the ark's

movement also support this possibility. The verbs, xm, nbv, and xm in the synoptic

texts of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles are basic expressions, to which other verbs are

added, and the epithets have been developed into various expressions. In addition,
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the priests and the Levites as the carriers of the ark, the divine epithets, all Israel and

all the people, the names ofmusical instruments, the expressions describing the ritual,

the war theme, etc., support the possibility of reading the literary history of these ark

texts backwards. Therefore, this result seems to support the possibility of Auld's

theory: namely, that the basic story of the monarchy (BTH) is the root work of the

story of Israel before the monarchy.

The analysis of 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5, shows

that it is not possible simply to argue that Chronicles was written later than Samuel-

Kings. Although there are long non-synoptic materials in 1 Chron 15:1-24, 16:4-42,

and 2 Chron 5:11 b-13, there are many more small pluses in 2 Sam 6, 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11

including long pluses in 2 Sam 6:20b-23. B and 4QSama also support the possible

priority of Chronicles to MT-Samuel, as: a) the verbs used to move the ark in B and

4QSama 2 Sam 6 agree with those in 1 Chron 13-16, but not with those in MT - 2

Sam 6. b) B, 4QSama2 Sam 6:5, 1 Chron 13:8 use ctc, but MT-2 Sam 6:5 uses

n^nn and B, 4QSam a 2 Sam 6:5, 1 Chron 13:8 represent tu, but MT-2 Sam 6:5

represents pu. Therefore, this writer suggests that in terms of the synoptic texts,

Chronicles seems to have been written before Samuel was revised into MT-Samuel.

However, this does not mean that the non-synoptic elements of Chronicles are of an

earlier period than the pre-MT Samuel.

Therefore, if we read the literary history of Josh 6 with the help of similar

ark texts in 1 Sam4:lb-7:2, 2 Sam 6//1 Chron 13-16, and 1 Kgs 7:51-8:11//2 Chron 5,

we can find the literary layers of Josh 6 as follows:

1) Basic layer, which is influenced by the synoptic source materials (BTH)

of the ark's movement in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles; Josh 6:1-3a, 5-6aa,

7, 8apb, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18-21, 24, 27;

2) Late-biblical outlook shared by Josh 6 and non-synoptic special materials

in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles: Josh 6:4 (run®), 8 (nun®), 12, 13 (nun®),
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15a, 16 (rrorratin), 26;

3) Redactional Insertion; 6:10, 17, 22-23, 25;

4) MT Pluses; 6:1 (*?inir rara rasra), 3 (□,ra"' n©© nton), 4 (nnai©3 lyprr Dranram

Cars 33© T3HT1N 130n ,3,3©H DV31 pnKH D,L?3Vn DTiai© ni!3© IN©1 □,3H3

H33©i), etc.

We also find that Num 10:33-36 is a non-Priestly layer, which is influenced

by the texts on the transportation of the ark in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles (BTH).

Furthermore, it seems to be prior to the Priestly material in 9:15-10:32.

Chapter Five compares Josh 3-4 with the crossing of the Reed Sea in Exod

13:17-14:31 and with Elijah and Elisha crossing the river in 2 Kgs 2. The purpose of

this chapter is to explore the relevance of reading Josh 3-4 in the wider context of

Exod 13:17-14:31 and 2 Kgs 2, which are the water crossing stories of Moses and

Elijah-Elisha. In order to find sufficient connections to justify putting them in any

order, this chapter examines some shared words, major themes and motifs in these

texts.

The preliminary analysis reveals that these three stories share some words.

We find three words that are used in all three narratives: nrann (Exod 14:21; Josh

3:17; 4:18; 2 Kgs 2:8); the consonantal cluster of □•'©ran (Exod 13:18; Josh 4:12; 2

Kgs 2:16); onn (Exod 14:16; Josh 4:5; 2 Kgs 2:13). Even if nrann has the same

meaning in all three passages, it does not arouse our interests very much because

these three passages are stories of crossing water on dry ground. However, the other

two words (□•'©ran, cnn) also do not offer any definite connection of these narratives

as they are used in different ways and are not common elsewhere in these three

books. There are some more shared words that appear only in two texts, but they are

also used in different ways in many cases. There are also some thematic similarities

and shared motifs in these two or three stories. However, in the use of detailed words

and phrases employed to describe them, these three water stories demonstrate
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significant differences. In almost all the cases, different words are used.

Thus, it does not appear to be simple to establish a connection among the

stories and to decide the historical order of these texts. We can see here that even

though there are some shared expressions and themes, it is not easy to decide how

the non-synoptic material (2 Kgs 2) in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles are related to

the texts in the Pentateuch (Exod 13:17-14:31) and Former Prophets (Josh 3-4).

Rather, it would be safer to read the literary history of Josh 3-4 in the context of other

ark narratives as suggested in Chapter Four.

With the help of the previously mentioned investigations, Chapter Six

attempts to read the literary history of Joshua 3-4 based on the Hebrew Vorlage of the

LXX and on the MT of Josh 3-4. This chapter retraces the complex literary history of

Josh 3-4 and discusses the limitations ofPolzin's synchronic study.

We found many differences between the OG Vorlage and the MT-Josh 3-4,

there being in particular a much larger number of pluses in the MT than in the OG

Vorlage. Thus, we appreciate that research on the textual history should precede the

reconstruction of the literary history of Josh 3-4. We saw that the pluses in the MT

are quite rare and unusual in Biblical Hebrew. In addition, we found that those pluses

in the MT appear to have been inserted later with exegetical and theological

intentions. Yet, the pluses in the OG Vorlage are quite common in the Old Testament

and could easily belong to the original text of Josh 3-4. An analysis of other

disagreements between the OG Vorlage and the MT also shows similar results.

Furthermore, the OG Vorlage sometimes seems to have a better understanding of the

context of this narrative than the MT and there are some verses which could be better

explained by copying errors on the MT side. Thus, one could say that all these

features of the divergences between the OG Vorlage and the MT of Josh 3-4 show

the priority of the OG Vorlage. Furthermore, the OG Vorlage is the better and safer

text from which to reconstruct the literary history of Josh 3-4. Nevertheless, this
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study, being based on both texts, keeps an open mind regarding the textual history

and reconstruction of the literary history of Josh 3-4, given that there are only a few

cases that could be judged as uncertain: e.g. in 3:7, osb in 4:2, 3, -pro or -jinn in

Josh 4:9, 10, 18, and iron in 3:15.

There seem to be five layers of different materials in the Hebrew Vorlage of

LXX Josh 3-4. First, the basic layer (a) influenced by similar synoptic ark texts in

Samuel-Kings and Chronicles (BTH) is 3:2-11, 13-17; 4:10b-lla, 14, 17-19. Second,

the first addition to this narrative influenced by Deuteronomy (Deut 3:18; 6:20-21;

27:1-6) is 'b': 4:1-8, 10a, lib, 12-13. Third, the second additional layer ('c') is 4:9.

Fourth, the third redactional insertion ('d') emphasizes Joshua's diligence and the

beginning of the realization of the Jordan crossing, and links chapter 3 to 4: 3:1, 12.

Fifth, to those four layers, a final fourth redactional layer ('e') is added to connect

this story with the ark narratives and Reed Sea story in Exodus: 4:15-16, 20-24. One

thing we have to bear in mind here is that the form of question and answer seems to

be developed in the order of Deut 6:20-21» Josh 4:6-7» non-Priestly Exod 13:8-

10» Priestly texts in Exod 12:26-27; 13:14-15.

It appears that there are four layers of different materials in the final shape

ofMT-Josh 3-4. The basic layer ('a') is influenced by BTH: 3:1-11, 13-17; 4:10-14,

17-19. The first addition to this narrative is 'P' influenced by mainly Deuteronomy:

3:12; 4:1-9. The second addition to this basic layer is 'y', which connects this

narrative with the epithet 'the ark of testimony' and the Reed Sea story in Exodus:

4:15-16, 20-24. Then, the final redactional interpolation ('6') to this complex text

consists of a number of pluses in the MT.

To test the result of our research, we reconstructed each stratum in the

retroversion of LXX Vorlage and MT-Josh 3-4 into a table and examined what kinds

of changes happen to those episodes when we reconstruct the text according to the

process of combining each layer (a, a+b, a+b+c...etc and a, a+p, a+p+y...etc) as
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archaeologists or geologists find strata and remains. At each stage of amalgamation,

we saw that this result is in accord with our conclusion.

Then, through the investigation of the distribution of major words in each

layer, we found that the analytical result ofword distribution supports our research.

Therefore, this investigation has unearthed two different plausible literary

histories, each interesting and valuable in its own right. However, such a two-eyed

dimensional perspective does not seem to be enough for an expert who is interested

in the genuine history of the development of this narrative. Scholarly obligation

requires us to examine how these chapters really did develop. Comparison of the OG

Vorlage and the MT Josh 3-4 reveals two major differences. First, Josh 3:1, 12

belongs to the fourth ('d') layer in the LXX Vorlage, but 3:1 belongs to the basic

layer (a) and 3:12 to the second layer ((3) in the MT. Second, those two twelve stone

stories in the middle of the Jordan and at the brink of the Jordan belong to two

different layers (b, c) in the OG Vorlage, but to the same layer (P) in the MT. These

differences are closely related to many variants in the LXX Vorlage and MT, and

particularly to the many pluses in the MT.

(1) By the variation of ud,i in the OG Vorlage into wi and the plus

biocr "oa-bsi xin, an MT editor seems to have solved the awkwardness of the syntax

of LXX Vorlage 3:1. This MT plus also links this verse with the same expression in

Josh 3:9, 12 and the basic layer of this narrative ('a' layer).

(2) An MT editor seems to have tried to solve the break between the LXX

Vorlage Josh 3:12 and the LXX Vorlage Josh 4:2 and put -tntrtf-'X in MT Josh 3:12

and -intrBbK, iw nab in MT Josh 4:2. With the help of pluses, MT Josh 3:12 is at

the same level as MT Josh 4:1-8 (P).

(3) LXX Vorlage Josh 4:9 represents minx but MT Josh 4:9 does not. onnx

occurs in 1 Kgs 9:6//2 Chron 7:19, 1 Kgs 9:9/12 Chron 7:22, 2 Kgs 22:17//2 Chron

34:25 (BTH). In the Old Testament, the word is mainly used to warn against or
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prevent Israel's sin of serving 'other' gods. Thus, the reminder of the first

commandment (Exod 20:3; Deut 5:7) and the 'other' altar near the Jordan set up by

the Transjordanian tribes (Josh 22:10-34) might have made an MT editor remove this

word (anna) exegetically, in order to bestow the same authority to the stones in the

middle of the Jordan as the stones at the brink of the Jordan. In this sense, MT seems

to have removed mrr from mrr rvo yns (BTH) considering the negative meaning of

□nnx , sinning against mrr in LXX Vorlage 4:9.

Thus, ifwe reconstruct the possible real literary history of Josh 3-4, it seems

to have been composed of five layers of different materials as we found in the LXX

Vorlage. However, an MT editor, in attempting to solve the clumsiness and

disconnection in context, deleted some expressions, changed some words, and added

some others to the LXX Vorlage. This solved the discontinuity of context and

decreased the complexity of this narrative, while making the final shape ofMT Josh

3-4 much simpler.

Even although he insisted on the necessity of it, Polzin fails to consider the

textual and literary history of Josh 3-4, but instead reads only from the final shape of

the MT. In particular, his literary reading reveals critical problems in understanding a

number of pluses in the MT. His understanding of this text as a cultic narrative and

his attempt to solve many inconsistencies in Josh 3-4 by a shift of temporal point of

view and the narrator's spatial point of view are based at several points on pluses in

the MT. This only makes the limitation of his synchronic understanding all the more

striking.

As we conclude the study of this topic, there appear to be some other areas

of interest that could be studied further.

(1) As we have reconstructed a possible literary history and different layers
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of Josh 3-4, we have to consider the position of this narrative in the setting of the

wider Joshua narrative. For example, how much of Josh 3-4 is a natural part of the

whole of the book of Joshua? Indeed, how many parts are different and distinctive,

and how is the wider Joshua narrative related to the BTH?

(2) We saw that Samuel-Kings' shows interest mainly in the priests, but

Chronicles takes an interest in the Levites as well as in the priests. A study of this

difference would be also an interesting area for further research.

(3) It was also found that Joshua and some non-synoptic texts in Chronicles

share some expressions: those non-synoptic ark texts in Chronicles and Josh 3-4

share the compound word tribn^) miron (Josh 3:3; 1 Chron 15:14; 2 Chron 5:5).

There seem to be some late special materials, which are also shared by non-synoptic

texts in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles, and Joshua. An analysis of additional points

also supports this position: mm m (Josh 4:24; 1 Sam 5:6, 9); nrtiibm branx (1 Sam 4:8)

and mtiibtzi bionn(a) (Josh 3:4; 4:18); rnxba: (Josh 3:5; 1 Chron 16:9, 12, 24); losizh

(Josh 6:15; 1 Sam 5:3, 4) and Mam (Josh 3:1; 6:12); mna (1 Sam 5:3, 4); inn (Josh

3:5; 4:6, 21); -inn (Josh 4:10; 1 Sam 4:14), etc. Thus, we could guess that there are

some late special materials added to the synoptic texts of Samuel-Kings and

Chronicles, the formation of the texts resembling a river with many tributaries, in

which BTH is the first tributary. This could be another interesting area for further

study.
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